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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

Archival of DCI 1.5 Documentation
DCI 1.5 went End of Service on 31 January, 2023. The online user documentation for DCI 1.5 in the HTML format
has therefore been removed from the Tech Docs platform. However, the End of Service documentation for DCI
1.5 is still available in PDF format.

z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200
Are you responsible for installing, maintaining, configuring, and deploying Broadcom Mainframe products? Check
out the latest z/OSMF training from Broadcom Mainframe Education.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

Dynamic Capacity Intelligence is an easy-to-use, fully automated, intelligent capacity management solution. The solution
is designed to streamline your ability to monitor and manage service level agreements effectively to improve operational
efficiency. DCI provides proactive predictable capacity management for optimizing system resources for prioritized
workloads and removes the guesswork from IBM Monthly Licensing Charge pricing.

DCI provides the following benefits:

• Ensures that the priority workloads are completed per service level agreements with a minimal impact on IBM monthly
licensing charges.

• Dynamically manages capacity among systems to process the critical workloads to achieve service level agreements.
• Automatically balances capacity in real time to utilize the available capacity.
• Helps to decrease hours that are required for the manual real-time capacity management
• Provides complete transparency into capacity management.

To download and apply the program temporary fixes (PTFs), visit DCI Maintenance Solutions List.

Contact Broadcom Support for further assistance.

GA Continuous Delivery Release
The Continuous Delivery model provides product features and fixes to you faster.

We are pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery (CD) release of DCI. We enhance
this version using the CD model, which provides new features and product fixes to you faster with easier deployment.
In the CD release model:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled where possible to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. Explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are made generally available (GA). For more information about these programs, go to https://
validate.broadcom.com or contact your product manager.

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limits exposure to more features being applied in a production environment.
These changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After ongoing testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and product fixes are added into
the Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), with the aim to enhance product quality and the integrity of
your environment. CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and
implement a proactive maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

IMPORTANT
Use the Create Service Order online interface or SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product
maintenance. The online interface makes it easy to order a maintenance package from Broadcom Support. The
batch interface uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time
to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which
eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom
Support Portal.
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New Features
The new features in this DCI release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs for
simple installation.

DCI Version 2.0 provides the following enhancements. To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure that your
products are current on maintenance. We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to have
maintenance that is downloaded and received automatically on your system regularly.

TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are
updated programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

New Level Set 2.0.03 PTF Now Available (LU08048)

A new Level Set PTF for DCI 2.0.03 is now available. This Level Set PTF applies all maintenance and new feature PTFs
up to the specified modification level and supersedes all previously published PTFs and Level Set PTFs.

The Level Set PTF makes it easy to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to a specific modification
level. It also helps you to know what features are installed and available for use at your site.

Update Copyrights in Sample Jobs (LU07881)

This PTS updates copyrights in DCI sample jobs to reflect the latest standards.

DCI 2.0 Web UI Revision 1370 (LU08008)

Revision 1370 of the DCI Web UI delivers a changed icon to the web UI tab.

DCI 2.0 Web UI Revision 1369 (LU07813)

Revision 1369 of the DCI Web UI adds new logo to the web UI that gives this interface a modern look.

New Level Set 2.0.02 PTF Now Available (LU07023)

A new Level Set PTF for DCI 2.0.02 is now available. This Level Set PTF applies all maintenance and new feature PTFs
up to the specified modification level and supersedes all previously published PTFs and Level Set PTFs. This Level
Set PTF also includes the updated Broadcom copyright texts within the product that comply with the latest Broadcom
standards.

The Level Set PTF makes it easy to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to a specific modification
level. It also helps you to know what features are installed and available for use at your site.

Budget View C4HA Report Option (LU06442, LU06440)

DCI Budget View C4HA (BV_C4HA) is an enhancement idea that provides a way to create a budget that tracks the
highest hourly average C4HA (Capping 4-Hour Average) value that is recorded in the month. For more information, see
Budget View.

Add DCI Support for IPv6 TCP/IP Connections (LU04964)

This enhancement enables you to configure DCI to use IPv6 address family (AF), or AF_INET6, for TCP/IP connections.
By default, DCI uses AF_INET, or the IPv4 address family. To configure the IPv6 support, use the new optional sub-
parameter INET6 that is added to the start-up parameters for the Controller, Agent, and ISPF interface. If defined, the
sub-parameter INET6 overrides the default AF to use AF_INET6. For more information, see Prepare and Start ISPF,
Prepare and Start Agents, and Prepare and Start Controller.
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Budget View (LU04567, LU04623)

DCI introduces the Budget View functionality that enables you to monitor your actual MSU consumption and compare the
values with the budgeted MSUs as defined in your contract. DCI Budget View lets you break down IBM Tailored Fit Pricing
(TFP) contracts into monthly allocations across the 12-month reconciliation periods of the contract and provides real-time
visualization of budgeted MSU consumption against actual consumption. The DCI Budget View feature considers your
purchased yearly MSUs, currently consumed MSUs, and the rollover of unused MSUs from the previous period. Based on
these values, DCI predicts the budget state by the end of the contracted period (overspend or underspend), thus allowing
you to take timely measures to fine-tune the consumption and optimize the costs. For more information, see Budget View.

Support for SYSVIEW PTF Analysis Feature (LU03704, LU04099, and LU04326)

DCI supports the use of a feature in SYSVIEW called Product PTF Analysis. Product PTF Analysis combines PTF
tracking elements from your run-time XML library with maintenance data found in your product SMP/E installation CSI
library. Product PTF Analysis enables you to:

• Determine the PTFs and APARs that are currently applied.
• View detailed descriptions of published PTFs.
• Compare the PTFs applied on each LPAR using the Cross System component.
• View detailed SYSMOD information from the SMP/E CSI data set that is used during installation and maintenance.

Product PTF Analysis shows this information for all Broadcom Mainframe products that have the necessary XML data
available.

NOTE
To use the SYSVIEW PTF Analysis feature, apply PTFs LU03704, LU04099, and LU04326. Follow the
instructions that provide the HOLDDATA for PTF LU04326; disregard the HOLDDATA for PTF LU04099. The
PTFs deliver elements that contain metadata for all published PTFs for DCI. Any subsequent PTF published
after these PTFs contains its own PTF tracking element metadata.

For more information, see the New Features section in the SYSVIEW documentation.

zIIP Workload Reports (LU02035, LU02036)

DCI web UI is enhanced to include the zIIP workload reports for LPARs and CPCs. You can view the reports for the zIIP
eligible workload that is processed by DCI-managed LPARs and CPCs during the selected MLC period. These reports
help you for planning the resource reallocation and evaluation of the current workload allocation settings for the systems.
For more information, see Filter Data and View Reports.

Recurring Non-Business Day (LU02539)

DCI Non-business Day Calendar panel in the ISPF interface is enhanced to apply the recurring option for the specified
non-business day. The new option removes the need to set the non-business day for every consecutive year. For more
information, see Define Non-Business Day Calendar.

View Abscap Values in the Web UI Reports (LU01223)

DCI web UI reports are enhanced to display IBM hardware absolute capping values. If the hardware absolute capping is
defined at the Hardware Management Console (HMC), the web UI reports show the capping value as the number of CPs
and MSU value equivalent for your machine. For more information, see Filter and View Reports.

Configure Product for Simulation Mode Only (LU01167)

DCI is enhanced to include a specific configuration that guarantees to run the product in the simulation mode only. The
new PTF provides a configuration option to run DCI only for reports without performing any dynamic changes for the
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capacity management. With the simulation mode, generate and view the MSU consumption report for entities such as
LPARs and capacity groups in the web UI. For more information, see Configure Product for Simulation Only.

Absolute Capping Values Report (LU00766)

DCI Status panel is enhanced to display IBM hardware absolute capping and IBM absolute MSU capping parameters. If
the hardware absolute capping is defined at the Hardware Management Console, the Status panel shows the capping
value as the number of CPs and MSU value equivalent for your machine. The Status panel also shows if an entity that is
LPAR or capacity group is activated with the IBM Absolute Capping option. For more information, see Absolute Capping
Values.

Configure Dedicated BCPii Enabled Agents (SO13126)

The ISPF interface System Definition Table is enhanced to configure dedicated BCPii enabled agents and non-
dedicated BCPii enabled agents. The dedicated BCPii-enabled agent transmits HMC requests only to the home LPAR
where it resides. The non-dedicated agent transmits HMC requests to LPARs that are managed by DCI. For more
information, see Configure BCPii Enabled Agents and Configure Dedicated BCPii Enabled Agents.

Define Custom Colors and Threshold Values (SO12946)

PTF SO12946 includes the following new enhancements:

• Define custom colors to web UI report fields
• Set threshold values to the custom reporting groups
• View WLM Usage tooltips
• Policy import command to import policy extension and definitions

Define Custom Colors for Web UI Report Fields

DCI ISPF interface, Custom Reporting Group, includes an option to define the custom colors for every field in the web
UI reports. For more information, see Customize Web UI Reports to define color.

Threshold Values for the Custom Reporting Group

The ISPF interface lets you define the threshold maximum and threshold warning MSU values for the custom reporting
group of LPARs. The web UI custom group usage report shows the threshold maximum and threshold warning MSU
values for the custom reporting group reports. For more information, see Define Custom Reporting Groups.

WLM Usage Report Tooltips

The web UI WLM reports include a tooltip that shows the percentage MSU share of workload that is processed at each
importance level in the selected interval. To view and use this option, open the WLM reports from the Reports drop-down
in the web UI REPORT view. For more information, see WLM Reports.

Enhanced Policy Import Command to Import Policy Extension with Policy Definitions

The Policy Import command is enhanced to import the policy extension data to the policy. For more information, see
Import Policy.

Max_Save Profile (SO12705)

The logical DCI Group is enhanced to add a new MAX_SAVE profile. Use the MAX_SAVE profile to use the white space
available on donor LPARs during the off-peak periods and direct the resources onto the high-priority LPARs in the DCI
group. The lower priority or donor the LPARs get capped rapidly and significantly to allocate the resources to higher
priority LPARs by using the whitespace whenever it is possible. Modify your policies to add the MAX_SAVE profile. We
recommend that you test the policy with the new profile before you activate it. For more information, see Max_Save.
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Plan for Controller High Availability

The document includes the recommendations and procedures to plan for controller high availability to guarantee the
continuous service of DCI. For more information, see Plan for Controller High Availability.

Continuous Delivery

DCI version 2.0 uses the Continuous Delivery (CD) release model. The CD model provides new product features as
individual PTFs, separate from product fixes providing more flexibility to select which service stream elements you want to
apply.

You are not required to apply all new features in the CD release model; however, ensure that you stay current with new
features and maintenance. SMP/E dependencies still apply when selectively applying maintenance.

For more information, see GA Continuous Delivery Release.

Custom Group Usage Report (SO11860)

The Custom Group Usage report in the web UI provides the WML usage report for a selected custom reporting group.
For more information, see Custom Group Usage report.

New Apply Option in the Report View

After you filter the options in the Report view, click Apply to view the MSU data based on your selections. For more
information, see Filter Data and View Reports.

Country-Based Date and Time Formats

DCI web UI recognizes the country code of the browser and applies these country codes and language-specific formats to
all values shown in the web UI and CSV exports.

Custom Label

The custom label definitions option lets you assign meaningful labels to z/OS systems that you commonly use in your
business. The custom labels in the DCI web UI reports help you easily recognize the systems and understand the reports.
For more information, see Define Custom Labels.

Reporting Group Definitions

The Reporting Group Definitions option lets you create a group of LPARs across CPCs to view the MSU consumption
and R4HA trends for a selected time frame. Based on the custom reporting groups that you defined in the ISPF interface,
the web UI shows the following reports:

• Custom Group R4HA
Shows the R4HA report of LPARs that are included in the custom group for a selected period

• Custom Group MSU
Shows the MSU usage report of LPARs that are included in the custom group for a selected period

For more information, see Define Custom Reporting Groups.

Test a Policy

The new Test option helps you evaluate a policy when you create a new policy or you edit an existing policy. The web UI
shows the potential impact that a test policy would make on R4HA and defined capacity values of the selected system.
For more information, see Test a Policy.
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Policy Extension

The Policy extension option lets you assign initial CPU weight for LPARs as a part of policy scheduling. With the MSU
definitions to the policy, you can optionally assign CPU weight for LPARs with the policy extension feature. For more
information, see Define Policy Extensions.

Guided Customer Support

The guided customer support feature streamlines the data collection by eliminating the extra time and communication
between the systems programmer and customer support. The feature helps you collect DCI MSU DB data and the data
about the applied program temporary fixes (PTFs). Share the data with Broadcom Support team for further analysis and
resolution, For more information, see Guided Customer Support.

Workload Bar Chart

The workload bar chart in the Status view shows the percentage of MSU usage that is divided among different
importance levels of workloads during the last interval. For more information, see Workload Bar Chart.

System Capping State Report

The System Capping State Report shows the different categories of workload that are affected for a selected interval or
a month. For more information, System Capping State Report.

Capping Severity by Category

The CPC Capping Severity by Category report shows the data about the time and date when the various categories of
workload were affected on all the systems in the CPC. For more information, see Capping Severity by Category.

Map View

The customizable map view enables you to group and display LPARs in your mainframe environment to your preferred
combination. The map view helps you identify the location of LPARS quickly and understand how the LPARs are related to
each other. For more information, see Map View.

Enhanced Overview Report in the web UI

The system and capacity group reports include the following new values:

• Group Capacity Limit
• Group Capacity - R4HA
• Importance 5 Workload

The following video provides a brief overview of the new features and enhancements that are added to DCI 2.0.

Release Comparison
Compare the feature offerings across supported product releases to see the value in upgrading your software.

This table compares the key features in the two latest releases for DCI and also includes the PTF numbers that you
require to apply to use the corresponding latest enhancements of DCI 2.0:

Key Features Version 2.0 Release 1.5 PTF Number
Support for IPv6 TCP/IP
connections for configuring
ISPF, agents, and controller

yes no LU04964

Budget View yes no LU04567 and LU04623
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zIIP Workload Reports yes no LU02036
Recurring Non-Business Day yes no LU02539
Absolute Capping Values in the
Web UI Reports

yes no LU01223

Simulation Mode Only
Configuration to Access Reports

yes no LU01167

Absolute Capping Values Report
in the Status View

yes no LU00766

Configure Dedicated BCPii
Enabled Agents

yes no SO13126

Add custom color for Web UI
Fields

yes no SO12946

Threshold Values for the
Custom Reporting Group

yes no SO12946

Enhanced Policy Import
Command with Policy Extension

yes no SO12946

WLM Usage Report Tooltips yes no SO12946
DCI Group MAX_SAVE Profile yes no SO12705
Plan for Controller High
Availability

yes no SO12705

WLM Reports yes no SO11860
Custom Group Usage Report yes no DCI 2.0 Release
Define Custom Labels yes no DCI 2.0 Release
Define Custom Reporting
Groups

yes no DCI 2.0 Release

Guided Customer Support yes no DCI 2.0 Release
Define Policy Extension yes no DCI 2.0 Release
Workload Bar Chart yes no DCI 2.0 Release
System Capping State Report yes no DCI 2.0 Release
CPC Capping Severity by
Category Report

yes no DCI 2.0 Release

Map View yes no DCI 2.0 Release
Mobile Workload and Container
MSU Values (MWP and CBP)

yes yes N/A

WLM SYSPLEX Usage Report yes yes N/A
Extended Web UI installation
Verification

yes yes N/A

Simulation Reports yes ye N/A
Policy Activation Time Setting yes yes N/A
Group Favorite Profile yes yes N/A
Integrate with MOI yes yes N/A

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.
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The following resources are available from Broadcom Support Online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• DCI Community

Product Accessibility Features
Product accessibility features help all users, regardless of ability, use this product and its supporting documentation to
accomplish vital business tasks.

While developing products and documentation, Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility, so that
all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use products and accomplish vital business tasks.

Accessibility Features Within the Product

DCI offers the following accessibility and compatibility features:

Software Applications and Operating Systems

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with DCI.

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The product inherits the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The product does not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
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NOTE
To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The product can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The product also inherits operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online or downloaded as PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Accessibility From an Emulator

DCI supports the following accessibility enhancements through the use of your emulator or operating system:

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

Screen resolution
Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

Cursor width and blink rate
Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

Icon size
Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

High contrast schemes
Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

Volume
Sets the computer sound up or down.

Text-to-Speech
Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Warnings
Defines visual warnings.

Notices
Defines the aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.
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Schemes
Associates computer sounds with specific system events.

Captions
Displays captions for speech and sounds.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

Repeat Rate
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

Tones
Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky
keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

Reverse Action
Sets the reverse function that is controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

Pointer Options
Let you complete the following actions:

• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Select the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that DCI supports:

Keyboard Description

Ctrl+X Cut

Ctrl+C Copy

Ctrl+K Find Next

Ctrl+F Find and Replace

Ctrl+V Paste

Ctrl+S Save

Ctrl+Shift+S Save All
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Ctrl+D Delete Line

Ctrl+Right Next Word

Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down

End Line End

Shortcut Keys in the Web UI

z Zoom In

u Zoom Out

Tooltip (on or off) t

Marker (On or Off) m

Crosshair (On or Off) x

Jump to start of month Home or ^+*+Up Arrow

Jump to end of a month Home or ^+*+Down Arrow

One day forward Page Up or ^+*+Right Arrow

One day backward Page Up or ^+*+left Arrow

One hour forward Right Arrow

One hour backward Left Arrow

Leave zoom ESC

Set marker Ctrl+Left Click or *+Left click

Navigate and open the following options in the Status, Policy,
Report, Test Report, and Map views:
• Status
• Policy
• Report
• Test Report
• Map
• Help
• Report drop-down
• Date
• Time Filter
• CPC
• CG
• System
• Report Content Filter
• CSV
• Refresh
• CHART KEYS
• SAVE CHART
• CHART OPTIONS

Tab+Enter

Move backward among web UI Toolbar options SHIFT+Tab

Third Party Software Agreements
Inclusion of a third-party software agreement indicates that the noted third-party software is part of this release.

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the DCI product
(the “Licensed Product”). The term “Broadcom” refers solely to the Broadcom Inc. corporate affiliate that distributes the
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Licensed Product. The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the noted OSS and may also only use portions of a
given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom will make source code available for applicable
OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com including your name, address, the product
name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom and its corporate affiliates disclaim all warranties
and liability arising from or related to any use of the OSS.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the attached zip file.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This list defines the acronyms and product names, in long and short form, that appear in this documentation.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Dynamic Capacity Intelligence (DCI)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Advanced Entry Workload License Charges (AEWLC), including IWP, when appropriate
• Advanced Workload License Charges (AWLC)
• Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii)
• Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (RS)
• Business Critical (BC)
• Central Processor Complexes (CPCs)
• Container-Based Pricing (CBP)
• Country Multiplex (CMP)
• Entry Workload License Charges (EWLC)
• License Maintenance Program (LMP)
• Hardware Management Console (HMC)
• Integrated Workload Pricing (IWP), when appropriate
• Logical Partition (LPAR)
• Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI)
• Midrange Workload License Charges (MWLC)
• Million Service Units (MSU)
• Monthly License Charge (MLC)
• Mobile Workload Pricing
• Resource Access Control Facility (RACF)
• Rolling 4-Hour Average (R4HA)
• Sub-capacity Reporting Tool (SCRT)
• System z® New Application License Charges (zNALC)
• Time Critical (TC) Workload
• Workload License Charges (WLC)
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, your installation team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so
on) should review the installation and configuration tasks to determine the high-level requirements by role. Doing so can
help you complete the process faster without any delays waiting for tasks to be completed at the last minute.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security administrator for access
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems programmer for z/OS definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM. To access z/OSMF training from Broadcom, log in to
the Broadcom Support portal and search for a course in Learning@Broadcom. To migrate your existing SMP/E
environments (CSIs) to z/OSMF, see z/OSMF Migration.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquire your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.
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Product Components
DCI product components include controller and agents that communicate with IBM Hardware Management Console. DCI
features ISPF and web UI interfaces.

DCI includes components that monitor and control the million service units (MSU) consumption to help achieve the
service-level agreement (SLA) target. DCI includes the following components:

• Agent
• Controller

The following diagram illustrates the communication between the DCI components:

Figure 1: DCI Architecture

For settings definition, control, and report monitoring, DCI features the following interfaces:
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• ISPF
• Web UI

Agent

The DCI Agent collects the workload summary of LPAR MSU consumption and sends the information to the Controller.
Every 5 minutes, the Agent code collects MSU usage data on every LPAR where an Agent is running. The Agents
communicate with the Controller through TCP/IP. The agent adjusts capacity limits as directed by the Controller, if the
Agent is qualified to issue HMC requests. The IBM Hardware Management Console (HMC) is a hardware appliance
that you use to configure and control one or more managed systems. HMC monitors and controls the MSU capacity
across LPARs.

Agent with TCP/IP Connection
Communicates directly with the controller through TCP/IP.

Agents enabled for BCPii access to the IBM Hardware Management Console
The System Programmer installs Agents on every LPAR. Hardware Management Console (HMC) individually
controls and monitors the LPARs.
Ensure that minimum one agent is Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) enabled to communicate
capacity adjustments to HMC. TCP/IP is required when you start DCI for the first time. You require BCPii when
you run DCI in the ACTIVE mode, not in the SIMULATION mode.

Controller

The DCI Controller processes the configuration information, policies, and LPAR-level MSU consumption data provided
by Agents. The Controller can be controlled through the DCI ISPF User Interface. The Controller component collects
and stores MSU data per LPAR based on the information provided by Agents, makes decisions, issues alerts, and sends
messages. Only one controller is required for multiple CPCs.

NOTE
All DCI Agents communicate with the DCI Controller. Therefore, the Controller must run on a high-availability
LPAR to enable DCI to manage MSU consumption as effectively as possible.

• The Controller processes time-critical data that can be especially important during peak activity periods.
Therefore, the Controller must run as SYSSTC to mitigate work on a busy system from impacting the
Controller. The Controller runs at a lower priority, then timely management of MSU consumption can be
affected.

• The Controller must run in a service class that runs with the High WLM Importance level (WLM IMP1 or
IMP2). Later when you configure DCI, define the WLM importance level as “Business Critical” to avoid any
capacity issue.

The controller needs a BIND authorization for the corresponding port number. The agent stores the information as follows:

• The collected information is stored in the historical VSAM cluster.
• The current usage information is stored in the XML format in a Data Pool.

The Agent stores the collected MSU data internally when the Controller is not started or not available. When the Controller
is available, the Agent immediately re-synchronizes the data once the Controller is started.
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Figure 2: Communication among the Controller, Agents, and IBM HMC

Interfaces and Data Sets

DCI includes the following two interfaces:

ISPF User Interface
Use the ISPF interface to perform the following functions:
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• Define a policy
• Overwrite a policy
• Change DCI configuration

The policies and the MSU consumption data are considered in the DCI algorithms to determine the usage capping
values. The Agent then relays this information via email, WTO, or HMC.

NOTE
The ISPF User Interface communicates with a DCI Controller, without accessing the DCI repositories
directly. Therefore, you must specify the TCP/IP parameters in the DCI ISPF User Interface startup in
order to use the UI.

Web User Interface
Use the web user interface to view current MSU usage, defined policies, and historical MSU usage reports. The
DCI Web UI uses only read access to the z/OS UNIX file system. Therefore, you cannot modify any operational
parameters or DCI data via the Web UI.

The following diagram illustrates the DCI user interfaces and data sets. The core data includes site-defined policies and
overall MSU usage.

Figure 3: DCI Interfaces and Data Sets

DCI Architecture Overview Video

The DCI Architecture Overview video helps you understand DCI components, basic architecture, and communication
between components, DCI interfaces, and DCI standard setup recommendations.

Deployment Workflow
Get the MSU analysis of your data center, install, deploy, and start DCI.
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As a new user, contact the Broadcom sales team to start with DCI. The Broadcom representative helps you to get the
initial analysis of your mainframe data center MSU usage with DCI Analyzer Extractor. Install the product and test the
product functionality. Run DCI in simulation mode with the initial policies that are provided by DCI experts. Use the web UI
reports to evaluate MSU consumption and dynamic capping. Finally, change the product mode to active.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the getting started procedure with DCI

The DCI deployment workflow includes the following steps:

1. Collect the MSU data and share it with your Broadcom representative. Based on the results, the experts analyze the
data for cost and resource optimization of your environment. DCI experts prepare and present the analysis results that
help you understand the value that DCI can bring to your business.

2. Analyze the software, hardware, storage, security, and other prerequisites and prepare your mainframe environment to
install the product.

3. Install the DCI product and complete the basic configuration:
a. Acquire DCI.
b. Install the product using the SMP/E JCL or z/OSMF method.
c. Complete the basic configuration of the product using the sample jobs that are in the CFHRSAMP library.

4. Deploy and evaluate components in the sandbox environment.
a. Start the controller and agents in a test environment with your assigned DCI Analyst.
b. Validate DCI as required by the internal policy of your company to perform the functional tests.

Ensure that you have a minimum of three LPARs to perform the DCI functional tests.
c. Validate the DCI installation based on the company policy to verify the components.
d. Assign the profile as Unmanaged to test LPARs.

5. Deploy agents to the production environment to gather MSU data for all the LPARs.
6. Configure the product for reports only to view the current MSU usage data without any dynamic capping changes.
7. Redeploy and start the controller in the production environment and redirect all the agents to a new controller.

Prepare the controller started task on a highly available LPAR.
NOTE
Before you start the controller in the production environment, stop the controller in the test environment.

Redirect all the agents to a new controller with a high availability status before you run DCI in the active mode.
8. Configure the product for dynamic capping with the BCPii-enabled agents.
9. Import and activate initial policies.

DCI experts assist you in creating your initial DCI policies. Observe the MSU usage results based on the web UI and
ISPF interface to fine-tune the policies to meet your requirements.

10. Run DCI in Simulation Mode.
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When you run DCI in simulation mode, DCI provides the ascribed data regarding the policy without managing capacity
adjustments. Use the collected historical MSU data to adjust or improve the policy. Run DCI in simulation mode for a
minimum of one month.

11. Use the web UI reports to validate policies and DCI MSU capping decisions.
12. To enable dynamic capping changes, switch from the Simulation mode to Active Mode

Use the ISPF interface to fine-tune the existing policies or to create a policy based on your site requirements.

Installation Checklist
Use this installation checklist to plan and execute your product installation.

This checklist summarizes the required tasks for a base installation (first-time installation) in the order that you should
perform them. The checklist includes a brief description of the tasks, with links to the comprehensive information required
for the installation. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the task, which enables
the pre-installation planning team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so on) to focus on the tasks for which
they are responsible. Use the Status column to track your progress.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Prepare for Installation

Task Description Role Status

Review Installation Best
Practices

• Manage Security and
Integrity Fixes

• Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval for
maintenance

• Sign up for Hiper
notifications

• Register on Broadcom
Support.

• Apply IBM maintenance.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Address Software Requirements • IBM-supported release
of z/OS (see Mainframe
Compatibilities)

• Common Components
and Services Version 15.0
with the following service
components:
– CAIENF
– CAIRIM
– CAIRIM zIIP
– LMP

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Address Security Requirements Verify the installer user ID
privileges.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Address Hardware
Requirements

• License management
program keys

• DASD devices that are used
with Snapshot General
Service

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or N/A.
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Address Storage Requirements Review space, data set naming
conventions, target and
distribution libraries, REGION
size, and MEMLIMIT size.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Address Base Control Program
Internal Interface (BCPii)
requirements

Meet the Base Control Program
internal interface (BCPii)
requirements.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Install DCI

Task Description Role Status
Install Products Using z/OSMF
Deployments
or
Install Products Using SMP/E
JCL

Create the product SMP/E and
runtime environment (SMP/E
data sets, target libraries, and
distribution libraries).

Systems Programmer Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Maintain Products Using z/
OSMF Software Update
or
Maintain Products Using SMP/E
JCL

Apply all PTFs required to bring
DCI to current maintenance.
• Download maintenance

(corrective and preventive)
automatically using SMP/
E Internet Service Retrieval
or manually from Broadcom
Support.

• Obtain the current SMP/E
HOLDDATA (download the
external HOLDDATA file).

• Receive, apply, and accept
maintenance.

Systems Programmer Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Configure DCI

After you successfully complete the DCI installation, you must configure the DCI components and adjust the product
settings to your environment and DCI operation mode. You can run DCI in the following two modes:

Reporting mode
(also: Simulation mode)
In this mode, you configure DCI to monitor and collect the MSU consumption data that DCI displays in the Web UI
reports and in the ISPF interface.

Dynamic capacity mode
(also: Active mode)
In this mode, along with monitoring and collecting the MSU consumption data, DCI dynamically adjusts the MSU
consumption based on the policies that you define.

To run DCI, you must configure the product at least for the Reporting mode. You configure and switch to the Active mode
after you have fully configured the Reporting mode.
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The table that follows contains an overview of the configuration stages that you must perform for each mode. For detailed
description of the steps for each mode, see Configuring.

Task Description Role Status
Enable Product for Reporting Configure your product to view

MSU reports in simulation
mode.
Create a Configuration
CFHRSAMP JCL Library and
run the configuration jobs in the
pre-defined order.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Enable Dynamic Capacity
Management

In this step, you configure
BCPii-enabled or dedicated
BCPii-enabled agents. Perform
this step when you install DCI
for the first time and run in the
active mode.
If you are upgrading DCI to the
latest version, use the existing
BCPii and HMC configurations.

Systems Programmer Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Post-Installation Steps

After you have configured DCI for either of the modes, perform the following post-installation steps:

Task Description Role Status

Start ISPF interface Open the ISPF panel for the
specific LPAR where you
prepared and started the
ISPF using the ISPF REXX
procedure, then execute the
ISPF member to start DCI.

Systems Programmer Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Define Primary Settings Specify the operational DCI
settings using the Options menu
in the ISPF interface.

System Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

(Optional) Plan for Controller
High Availability

Consider a scenario where the
LPAR on which the controller
resides becomes unavailable,
planned, or unplanned. Modify
the TCP profile to implement
a unique application-instance
dynamic virtual IP address
(DVIPA).

System Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Verify the Activity Log To verify the installation, review
the Agents and Controller
logs for any warnings or error
messages.

Systems Programmer
Anyone who has access to DCI

Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Upgrade Checklist
The DCI upgrade checklist helps you plan, track, and perform upgrade tasks.
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To plan your DCI upgrade, review the following checklist.

The upgrade checklist summarizes the required tasks for an upgrade in the order that you should perform them. The
checklist includes a brief description of the tasks, with links to the comprehensive information required for the upgrade.
The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the task, which enables the pre-upgrade
planning team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so on) to focus on the tasks for which they are
responsible.

TIP
An upgrade is often a full installation of the new software and maintenance followed by product-specific upgrade
and configuration tasks.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

The following tasks help you upgrade DCI from version 1.5. to version 2.0.

Prepare for Installation of DCI 2.0

Task Description Role Status

Review Installation Best
Practices

• Manage Security and
Integrity Fixes

• Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval for
maintenance

• Sign up for Hiper
notifications

• Register on Broadcom
Support.

• Apply IBM maintenance.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Address Software Requirements • IBM-supported release
of z/OS (see Mainframe
Compatibilities)

• Common Components
and Services Version 15.0
with the following service
components:
– CAIENF
– CAIRIM
– CAIRIM zIIP
– LMP

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Address Security Requirements Verify the installer user ID
privileges.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Address Hardware
Requirements

• License management
program keys

• DASD devices that are used
with Snapshot General
Service

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Address Storage Requirements Review space, data set naming
conventions, target and
distribution libraries, REGION
size, and MEMLIMIT size.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or N/A.
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Task Description Role Status

Address Base Control Program
Internal Interface (BCPii)
requirements

Meet the Base Control Program
internal interface (BCPii)
requirements.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Install DCI 2.0 in Test Environment

Task Description Role Status

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Deployments
or
Install Products Using SMP/E
JCL

Create the product SMP/E and
runtime environment (SMP/E
data sets, target libraries, and
distribution libraries).

Systems Programmer Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Maintain Products Using z/
OSMF Software Update
or
Maintain Products Using SMP/E
JCL

Apply all PTFs required to bring
DCI to the current maintenance.
• Download maintenance

(corrective and preventive)
automatically using SMP/
E Internet Service Retrieval
or manually from Broadcom
Support.

• Obtain the current SMP/E
HOLDDATA (download the
external HOLDDATA file).

• Receive, apply, and accept
maintenance.

Systems Programmer Complete, In-progress, or N/A.

Configure DCI 2.0 in Test Environment

Configure DCI 2.0 in simulation mode in your test environment. We recommend that you test DCI 2.0 functionality in
simulation mode with a minimum of one LPAR for agent and one LPAR for controller.

Task Description Role Status

Configure DCI 2.0 Configure and start the DCI 2.0
components in simulation mode in
the test environment. Customize jobs
and members to prepare controller
and agents in the test environment.
Ensure that DCI 1.5 controller and DCI
2.0 controller and agents run using
different port numbers, MSU DB, and
DSN.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.

View the Status of Entities in ISPF Verify that the agent data is available in
the ISPF interface to validate DCI 2.0
functions as expected.

Systems Programmer Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.
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Configure DCI 2.0 in Production Environment

Task Description Role Status

Prepare and Start Controller Prepare and start DCI 2.0 controller
in the production environment on
the same LPAR where the DCI 1.5
agent is running in your production
environment. Ensure that DCI 1.5
controller and DCI 2.0 controller run
using the different port numbers.

Systems Programmer Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.

Prepare and Start Agents Prepare and start DCI 2.0 agents on
the same LPARs where the DCI 1.5
agents are running in your production
environment.

Systems Programmer Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.

Prepare and Start ISPF Prepare and start DCI 2.0 ISPF
interface in the production
environment.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.

Define Primary Settings Complete the initial settings in the
DCI ISPF interface and verify that the
DCI 2.0 ISPF interface works in the
production environment.

• Systems Programmer
• Security Administrator

Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.

Configure and Start the DCI 2.0 Web
UI

Configure and start the DCI web UI
interface. Verify that the DCI 2.0 web
UI interface works in the production
environment.

Systems Programmer Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.

View the Status of Entities in ISPF Analyze the results in DCI 2.0 and
verify that DCI 2.0 ISPF interface
provides the data as expected.

Systems Programmer
DCI User

Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.

Monitor the Status of Systems Analyze the results in DCI 2.0 and
verify that DCI 2.0 web UI interface
provides the data as expected.

Systems Programmer
DCI User

Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.

(Optional) Modify Policies Adjust the DCI 2.0 policy settings to the
production environment.

Systems Programmer
DCI User

Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.

Switch Operation Modes Switch DCI 1.5 from active mode to
simulation mode.

Systems Programmer Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.

Switch DCI 2.0 to Active Mode Enable DCI 2.0. to perform dynamic
capping changes based on the active
policy definitions.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator

Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.

Migrate Data from 1.5 to 2.0 Migrate MSU DB and XML
configuration files that are in the DCI
1.5 USS directory to DCI 2.0 to import
policy, alert, email, non-business day,
and system definitions.

Systems Programmer Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.
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Task Description Role Status

Stop all DCI 1.5 Started Tasks Use your system utility, for example,
SYSVIEW, to stop all the controller
and agent jobs for DCI 1.5 in your
environment. If you use SYSVIEW, you
can issue the following command: /P
jobname .

Systems Programmer Complete,
TBD, or N/
A.

After you complete these upgrading tasks, DCI 2.0 starts managing MSU consumption based on your active policy
definitions.

Compatibility

DCI 1.5 agents can communicate with the DCI 2.0 controller. We recommend that you install DCI 2.0 agents on the
LPARs where DCI 1.5 agents are active to obtain consistent data.

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:
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SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance
model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for most Broadcom
z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You can follow the same
schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Product Update Notifications

Sign up for product update notifications for all Broadcom products so that you receive notification of potential problems for
your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to critical alerts and other product notifications like security advisories within
the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Notification Settings under your user name and profile. Select the alerts
that you want. Your preferences are automatically saved.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.
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Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Hardware Requirements
Meet hardware requirements before you install DCI.

For optimal system performance of DCI, verify that your hardware meets the following requirements:

• A minimum z10 machine for optimal system performance, running DCI in the active mode, and access Hardware
Management Console (HMC) through the Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) enabled agents.

• A free TCP/IP port number for communication between DCI components including Controller, Agents, and the ISPF
User Interface. DCI started tasks (Controller and Agents), and ISPF interface users must have access rights to use this
port. The DCI Controller, Agents, and one or several ISPF clients share the same port number.

Software Requirements
Meet software requirements before you install DCI.

The following software is required when you install DCI:

• IBM-supported release of z/OS (see z/OS Compatibility Matrix).
NOTE
From Mainframe Compatibilities, you can select the type of compatibility information you are interested in
viewing. For example, Db2, z/OS, CICS, and others.

• SMP/E
• A supported version of  ACF2,  Top Secret, or IBM RACF.
• A supported version of  Common Components and Services. The following Common Components and Services are

used with your product:
– CAIRIM
– LMP

NOTE
If other Broadcom mainframe products are installed at your site, some of these services are already installed.

• IBM HTTP Server that is powered by Apache or IBM HTTP Server Version 5.3 for z/OS

NOTE
DCI running in a VM guest is not supported.
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LMP Key Requirements

The License Management Program (LMP) tracks the licensed software in a standardized and automated way. LMP uses
the common real-time enforcement software to validate the user configuration. LMP reports on activities that are related to
the license, usage, and financials of Broadcom products.

Your product is licensed with an LMP key. You acquire the LMP key with one of the following methods:

• From your product media
• With Pax ESD
• From Broadcom Support

NOTE

• If you own DCI, enter LMPLICENSE in the key field. For more information, see Define Primary Settings. For
more information about LMP keys, see the Common Components and Services for z/OS documentation.

• If you are a customer of SYSVIEW, you can access DCI reporting with the simulation mode configuration.
For more information, see Enable Product for Reporting.

For more information about LMP keys, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

Web UI Requirements

Configured IBM HTTP Web Server on the same LPAR where the USS catalog is generated.

Security Requirements
Meet specific security requirements before you install DCI.

To complete installation and configuration tasks, you need the following security privileges:

• Read authority for the DCI install data sets
• Create new started tasks on z/OS
• Create and mount zFS file systems
• Access to the hardware management console
• Define HMC/SE administrator permissions.

Storage Requirements
Meet storage requirements before you install DCI.

Ensure sufficient space for DCI data sets and configuration files:

• USS space for zFS Cluster
• USS Space for data sets
• Space for configuration files

USS Space Requirements for zFS Cluster

Ensure that you have sufficient free space in the USS file system that you are using for Pax ESD to hold the directory that
the pax command and its contents create. You need approximately 3.5 times the pax file size in free space. If you do not
have sufficient free space, you receive the error message EDC5133I.

DCI-Data Sets Host access Type Space

ZFS Linear-File 1.000 CYL
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z/OS Space Requirements for Product Data Sets

Use the following sizing guidelines to maintain the product data sets:

DCI-Data Sets Host access Type Space

CFHRSAMP Library 3 TRKS

CFHRLMD0 Library 8 TRKS

CFHRMSG0 Library 2 TRKS

CFHRPNL0 Library 8 TRKS

CFHRTBL0 Library 2 TRKS

CFHRLOAD Library, requires APF-authorization. 25 TRKS

MSUDB KSDS-VSAM-Cluster 100 CYL primary, 100 CYL secondary

Test MSUDB KSDS-VSAM-Cluster 30 CYL primary, 30 CYL secondary

Space Requirements for Configuration Files

Use the following USS directory and file system storage size guidelines to maintain the DCI USS files:

Files and Elements Space Example of 40 LPARs with 25 Defined
Policies for a Year

Web UI 10 MB 10 MB

CSV work files 5 MB 5 MB

Test CSV work files 2 MB 2 MB

CSV data sets 4 MB per LPAR per month or 48 MB per
LPAR per year

40*48 MB=1920 MB

Test CSV data sets 1.5 MB per LPAR per month or 18 MB per
LPAR per year

40*18 MB=720 MB

History file 1 MB per Month or 12 MB per Year 12*1 MB=12 MB

Policy-XML 1 KB per LPAR in the Policy (100 LPARS =
100 KB)

40*25*1 KB-1000 KB = 1 MB

Policy status.XML 10 KB per LPAR in the Policy (100 LPARS
= 1 MB)

25 *10 KB=250 KB

Other XML files 1 MB 1 MB

According to the example, the space requirement might be 2 GB per year.

Base Control Program Internal Interface Requirements
Meet the Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) requirements before you install DCI.

For the ACTIVE mode, DCI requires authorization to send defined capacity changes and capacity group limit changes
to Hardware Management Console (HMC). To connect LPARs to HMC through the Base Control Program internal
interface (BCPii) enabled agents, ensure that BCPii is running on at least one LPAR where the HWIBCPII started task
is executed. If no agent is available for BCPii, dynamic capping fails and you might encounter 1182E and 1183E error
messages.

For z/14 and higher, the BCPii-enabled agents require Level 2 connection to HMC.
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The following settings for BCPii-enabled agents must be configured on the specific LPAR types:

Transmitting LPARs
Transmitting LPARs are defined in the DCI System Definition table with HMC=YES or CG=YES , or both set to YES .
Ensure that one or more transmitting LPARs have permission to set an HMC control through BCPii for all
managed LPARs.

Dedicated LPARs
Dedicated LPARs are defined in the DCI System Definition table with DED=YES . Dedicated LPARs can only
manage themselves and cannot manage any other LPARs.
DCI agents on the dedicated LPARs:

• Can only trigger BCPii actions against the LPAR where the Agent is running on
• Can not trigger BCPii change requests for this LPAR.

Agents that run on non-dedicated LPARs can trigger changes for all non-dedicated LPARs.

To enable DCI full function in the ACTIVE mode you must configure agents as follows:

• At least one non-dedicated DCI agent must be defined to trigger changes on non-dedicated LPARs.
• BCPii-enabled and dedicated DCI agents must be defined for every dedicated LPAR.

For more information about necessary permissions, see the Enable Dynamic Capacity Management section.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance (PSWI) in z/OSMF. GIMZIP is the preferred download option.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.
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Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you have created the software instance in z/OSMF. You are ready to install
maintenance and complete configuration tasks manually or using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:

NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Description Role

Configure z/OSMF The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary source
of information about how to configure z/OSMF. This document also describes
how to configure z/OSMF plug-ins. To prevent configuration errors and to
enable z/OSMF Software Update for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related
maintenance before you begin the installation process.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator,
Domain Administrator

Configure z/OSMF security
for ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF

Configure security in your ESM to authorize users and resources and to
configure z/OSMF plug-in security. To prevent SSL handshake failures when
importing product information into z/OSMF, make sure that you have added the
Digicert Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF keyring. For information, see
Import Product Information into z/OSMF.

Security Administrator

Confirm installer privileges Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges
in z/OS. Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS)
directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product
that has USS components, the installer's user ID must have access to
the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For
UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security Administrator

Address USS requirements • Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the
unpack steps.

• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for
the z/OSMF pax installation process.

• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately
3.5 times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49
MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have
sufficient free space, error messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or
EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can occur.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator
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Task Description Role

Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval

Lets you receive and download maintenance on a regular cadence or build
custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical, recommended, all,
or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when installing
maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.
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NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACCESS(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
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NOTE
Mainframe Essentials components like the Software Toolkit plug-in for z/OSMF are available from any
product release that you are licensed to use.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. For example, you can download the Software Toolkit PSWI under Mainframe
Essentials. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. GIMZIP is the preferred download
option. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/
OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.
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8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

Use this option to generate access credentials for the FTP job instead of using your Broadcom Support Portal
username and password.
To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) for the FTP job into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + 

    ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

//STDPARM  DD *

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.
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Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
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target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
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• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.
You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.

• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount
points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute the workflows for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following workflows:
Post SMP/E Workflow

Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Configuration Workflows
Configures a new software instance or an existing software instance. For example, an upgrade workflow updates
an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.
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As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.

Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)
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CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

locsite WRAPRECORD FALSE

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.
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The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:
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When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
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We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. You will use this
directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
2. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
3. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.
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If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, submit the JCL to allocate the zFS.

4. Mount the file system by customizing and submitting the following sample JCL:
//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before continuing to Acquire the Product
Pax Files.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
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The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, copy the following JCL sample and edit as indicated:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for pax file downloads.          *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,
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// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Save your changes, type SUBMIT on the command line, and press Enter to execute the job.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to Copy the Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
Learn how to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample
installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and review the AREADME (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that you created in the
previous task, Create a Product Directory. This file lists the required data set members to complete the installation
process.
The product-specific installation details are available.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO OMVS:
– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set. Use a unique HLQ for each

expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.
– Change YOUR USS DIRECTORY to the product-specific directory where the pax file resides.
– Set HASH to YES or NO to indicate whether GIMUNZIP performs SHA-1 hash checking for the archive files that

were specified in the SYSIN data set.
If HASH=YES, GIMZIP requires Integrated Cryptographic Services (ICSF) or Java to compute an SHA-1 hash
value. If HASH=NO, no hash checking is performed. To use Java, uncomment the SMPJHOME and SMPCPATH
DDs to enter your Java runtime directory and Java application classes directory.

Save your changes and press Enter.
The UNZIPJCL is edited.

3. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter to execute the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job reads the downloaded file and directories and creates the SAMPJCL data set. Return code zero
is expected. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The
SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. Perform the installation using the
members in this data set.

You are now ready to Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro FHRSEDIT as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
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d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type FHRSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults
with your specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the FHRSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
FHRAREAD member, and submit the FHREDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR00ALL in an edit session and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FHR00ALL is customized.

3. Submit FHR00ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR03ALU in an edit session and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FHR03ALU is customized.

b. Submit FHR03ALU.
This job allocates your zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR06MKD in an edit session and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the
command line.
FHR06MKD is customized.

d. Submit FHR06MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR10CSI in an edit session and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FHR10CSI is customized.

6. Submit FHR10CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR15CSU in an edit session and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FHR15CSU is customized.

b. Submit FHR15CSU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.
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You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the FHRSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
FHRAREAD member, and submit the FHREDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR20RCB in an edit session, and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FHR20RCB is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit FHR20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR30APB in an edit session, and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FHR30APB is customized.

4. Submit FHR30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR40ACB in an edit session, and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FHR40ACB is customized.

6. Submit FHR40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.
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NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM
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NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.
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Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.
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NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
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FTP File
Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.
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Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
Learn how to install product maintenance (receive, apply, accept) using SMP/E JCL.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. After you complete the maintenance
process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available from Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance for
ongoing preventive maintenance and in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy, use one of the
following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Eliminates the manual steps that are required to download PTFs and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The
orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. All PTFs and their requisites are downloaded
automatically and received to your system. With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests
for maintenance on demand or as scheduled jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading
maintenance.
We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance.

Use the Service Order Online Interface
Creates a service order request online from secure Broadcom download servers. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes. However, it
cannot be automated.
Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your
system.

Build the PTF package from Broadcom Support
Lets you download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually
select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility
to unpackage and receive the files. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without
the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP).
To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the
CAUNZIP requirements.

To build the PTF package from Broadcom Support, select the PTFs manually and then use the CAUNZIP utility to
unpackage and receive the files as described in the following procedure:

NOTE
If you used SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval or the Service Order online interface to download and receive
maintenance, ignore the steps in the following procedure. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

1. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.
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3. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

4. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

5. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

6. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

7. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the FHRSEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

11. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR60RCH in an edit session and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Update FHR60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

FHR60RCH is customized.
12. Submit FHR60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
13. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR70RCM in an edit session and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command

line.
FHR70RCM is customized.

14. Submit FHR70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file.

15. (Optional) Apply CARS Maintenance.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.
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Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR80APM in an edit session and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FHR80APM is customized.

2. Submit FHR80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FHR90CPM in an edit session and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the
command line.
FHR90CPM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit FHR90CPM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR50CAR in an edit session, update FHR50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command line.
FHR50CAR is customized.

2. Submit FHR50CAR.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command line.
FHR70RCM is customized.

4. Submit FHR70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member FHR80APM in an edit session and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FHR80APM is customized.

6. Submit FHR80APM.
The CARS PTFs are applied.
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7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FHR90CPM in an edit session and execute the FHRSEDIT macro from the
command line.
FHR90CPM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit FHR90CPM.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
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MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the
message compiler for each language.

MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Configuring
Configure the product to view MSU usage reports and dynamic capacity management.

When you have completed the basic installation and maintenance steps, perform the following configuration stages of DCI
depending on the operation mode that you want to run:

Enable Product for Reporting (Required)
In this stage, you configure DCI to operate in simulation mode and run the basic configuration jobs that define
the product settings.
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Enable Dynamic Capacity Management (Optional)
In this stage, you configure BCPii and BCPii-enabled agents to manage MSU consumption among LPARs
dynamically and prepare the DCI components to operate in active mode.

Enable Product for Reporting

After you install DCI, customize the members in the CFHRSAMP library to complete the initial configuration. Customize
the DCI Controller and Agent proc samples in the CONTROLR and AGENT members respectively. Start the Controller on
a high-availability LPAR. Start an agent on every LPAR that you want to be included in DCI reporting.

NOTE
If you are upgrading from previous versions of DCI, see Upgrade Your Product.

WARNING
If a DCI Agent is not active on every LPAR in your configuration, it may lead to incorrect operation of DCI
depending on your policies. DCI does not observe, report, or manage consumption on LPARs where a DCI
Agent is not running. This can have severe negative consequences since MSUs consumed by LPARs where
agents are not deployed to are not factored into DCI calculations and capping decisions.

Create a Configuration CFHRSAMPJCL Library and run the configuration jobs in the pre-defined order. The following
worksheet helps you complete the configuration of DCI in your mainframe environment:

Step No. Step Description Status

1 Create MSU DB Customize the JCL $02MSUDB to create a VSAM cluster that is
commonly known as MSU Database to record LPAR performance data.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

2 Create test MSU DB Customize the JCL $02TSTDB to create Test MSU DB to record LPAR
performance data when a test policy is running.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

3 Allocate a z/OS file system Customize the JCL $03ZFS to allocate a zFS file system. Complete, TBD, or N/A.

4 Create a mount for the z/OS file system Customize the JCL $04MOUNT to create a specified DCI directory path
and to mount the zFS file system to that path.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

5 Deploy Web UI components and create directory
paths

Customize and run the sample job $05WEBUI to populate the DCI
directory path with the web UI components and to create the directory
structure for DCI controller.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

6 Allocate data sets for the report and log files Customize the JCL $06FILES to allocate data sets for certain DCI
reports and logs.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

7 Authorize the CFHRLOAD library Make the DCI distribution loadlib available to all LPARS. You can add it to
linklist or LPA. Issue SETPROG APF commands on each system where
DCI controllers and agents need to run.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

8 Set Up TLS-SSL Security Set up TLS-SSL security for secured communication among ISPF,
controller, and agents.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

9 Prepare and start the Controller Edit the CONTROLR proc to customize and start the controller on a high
availability LPAR.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

10 Prepare and start Agents Edit the AGENT proc to customize and start the agents on every LPAR. Complete, TBD, or N/A.

11 Permit user access rights for ISPF interface Permit user access rights to use the ISPF client. After that you can use
the DCI ISPF interface.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

12 Prepare and start ISPF Customize and execute the ISPF REXX exec to start the DCI ISPF
interface.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

13 Configure LMP keys for reporting mode Configure LMP keys for using DCI for reports only and create a skeleton
policy.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.
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14 Configure web UI Configure web UI to view and monitor MSU usage of systems of your data
center in the graphical user interface.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

After you have performed the initial configuration steps, you can run DCI in Simulation mode.

Enable Dynamic Capacity Management

Configure Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) and Hardware Management Console (HMC) for dynamic
capacity changes based on DCI active policy decisions. For more information, see Enable Dynamic Capacity
Management.

NOTE
You configure DCI and switch to the Active mode after you have fully configured the Reporting mode.

The following worksheet helps you complete the configuration of DCI for the Dynamic Capacity Management (active)
mode in your mainframe environment:

Step No. Step Description Status

1 Prepare for BCPii installation activation Ensure that your system meets the hardware and software requirements
to activate the Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) installation.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

2 Start BCPii Interface Use the start and stop commands for the HWIBCPII started task. Complete, TBD, or N/A.

3 Configure Local Support Element to
communicate with BCPii

Define Cross Partition Authority for LPARs and Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) settings for communication between the
support element and other hardware.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

4 Configure security for BCPii-enabled agents Grant the necessary permissions to LPARs where the DCI BCPii-enabled
agents run.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

5 Configure dedicated BCPii-enabled agents
or
Configure BCPii enabled agents

Configure all the agents or only the dedicated agents to communicate with
HMC for dynamic capacity changes. To run DCI in active mode, you must
configure at least one of these agent types.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

6 Create a policy Use the Policy option to define MSUs and profiles for each LPAR,
capacity group, and DCI groups to manage the MSU consumption among
LPARs.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

7 Switch to Active Mode Change from simulation mode to active mode for dynamic capping
changes.

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

Post-Installation and Configuration Steps

After you have configured DCI for either of the modes, perform the following post-installation steps:

• Start ISPF interface
• Define Primary Settings
• (Optional) Plan for Controller High Availability
• (Optional) Upgrade Your Product
• (Optional) Migrate Data from 1.5 to 2.0

After you complete the configuration, you can start using DCI. For more information, see Gettings Started.

Enable Product for Reporting
Configure DCI product components and nterfaces to view the LPAR performance data in the reporting mode.

As a system programmer, configure DCI to run the product in simulation mode. The simulation mode lets you view the
current MSU usage reports for LPARs where the DCI agents are deployed. After you complete the basic configuration,
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you can view the MSU usage reports in the ISPF and web user interfaces. To complete basic configuration, customize the
sample jobs that are available in the CFHRSAMP library.

Configure the DCI Components

Complete the configuration of the DCI components to view the MSU usage reports in the ISPF and web User Interfaces.

Agent
Lives on every LPAR and collects MSU data. The agents send the data to the controller through TCP/IP. The
agent applies the capacity limits to the LPAR that is determined by the controller. TCP/IP enables the cross-CEC
communications among LPARs to support IBM Country Multiplex Pricing Offering. The communications among
components can be secured through AT-TLS security configurations.

Controller
Collects and stores the LPAR MSU data from the agent through the TCP/IP connection. Ensure that the controller
runs in the service class that runs under the high WLM importance level (WLM IMP1 or IMP2). Later when you
configure DCI, define the WLM importance level as “Business Critical” to avoid any capacity issue. The controller
needs a BIND authorization for the corresponding port number. The controller uses this data to make decisions,
issue alerts, and send messages. One controller is required for multiple CPCs. Ensure that the controller runs in
the SYSSTC class to gather the MSU usage.

Web Server
DCI uses IBM HTTP Server for DCI web UI.

Configure Interfaces

Complete the configuration of DCI ISPF and web UI to view reports.

ISPF Interface
Use the ISPF interface to define primary settings, policies, alerts, and view logs. Ensure that you have an active
controller to use the ISPF client. ISPF client does not have a direct communication with the USS System and the
MSU database. ISPF client communicates with the controller through TCP/IP. The controller provides the data to
ISPF client for policies.

Web UI
Use the web user interface to view the current MSU usage, defined policies, historical MSU usage reports, and
identify the current location of LPARs in your mainframe environment. DCI has only read access to the UNIX file
system. With the web interface, you cannot add or modify a policy.

Create an MSU DB using the sample JCL. The core data of the product comprises the user-defined policies and the
overall MSU usage records.

Create MSU Database
Create the DCI MSU database to record LPAR performance metrics and defined capacity decisions.

The controller records MSU performance metrics as time series metadata in a VSAM cluster. The VSAM cluster is
commonly referred to as MSU database or MSU DB. The agents running on LPARs, query Local Performance Index (LPI)
information every 15 seconds. The agents send summarized LPI300 records to the controller every 300 seconds. The
controller writes LPI300 records written to the MSU DB.

Customize and submit one of the following jobs to create MSU DB:

$02MSUDB
Creates an MSU DB to collect data for DCI 2.0.

$MSUCP
Creates an MSU DB for DCI 2.0 and copies data from the version DCI 1.5 MSU DB.
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WARNING

If you are upgrading from the release DCI 1.5 to DCI 2.0 version, customize the $MSUCP JCL. Customize the
$MSUCP JCL to create an MSU DB for DCI 2.0 and transfer the data from DCI 1.5 MSU DB to DCI 2.0 MSU
DB. For more information, see Upgrade Checklist.

Use the following procedure to create the DCI MSU database:

1. Add a JOB statement.
2. Replace $MSUOLD$ with the DCI 1.5 MSU DB name to copy the data to new MSU DB.
3. Replace $MSUDB$ with the new MSU database name that is, 'prefix.DCI.MSUDB.KSDS'.

NOTE

To create an additional data set parameters VSAM KSDS data set, contact your system programmer.
4. Submit the job.
5. Verify if the data sets are available when the job completes successfully.

MSU database is created to record MSU performance metrics of your systems.

Create Test MSU Database
Create a test DCI MSU database to record LPAR performance data when a test policy is running.

DCI lets you run the policy in the test mode and provides reports for systems that are based on a test policy. The web UI
shows the potential changes that the test policy would make on rolling 4-hour average values if the test policy was active.
You can use the test policy report to analyze the policy definitions before you activate.

Customize the JCL $02TSTDB in the CFHRSAMP library to create a TEST MSU DB. The MSU results of the test policy
are recorded in the test MSU database.

Use the following procedure to create a test MSU database:

1. Add a JOB statement.
2. Change $TSTDB$ to the name of your test MSU database cluster, that is "prefix.DCI.TSTDB" .
3. Submit the job.
4. Verify if the data sets are available when the job completes successfully.

The Test MSU database is created for the test policy records.

Allocate a z/OS File System
Allocate a zSeries File System (zFS) for the DCI web UI configuration files.

You can use the zSeries File System (zFS) for DCI web UI configuration files. You require a USS directory and a file
system with adequate space to perform configuration and store web UI data. For more information about the USS
directory space requirements, see Storage Requirements.

Customize the JCL  $03ZFS to create a zFS file system for the USS directory.

Use the following procedure to allocate a z/OS file system (zFS):

1. Add a JOB statement.
2. Change $zFS$ to the name of your DCI zFS cluster, that is, prefix.DCI.DATA.ZFS .

NOTE
To create an additional data set parameter for creating linear zFS data sets, contact your system
programmer.

3. Submit the job.
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When the job completes successfully, verify if data sets are available.

Create a Mount for the z/OS File System
Create a USS directory and permanent mount directive for the USS directory path name.

Customize the JCL $04MOUNT to create a specified DCI directory path and mount the zFS file system to that path.

IMPORTANT
You must have either SUPERUSER authority or the required SAF profile setting to allow you to issue the USS
mount command for the file system.

Use the following procedure to create a mount for the z/OS File System:

1. Add a JOB Statement.
2. Change $zFS$ to the name of your DCI zFS cluster, for example, 'prefix.DCI.DATA.ZFS'.
3. Change $PATH$ to the name of your DCI USS directory path name, for example, '/products'.

WARNING

The USS directory path name is case-sensitive. The path name in the JCL should start with a leading slash
and should not contain a trailing slash. For example, /products.

4. Submit the job.
When the job completes successfully verify if data sets are available.

Set Up Permanent Mount Directive for USS Directory Path Name

The mount of the DCI USS directory path name that is executed with the job $04MOUNT remains only until the next IPL.
For a permanent mount (applies also at next IPL), add the DCI zFS data set name and DCI USS directory path name to
the MOUNT section of your PARMLIB library BPXPRMxx member.

Example:
MOUNT FILESYSTEM('prefix.DCI.DATA.ZFS' MOUNTPOINT('/products') TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR)

The mount point persists for the next subsequent IPLs.

Deploy Web UI Components and Create Directory Paths
Create a USS directory path name and deploy DCI web UI component files.

Customize the JCL $05WEBUI to install USS and web UI components. The job lets you create a USS directory path for
web UI configuration files.

Use the following procedure to install the DCI web UI components:

1. Add a JOB Statement.
2. Change all occurrences of DCI.CAI.CFHDATA to the name of your DCI SMPE CFHRDATA data set, that is

suffix.CFHRDATA.
3. Change all occurrences of $PATH$ to the name of your DCI USS directory path name, for example, '/products'.

WARNING

The USS directory path name is case-sensitive. The path name in the JCL must start with a leading slash
and should not contain a trailing slash. For example, /products.

4. Change all occurrences of $INSTALLA$ to the name of your DCI DATA SMPE data set, that is suffix.CFHRDATA.
5. Submit the job.

Verify if the data sets are available after the job executes successfully.
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Allocate Data Sets for Report and Log Files
Allocate data sets for certain DCI reports and log files.

DCI generates reports and log files based on the capacity management decisions. Customize the JCL $06FILES in the
CFHRSAMP library to allocate data sets for the some DCI reports and log files.

Use the following procedure to allocate data sets for DCI report and log files:

1. Add a JOB Statement.
2. Change $REPDA$ to the name of the DCI report data set. For example, 'prefix.DCI.REPORT.WORKFILE'.

NOTE
Contact your systems programmer to create extra data set parameters for the sequential dataset.

3. Change $REPTDA$ to the name of the test report data set. For example, 'prefix.DCI.TREPORT.WORKFILE'.
4. Change $LOGDS to the name of the log data set. For example, 'prefix.DCI.LOGGING.WORKFILE'.
5. Submit the job.

Verity if the data sets are available when the job completes successfully.

Authorize the CFHRLOAD Library
Make the DCI distribution load library prefix.V200.CFHRLOAD available to all LPARs that you want to manage with DCI
and add it to linklist or LPA.

The LPARs that you want to manage with DCI require access to the installed load library, prefix.V200.CFHRLOAD .
This data set must also be granted APF authorization to run the agents and controller applications. You can share the load
library across multiple LPARS using shared direct-access storage devices (DASD).

The CFHRLOAD library must be APF-authorized on all LPARs where DCI controller/agents run. You can add
the CFHRLOAD library to linklist or LPA.

APF authorization can be granted temporarily or permanently. Temporary authorization is preserved until the next IPL.
Permanent authorization persists following an IPL. 

To grant temporary APF authorization, use the MVS SETPROG APF command:
SETPROG APF,ADD

Example:
SETPROG APF,ADD,DSN=prefix.DCI.CFHRLOAD,VOL=VOL001

To grant permanent APF authorization, add an entry to the PROGxx member of PARMLIB.  Add the load library data set
name and location to the APF section of this member.

Example:
APF ADD DSNAME(prefix.DCI.CFHRLOAD VOLUME(VOL001)

After you authorize the CFHRLOAD library, you are ready to prepare and start the controller and agents on LPARs.

Set Up TLS-SSL Security
Set up TLS-SSL security for secured communication among DCI ISPF client, controller, and agents.

DCI uses a client-server architecture that consists of a single controller and multiple agents that are running on
each managed LPAR. Agents communicate with controller through TCP/IP. Configure TCP/IP to ensure the cross-
CEC communications among LPARs to support Country Multiplex pricing offering of IBM. Communications between
components can be secured with Application Transparent-Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) secure configurations.
The data that is communicated between the controller and agents is only numerical performance data that ensures the
minimum security risk.
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Use TLS to secure the web server, web UI, ISPF client, and agents/controller. This topic provides detailed procedural
information to set up TLS-SSL security with IBM RACF commands.

View Certificates

The certificate includes a unique server name, a server public key, unique server organization that issues the certificate,
and the signature of the issuer. Certificates are identified with a combination of label, user ID, or Certification Authority
(CA). Issue the following command to view the certificate information for a specific user ID:

RACDCERT ID(CLIENTUSERID) LIST(LABEL('CUSTOMERSSL DEMO')) 

You can view the same details in the browser settings in the Certificates dialog on the Personal tab. To set up TLS-SSL,
you require to create RACF certificate authority, server certificate, and user certificate.

NOTE

This document gives instructions to create certificates with the self-signed server and client certificates. Usually,
you use server and client certificates that are signed by a well-known Certificate Authority (CA). The CA
certificates are available for RACF security option or browser key databases.

Create RACF Signing Certificate (Certificate Authority Certificate)

In the SAMPLIB, locate the member "SSLSETUP". Customize the member to initialize the SSL environment and create a
RACF signing certificate.

Example:

//DCERTCA EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSO

UT=*

//SYSTSIN DD *

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Delete previous signing certificate                             */

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

RACDCERT CERTAUTH +

         DELETE(LABEL('z/OS signing certificate'))

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------*

//* CCERTCA : CREATE SIGNING CERTIFICATE *

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

//CCERTCA EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1A

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN DD *

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Create a signing certificate

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

RACDCERT CERTAUTH +

         GENCERT +

         WITHLABEL('z/OS signing certificate') +

         SUBJECTSDN( +

           CN('z/OS Security Server') +

           O('Originator') +

           C('FR)) +

         KEYUSAGE (CERTSIGN) SIZE(1024) +

         NOTAFTER (DATE(2026-06-30))
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The field KEYUSAGE identifies the certificate as a signing certificate. Use this certificate to sign other certificates that you
generate. Issue the following command to list the certificate:

RACDCERT CERTAUTH LIST(LABEL('z/OS signing certificate'))

Create Server Certificate

Create a server certificate and use the signing certificate to sign the server certificate and associate it with the user ID of
the RACF® subsystem. The following command creates a certificate authority (signing) identified by the label "Customer
SSL Demo" that you can use to create subsequent certificates. Modify the command values in the subjectsdn section
(such as organization and country).

Example:

//CCERTIF EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1A

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN DD *

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Create a digital certificate */

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

RACDCERT ID(CLIENTUSERID) /* CUSTOMER userid */ +

         GENCERT +

         WITHLABEL('CUSTOMER SSL DEMO') +

         SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL('z/OS signing certificate')) +

         SUBJECTSDN( +

           CN('Client Name') +

           T('CUSTOMER Web Access') +

           O('Originator') +

           C('FR')) +

         KEYUSAGE(HANDSHAKE DATAENCRYPT) SIZE(1024)

The signing certificate with the SIGNWITH parameter uses the label information 'z/OS signing certificate' that you used
when you defined the RACF Certificate Authority.

Create Key Ring

A keyring is a collection of digital certificates that are associated with an individual user. Keyrings provide enhanced
security over file key stores because they are managed and protected by the external security manager. Use the member
SSLCERT has RACF commands to generate a key ring. Generate a key ring to store the Certificate Authority and the
server certificate for your server RACF userID (CLIENTUSERID).

Example:

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Create a keyring                                                */

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

RACDCERT ID(CLIENTUSERID) /* CUSTOMER userid */ +

         ADDRING(VIRTRING)

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Add the certificate to the keyring */

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

RACDCERT ID(CLIENTUSERID) /* CUSTOMER userid */ +

         CONNECT( +

         ID(CLIENTUSERID) +

         LABEL('CUSTOMER SSL DEMO') +

         RING(VIRTRING)+
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         DEFAULT) 

The parameter CONNECT joins the keyring with the certificates. The parameter LABEL identifies the key that you added
to the key ring owned by the user CLIENTUSERID.

Create User Certificate

Create a user certificate that you export and import into the browser key database. In your SAMPLIB member SSLUCERT
JCL creates a user certificate and an exportable file.

NOTE

The certificate that you exported is associated with a password. You require this password when you import the
certificate to the client workstation.

Example:

//DCERTIF EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN DD *

  /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

  /* Delete previous digital certificate                             */

  /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

  RACDCERT ID(USERID) /* client userid */ +

           DELETE(LABEL('SSL client certificate'))

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

//* UCERTIF : CREATE DIGITAL CERTIFICATE FOR USER *

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

//UCERTIF EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1A

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN DD *

   /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

   /* Create a digital certificate */

   /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

   RACDCERT ID(USERID) /* client userid */ +

            GENCERT +

            WITHLABEL('SSL client certificate') +

            SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL('z/OS signing certificate')) +

            SUBJECTSDN( +

              CN('John Smith') /* client name */ +

              O('Company name') /* company name */ +

              C('Country')) /* country */ +

            KEYUSAGE(HANDSHAKE) SIZE(1024)

   /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

   /* Export the digitial certificate and private key */

   /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

RACDCERT ID(USERID) /* client userid */ +

         EXPORT(LABEL('SSL client certificate')) +

         FORMAT(PKCS12DER) +

         DSN(USERID.P12) +

         PASSWORD('azj77sdmlizczxerghgbiadbbdbxnbsnbxiazb')

CONNECT CERTAUTH
Indicates that the certificate is signing with CA certificate RACF security.
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CONNECTID(USERID)
Indicates that the certificate "SSL Client Certificate" is associated with the USERID.

Add Client Certificate and Signing Certificate to Key Ring

Sign the certificate with the RACF signing certificate. Export the user certificate to a flat file "USERID.P12".  Add the user
certificate and the signing certificate to the keyring.

WARNING

Ensure that you download the file into the client workstation in binary mode and import the file to the browser
key database. Add the user certificate and the signing certificate to the keyring that is associated with the server
task userID.

Example:

//*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

//*Associate Certificate with user ID                                */

//*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

//UCERTIF EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1A

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN DD *

  /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

  /* Add certificate to server ring                                  */

  /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

  RACDCERT ID(USERID) /* client userid */ +

            CONNECT (CERTAUTH      +

            LABEL ('z/OS signing certificate') +

            RING (VIRTRING)  +

            USAGE (CERTAITH)

  /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

  /* Add certificate to server ring                                  */

  /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

  RACDCERT ID(USERID) /* client userid */ +

            CONNECT (CERTAUTH      +

            LABEL ('SSL client certificate') +

            RING (VIRTRING)  +

            USAGE (CERTAITH)

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Refresh the RACF profiles                                       */

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

SETROPTS RACLIST(DIGTRING) REFRESH

SETROPTS RACLIST(DIGTCERT) REFRESH  

The CONNECT CERTAUTH indicates that the certificate is a signing CA certificate and the  parameter CONNECT
ID(USERID) indicates that the certificate that is labeled as SSL client certificate is associated with the USERID.

List Certificates in Key Ring

Issue the following command to list the key ring information for a CLIENTUSERID:

RACDCERT ID(CLIENTUSERID) LISTRING(VIRTRING) 

Shows the following digital key ring information for the user CLIENTUSERID:

Ring: >VIRTRING<

Certificate Label Name             Cert Owner       USAGE      DEFAULT
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--------------------------------   ------------     --------   -------

CUSTOMER SSL DEMO                  ID(CLIENTUSERID) PERSONAL    YES

z/OS signing certificate           CERTAUTH         CERTAUTH    NO

SSL client certificate             ID(USERID)       CERTAUTH    NO 

Import Certificate to the Client workstation

To import the user certificate to the client workstation the file "P12" that you downloaded should be in binary mode.

1. Open your browser. For example, Chrome.
2. Select Settings, and Manager Certificates.
3. Select the tab Personal. Select Import....
4. Browse and import the file "P12" that you downloaded.

The imported file lists in the tab Personal. Now you can initiate a secure session (https) with the application and can
obtain a user ID.

Support PassTicket

Obtain a PassTicket instead of password to enable login to the target application and provide a userid and password on
behalf of the user. The following job enables the PassTicket support to your target application SPCICSH and with the user
ID CLIENTUSERID, Customer Server user ID. Customize the following job per your requirements:

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1A,DYNAMNBR=20

//* RDEFINE FACILITY IRR.RTICKETSERV

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN DD *

SETROPTS CLASSACT(APPL)

SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA)

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA)

SETROPTS GENERIC(PTKTDATA)

RDELETE PTKTDATA SPCICSH

RDELETE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.SPCICSH.*

RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTHSPCICSH.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE PTKTDATA SPCICSH SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(998A654FEBCDA123)) +

        UACC(NONE)

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1A,DYNAMNBR=20

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN DD *

 PERMIT IRR.RTICKETSERV CL(FACILITY) ID(CLIENTUSERID) ACC(READ)

 PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.SPCICSH.* CL(PTKTDATA) ID(CLIENTUSERID) ACC(UPDATE)

 SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(PTKTDATA)

 SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(FACILITY)

Ensure that TCT is compiled with PASSTCK=YES to generate PassTickets.

Configure Policy Agent

Use Policy Agent (PAGENT) to configure AT-TLS with parameter statements that determine the sessions to be used. To
enable the system SSL sessions between the browser and the application, specify AT-TLS and SSL which sockets to
intercept.

The configuration file is located in /etc/pagenet.conf. Modify the following sections:

TTLSEnvironmentAction section
TTLSEnvironmentAction                 CUSTOMERenvir_inSec
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{

      HandshakeRole                   ServerWithClientAuth

      Trace                           7

      TTLSKeyringParms

      {

           Keyring                    VIRTRING

      }

      TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms

      {

           SSLv2                      On

           SSLv3                      On

           TLSv1                      On

           ClientAuthType             SAFCheck

      }   

      TTLSCipherParmsRef              CUSTOMERcipher

}

Handshake
Identifies the usage of both server and client certificates:
Handshake ServerWithClientAuth

ClientAuthType
Ensure that the user certificate is associated with the RACF userID:
ClientAuthType SAFCheck

Keyring
Specifies the keyring name that holds the keys (certificates):
Keyring        VIRTRING

TTLSRule section
TTLSRule                             CUSTOMERrule_in_eh 

{ 

         Jobname                     JOBNAM

         LocalPortRange              41002 

         Direction                   Inbound 

         TTLSGroupActionRef          CUSTOMERgroup  

         TTLSEnvironmentActionRef    CUSTOMERenvir_inSec

}

The TTLS Rule identifies the customer started task name through the Jobname parameter and the port number that
supports the secured sessions_https. The rule also identifies the environment section that is "CUSTOMERemvir_insec".

After you complete the changes, issue the following command to refresh a pagent.conf profile:

F PAGENT,REFRESH

Setting up Secured Connection for CICS Application

Complete configuration to use the SSL to obtain the userID and PassTicket support to create a password. Configure the
server in the transaction that is associated with the target application. For example, CICS application called SPCICSH.
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The option PassTicket 2 lets you generate a temporary password. Use the option Security 3 to receive a user ID based
on the user certificate that you used in the authentication process. The TIOA at logon is a string that logs in to the CICS
application using the user ID and password values that you obtained. With this configuration, you can log in to your CICS
application without entering user ID and password.

Troubleshoot with TLS-SSL Security Setup

Following are the guidelines that help you to debug the configuration errors:

Verify if AT-TLS is active
Issue the following command:
D TCPIP,,N,TTLS

PAGENT Return Codes
The common session startup or handshake errors are reported through the message EZD12871.
For information about Return codes under 5000 that are generated by System SSL, see the System SSL
Programming manual. For information about return codes over 5000 that are generated by AT-TLS, IBM IP
Diagnosis Guide.

ABCDHE LINE IS NOT SET UP FOR HTTPS
Indicates that the browser has sent an encrypted text (https) but AT-TLS has decrypted it before sending it to
CUSTOMER. The PAGENT rules have not correctly identified this port as an SSL jobname/port. Select the /etc/
pagent.conf member.
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For general information about AT-TLS, see the IBM z/OS Communications Server: IP Configuration Guide. For
information about Policy Agent and AT-TLS statements see the IBM z/OS Communication Server: IP Reference
Guide.

Prepare and Start Controller
Prepare the CONTROLR proc that is in the SAMP library on a high-availability LPAR to start DCI controller.

The controller collects and stores the data that is received from agents on LPARs. The controller receives the
configuration information, balancing policies, and policy overwrites through ISPF and the LPAR information from the
agents through TCP/IP.  The controller needs a BIND authorization for the corresponding port number.

Consider the following important recommendations before you prepare and start the controller on a stable LPAR:

Prepare controller on a highly available LPAR
Agent on every LPAR reports to the controller. Ensure that the controller is installed on a highly available LPAR
on z/OS but not on Linux in zVM. The agents on each LPAR connect to a single controller task to send data
for analysis and capping value changes. If the LPAR in which the controller task is installed is unstable or
inconsistent could result in gaps in the gathered MSU data or DCI might miss the opportunities to modify the
capping value.

UACC=READ and ALTER permission for the MSUDB
DCI controller STC requires UACC=READ and ALTER permission for the MSUDB. Contact your RACF admin to
obtain the necessary authorizations to USS elements. For example, create an OMVS segment.

Run controller in SYSSTC
The controller collects data that is crucial, especially during the peak time situations. Ensure that controller runs
in SYSSTC class to gather the usage information. If the controller runs in a lower class might result in data loss or
result in inconsistent data.

Run controller in service class
Ensure that the controller runs in service class that runs under a high WLM importance level (WLM IMP1 or
IMP2). Later when you configure, define this WLM importance level as “Business Critical” to avoid any capacity
management issue.

Customize the sample member CONTROLR in the prefix.V200.CFHRSAMP library to prepare the controller proc. Ensure
that the defined STC user must have a valid UID in any security configurations such as Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF
USS segment.

Edit the following variables in the started task procedure to activate the controller:

IPPORT
Specifies the port number that is reserved for DCI.

IPSTACK
Specifies the TCP/IP stack name.
DCI supports the use of TCP/IP with addressing family (AF) IPv4 and IPv6.

• Specify the TCP/IP stack name without additional sub-parameters to define IPv4 (default).
Example: IPSTACK='TCPSTACK'

• Specify the TCP/IP stack name with optional sub-parameter INET6 to define IPv6.
Example: IPSTACK='TCPSTACK:INET6'

WARNING
Use the asterisk sign (*) to comment out the line with the IPSTACK parameter for the IP addressing
family that you do not use. You must have only one IP addressing family defined.
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USSPATH
Specifies USS path name. The USSPATH is a case-sensitive USS index name that is created using $03ZFS and
$04MOUNT jobs.

AUTHLOAD
Specifies the load library. Ensure that the DCI load library is APF-authorized.

REPTDA
Specifies the report file data set name.

DCIMSU
Specifies the MSU database VSAM cluster name.

DCIREP
Specifies data set name that is allocated for CSV Reports.

DCILOG
Specifies the data set allocated for log file.

DCIRLOG
Specifies the data set name for  DCI controller additional information log file.

DCITST
Specifies Test MSU database name.

DCITREP
Specifies the report file name of the test policy CSV reports.

DCITLOG
Specifies the controller test activity log file name for test policy.

STDOUT
Specifies the log file name for USS activities (This log file is used on demand).

STDERR
Specifies the error log file for USS activities.

NOTE

The log file STDERR is used on demand.

After you submit the JCL, the controller starts on the specified LPAR.

Prepare and Start Agents
Prepare and start agents on every LPAR that you want to manage MSU consumption with DCI.

The agent collects the workload summary of an LPAR and sends the summary to the Controller through TCP/IP. The
agent repeats this activity every 5 minutes. Install the agent on all LPARs that you want to monitor in your data center.
Start the agent immediately after IPL to gather as much data as possible and stop the agent immediately after you shut
down the LPAR.

Consider the following important recommendations before you prepare and start agents on every LPAR that you want to
manage MSU consumption:
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• The agent collects the data that is crucial for dynamic capping decisions, especially during the peak time situations.
Ensure that the agent runs in SYSSTC class to gather usage information of an LPAR. If you run the agent in a lower
class, you might lose the data or result in inconsistent data.

• The agent collects MSU consumption data of an LPAR. Ensure that agents run on every LPAR to collect the
MSU consumption data. Ensure that you start the agent task on each LPAR to manage MSU consumption by the
controller. Prepare and start the agent on the LPAR where the controller is started.

• If the TCP/IP connection to the controller is not available, the agent continues to gather and store the collected data in
the local storage. When the connection is available, the data transmission to the controller resumes.

• If the agent on an LPAR fails to send the data in the preceding 5-minute interval, DCI considers that the LPAR is
inactive. DCI stops sending defined capacity change requests to the inactive LPAR. Modify the active policy to remove
the inactive LPAR and manage only the active LPARs.

Prepare the agent proc on every LPAR that you want to manage MSU consumption with DCI. Customize the sample
member AGENT in the 'prefix.V200.CFHRSAMP' library to prepare the agent started task. Ensure that the defined STC
includes a valid UID in Top Secret, ACF2, and IBM RACF USS segment.

To prepare and start the agent, customize the following variables in the agent started task sample:

IPADDR
Specifies the TCP/IP address of the LPAR on which you want to prepare and start the agent.

IPPORT
Specifies the port number that is reserved for DCI.

IPSTACK
Specifies the TCP/IP stack name.
DCI supports the use of TCP/IP with addressing family (AF) IPv4 and IPv6.

• Specify the TCP/IP stack name without additional sub-parameters to define IPv4 (default).
Example: IPSTACK='TCPSTACK'

• Specify the TCP/IP stack name with optional sub-parameter INET6 to define IPv6.
Example: IPSTACK='TCPSTACK:INET6'

WARNING
Use the asterisk sign (*) to comment out the line with the IPSTACK parameter for the IP addressing
family that you do not use. You must have only one IP addressing family defined.

LOAD
Specifies the load library. Ensure that the load library is APF authorized.

DCILOG
Specifies the DCI agent activity log file name.

DCIRLOG
Specifies the DCI agent additional information log file name.

The agent starts on the specified TCP/IP address of the LPAR.

Permit User Access Rights for ISPF Interface
Permit user access rights to DCI ISPF Interface using different security management systems.

By default, DCI ISPF interface supports all users with the same access privileges. You can assign different types of
access rights that are based on the functionalities that the user can perform using the DCI ISPF interface.

Types of Access Rights

DCI lets you configure the following types of access rights:
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NONE
The default is none. The user is not allowed to access ISPF client.

READ
The access right is read-only. The access right is limited to calling the ISPF client and viewing information that is
recorded in DCI ISPF tables.

IMPORTANT
To work with the ISPF client, a user must be configured with at least READ access rights.

UPDATE
The access right is read and update. With this access type, the user can perform the following functions:

• Call ISPF interface and view all information that is recorded in DCI ISPF tables.
• Create, edit, and delete all parameters and policies. However, the UPDATE access type prohibits the user to

activate, stop, queue, and temporarily overwrite policies.

CONTROL
In addition to the UPDATE access rights, CONTROL access type provides the user right to activate, stop, queue,
and temporarily overwrite policies.

NOTE
Operator Commands are not controlled using the ISPF Facility Class because operators are allowed to perform
everything.

To update ISPF facility class with different security systems, use the following profile name of the DCI class resource:

ZITZDC.ACCESS

Assign User Access Rights with RACF

Use IBM RACF to control user access rights.

1. Activate the RACF Facility Class. Issue the following command:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(FACILITY)

2. Define the Class Resource for DCI as a Facility Class Profile. To define the Class Resource Profile (ZITZDC.ACCESS)
as a profile with the default user rights of NONE, issue the following command:
RDEFINE FACILITY ZITZDC.ACCESS UACC(NONE)

3. Configure the access rights for each user. Define the Class Resource for DCI as a Facility Class Profile.
PERMIT ZITZDC.ACCESS CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(access-right)

userid
Specifies the user ID.

access-right
Specify the ISPF access right type:

• NONE
• READ
• UPDATE
• CONTROL

WARNING
To work with the ISPF client, a user ID must be configured with at least READ access rights. RACF must be
refreshed to activate new definitions.

4. Refresh the RACF Facility Class definitions with the following command:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH
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For more information about activating the RACF facility class and about defining and authorizing users, see z/OS Security
Server RACF Security Administration Guide.

Assign User Access Rights with ACF2

Use ACF2 to control access rights in DCI.

WARNING

Ensure that user id is configured with at least READ access rights to work in the ISPF client.

1. Define the Resource Name ZITZDC, the Resource Type FAC, and the access rule for DCI.
Example:
SET R(FAC)

COMPILE STORE

$KEY(ZITZDC) TYPE(FAC)                            

ACCESS  UID(*) PREVENT                           

ACCESS  UID(******userid1) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW   

ACCESS  UID(******userid2) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW    

2. Activate the rule.
F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Your user ID is configured with the access rights to work in the ISPF client.

Assign User Access Rights with Top Secret

Use Top Secret to control access rights in DCI.

1. Activate the profile.

NOTE
With Top Secret, you do not require to activate the profile. The changes are dynamic and you do not require
to refresh to update changes.

2. Define the DCI Class Resource (ZITZDC.ACCESS) to Top Secret.
TSS ADD(owningacid) IBMFAC(ZITZDC)

3. Configure a user ID with the access rights to the DCI Class Resource Profile:
TSS PERMIT(userid) IBMFAC(ZITZDC.ACCESS) ACCESS(access-right)

userid
Specifies the ISPF identification of the user.

access-right
Use one of the following values to define the user access right:

• NONE
• READ
• UPDATE
• CONTROL

The access rights for each user are defined based on your selections.

Prepare and Start ISPF
Customize the ISPF REXX exec to start the DCI ISPF interface.

Customize and execute the member ISPF that is located in the CFHRSAMP library to prepare and start DCI ISPF
interface. Customize the following variables:
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IPDSN
Specifies the ISPF panel library (CFHRPNL0).

IMDSN
Specifies the ISPF message library (CFHRMSG0).

ILDSN
Specifies the ISPF load library (CFHRLMDO).

ITDSN
Specifies the ISPF table library (CFHRTBL0).

IEDSN
Specifies the CFHRSAMP library.

IPSTACK
Specifies the name of the TCP/IP started task.
DCI supports the use of TCP/IP started task for IPv4 and IPv6:

• Specify the TCP/IP started task name without additional sub-parameters to define IPv4 (default).
Example: ipstack='tcpSTC'

• Specify the TCP/IP started task name with optional sub-parameter inet6 to define IPv6.
Example: ipstack='tcpSTC:inet6'

IPADDR
Specifies the LPAR IP address where the controller task is active.

IPPORT
Specifies the IP port number that is exclusively reserved for DCI.

WARNING

Ensure that the controller and the agent have read and write access rights to this port.

DCI ISPF interface starts. You can define the primary settings to complete the post-configuration settings. For more
information, see Define Primary Settings.

Configure LMP Keys for Reporting Mode
Configure LMP keys in the ISPF interface to run DCI in the simulation mode to view systems reports.

As a system programmer, configure DCI to enable the product to run in the simulation mode. With simulation mode, DCI
provides MSU consumption reports for entities in the ISPF and web interfaces without dynamic capping. The data helps
you understand the MSU consumption trends of systems and efficiently identify the MSU consumption peaks during the
billing period.

The detailed analysis further helps you drill into the data to identify the systems that are high MSU consumers and
perform detailed analysis of workload importance levels that are protected by the systems. Use these reports to optimize
the system resource utilization by reallocating capacity limits the MSUs among LPARs to process the workload without
breaching SLAs.

NOTE
Download and apply the PTF LU01167 to run DCI in the simulation mode only for reporting.
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Enable Reports Key to View Reports

To view reports only without managing the MSU consumption of entities, enable REPORTSONLY key in the ISPF
interface.

1. Install and complete the basic configuration of DCI to view MSU consumption reports of systems in the web UI and
run in simulation mode. To complete the basic configuration, perform steps 1 through 12 that are listed in the topic
Configuringfor the reporting mode.

2. To enable simulation mode, start the ISPF interface.
3. Click Menu and select Options.
4. In the Key field, specify REPORTSONLY.

IMPORTANT

• If you submit with an incorrect value in the KEY field, you encounter an invalid key message. Specify the
correct value in the KEY field, save the changes, and restart the controller.

• If you change the mode to Active, DCI runs in the simulation mode as this enhancement supports only
the reports functionality. Ignore the status Active in the Status panel as the dynamic capping is disabled.

• To enable dynamic capacity changes, enter LMPLICENSE in the Key field. Change DCI mode from
Simulation to Active.

In the simulation mode, DCI collects and writes the system MSU data of entities in the controller log file. If DCI is in
simulation mode, the agents on the LPAR do not receive any change requests to manage the MSU consumption of the
LPAR.

Use the web UI to view MSU consumption reports for all the LPARs on which agents are deployed. The web UI shows the
reports for LPARs from the time when the agents were started. After you complete the configuration, optionally create a
skeleton policy to view entities MSU consumption reports based on the skeleton policy definitions.

(Optional) Create a Skeleton Policy

Create a skeleton policy to view reports for group entities in the web UI. The skeleton policy lets you define the entities
that you want to monitor MSU consumption and view reports.

1. Start DCI ISPF interface.
2. Select Policy and specify 1 to view the existing list of policies and add a new policy.

The Policies panel opens.
3. Specify A in the Command field to add a new policy.
4. Specify a policy name, policy description, mode, and day and time details.
5. Add a country multiplex to the policy.
6. Add a central processor complex to the policy
7. (optional) Add a capacity group to the policy.
8. Add LPARs for which you want to view MSU consumption reports.

IMPORTANT
The IDs that you mention for CPC and systems in the policy should match the IDs that are set up in PR/SM.
Select the profile "UNMANAGED" for every LPAR and enter the value 0 in the MAX and MIN fields. Do not
assign any MSU values for entities.

9. Assign the QUEUED status to automatically activate the policy that is based on the defined schedule.

For more information about policy, see Create a Policy. The ISPF and web UI show the MSU consumption reports for all
the entities from the time when the agents and controller are activated on LPARs.

Configure Web UI
Configure and start DCI web UI to view and analyze the LPAR performance data in graphical format.
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DCI web UI lets you visualize the current and historical workload of your data center and how DCI reacts to different
workloads. Configure the web UI to view, monitor, and analyze the performance data of LPARs in your data center in the
graphical user interface.

Prerequisites

Before you configure DCI web UI, install and configure IBM HTTP Server.

Set Up HTTP Server

Set up a default configuration for IBM HTTP Server that DCI supports for running web UI. DCI requires an IBM HTTP
Server STC on the same LPAR where the USS catalog is generated.

1. Open OMVS and verify if IBM Apache Server is running.
Example:
# apachectl start 

httpd (pid 84216276) already running

2. Open ([PATH_OF_HTTPD_INSTANCE]/conf/httpd.conf) web server configuration file to edit Addtypes. Edit the
directory and file path details in the configuration section:
<Directory /[PATH_TO_DCI_USS]>

AllowOverride None

Options None

Require all granted

# CharsetSourceEnc IBM-1047 

# CharsetDefault ISO8859-1 

# AddEncoding text/html html 

AddType text/html .html         

AddType application/javascript .js

AddType application/x-javascript .js

AddType text/javascript .js

AddType application/json .json   

AddType text/xml .xml           

AddType text/csv .csv  

AddType text/css .css

AddType application/vnd.ms-fontobject .eot

AddType application/x-font-ttf .ttf

AddType application/font-woff .woff

AddType image/jpeg .jpeg .jpg .jpe .jif .jfif .jfi

AddType image/png .png

AddType image/gif .gif

AddType image/svg+xml .svg .svgz

</Directory>

NOTE

If the soft links are required in the directory, extend the "Options" field to "Options Indexes
MultiViews FollowSymLinks". Ensure that you have access to the linked directory.

3. Enter the path to DCI USS directory [PATH_TO_DCI_USS].
4. Edit the mime.type file to provide the values for text/csv and text/xml in order to translate the data into a readable

format.
text/xml xml

text/csv csv

5. Enter the following code to test the configuration:
#[PATH_OF_HTTPD_INSTANCE]/bin/apachectl configtest 
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Displays #Syntax OK.
6. Enter the following code to restart the IBM Apache Server:

#[PATH_OF_HTTPD_INSTANCE]/bin/apachectl restart 

You completed setting up HTTP server for web UI.

Start Web UI

In a web browser, enter the URL to start web UI and verify the connectivity:

http://[URL]:port-number/[alias] 

Or

http://[IP-adress]:[port-number]/[alias] 

If you use port 80, use one of the following URLs:

http://[URL]/[alias] 

Example:

http://example.com:8080/dci/

Or

http://[IP]/[alias] 

Example:

http://10.192.65.42/dci

WARNING
Ensure that you do not modify any file names (XML) related to web UI. If you modify the file name, web UI does
not show any data.

Use web UI to monitor data center and further analysis of MSU data.

Verify Web UI Installation

Run the installation verification procedure (IVP) after you complete the initial installation, required configuration tasks, and
environment setup:

1. Open the ivp.html file that is in the  DCI USS directory.

NOTE
The location of the "ivp.html" depends on the type of installation and the location you installed the DCI web
UI. The file location might be in main DCI directory, views, or in the XML directory.

2. Copy the complete path that is in the ivp.html file and paste it into the browser address bar.
A message displays starting the install verification. For all the successful actions, you see the message "passed". If
the action fails, the result shows "failed".

Troubleshoot Web UI Configuration

Go through the following scenarios, apply the fix if it is applicable:
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• If the data does not show correctly in the Web client, open the console of your browser. In most browsers, you can use
the F12 option. Refer to the messages in the register console.

• When you install DCI web UI, ensure that the internet server is running either in the ASCII or EBCDIC format. If the
XML files are in different formats that are in the subdirectory, the policies data do not display. If the XML files are in a
different format, convert them to a single format.

Enable Dynamic Capacity Management
Configure BCPii and BCPii-enabled agents to manage MSU consumption among LPARs dynamically.

DCI is fully operative within a CEC if the lines of communication to the Hardware Management Console (HMC) are
established and allows DCI to interact with the HMC. The communication between the HMC and your CPC takes place
over the corresponding Support Element. For dynamic capacity changes in the active mode, DCI requires authorization to
send the defined capacity changes and capacity group limit changes to HMC. Hardware Management Console manages
the MSU allocation among LPARs.

The Hardware Management Console (HMC) is a hardware appliance that you use to configure and control one or more
managed systems. Use HMC to create and manage logical partitions and activate a capacity upgrade on demand. HMC
uses service applications to communicate with managed systems to detect, consolidate, and send information to service
and support for analysis.

Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) API requests the BCPii address space when IPL z/OS starts the address
space HWIBPCii. BCPii allows the authorized applications that run under z/OS to query, change, and perform basic
operations against the system z hardware base. These authorized applications are allowed to access the local and the
support element (SE) in the HMC network to execute the HMC-like functions. BCPii includes a set of high-level APIs for
data exchange and command requests.

For the ACTIVE mode, DCI requires authorization to send defined capacity changes and capacity group limit changes
to Hardware Management Console (HMC). To connect LPARs to HMC through the Base Control Program internal
interface (BCPii) enabled agents, ensure that BCPii is running on at least one LPAR where the HWIBCPII started task
is executed. If no agent is available for BCPii, dynamic capping fails and you might encounter 1182E and 1183E error
messages.

For z/14 and higher, the BCPii-enabled agents require Level 2 connection to HMC.

The following settings for BCPii-enabled agents must be configured on the specific LPAR types:

Transmitting LPARs
Transmitting LPARs are defined in the DCI System Definition table with HMC=YES or CG=YES , or both set to YES .
Ensure that one or more transmitting LPARs have permission to set an HMC control through BCPii for all
managed LPARs.

Dedicated LPARs
Dedicated LPARs are defined in the DCI System Definition table with DED=YES . Dedicated LPARs can only
manage themselves and cannot manage any other LPARs.
DCI agents on the dedicated LPARs:

• Can only trigger BCPii actions against the LPAR where the Agent is running on
• Can not trigger BCPii change requests for this LPAR.

Agents that run on non-dedicated LPARs can trigger changes for all non-dedicated LPARs.

To enable DCI full function in the ACTIVE mode you must configure agents as follows:

• At least one non-dedicated DCI agent must be defined to trigger changes on non-dedicated LPARs.
• BCPii-enabled and dedicated DCI agents must be defined for every dedicated LPAR.
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NOTE
This is a one-time process. Use the same BCPii and HMC configurations when you migrate to higher version of
DCI

Deploy agent on every LPAR including LPAR in which the controller is deployed. Hardware Management Console (HMC)
individually controls and monitors the LPAR. Ensure that minimum one agent is Base Control Program internal interface
(BCPii) enabled to communicate the capacity adjustments to HMC. TCP/IP is required when you start DCI for the first
time. You require BCPii when you run DCI in the active mode, not in the simulation mode.

The following diagram illustrates the communication of DCI agents with the HMC:

Figure 4: Communication between HMC and DCI Agents

The agent collects MSU usage data on the LPAR every 5 minutes and sends the records to the controller. The agents
send the data to the controller through TCP/IP. The agent applies the capacity limits to the LPAR that is determined by
the controller. The controller Collects and stores the LPAR MSU data from the agent through the TCP/IP connection.
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The controller uses this data to make decisions, issue alerts, and send messages. One controller is required for multiple
CPCs. The controller holds the information that is related to DCI configuration. The Hardware Management console
monitors and controls the MSU capacity across LPARs through the BCPii enabled agents.

Prepare for BCPii Installation Activation
The systems must meet the hardware and security requirements to activate the Base Control Program internal
interface (BCPii) installation.

Ensure that the system meets the following requirements to activate the Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii)
installation:

Hardware Requirements:

• zEnterprise
OR

• z10 with the latest microcode level
OR

• z9 with recommended microcode-level provides reduced functionality.

If your hardware base or the other components are lower than z9, DCI works for those components of hardware because
the functionality of the BCPii APIs limits to few commands.

Security Requirements
For z/14 and higher CPCs, the BCPII enabled agents require Level 2 connection to Hardware Management Console.
  Ensure that one or more transmitting LPARs have permission to transmit instructions for all managed LPARs and all
managed LPARs have permission to receive instructions from one or more transmitting LPARs.

Use the dedicated BCPii enabled agents configuration, enable BCPii to all the agents for LPARs that are required to
receive HMC change requests. If an LPAR is not defined in the Systems Definition Table, the agent on this LPAR does
not transmit Hardware Management Console (HMC) requests. The dedicated agents transmit the HMC request only to
the home LPAR where it is located. Ensure that you add minimum one LPAR with the BCPii enabled agent in the capacity
group for the group capacity limit HMC requests. For more information, see Dedicated BCPii Enabled agents.

In a standard configuration, the BCPii enabled agent is authorized to send the change requests for all LPARs in the DCI
managed environment. DCI requires a minimum of one BCPii enabled agent to interact with the HMC. We recommend
at least one additional agent, maximum 2 per CPC, are configured to provide a failover option. The controller queues
the change requests and dispatches them through the first enabled agent that reports in on each cycle. There is no
dependency between the agent dispatching the request and the LPAR that the request relates for defined capacity
changes. For more information, see Configure BCPii Enabled Agents.

Start BCPii Interface
Start Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) in the address space where you run DCI.

Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) runs in any address space and does not need any other product
requirements. Use the following commands to start and stop BCPii:

Start BCPii
S HWISTART

Stop BCPii
P HWIBCPII

BCPii starts automatically during the z/OS IPL with the started Task HWIBCPII . If BCPii is not configured properly, the
HWIBCPII terminates, and you cannot access BCPii.
 HWIBCPII WITH JOBNAME HWIBCPII. RACF WILL USE ICHRIN03.

 IEF196I 2 //HWIBCPII EXEC IEESYSAS,PROG=HWIAMIN2
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 IEF196I STMT NO. MESSAGE

 IEF196I XX* THE IEESYSAS PROCEDURE IS SPECIFIED IN THE

 IEF196I 00150000

 IEF196I XX* PARAMETER LIST TO IEEMB881 BY MVS COMPONENTS

 IEF196I 00200000

 IEF196I 2 IEFC001I PROCEDURE IEESYSAS WAS EXPANDED USING SYSTEM

 IEE252I MEMBER CTIHWI00 FOUND IN SYS1.PARMLIB

  HWI007I BCPII IS ATTEMPTING COMMUNICATION WITH THE LOCAL CENTRAL nnn

 PROCESSOR COMPLEX (CPC).  HWI014I THE SNMP COMMUNITY NAME FOR BCPII IN THE SECURITY 049  

  PRODUCT FOR THE LOCAL CPC IS EITHER NOT DEFINED OR IS INCORRECT.

 IEA989I SLIP TRAP ID=X13E MATCHED. JOBNAME=HWIBCPII, ASID=001A.

 HWIBCPII HWIBCPII IEFPROC 00:00:00 2,117 00

 IEF404I IEESYSAS - ENDED - TIME=08.44.52

 IEF196I IEF142I IEESYSAS HWIBCPII - STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000

 IEF196I IEF376I JOB/HWIBCPII/STOP 20130110.0844 CPU 0MIN 00.02SEC

 IEF196I SRB 0MIN 00.00SEC

 IEF352I ADDRESS SPACE UNAVAILABLE

 IEF196I IEF352I ADDRESS SPACE UNAVAILABLE

 HWI006I BCPII ADDRESS SPACE HAS ENDED.

 IEA989I SLIP TRAP ID=X33E MATCHED. JOBNAME=*UNAVAIL, ASID=001A.

For more information, see IBM Hardware Management Console Administration Guide.

Configure Local Support Element to Communicate with BCPii
You require HMC/SE administrator permissions to make the appropriate changes.

You require HMC/SE administrator permissions to make the appropriate changes. The procedure that is described in
this topic is valid in HMC Workplace version 2.10. For HMC 2.14 with a z14, revise the new BCPii permission controls as
well. These controls can be specified from the Systems Details task, Customize/Delete Activation Profiles task for images,
and the Change LPAR Security task.

Use the following procedure to select an LPAR that you want to communicate with BCPii:

1. Open the HMC.
2. Select a CPC Image activation profile.
3. Select CPC Operational Customization Task List.
4. Select CPC again and select "Change Security Task".
5. Select LPAR and Cross Partition Authority to enable BCPii for that LPAR.

The LPAR is selected to communicate with BCPii. 

Next, configure the Local SE – SNMP Settings. Use the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) for
communication between the support element and other hardware.

IMPORTANT
BCPii and RACF require a community name, which should be added and enabled on the Support Element.

Use the following procedure to configure the Local SE – SNMP settings:

1. Open an Image Activation profile to enable cross partition authority.
2. Go to Security.
3. Select Cross Partition Authority to enable BCPii Communications on the Support Element.
4. Click Save.

The cross partition authority is enabled.
5. Open the HMC workspace.
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6. Select the CPC that is required and Open Single Object Operation.
7. Navigate to Views > Console Actions > View Console Events > Support Elements Settings.
8. Open the Customize API Settings.
9. Select the following options:

– Enable SNMP APIs
– Allow capacity change API requests.

10. Click Add.
11. Enter the following details:
Name

Specifies the Actual SNMP community name. The values include 1 through 16-character alphanumeric field.

NOTE

The community name should be in uppercase. Because of restrictions with the security products on z/
OS, the BCPii SNMP community name must not contain any lowercase characters. The community
name is required for later RACF.

Address
127.0.0.1

Network Mask/Prefix
255.255.255.255

ACCESS
READ/WRITE

12. Click Apply to save the changes.
Repeat the steps on the other SE if necessary and reboot the Support Elements.

Configure Security for BCPii Enabled Agents
Configure Security for Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) enabled agents with different security systems.

The transmitting LPARs that are Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) enabled agents must have permission
to transmit instructions for all the DCI-managed LPARs. Usually, we recommend that you configure minimum two BCPii-
enabled agents. For z/14 and higher CPCs, the BCPII-enabled agents require Level 2 connection to HMC. Ensure that the
transmitting LPARs have permission to transmit instructions for all the managed LPARs and all the DCI-managed LPARs
have permission to receive the instructions from the transmitting LPARs.

This section of the document provides information about the commands that you can use to authorize DCI agents with the
following security systems.

Resource Access Control Facility Settings

You require Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) administrator permissions to define and modify authorization.
All RACF profiles for this request are in Class FACILITY.

1. Grant READ access rights to Profile HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV.
RDEF HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV CL(FACILITY) UACC(NONE)PERMIT HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV CL(FACILITY) ID(userid)

 ACCESS(READ)SETR RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

2. Verify the access for user id.
a. Start the Agent task.
b. Go to SDSF, and find the USER who is assigned in the JESMSGLG or JESSYSMSG.

3. Use the CPC name to create a correct SAF Profile name. Use READ or WRITE to enable updates in
the RACF Profile HWI.TARGET.netid.nau.
netid.nau represents the 3 through 17 character SNA name of the CPC.
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Use the following console command to obtain the netid.nau:
D M=CPU

NOTE
If netid is not modified, the name can be IBM390PS.

4. Refine FACILITY:
RDEFINE FACILITY HWI.TARGET.netid.nau UACC(NONE) APPLDATA(CommunityName)

WARNING
Use the Community Name for validation between the Support Element (SE) and z/OS. A wrong or missing
Community Name leads to a failure, and communication cannot be established between BCPii and the SE.

5. Grant permission for each LPAR using the LPAR SYSid.
PE HWI.TARGET.netid.nau.lparname CL(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

Or use
PE HWI.TARGET.netid.nau.* CL(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

6. Use the following command to refresh when you are done with all the LPARS:
SETR RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Top Secret Settings

You require Top Secret administrator permissions to define and modify the authorization. Ensure that the Top Secret
resource class requests are in the Class IBMFAC.

1. Grant READ access rights to Profile HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV.
TSS ADD(owningacid) IBMFAC(HWI)TSS PERMIT(userid) IBMFAC(HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV) ACCESS(READ)

2. Verify the access for user id.
a. Start the agent task.
b. Go to SDSF, and find the USER assigned in the JESMSGLG or JESSYSMSG.

3. Use the CPC Name to create the SAF Profile name. Use the READ or WRITE options to enable the updates in
the RACF Profile HWI.TARGET.netid.nau.
netid.nau represents the 3 through 17 character SNA name of the CPC.
Use the following console Command to obtain the netid.nau:
D M=CPU

NOTE
If the netid is not modified, the name can be IBM390PS.

TSS ADD(owningacid) IBMFAC(HWI.TARGET.netid.nau) TSS PER(userid)  IBMFAC(HWI.TARGET.netid.nau)

 ACCESS(access-level)  APPLDATA(CommunityName)

4. Grant permission for each LPAR using the SYSid of the specific LPAR.
TSS PERMIT(userid) IBMFAC(HWI.TARGET.netid.nau.lparname) ACCESS(UPDATE)

Or use
TSS PERMIT(userid) IBMFAC(HWI.TARGET.netid.nau.) ACCESS(UPDATE)

5. Refresh when you complete the steps for all the LPARS.

Authorize Program Facility

System Administrator authority is required to define authorized libraries.

1. Specify the DCI load library in your PROGnn Parmlib Member as in the following example:
APF ADD DSNAME(prefix.DCI.CFHRLOAD) VOLUME(volser)

2. Issue the following command to activate and refresh:
SET PROG=nn
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WARNING

If you are setting up BCPii for the first time and they are APF authorized, ensure that your Language
Environment libraries hlq.SCEERUN and hlq.SCEERUN2 are in the linklist concatenation. If both or one of
the settings is not implemented correctly, BPCii will not start. Message HWI009I shows that the Language
Environment modules could not be loaded.

Configure Dedicated BCPii Enabled Agents
Configure dedicated BCPii-enabled DCI agents to communicate with HMC.

In the dedicated BCPii enabled agents configuration, enable BCPii to all the agents for LPARs that are required to receive
HMC change requests. If an LPAR is not defined in the Systems Definition Table, the agent on this LPAR does not
transmit Hardware Management Console (HMC) requests. The dedicated agents transmit the HMC request only to the
home LPAR where it is located. Ensure that you add a minimum of one LPAR with the BCPii-enabled agent in the capacity
group for the group capacity limit HMC requests.

WARNING
For z/14 and higher Central Processor Complex (CPC), the BCPII-enabled agents require Level 2 connection
to HMC. Ensure that one or more transmitting LPARs have permission to transmit instructions for all managed
LPARs and all managed LPARs have permission to receive instructions from one or more transmitting LPARs.

Figure 5: Configure Dedicated BCPii Enabled Agents

Use the Dedicated option if you want to restrict the LPAR access to the HMC. This option guarantees the HMC security.
Ensure that you add every dedicated LPAR in the System Definitions Tables. If you require all the LPARs to be operated
in Level 1 access, define all the LPARs.

1. Open the DCI ISPF interface.
2. On the Menu, select System Definition Table.

The System Definition Table panel opens.
ZDCIP040 System Definition Table Row 1 to 2 of 2

Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

E - edit  A - add  D - delete

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

S CPC  SYS   LPAR    HMC CG  DED BVW PROFILE  DESCRIPTION

_ CEC1 SYS2  C1S1    YES YES YES NO  ________ ________________________________

_ CEC1 SYS4  C1S2    YES YES YES NO  ________ ________________________________
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******************************* Bottom of data ******************************** 

3. Specify the line command A to define the HMC settings for LPAR.
ZDCIP041 System Definition

Command ===> ____________________________________________

 --------------------------------------------------------

CPC          ____

SYS          ____

LPAR         ________

HMC          NO   Yes/No

CG Chg.      NO   Yes/No

Dedicated    NO   Yes/No

Budget View  NO   Yes/No

Profile      ________

Desc.        ________________________________ 

4. Specify the following fields:
CPC

Specifies the CPC ID for which the LPAR is associated.
SYS

Specifies the system ID of the LPAR.
LPAR

Specifies the LPAR ID. The LPAR ID syntax is a combination of CPC ID, SYSID, and LPAR ID. For example,
CPCID SYSID LPARID.

HMC
Indicates if the LPAR is connected to HMC.
Specify Yes, if you want to connect an LPAR directly to HMC. The controller sends dynamic change requests to
HMC through the dedicated BCPii-enabled agents.

WARNING

Ensure that all the LPARs that you want to manage with DCI for dynamic capacity are defined with YES.

CG
Indicates if the capacity group settings can be requested or changed.
Specify Yes, if the capacity group settings can be requested or changed through the dedicated BCPii enable
agents that are in the capacity group.
Specify No, if you do not want the capacity groups limit changed through the dedicated BCPii-enabled agents.

DED
Indicates if the agent is dedicated to only LPAR or capacity group to transmit the defined capacity and capacity
group limit changes.
Specify Yes. The dedicated agent can trigger HMC change requests only for the LPAR where it resides LPARs.
Yes

Indicates that the agent is dedicated to own LPAR to transmit changes.

TIP

• Add all the LPARs to be managed by DCI with the settings "YES".
• HMC sends the dynamic change requests to a capacity group through the dedicated agents.

Ensure that you configure minimum one LPAR in a capacity group with the dedicated agent
option for dynamic capacity group changes.

No
Indicates that the agent can transmit changes to other LPARs and capacity groups, which do not have
dedicated LPAR.
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NOTE
If the dedicated agents stop, the defined capacity for an LPAR and capacity group limit remains
with the last defined capacity and group capacity limit until the agent status changes to active.

BVW
Indicates whether the LPAR is included in the Budget View report.
Yes

Indicates that the workload of the LPAR is included in the Budget View report.
No

Indicates that the workload of the LPAR is not included in the Budget View report.
For more information, see Budget View.

Profile
Indicates the profile of the LPAR.

WARNING
We highly recommend that you assign a profile for each LPAR when you create a policy.

5. Press F3 to save the changes.

The following tables provide the list of possible System Definition Table Settings and Results for the standard BCPii
enabled agents configuration:

DCI System Settings Recommended Allowed Changes

HMC CG Dedicated DC/WEIGHT CGLIMIT

YES YES YES YES OWN LPAR OWN CG

YES NO YES YES OWN LPAR NO

NO YES YES NO NO NO

NO NO YES NO NO NO

For example, in the System Definition Table settings, the values for HMC, CG, and Dedicated are YES. The HMC
requests are sent to the individual LPAR and the capacity group where the agent is located.  The LAPR with the HMC
settings No does not get HMC change requests. For the dedicated agents configuration, make sure that HMC and LPAR
settings are Yes for all the LPARs that you want to manage capacity.

Configure BCPii Enabled Agents
Use the System definitions Table option under Menu in the DCI ISPF interface to add the selected LPARs to communicate
with HMC to enable dynamic capping.

DCI agents run on every LPAR regularly at 15-second intervals to collect the MSU usage data. The controller stores the
data that is collected by agents. The controller uses the pre-defined active policy and the current MSU usage data for
capacity allocations, alerts, and messages. The Hardware Management Console (HMC) owns the MSU settings for all
the LPARs. The messages are transmitted between the controller and the HMC through the BCPii-enabled agents for the
changes in the defined capacity of LPARs and capacity groups.

In a standard configuration, the BCPii-enabled agent is authorized to send the change requests for all LPARs in the DCI
managed environment. DCI requires a minimum of one BCPii-enabled agent to interact with the HMC. We recommend
at least one additional agent, maximum 2 per CPC, are configured to provide a failover option. The controller queues
the change requests and dispatches them through the first enabled agent that reports in on each cycle. There is no
dependency between the agent dispatching the request and the LPAR that the request relates to defined capacity
changes.
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WARNING

• We recommend minimum one and maximum three BCPii-enabled agents are connected to HMC to avoid
performance issues. For each central electronic complex (CEC), we recommend minimum of one and
maximum of three BCPii-enabled agents to transmit the HMC requests.

• Stop the controller, before you change the system configurations such as adding a new LPAR, capacity
group, group, or CPC. After you complete the system configuration changes, start the controller. Review and
edit the existing policies and policy extensions according to the new system configuration settings.

• If you are using BCPII permissions, configure dedicated BCPii-enabled agents. See Configure Dedicated
BCPii Enabled Agents.

Figure 6: Configure BCPii Enabled Agents

Use the option System Definition Table under Menu in the ISPF interface for the standard BCPii Enabled agents
configuration. The controller communicates through the BCPii-enabled agents with the HMC for defined capacity and
group capacity changes for all the LPARs.

1. Open the DCI ISPF interface.
2. On the Menu, select System Definition Table.

The System Definition Table panel opens.
ZDCIP040 System Definition Table Row 1 to 2 of 2

Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

E - edit  A - add  D - delete

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

S CPC  SYS   LPAR    HMC CG  DED BVW PROFILE  DESCRIPTION

_ CEC1 SYS2  C1S1    YES YES YES NO  ________ ________________________________

_ CEC1 SYS4  C1S2    YES YES YES NO  ________ ________________________________

******************************* Bottom of data ******************************** 

3. Specify the line command A to define the HMC settings for LPAR.
ZDCIP041 System Definition

Command ===> ____________________________________________

 --------------------------------------------------------

CPC          ____

SYS          ____

LPAR         ________

HMC          Yes/No

CG Chg.      Yes/No
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Dedicated    Yes/No

Budget View  Yes/No

Profile      ________

Desc.        ________________________________ 

4. Specify the following fields:
CPC

Specifies the Central Processor Complex (CPC) ID where the LPAR resides.
SYS

Specifies the system ID of the LPAR.
LPAR

Specifies the LPAR ID. The LPAR ID syntax is the combination of CPC ID, SYS ID, and LPAR ID.
HMC

Indicates that if the LPAR is connected to HMC (Hardware Manager Console).

• Specify Yes, if you want to connect an LPAR directly to HMC. The controller sends dynamic change requests
to HMC through the BCPii-enabled agents.

• Specify No, if you do not want to connect an LAPR directly to HMC.
WARNING
We recommend minimum one and maximum three agents are connected to the HMC to avoid
performance issues. Ensure that only the BCPii-enabled agents are connected to HMC. The BCPii-
enabled agents transmit the HMC requests for all LPARs that are connected to the controller.

Based on the system definitions, the controller decides which LPAR executes the HMC command:
– If the LPAR setting is CPC/SYS/LPAR HMC =YES and active, the LPAR receives and executes the HMC

requests.
– If the LPAR setting is  CPC/SYS/LPAR HMC = NO defined or the LPAR is inactive, DCI looks for another

active LAPR with HMC connection.
You can add HMC definitions to an LPAR even if the LPAR or system does not exist yet or is inactive. For
example, an LPAR or a system might be inactive or not available because of IPL.

CG
Indicates if the capacity group (CG) settings can be requested or changed. This feature has software and
hardware limitations:
Specify Yes, if the capacity group settings can be requested or changed through the BCPii enable agents.

DED
Indicates if the agent is dedicated to only LPAR or capacity group to transmit the defined capacity and the
capacity group limit changes.
Specify No. The non-dedicated agents can trigger the HMC change requests for other LPARs.
Yes

Indicates that the agent is dedicated to own LPAR to transmit changes. "Yes" requires z196/z114/EC12
and z/OS 1.13 or higher. All other combinations require the CG value Set the value as  "NO" to all other
combinations.

No
indicates that the agent can transmit changes to other LPARs and capacity groups that do not have
dedicated LPARs.

BVW
Indicates whether the LPAR is included in the Budget View report.
Yes

Indicates that the workload of the LPAR is included in the Budget View report.
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No
Indicates that the workload of the LPAR is not included in the Budget View report.

For more information, see Budget View.
Profile

Indicates the profile that you want to assign to an LPAR.

WARNING
We strongly recommend that you select a profile for an LPAR, capacity group, or DCI logical group when
you create a policy and do not select any profiles in the system definitions table.

5. Press F3 to save the changes.

The following table provides the list of the possible System Definition Table settings and the results for the standard
BCPii enabled configuration of agents:

DCI System Settings Recommended Allowed Changes

HMC CG Dedicated DC/WEIGHT CGLIMIT

YES NO NO YES ALL LPARS NO

YES YES NO YES ALL LPARS ALL CG

NO YES NO NO NO ALL CG

For example, in the System Definition Table settings, the value for HMC is Yes, CG is No and Dedicated is No. As per
the settings, defined capacity changes are transmitted to all LPARs but the group capacity limit remains the same.

Switch Operation Modes
Switch the DCI operation modes using the CONTROLR MVS command.

With CONTROLR command, you can switch between simulation and active modes in DCI. Following is the format that
you use switch between the operation modes:

/f CONTROLR,OPTION,MODE,[Active|Simulation]

ACTIVE
Indicates that DCI in the ACTIVE mode. If DCI is in the ACTIVE mode, dynamic capping is enabled.

SIMULATION
Indicates that DCI in the SIMULATION mode. If DCI is in the SIMULATION mode, dynamic capping is disabled. In
the simulation mode, DCI collects the data regarding policy but does not change capping. Use the data to change
the policy settings.

Plan for Controller High Availability
Plan for controller High Availability for the DCI continuous service.

As a system administrator, we recommend that you plan for high availability of the controller to guarantee the continuous
service of DCI. DCI uses a client-server architecture that consists of a single controller and multiple agents running on
several LPARs. Agents monitor MSU usage of LPARs and transmit this information as metadata to the controller through
TCP/IP. The controller summarizes, analyzes, and records the metadata in VSAM and USS data sets and makes defined
capacity adjustments to manage MSU resources based on the user-defined policies.

Consider a scenario where the LPAR on which the controller resides becomes unavailable, planned, or unplanned. Active
agents running on the other LPARs would be unable to communicate with the controller task, which would then prevent
the data analysis and capacity adjustments until the controller LPAR is restored and the controller task is started. The
agents can store up to four days of data, and the primary or secondary controller resumes processing when it is available.
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• The controller requires a consistent IP address that can be routed dynamically even when it is on a different LPAR.
The controller must listen on a port that is bound to a unique application-instance dynamic virtual IP address, dynamic
virtual IP address (DVIPA).

• The controller needs access to DCI data sets, databases, and USS files from more than one LPAR. The VSAM data
sets used by the controller must be allocated on shared DASD. The z/FS data set used for USS files, must be mounted
sysplex-aware to the DCI root directory.

Set up a Unique Application-Instance DVIPA for the Controller

DVIPA can be used to redirect TCP/IP communications to the active controller within the sysplex. DVIPA allows active
agents to communicate to the controller even when it moves to a different LPAR. A unique application-instance DVIPA
must be configured in the TCP stacks of the LPARs where the controller is to run. For more information on the topic, see
Unique application-instance DVIPA in the IBM documentation.

Perform the necessary TCP profile modifications to implement a unique application-instance dynamic virtual IP address,
DVIPA.

1. Define a common DVIPA address range for LPARs.
DVIPA ranges are defined to a TCP/IP stack in the TCPIP.PROFILE and requires a VIPARANGE statement within the
VIPADYANMIC section:
Example:
VIPADYNAMIC

VIPARANGE  DEFINE 255.255.255.0 10.175.84.55

Any dynamic VIPA that is requested by way of IOCTL or by BIND to a specific address must match a defined
VIPARANGE subnet value, after the dynamic VIPA is logically BANDed with the corresponding address mask. The
network address or network ID of the VIPARANGE subnet, which is the lowest possible address in the range, is
excluded. The broadcast address of the VIPARANGE subnet, which is the highest address in the range, is also
excluded.
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In the preceding example, the network address or ID is 10.175.84.0 and the broadcast address is 10.175.84.255.
Those two addresses are not eligible DVIPA addresses. But all other addresses in the subnet (10.175.84.1 through
10.175.84.254) are eligible DVIPA addresses.

2. Add a port statement that binds the controller to specific DVIPA addresses within the defined range.
Example:
PORT

25800 tcp DCICNTLR* bind 10.175.84.55

This example binds port 25800 that is used by the job or started task DCICNTLR to DVIPA address 10.175.84.55.

Mount the zFS as a Sysplex-Aware to the DCI Root Directory

zFS supports a shared file system capability in a multi-system Sysplex environment. The term shared file system
environment refers to a sysplex that has a specification of SYSPLEX(YES) in the BPXPRMxx parmlib member. Users
in a sysplex can access zFS data that is owned by another system in the sysplex. For full sysplex support, zFS must be
running on all systems in the sysplex in a shared file system environment. For more information on this topic, see Using a
zFS in a shared file system environment in the IBM documentation.

In a shared zFS environment, the JCL that mounts the DCI zFS to the USS directory can be made sysplex-aware by
adding PARM('RWSHARE').

Example:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your.dataset.ZFS') PARM('RWSHARE') +

MOUNTPOINT('/your_dci_directory_path') TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR)

Move the Controller to Another LPAR

Once DVPA and share data access are configured, stop the controller started task on one LPAR before starting it on
another LPAR.

The procedure is different for each environment, therefore determine the most effective method to move the controller
within your environment. Sometimes, a simple implementation can be a documented manual procedure that is performed
by a System Operator.  In other cases, you may want to use software tools or automation to move the controller tasks
between LPARs. For example, the System State Manager Global Application (SSMGA) tool which is packaged with OPS/
MVS. SSMGA can manage the tasks as resources to defined states such as started or stopped using policies. You can
also use SSMGA to move the controller started task to an alternate LPAR and then move it back to the home LPAR when
it becomes available.

NOTE
Only one controller can be active within the system. Do not run two controllers against the same data sets or
IP address ports concurrently. Ensure that you stop the controller started task on one LPAR before you start on
another LPAR.

Return the Controller to the Home LPAR

There may be important reasons for running the controller on a specific home LPAR. In such cases, it is important to move
the controller back to the home LPAR. To move, stop the started task on one LPAR before you start it on another LPAR.
This can also be a manual or automated process depending upon your environment.

Integrate with MOI
Learn how to integrate with MOI to maximize the efficiency of DCI.

MOI lets you collect, view, and analyze data from DCI. Doing so gives capacity planners or performance analysts and the
mainframe management team a historical view of system activity and performance. Based on this historical data, MOI
uses machine learning to predict future performance, which can help you avoid potential performance issues.
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NOTE

MOI is installed separately from DCI. For more information, see the Installing section in the MOI documentation.

Metrics Available in MOI

After you integrate the DCI data feed, DCI displays data for the following metric for system capacity:

CPCMSU
Specifies the maximum capacity in a million service units (MSU) of the Central Processing Complex (CPC).

ACT4H
Specifies the actual rolling 4-hour average (R4HA) of the last 48 intervals in MSU.

DEFCAP
Specifies the defined capacity of the system in MSU.

CGLIMIT
Specifies the defined capacity limit of the group.

ACTMSU
Specifies the actual average MSU consumed in the last 5 minutes.

The capacity metrics help you to identify the abnormal behavior that is related to system capacity usage that affects the
R4HA in real time and consequently breaches the monthly SLA.

Integrate with MOI

This procedure explains how to integrate DCI with MOI. After you complete this procedure, DCI sends the system capacity
metrics to MOI after 5 minutes.

1. Confirm that you have met all prerequisites.
2. In the DCI ISPF client, go to Menu.
3. Specify 1 to open the Options menu.
4. Enter E to edit the MOI_JSON field.
5. Specify ON in the Value field.

NOTE

To stop sending capacity metrics from DCI to MOI, specify OFF in the Value field.
6. Press F3 to save your settings.

DCI starts sending metrics to MOI after five minutes. MOI analyzes your system capacity metrics to display the
expected metrics ("green highways") and highlights anomalies.

7. Log in to MOI.
Confirm that DCI metrics appear in the MOI UI. For example, see Explore Metrics and Perform Historical Analysis  in
the MOI documentation.

If you are viewing capacity metrics in the Green Highway, DCI is successfully sending data to MOI.

The following video demonstrates how to integrate DCI with MOI.

Migrate Data from 1.5 to 2.0
Migrate MSU DB data and USS directory data from DCI 1.5 to DCI 2.0.

DCI 2.0 lets you migrate data from the release MSU DB and USS directory data from release 1.5 to release 2.0.

Migrate MSU DB and XML configuration files that are in the DCI 1.5 USS directory to import policy, alert, email, non-
business day, and system definitions. DCI CFHRSAMP library includes $MSUCP and $08COPY jobs. You can optionally
customize and submit the jobs to migrate the MSU DB data and policy definitions from version 1.5 to version 2.0.
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Migrate MSU DB Data

Customize the JCL $MSUCP that is in the CFHRSAMP library to create an MSU DB and copy the data from DCI 1.5 MSU
DB. Edit the values for the following parameters and submit the JCL:
$MSUCP

Specifies that the MSU DB name of the release DCI 1.5.
$MSUDB

Specifies that the MSU DB name that you want to create for DCI 2.0 version.
The new MSU DB is created with the MSU DB data from DCI release 1.5.

Migrate USS Data

Customize the JCL $08COPY that is in the CFHRSAMP library to copy the USS files from the DCI 1.5 USS directory to DCI
2.0 USS directory. With this job, you can copy alerts, email definitions, non-business day calendar definitions, policies,
and system descriptions. Edit the values for the following parameters:
$15XPATH$

Specifies the USS directory path name for DCI release 1.5.
$200PATH$

Specifies the USS directory path name for DCI version 2.0.

NOTE

The USS directory path names are case-sensitive. Start the USS directory path names with a leading
slash.

After you submit the JCL, the following files are copied from the DCI release 1.5 USS directory:

• Policy
• Alert
• Email
• Non-Business-Days
• Systems Descriptions

The definitions that are associated with the XML files are updated in the DCI 2.0 ISPF interface.
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Getting Started
Start using DCI in simulation mode, analyze your MSU consumption, and switch to active mode.

DCI helps you monitor and effectively manage SLAs, improve operational efficiency, and achieve rapid value by enabling
priority mainframe workloads. You deploy DCI agents on every LPAR that you want to monitor and obtain the current
MSU usage reports for the monitored LPARs. The data from agents is processed by the DCI controller that collects and
stores the LPAR MSU usage information and makes decisions based on the defined policies. You define the LPARs for
monitoring and specify the policies in the ISPF part of DCI. To view the results of the monitoring you can use the web UI
that DCI provides.

You can run DCI in the following two modes:

Reporting mode
(also: Simulation mode)
In this mode, you configure DCI to monitor and collect the MSU consumption data. You can view the MSU usage
reports in the ISPF and web user interfaces.

Dynamic capacity mode
(also: Active mode)
In this mode, along with monitoring and collecting the MSU consumption data, DCI dynamically adjusts the
MSU consumption based on the policies that you define. For active mode, you must enable Dynamic Capacity
Management and configure Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) agents. The BCPii-enbled agents can
adjust the workload following the controller requests that are based on the policies

To run DCI, you must configure the product at least for the Reporting mode. You configure and switch to the Active mode
after you have fully configured the Reporting mode.

By default, DCI starts in simulation mode. In this mode, you can monitor and analyze your mainframe environment MSU
data. Then you review and activate the policies that you receive from the DCI experts. Adjust the policies based on your
observations to meet the optimum MSU consumption of LPARs, then switch to the active mode.

For a better overview of the DCI functionality, view the DCI Use Case Videos.

Day 1 Task Checklist
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using DCI.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role

Create a policy Use the Policy option to define MSUs and
profiles for each LPAR, capacity group,
and DCI groups to manage the MSU
consumption among LPARs.

Systems Programmer
Mainframe Performance Analyst

Queue a policy activation Queue policies for automated activation
at the specified time frames based on the
defined date, time, and priority.

Systems Programmer
Mainframe Performance Analyst
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Task Description Role

Define non-business day calendar Define non-business days on which you
expect a low workload. You can attach a
policy that is suitable for the selected non-
business day.

Systems Programmer
Mainframe Performance Analyst

Define custom reporting groups Create a group of LPARs across CPCs
to view the MSU consumption and rolling
4-hour average trends for LPARs that
belong to the custom reporting group for the
selected interval.

Systems Programmer
Mainframe Performance Analyst

Define alerts Define email notifications and alerts
that you want to receive when the MSU
consumption threshold is reached on a
system

Systems Programmer

Create a budget Define the budget parameters for your
MSU consumption based on the contract
type and compare the data against your
contracted values:
• For Tailored Fit Pricing (TFP) contracts,

define budget periods to monitor your
MSU consumption.

• For Monthly License Charge (MLC),
or Sub-Capacity Pricing (SCP) model,
define budget periods to monitor and
detect the peak consumption instances
(C4HA).

Systems Programmer
Mainframe Performance Analyst
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Using
DCI provides proactive, predictable capacity management for optimizing system resources for prioritized workloads.
This capacity management tool helps you better manage and use mainframe capacity, thus helping drive down Monthly
License Charges (MLC). Intelligent automation avoids unplanned spikes in cost and helps IT to manage Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) through automated and dynamic capacity optimization.

DCI is an easy–to–use, fully automated and intelligent capacity management, and real–time dynamic capping solution.
The solution is designed to streamline your ability to monitor and effectively manage SLAs and improve the operational
efficiency. It helps IT to achieve the values by enabling priority mainframe workloads to the required capacity to meet
SLAs and facilitates predictable, transparent budgeting.

DCI continually analyzes the workload capacity and dynamically manages capacity that is based on the active policy
definitions. Use the ISPF to manage capacity among LPARs and groups with policies.

View status of systems
The Status panel in the ISPF interface shows the current MSU consumption of all the entities that are managed by DCI,
and the active policy definitions.

Create and Edit Policies to Manage MSU Consumption
DCI allows reallocation of MSUs based on current workload and defined multiple capping policies that are automatically
activated depending on the set schedules. The policies let you define the following settings for LPARs:
Create a group of LPARs

The Policies option lets you create groups of LPARs to adjust the MSU allocation based on the workload
requirement.

Define minimum and maximum MSU Ranges for LPARs and Groups
The minimum MSU is a target usage and the MAX MSU is a capping limit for LPARs and groups. With the defined
MSU limits, DCI limits the MSU usage among LPARs and groups to meet SLAs without letting the R4HA increase
above these specified MSU limits. If the workload is more than the defined minimum MSU value, DCI maintains
the current MSU usage below the MAX MSU with the reallocation.

Profiles
DCI lets you assign profiles in three levels that are the capacity group, group, and LPAR. Profile functionality
depends on the specified importance levels and defined max and min MSUs for the entities. DCI allocates the
resources to LPARs based on the LPAR profiles within the group and the profile that is assigned to the group.
Assign the combination of high important, medium important, and less important LPARs to keep the R4HA and
group MSU usage to the minimum.

Assign the workload category for LPARs
In z/OS, a Workload Manager (WLM) uses workload classification, service classes, and performance objectives
to manage the resources of the system to meet business objectives. Every unit of work that WLM manages is
rated by relative importance from 1 (highest) to 5 (lowest), and Discretionary (no importance). DCI provides three
levels of workload categorization such as Business Critical (BC), Time Critical (TC), and Not Time Critical (NTC).
DCI lets you assign the WLM classification levels to DCI workload category. For example, in LPAR-A, importance
levels, 5 and 6 may be considered NTC, while in LPAR-B importance levels 4 and 5 may be considered TC and
only D is considered NTC. This flexibility allows one LPAR to run more workloads that are considered time critical
compared to another that runs more low-importance workloads.

Define AUTOMIN and AUTOMAX
If defined minimum usages have already been exceeded, they can be defined to become the new baseline.
If the R4HA reaches above the defined target (that is MIN) MSU to meet SLAs, it leads to a new MLC. At this
point, it is optimal to continue trying to keep the MSU below the MIN MSU specification for the billing period.
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The AUTOMIN variable sets to the new R4HA, allows the workloads to use the additional buffer. Similarly, an
AUTOMAX value helps avoid new peaks during less critical times. Unless this is an unexpected anomaly, the
next billing cycle automatically resets to the MIN/MAX MSU. This mechanism allows organizations to continue
attempting to lower MSU while still protecting SLAs from changes that might be overly ambitious.

Schedule Policies for Automated Activation
DCI automatically switches between the policies that are in the QUEUED status. The automated policy activation removes
the manual effort that is associated with managing capping limits, using proprietary engines to calculate how MSU is
distributed between LPARs.

Overwrite a Policy for a Defined Period
DCI allows you to manually activate your desired policy during unexpected situations. For example, emergency policy. If
there is an unexpected increase in the workload, you can activate the desired emergency policy instead of the scheduled
policy for automated activation.

Policy Override for the selected System
DCI lets you override the active policy settings to address emergency or unplanned issues to circumvent the unexpected
situation. DCI lets you temporarily overwrite an MSU value for a system that is attached to an active policy. During the
defined time period, the new values overwrite the original values as defined in the active policy for the specified time. After
the specified time is over, the MSU value for the system resets to the original values as defined in the active policies.

Define Non-businessday Calendar
DCI provides calendar facilities that allow you to automatically switch to the policies that are based on dates and times.
This allows scheduled policies to temporarily overwrite the base policy to support the use of different policies to address
business days and hours, evenings, weekends, holidays, and/or special events (For example, Black Friday, Christmas,
and so on.).

Define Alerts
DCI lets you define email notifications or email alerts that you want to receive when the MSU consumption threshold is
reached on a system that is managed by an active policy. You can set alerts that are based on the group capacity limit or
MSU limit of the system.

View Logs
The Activity Log logs the important  actions that are based on the active policy. DCI saves the logged information for one
month, from the second day of the month until the first day of the following month.

Refer to the topics that are listed in the Using section to manage MSU with DCI features that are available in the ISPF
interface.

Start ISPF Interface
Start DCI ISPF interface to complete the post configuration steps, define policies, alerts, and monitor the MSU usage of
LPARs.

The ISPF interface lets you define and change the initial settings of DCI. With the ISPF interface, you define and modify
policies and alerts that help you manage your data center system MSU consumption. The ISPF interface also provides the
almost real time and historical MSU consumption records of systems that are managed by DCI.

WARNING
Ensure that you started the ISPF Client on one LPAR. For more information, see Prepare and Start ISPF. You
cannot call online services more than once in one logical screen. To start the DCI ISPF client, prepare and
execute the ISPF REXX procedure that is in the CFHRSAMP library. 
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Use the following procedure to start the ISPF interface:

1. Open the ISPF panel for the specific LPAR where you prepared and started the ISPF using the ISPF REXX procedure.
2. Navigate to ISPF/PDF Primary Option menu.
3. Select Utilities, and select DsLIST (3.4).

The Data Set List Utility panel opens.
4. Execute the ISPF member from the DCI200.CFHRSAMP library to start your product.

NOTE
DCI200.CFHRSAMP is the default name that you can customize when you install DCI.

DCI Status panel opens. The Status panel shows the details about the current active policy and the information about
the mainframe systems that are attached to the active policy.

TIP

You can also start the DCI ISPF client with a TSO command ex ‘DCI.CFHRSAMP(ISPF)’ .

Each row in the Status panel shows the MSU values consumption data of the z/OS systems that are based on the
current active policy. The z/OS systems include country multiplex, capacity group, group, and LPARS.

Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                        
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
ZDCIP020                            Status                   Row 1 to 13 of 13
Command ===> _________________________________________________________________
 
S - Detail View  O - Policy Overwrite        Data Refreshed: 17/10/04 08:15:05
 ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
  Active Policy ID: CMP                              Mode: SIMULATION         
                                ———— Current ————— ——— HWM ——— ——— Policy ——— 
S    IDs                   Type  R4HA     DC   INT R4HMx  SCMx    Min     Max 
__   CMP1                  CMP    474    474   325   579   473      -       - 
__   .ALLLPARS             GRP    474    474   325   579   473    350     400 
__   ..SY21/L2P1/C200      SYS    258    220   193   302   223      0       0 
__   ..SY22/L2P2/C200      SYS     52     50    32    67    54     20      50 
__   ..SY24/L2P4/C200      SYS     17     30     7    23    23     10      15 
__   ..SY25/L2P5/C200      SYS      9     15     3    20    19      5      15 
__   ..SY11/L1P1/C100      SYS      8      8     4    10     9      5      15 
__   ..SY12/L1P2/C100      SYS      8      8     4    10     9      5      15 
__   ..SY13/L1P3/C100      SYS     87     70    70    88    87     50      80 
__   ..SY14/L1P4/C100      SYS     18     33     7    31    31     25      40 
__   ..SY15/L1P5/C100      SYS     15     30     4    39    37     25      40 
__   ..TST2/L2T1/C200      SYS      2      5     1     2     2      3      10 
__   ..TST1/L1T1/C100      SYS      0      5     0     0     0      3      10 
******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

In DCI ISPF interface, you can enter both primary and line commands.

Primary Commands
Use the following primary commands to save the changes and cancel the changes:
EXIT/END (or PF3)

Saves the changed data directly.
If there are no more panels to display, either displays the next panel or returns to the calling panel.

CANCEL (or CAN)
Cancels the entered input for the specified function and returns to the calling panel.
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Line Commands
Line commands let you work with a specific item that displays on a list. Some panels in the ISPF interface let you
use the line commands that you enter on a particular item in a row.

DCI ISPF Interface includes Menu, Policies, Alerts, Emails, and Logs that help you view information about MSU
consumption and define policy settings for the z/OS systems.

Define Primary Settings
Define primary settings of DCI using Options menu in the ISPF interface.

DCI Options menu in the ISPF interface lets you activate DCI with the license key. Use the Options menu to define
primary settings such as mode, SMTP, export MSU records to the CSV format, and integrate with MOI.

1. Start the ISPF interface. For more information, see Start ISPF Interface.
2. In the ISPF interface, click Menu.
3. Specify 1 to select Options.

The Option Table panel opens.
|—————————————————————————————————— DCI ————————————————————————————————————|

| ZDCIP020                      Option Table              Row 1 to 11 of 11 |

| Command ===> __________________________________________________________   |

| E - Edit Option                                                           |

|  ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————   |

| S    Option Name          Option Value                                    |

| __   KEY                  LMPLICENSE                                      |

| __   SMTPCLASS            -                                               |

| __   SMTPWRITER           -                                               |

| __   SMTPCLIENT           -                                               |

| __   SMTPSENDER           -                                               |

| __   MODE                 SIMULATION                                      |

| __   WTORC                11                                              |

| __   REPORTS              ON                                              |

| __   CSV_RESET            DAY                                             |

| __   CSV_FORMAT           EBCDIC                                          |

| __   XML_FORMAT           EBCDIC                                          | 

| __   MOI_JSON             ON                                              |

| __   USS_WARN_LEVEL       80                                              |

| **************************** Bottom of data ***************************** |

|———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————|

4. Specify the values for the following fields to define primary settings:
KEY

Specifies the software license key.

NOTE

• If you own DCI, enter LMPLICENSE in the KEY filed. If you submit with an incorrect value in the
KEY field, you encounter an invalid key message. Specify the correct value in the KEY field, save
the changes, and restart the controller. For more information about LMP keys, see the Common
Components and Services documentation.

• If you are a customer of SYSVIEW, you can access DCI reports with the simulation mode only
configuration. Enter REPORSTONLY to access reports for entities in the ISPF and web interfaces.

SMTPCLASS
Specifies your SMTP output class.
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SMTPWRITER
Specifies the name of the SMTP Writer.

WTORC
Specifies the WTO routing code for messages, that is 11 for the system console.

SMTPSENDER
Specifies the sender email ID.

SMTPCLIENT
Specifies the name of the client.

MODE
Select one of the following modes that are available in DCI:
SIMULATION

Collects and writes the system MSU data in the controller log file. If DCI is in simulation mode, the agents
on the LPAR do not receive any change requests. You can use the data as a reference to change the DCI
mode to active mode.

ACTIVE
Allows the controller to send dynamic change requests to HMC through agents. The value for HMC=YES.

Reports
Enable or disable the real-time CSV reporting feature with the following options:
ON

Enables real-time CSV reporting.
OFF

Disables real-time CSV reporting.
CSV_RESET

If you enable real-time reporting, every day after midnight DCI builds CSV reports for the current accounting
period to clear possible gaps in the intervals. For example, if reporting is not active for a certain period. With the
CSV_RESET parameter, deactivate the rebuild or select the rebuild once a week on a specific day.
OFF

Deactivates the rebuilds.
Appends the data in the UPDATE mode to the CSV files. When the reporting is deactivated, the MSU
data might not be able to capture in the GUI displays.

DAY
The default value is DAY.
The DAY option rebuilds the CSV reports daily after midnight based on the data available in the DCI MSU
database.

MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, SUN
The rebuild is done once a week on the selected day after midnight.

NOTE
Broadcom Triggers an unconditional rebuild for the previous accounting period, independent
of the selected weekday for a new accounting period (For example, the second day of every
month).

CSV_Format
Specify the output format (ASCII or EBCDIC) for the CSV data files (suffix .csv).

XML-Format
Specify the output format (ASCII or EBCDIC) for the DCI XML data files (suffix .xml).
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NOTE

The XML and CSV formats depend on the data type settings of your HTTP server configuration.

MOI_JSON
Specify ON to send DCI metrics to MOI for historical analysis of MSU data.
DCI starts sending metrics to MOI in the next data collection interval that is within five minutes. Specify OFF to
stop sending metrics to MOI. For more information, see Integrate with MOI.

USS_WARN_LEVEL
Lets you maintain adequate USS space for DCI data. This option lets you set the warning value for the
percentage of used USS disk space by DCI. Every 5 minutes, the controller verifies the used USS space and
writes a message to the log. If the used USS space exceeds the warning level percentage, you encounter an error
message.
To set the warning level, specify E in the USS_WARN_LEVEL option.
The Edit Option panel opens.
┌──────────────────────────── DCI ────────────────────────────┐

│ Edit Option                                                 │

│ Command ===> ____________________________________________   │

│                                                             │

│                                                             │

│ Option Name . . : USS_WARN_LEVEL                            │

│ Description . . : Warning level used USS Disk Space in %    │

│ Value . . . . . . 80                                        │

│ Default . . . . : 80                                        │

│                                                             │

│ Changes will only become effective after leaving the        │

│ Options Table                                               │

│                                                             │

│                                                             │

The default value is 80 percent. Provide a new warning level in the Value field. Press F3 to save the changes.

NOTE

If you do not want to set the warning level, specify OFF in the Value field.

Use the following USS directory and file system storage to maintain DCI:

Files and Elements Space Example of 40 LPARs with 25
Defined Policies for a Year

CSV data sets 4 MB per LPAR per Month or 48 MB per
LPAR per Year

40*48 MB=1920 MB

CSV Work files 5 MB 5 MB

History File 1 MB per Month or 12 MB per Year 12 MB

Other XML Files 1 MB 1 MB

Policy Status.XML 10 KB per LPAR in the Policy (100 LPARS
= 1 MB)

25 *10 KB=250 KB

Policy-XML 1 KB per LPAR in the Policy (100 LPARS
= 100 KB)

40*25*1 KB-1000 KB = 1 MB

Web UI 10 MB 10 MB

According to the example, the space requirement might be 2 GB per year.
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5. After you define the primary settings, press PF3 to save the changes.

Use the line command E to modify the settings and save changes.

Import Policies
Import initial DCI policies that are provided by DCI experts.

Process the SMF 70 (sub-type 1) and SMF 72 (Sub-type 3) records for three billing cycles and extract the MSU
consumption information to a CSV file. Share three billing cycles of SMF data and matching SCRT report with DCI
experts. DCI experts assist you to create your initial policies based on your mainframe environment SMF data.

WARNING
Ensure that the policy file that you want to import contains only the valid policy and policy extension tags. The
IMPORT command supports the XML files which are created with DCI ISPF interface and the policy files that are
shared by a Broadcom representative.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the ISPF interface. For more information, see Start ISPF Interface.
2. Click Policies.
3. Specify 1 to select List Policies and press enter.

The Policies panel opens.
TIP
You can use Polices panel or Policy Extensions panel to enter the import command to import policies and
policy extensions. Specify 2 to select and open the Policy Extensions panel.

4. Use one of the following methods to import the policy and policy extension to DCI:
Import from a USS directory

To import files that are in the USS directory, enter the fully qualified USS path of a file starting with a forward slash
without embedded in quotes.
ZDCCMD IMPORT /uss/dir/policy-or-extension-xml-file.xml

Import from the sequential file
To import files that are in a sequential file, enter the complete filename embedded in single quotes.
ZDCCMD IMPORT ‘file.name.with.policy.or.xtension.xml’

Importing from the USS directory
To import files that are in the member of a PDS/PDSE library, enter the file name with the library name followed by
the member name that is enclosed in parenthesis(), embedded in single quotes.
ZDCCMD IPMPORT ‘library.with.policy.or.xtension.xml(member)’

After you execute the command, you can view the detailed description of the policy.
Command ===>                                                Scroll ===>CSR

*********************************** Top of Data ******************************

000001   <POLICY>                                                               

000002   <POLICY_ID>POL1</POLICY_ID>                                           

                

000003   <LAST_MOD_USER>VOGRA03</LAST_MOD_USER>                                 

000004   <LAST_MOD_TIME>597209154</LAST_MOD_TIME>                             

                000005   <extension>597209154</extension>  

000006   <CPC>                                                                 

000007   <ID>CEC1</ID>                                                        

000008   <SYSID></SYSID>                                                      

000000   <CG>                                                                 

000010   <ID>CGR1</ID>                                                       

000011   <SYSID></SYSID>          
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000012   <AUTOMIN></AUTOMIN>                                                 

000012   <AUTOMAX></AUTOMAX>                                                 

000013   <CMPID></CMPID>                                                      

000014   <CPCID>CEC1</CPCID>                                                 

000015   <MINMSU>100</MINMSU>                                                

000016   <MAXMSU>300</MAXMSU>                                                 

000017   <PROFILE></PROFILE>                                                 

000018   <SYS>

The policy definitions are imported in the XML file format.
5. Press PF3 to save the imported policies and extension in DCI.

NOTE
To view the imported policies, exit from the Policies panel and re-enter to the panel.

The imported policies are imported and listed in the Polices panel.

Activate Initial Polices
Activate initial policies that are provided by DCI experts to validate capping decisions.

DCI experts assist you to create your initial DCI policies. Activate the initial policies in the ISPF interface. Monitor and
analyze the MSU usage results that are based on the active policies in the ISPF and web user interfaces to fine-tune the
policies to meet your site requirements.

Use the following procedure to activate the initial DCI policies:

1. Start DCI ISPF interface.
2. Click Policies.

You can view the list of initial policies that are shared by DCI experts from Broadcom.
3. Specify E to edit the policy to add the time settings.
4. Enter the following time settings details to the policy:
Start Date/Time - End Date/Time

Starts and ends the policy activation for a specified period that is based on the defined date and time.
Time of Day Limit

Limits the policy activation for the specified time in a day
Weekday/In Excludes

Limits the policy activation on the defined weekdays. To include a weekday, specify /(forward slash).
Policy Selection Priority

Provides the option to overrule the activation of a policy with overlapping valid policies. DCI lets you assign the
values from 1 through 5 for the policy selection priority. Where 1 is the highest priority and 5 is the lowest priority.

5. Save the changes to the policy.
6. Speciy Q to set the policy in the QUEUED mode.

The policy automatically activates based on the time and priority settings. Repeat the same procedure to other listed
policies the set them in the QUEUED mode.

Validate Policies and Capping Decisions
Validate DCI policies and capping decisions with the web UI reports before you switch from the simulation mode to active
mode.

DCI ISPF interface and web UI reports provide data about the policies and status of the systems in your mainframe data
center. Use the Status panel in the IPSF interface to view the current MSU consumption of systems. DCI web UI provides
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the graphical representation of MSU data of your systems. Use the following reports to view the current MSU usage and
evaluate the capping decisions and ensure that the decisions that DCI is making meet your business needs.

Simulation Reports
In the Simulation mode, the dynamic capping is disabled. The simulation reports show the value that DCI would
ascribe if DCI were running in the active mode for each 5-minute period. For each subsequent iteration, DCI
gathers the actual system status and recalculates the simulated results based on actual data. The simulation
report shows that the impact DCI would have made on the C4HA values if the product was active.

System Overview Reports
The system overview reports provide MSU usage reports for all the systems that are being monitored by DCI.
DCI shows the MSU usage data for the systems from the time when the agents are deployed and started on the
LPAR. Use these reports to analyze the current MSU usage on each system and reallocate the workload limits
with the help of policies.

WLM Reports
The WLM reports show the workload that is processed by the selected system based on the IBM WLM workload
classification. The WLM report helps you easily identify if more MSUs are consumed by the Importance Level 5
and discretionary workload that can be delayed in peak hours.

The simulation report helps you make a decision to change DCI from the simulation mode to active mode.

Switch to Active Mode
To enable dynamic capping changes based on the active policy definitions, change DCI mode from simulation mode to
active mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Menu in the ISPF interface.
2. Specify 1 to select Options and press enter.
3. In the option MODE, specify E.
4. Specify ACTIVE and press PF3 to save the changes. 

DCI starts dynamic capping based on the active policy definitions.

View the Status of Entities in ISPF
The Status panel shows the status of your mainframe entities that are included in the DCI policy definitions.

Use the Status panel in the DCI ISPF interface to view the status of entities that are included in the DCI policy
definitions. The first section of the Status panel shows current MSU consumption details of entities that are managed by
DCI. The next section shows the current active policy definition details of a selected entity.

The Status panel sections are detailed below.

Open DCI ISPF interface. The Status panel opens.

Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                         

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

ZDCIP010                            Status                     Row 1 to 7 of 7 

                                                                               

S - Detail View  O - Policy Overwrite        Data Refreshed: 21/02/18 18:35:05 

 ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────  

  Active Policy ID: DEMO1_POLICY                     Mode: ACTIVE              

  Weight Extension: DEMO1_WEIGHT_EXTENSION           Mode: ACTIVE              

                                ──── Current ───── ─── HWM ─── ─── Policy ───  

S    IDs                   Type  R4HA     DC   INT R4HMx  SCMx    Min     Max  
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__   CMP1                  CMP    245    326   186   239   230      -       -  

__   .GRP1                 GRP    245    326   186   239   230    200     400  

__   ..SYSA/LPAR1/ABC1     SYS     49     38    38    47    38     20      60  

__   ..SYSB/LPAR2/ABC1     SYS     15     85     3    15    15     40      90  

__   ..SYSC/LPAR3/ABC1     SYS    166    180   141   162   162    150     250  

__   ..SYSD/LPAR4/ABC1     SYS      2      5     1     2     2      5       5  

__   ..SYSE/LPAR5/ABC1     SYS     13     18     3    13    13     10      50  

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

    

IMPORTANT
Use the key PF11 to scroll to the right to view absolute capping values that are defined to LPARs and capacity
groups. To scroll to the Policy section, use the PF10 key.

 Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                         

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

DCIIPA10                            Status                     Row 1 to 7 of 7 

                                                                               

S - Detail View  O - Policy Overwrite        Data Refreshed: 21/02/18 18:35:05 

 ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────  

  Active Policy ID: DEMO1_POLICY                     Mode: ACTIVE              

  Weight Extension: DEMO1_WEIGHT_EXTENSION           Mode: ACTIVE              

                                ──── Current ───── ─── HWM ─── ─── AbsCap ───  

S    IDs                   Type  R4HA     DC   INT R4HMx  SCMx   MSU ABSCAP A  

__   CMP1                  CMP    245    326   186   239   230     -      - -  

__   .GRP1                 GRP    245    326   186   239   230     -      - -  

__   ..SYSA/LPAR1/ABC1     SYS     49     38    38    47    38    59   0.63 N  

__   ..SYSB/LPAR2/ABC1     SYS     15     85     3    15    15    89   0.95 N  

__   ..SYSC/LPAR3/ABC1     SYS    166    180   141   162   162   300   3.20 N  

__   ..SYSD/LPAR4/ABC1     SYS      2      5     1     2     2     0   0.00 N  

__   ..SYSE/LPAR5/ABC1     SYS     13     18     3    13    13     0   0.00 N  

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Current

The current section shows the MSU values that are based on the last five-minute interval. The Current section includes
the following values:

Type
Specifies the type of the entity. The type of the entity may be LPAR, DCI group, capacity group, central processor
complex, or country multiplex.

R4HA
Shows the R4HA value entities as per the last five-minute interval.

DC
Shows the defined capacity of the entities in the last five-minute interval.

High Watermark

High watermark (HWM) specifies the highest MSU consumption that is attained by the entity during the current billing
period. The HWM section includes the following data:

INT
Shows the last five-minute interval MSU usage of entities.
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R4HMx
Shows the highest R4HA value that is attained by the entities during the current billing period.

SCMx
Shows the highest C4HA value that is attained by entities during the current billing period.

Policy

The Policy section provides data current active policy data for the listed entities in the Status panel. The Policy section
shows the following values:

Profile
Shows the profile that is assigned to LPAR, capacity group, and DCI group as per the current active policy.

IniWgt
Shows the initial weight that is assigned to an LPAR as per the current active policy.

Min
Shows the minimum MSU value that is assigned to an entity as per the current active policy.

Max
Shows the maximum MSU value that is assigned to an entity as per the current active policy.

Absolute Capping Values

LPAR absolute capping is a PR/SM-controlled capping limit that applies to a single LPAR. The capping is enforced
independently of the 4-hour rolling average (4HRA). Group absolute capping is similar to the LPAR absolute capping but
applies to a capacity group. For more information about absolute capping, see the IBM guide.

The AbsCap section in the Status panel shows the following values:

MSU
Shows the absolute capping values in the MSU values.
DCI converts CP value into MSU equivalent value to show the absolute capping value that is assigned for a
capacity group or an LPAR.

ASBCAP
Shows the absolute capping CP value that is assigned to an LPAR or a capacity group.

A
Indicates if an LPAR or a capacity group is activated with the IBM Absolute Capping option.
Y

Indicates that the Absolute MSU Capping option is activated for an LPAR. In the IEAOPTxx member, the
value for ABSMSUCAPPING is defined as YES.

N
Indicates that the Absolute MSU Capping option is not activated for an LPAR. In the IEAOPTxx member,
the value for ABSMSUCAPPING is defined as NO.

IMPORTANT
DCI does not recognize the LPARs with absolute MSU capping as a part of the policy and excludes from the
policy changes. According to the IBM WLM documentation, the set of an initial cap is not allowed for LPARs
that are assigned to a Capacity Group. However, it is possible to set an initial cap for LPARs within a Capacity
Group, with the effect that the LPARs with an initial cap are no longer members of the Capacity Group. To
maintain control of an LPAR within a group for capacity management, reassign the LPARs from the capacity
group to Group (DCI Group) under a CPC.
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The Status panel also shows the current active policy definition details for the selected entity. For more information, see
View the Status of Entities in ISPF. The DCI web UI Status window provides the graphical representation of systems
status. For more information, see Monitor the Status of Systems.

Define Non-Business Day Calendar
DCI lets you define non-business days on which the expected workload is low. Later attach a policy that is suitable for the
selected non-business day.

DCI lets you define non-business days on which the expected workload is low. The non-business days are the company-
specific days during a calendar year, which are holidays or other days that are closed for business and the workload is
low. DCI lets you use the company-specific schedule to define the non-business days.

Select NBD in the Policy panel to select these days to activate your preferred policy on the defined non-business day.

1. Start the DCI ISPF interface. For more information, see Start ISPF Interface.
2. On the Menu, specify 2 to open the Non-Business Day Calendar panel.

|——————————————————————————————————— DCI —————————————————————————————————————|

|   Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                      |

| ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— |

| ZDCIP030                  Non Business Day Calendar         Row 1 to 4 of 4 |

| Command ===> ____________________________________________________________   |

|                                                                             |

| E - edit Entry  A - add  Entry  D - delete Entry                            |

| Date Format: YY/MM/DD                                                       |

|                                                                             |

|  —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— | 

| S    NBD Date Recurs (Y!N)  DoW Description                                 |

| __   10/08/23    Y                    Mo    AUG232010                       |

| ***************************** Bottom of data ****************************** |  

|                                                                             | 

|                                                                             | 

|—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————| 

          

3. Specify A to add a new non-business day.
Use the Non-Business Day Calendar option to define holidays or days on which the workload is expected low due to
a (partial) non-business.

4. Specify the following fields:
NBD Date

Specify the non-business day dates in the YY/MM/DD format.

WARNING

Ensure that you specify the date in the YY/MM/DD format. If you specify the date in the other formats
such as MM/DD/YY or DD/MM/YY, DCI ISPF interface might abend.

DOW
Specifies the day of the week.

Description
Add a description for the non-business day. The maximum length for the description field is 40 characters.

Recurs
Specifies if you want to apply the specified non-business day to the consecutive years.
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Y
If you want to apply the specified non-business day to consecutive years, specify Y.

N
If you do not want to apply the specified non-business day to consecutive years, specify N.

5. Exit from the panel to save the changes.
The day is added to Non-business Day Calendar to define the low MSU consumption.

You can select this day to schedule your preferred policy to automatically activate on this day. You can also edit and
delete the non-business days calendar entries with E and D commands in the Non-Business Day Calendar panel. Use
the Edit option to modify only dates.

Manage MSU Consumption with Policy
DCI enables you to create and update the policies to manage the MSU consumption of your systems.

DCI uses an active policy to manage the MSU consumption among mainframe systems. The Policy option lets you define
MSU definitions for LPARs across country multiplex, sysplex, CEC, capacity group, and group definitions. Based on the
MSU definition for LPARS, capacity group, and CEC, DCI ensures that the maximum and minimum MSUs are available to
complete the time-critical and business-critical workload to meet the service level agreements.

NOTE

DCI experts assist you to create your initial policies based on your mainframe environment SMF data. Process
the SMF 70 (sub-type 1) and SMF 72 (Sub-type 3) records for three billing cycles and extract the MSU
consumption information to a CSV file. Share three billing cycles of SMF data and matching SCRT report with
DCI experts.

DCI lets you define multiple policies and validity time frame for each policy. When you create a policy, the policy should
satisfy the following conditions:

Valid Policy
Specifies that DCI should have one active policy to manage the workload.
DCI lets you add multiple policies with the QUEUE and STOPPED modes. DCI automatically activates the
QUEUED policy that is based on the time and policy priority settings.

Group Definitions
Groups the LPARs across Sysplex, country multiplex, and CEC in your mainframe environment
DCI balances the MSU allocation between groups. For example, If group A includes 7 LPARs that require more
MSUs to process the business-critical or the time-critical Workload. Group B that includes 3 LPARs executes
the not-time-critical workload. DCI transfers the capacity from Group B to Group A to achieve the SLA without
reaching the MSU usage peaks.

MSU Range Definitions
Specifies the maximum and minimum MSUs that should be available for each LPAR to process the workload as
per WLM definitions in your mainframe environment.

LPAR Categorization
Categorize the LPAR based on the type of the workload that is processed by the LPAR. Based on the LPAR
categorization, DCI prioritizes the MSU allocation. The LPAR categorization with the profile definition lets you
isolate the LPARs to process the specific type of workloads.

Workload Categorization
Define the category of the workload through WLM that should be processed by each LPAR in your mainframe
environment.
DCI gives first priority for business-critical workload, next for time-critical Workload, and followed by not-time-
critical workload to achieve SLAs.
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The entire mainframe maximum and minimum MSUs are allocated across sub-groups and LPARs. Each LPAR includes
own minimum and maximum MSU definitions. DCI lets you assign the workloads on different WLM Importance Levels.

Every 15 seconds, the agents on LPARs send the MSU data usage to controller. Every 5 minutes the controller gathers
the data and makes the capacity allocation decision among LPARs. Capacity is moved around the sub-groups to get the
workload meet their SLAs at the minimum cost possible. 

• As a first step, in each group, allocate capacity for each LPAR for business-critical workloads.
• After allocating capacity for business-critical workload, DCI starts allocating the capacity to process the time-critical

workload.
• At last, if the capacity is still available, DCI provides capacity for the not-time-critical workloads.
• The mobile workload that is the transactions that occurred due to mobile devices and container (CBP) MSU usage

are subtracted from the overall usage and charged according to the agreed price of containers and mobile workload
pricing.

DCI lets you define multiple policies for different purposes and time frames. Only one policy can be active at one time.

Examples:

ONLINE
The policy is active from Monday through Friday, from 07:00 AM through 17:00 PM. The policy applies to only
business days.

BATCH
The policy is active from Monday through Friday, from 17:01 PM through 06:59 AM. The policy applies to only
business days.

WEEKEND
The policy is active on Saturday and Sunday. This policy applies only to non-business days.

EMERGENCY
The policy removes all the MSU limits for LPARs when the emergency policy is active and uses the MSUs up to
the CEC limit. You are required to manually activate the emergency policy. For more information, see Schedule a
Policy Activation.

Create a Policy
Use the Policy option to define MSUs and profile for each LPAR, capacity group, and DCI groups to manage the MSU
consumption among LPARs.

DCI Policy option lets you define MSU values and individual profile for each LPAR and group of LPARs. Based on the
LPAR-specific definitions, DCI calculates the optimal settings every 5 minutes. DCI starts managing the MSU consumption
only when the policy conditions such as policy mode, time settings, and system data are met. After you create a policy,
assign the QUEUED mode to the policy. DCI switches between the policies that are based on the time and priority settings
that are in the QUEUED mode.

TIP

After you create a policy, you can use the Test mode to see how new policy makes capping decisions as a
simulation. For more information, see Test a Policy.

This section of the article provides information about how to create a DCI policy. Complete the following steps to create a
policy:

1. Define Name, Mode, and Time Settings
2. Add a Country Multiplex
3. Add a Central Processor Complex
4. Add a Capacity Group
5. Add a Group
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6. Add an LPAR
7. (Optional) Reassign Entities

WARNING
Before you change the system configurations to add a new LPAR, capacity group, group, or CPC, stop the
controller. After you complete the system configuration changes, start the controller. Review and edit the
existing policies and policy extensions according to the new system configuration settings.

The policy is ready to test and activate. The following video shows how to create a basic policy in DCI:

Define Name, Mode, and Time Settings
Define a new name, time settings, and mode for the policy.

To create a policy, add a new name and description, mode, time, and priority to activate and stop the policy automatically.
Based on the mode and time definitions, DCI switches among policies that are in the QUEUE mode to manage the MSU
consumption.

1. On the menu, click Policies.
2. Specify 1 to view the existing list of policies and add a new policy.

The Policies panel opens with a list of policies and related information.
3. Specify A in the Command field to add a new policy.

ZDCIP050                           Policies                    Row 1 to 9 of 9
Command ===> _________________________________________________________________
E  - edit  A - add  D - delete  C - copy                                      
CK - check consistency IS - info summary  ID - info detail                    
 Q - queue  T - test  P - stop  R - reset  AC - activate                              
  
 ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
S  ID                               Description                      Mode     
__ *CMP*                            all time                         ACTIVE   
__ CMP                              all time                         QUEUED   
__ CMP_BT                           business_time                    STOPPED  
__ CMP_NBT                          Batch_time                       STOPPED  
__ CMP_WE                           weekend                          STOPPED  
__ EMERGENCY                        manual activation                STOPPED  
__ MSC1                             ________________________________ STOPPED  
__ PROD                             ________________________________ STOPPED  
__ PRODALL                          ________________________________ STOPPED  
******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

4. Enter the following fields to specify the name, description, and mode of the policy:
ID

Specifies the policy name. The maximum limit for this field is 32 characters.
Description

Provides a short description of the policy. The maximum limit for this field is 32 characters.
Mode

The following list describes the statuses that you can set for a policy:
ACTIVE

Specifies that the policy is active and remains active until one of the following conditions occur:

• The policy is deactivated because of definitions (For example, Time Regulated Policies)
• The policy is stopped manually through the STOP command (deactivate). Specify AC to activate the

policy.
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QUEUED
Specifies that the policy is QUEUED mode. The controller activates or switches to the QUEUED policy
based on the time setting and priority.

WARNING
If you want to activate the policy based on the time specification, ensure that the policy is in the
QUEUED mode. If two policies overlap with the same time range with the QUEUED mode, DCI
activates the policy based on the priority settings and the policy that DCI finds the first policy.

TEST
Specifies that policy is in the Test mode.
The policy in the Test mode runs concurrently with the active policy and generates reports without
affecting the DCI operations. The test policy generates the predicted data if the policy was in active mode.
Use the report to adjust the MSU values precisely to fit with the observations. For more information, see
Test a Policy.

STOPPED
Specifies that the policy is stopped. Specify P to stop a policy.
DCI Controller ignores the stopped policies. The Controller does not automatically activate the STOPPED
policy. Ensure that you set the policy in the QUEUED mode to activate the policy. You can define a set of
policies without running the risk by keeping the policies in the STOPPED mode. For example, it may be
useful to define a policy as a "critical policy" without activating and keep it as a backup for immediate
use.

TIP
Use the line command AC to activate the stopped policy for the specific time frame. For more
information, see Activate a Policy.

5. Specify the line command E in front of the policy to define time settings, policy selection priority, and policy extension.
The following panel opens:

  Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                         
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
ZDCIP353                            Policy                     Row 1 to 6 of 6
Command ===> _________________________________________________________________
 ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
ID BUSINESS_TIME                 Desc. ________________________________   
                                    Weekdays                           
 Start Date: YY/MM/DD  Time: HH:MM
 End Date: YY/MM/DD  Time: HH:MM 
 Time of Day Limit: hh:mm  To hh:mm
 Date-Format ________  TOD-Format _____  _  Mo   _  We   _  Fr   _  Su         
 Date-From   ________  TOD-From   _____  _  Tu   _  Th   _  Sa   _  NB         
 Date-To     ________  TOD-To     _____ 
 Policy Selection Priority:3  (1-5)
 Policy Extension _________________________________ (? for List)
                                                                               
 AM-add CMP  AP-add CPC  AC-add CG  AG-add Grp  AS-add Sys  E-edit  D-delete   
 MU-move up  MD-move down                                                              
                                             
 ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
                                    MSU             MSU    MSU          Impo. 
S  ID                 Type          MWP Profile     Min    Max AMN AMX 0123456
__ DDF4               CPC               ________                              
__ DDF4/CPFZ10        .CG               CGFAV        66     75                
__ DDF4/CPFB          ..SYS           0 HIGH_ONL      0      0         BBBBBBT
__ DDF4/CPFD          ..SYS           0 MEDIUM       25     60         BBBBTNN
__ DDF4/CPFT          ..SYS           0 LOW           3     10         BBBTNNN
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__ DDF4/CPFS          ..SYS           0 LOW           3     20         BBBTNNN
******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

6. Provide the values for the following fields to define time settings to activate your policy:
Start Date / Time – End Date / Time

Starts and ends the policy activation for a specified period that is based on the defined date and time. This option
lets you activate the required policy during the specified period.

TIP
The days include the seven days of a week and non-business day (NB). If you select NB for a policy, the
policy activates on the defined non-business days. For more information about non-business days, see
Define Non-Business-Day Calendar. Usually, the non-business days policy is a 24 hours event.

(Optional) Time of Day Limit
Limits the policy activation for the specified time in a day.
Time of Day Limit option lets you activate the policy for a specific time. For example, this option lets you activate
the policy during morning business hours from 9.00 to 11.00 and keep the policy inactive during the rest of the
day.

Weekday In/Excludes
Limits the policy activation on the defined weekdays.
Use the option Include to include the days for policy activation. Use the option Exclude to exclude the days for
policy activation. For example, include activation of a policy from Monday to Friday and exclude the policy on
weekend that is Saturday and Sunday.

NOTE
To include a weekday, specify a forward slash (/). To exclude a weekday, delete the forward slash (/).

Policy Selection Priority
Provides the option to overrule the activation of a policy with overlapping validity periods.
The option Policy Selection Priority lets you define a base policy with a low priority that covers every day round
the clock and define high priority for a policy during the selected time. When the base policy and the high-priority
policy conflict simultaneously, DCI selects the highest priority policy. DCI lets you assign the values from 1 through
5 for the policy selection priority. Where 1 is the highest priority and 5 is the lowest priority.

WARNING
To activate the policy automatically, DCI considers the time settings and policy selection priority. If
the two policies overlap with the same time settings and policy selection priority, DCI considers the
alphabetical order of the policy names.

Policy Extension
Lets you assign an extension to the policy.
Policy extension includes defined weight for LPAR in advance. Specify ? (question mark) and press Enter to open
the list of extensions available. Specify the line command S select the extension from the list. Press F3 to save
changes. For more information, see  Define Policy Extensions.
DCI includes the panels to provide the defined time settings for a policy. Press F11 to scroll right - ZDCIP050 >
DCIIPB50 > DCIIPC50 > DCIIPD50 > ZDCIP050. Press F10 to scroll left - ZDCIP050 > DCIIPD50 > DCIIPC50
> DCIIPB50 > ZDCIP050. The following list of panels provides information about mode, time, priority, and details
about the last changes to the policy:
Mode

The panel ZDCIP050 provides information about the mode of the existing policies:

Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                        
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ZDCIP050                           Policies                    Row 1 to 3 of 3
Command ===> _________________________________________________________________
E  - edit  A - add  D - delete  C - copy                                     
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CK - check consistency IS - info summary  ID - info detail                   
 Q - queue  P - stop  R - reset  AC - activate                                
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
S  ID                               P Description                      Mode   
__ *TESTPOL1*                       3 Test Policy 1                    ACTIVE
__ TESTPOL1                         3 Test Policy 1                    QUEUED
__ TESTPOL2                         4 Test Policy 2                    STOPPED
******************************* Bottom of data
 ********************************

Start Date / Time – End Date / Time
The panel DCIIPB50 provides information about the start and end date or time that is defined for the
general period of validity of policies.

NOTE
During the defined period the policy can be selected for activation in general, if not limited by
Weekdays and Time of Day settings.

Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                        
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DCIIPB50                           Policies                    Row 1 to 3 of 3
Command ===> _________________________________________________________________
E  - edit  A - add  D - delete  C - copy                                     
CK - check consistency IS - info summary  ID - info detail                   
 Q - queue  Test-test  P - stop  R - reset  AC - activate                     
           
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                          Start          End               
S  ID                               P Date     Time  Date     Time            
__ *TESTPOL1*                       3 17/11/17 00:00 51/12/31 00:00           
__ TESTPOL1                         3 17/11/17 00:00 51/12/31 00:00          
  
__ TESTPOL2                         4 17/11/17 00:00 51/12/31 00:00           
******************************* Bottom of data
 ********************************

Time of Day From – To and Weekdays
The panel DCIIPC50 shows the defined time of day the activation of the policy is limited and shows the
included weekdays that the policy is allowed to select.

Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                        
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DCIIPC50                           Policies                    Row 1 to 3 of 3
Command ===> _________________________________________________________________
E  - edit  A - add  D - delete  C - copy                                     
CK - check consistency IS - info summary  ID - info detail                   
 Q - queue  Test-test  P - stop  R - reset  AC - activate                     
           
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                      Weekdays         Time Of Day            
S  ID                               P SuMoTuWeThFrSaNB From  To               
__ *TESTPOL1*                       3 X X X X X X X X  00:00 23:59            
__ TESTPOL1                         3 X X X X X X X X  00:00 23:59            
__ TESTPOL2                         3 X X X X X X X X  00:00 23:59            
******************************* Bottom of data
 ********************************
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P (Policy Selection Priority) and Last Change at/by Date, Time, User
Shows the defined selection priority and the date and time of the last change of the policy and the user
who changed the policies.

Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DCIIPD50                           Policies                    Row 1 to 3 of
 3
 Command ===>
 _________________________________________________________________
 E  - edit  A - add  D - delete  C - copy
 CK - check consistency IS - info summary  ID - info detail
  Q - queue  T-test  P - stop  R - reset  AC - activate 
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                         Last Change at/by  
 S  ID                               P Date     Time  User
 __ *TESTPOL1*                       3 N/A      N/A   N/A
 __ TESTPOL1                         3 28/12/17 06:13 XXXXXX1
 __ TESTPOL2                         3 28/12/17 05:34 XXXXXX2 
 ******************************* Bottom of data
 ********************************

After you define the name, time, mode, and priority definitions, add the z/OS entities and entities definitions to the policy.

Add a Country Multiplex
Add Country Multiplex Pricing to use z/OS systems in a country without sysplex aggregation rules and previous reporting
methodologies constraints.

Country Multiplex Pricing (CMP) is a sub-capacity offering that allows z/OS and z/TPF clients to use the capacity of z/OS
systems within a given country without the constraints of sysplex aggregation rules and many of the limitations of previous
reporting methodologies. The CMP measuring and pricing sub-capacity program allows more flexible deployment and
movement of workloads across all machines within a country thus helping reduce costs.  For more information about CMP,
see IBM documents.

DCI lets you add up to 16 Central Processor Complex (CPC) in a CMP that helps you manage the capacity across defined
CPCs within a country multiplex. With the option CMP, you adjust the MSU consumption of LPARs across CPCs while
taking into account of maximum MSU limit across CPCs in the country multiplex.

IMPORTANT

• Ensure that all sub-components of the CMP including the capacity group (CG), DCI Group, and LPARs are
defined with the CPC ID for which the capacity group, DCI Group, and LPARs are executing. The CPC IDs
must be defined in the CMP definition.

• When you add a capacity group and LPAR to the policy, DCI auto-populates the associated CPC ID. Do not
change the CPC ID of the capacity group and LPAR.

• If a CMP includes a capacity group or a Group, do not add an LPAR directly under a CMP. The LPAR must
be added under a capacity group or a group.

1. Specify AM to add a CMP definition in the Policy panel.
The Policy Add CMP Entry panel opens.

|———————————————————————————————————— DCI ————————————————————————————————————|
| ZDCIP452                     Policy Add CMP Entry                           |
| Command ===> ______________________________________________________________ |
|  —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— |
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| *CMP* ID ____                                                               |
|                                                                             |
| Assigned CPC-ID(s)                                                          |
| C100  C200  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____                              |
| ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____                              |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————|

2. Specify the name of CMP in the CMP ID that is to be monitored by a policy.
Ensure that the CMP name is unique for a policy. The CMP name must not be the same as the CPC name. The CPC
name must be defined for each CMP definition. The CMP includes components such as CPC, capacity groups, DCI
groups, and LPARs that reside within a CPC ID.

3. Specify the CPC IDs to the specific country multiplex ID in the Assigned CPC-ID(s) field.
The CPC IDs must be defined in the country multiplex overview.

4. Exit from the Policy Add CMP Entry panel to save the changes.
The country multiplex ID is added to the policy. Next, you add CPCs to the CMP.

Add a Central Processor Complex
Add a central processor complex (CPC or CEC) to a DCI policy.

Add a new Central Processor Complex (CPC) definition with a capacity group, DCI logical group, and LPARs to be
monitored by a single policy. Country Multiplex (CMP) or Central Processor Complex (CPC) are at the top of the entity
hierarchy. The CPC and CMP can be added on any line on the Policy panel, and they are treated as another CMP or
CPC parallel to the existing CMP or CPCs.

WARNING

• Add a capacity group and an LPAR with an auto-populated CPC ID to the CPC. Do not edit the auto-
populated CPC ID for LPAR and a capacity group.

• Do not add a capacity group or a DCI group under a CPC that directly includes an LPAR.

1. Specify the command AP to add a new CPC definition in the Policy panel.
The Policy Add CPC Entry panel opens.

|———————————————————————————————————— DCI ————————————————————————————————————|

| ZDCIP454                     Policy Add CPC Entry                           |

| Command ===> ______________________________________________________________ |

|  —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— |

| *CPC* ID B1A3                                                               |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |
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|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————|

2. Specify the CPC ID.
Ensure that the CPC ID is unique. The CPC name should not conflict with the CMP name.

3. Exit from the panel to save the changes.
CPC ID is added to a policy.

Add a Capacity Group
The group capacity lets you define the group of LPARs on the same CPC and limit the combined MSU usage of LPARs
based on capacity group definitions.

DCI lets you add a capacity group to the policy that is defined on the Hardware Management Console (HMC). The
capacity group enables the capacity management for multiple z/OS LPARs that reside on a single CPC and manage the
combined MSU usage of LPARs based on the policy definitions. The LPAR MSU utilization of an LPAR can be restricted
by defined capacity of an LPAR and the capacity group definitions. DCI lets you add a capacity group to the policy, define
maximum MSU, minimum MSU, and profile for each group capacity. The capacity group helps you define a soft cap for
multiple LPARs that are located in the same CPC.

WARNING
Consider the following rules to add a capacity group in the policy:

• You can add a DCI group and an LPAR under a capacity group.
• If a capacity group includes a DCI Group, do not include an LPAR directly under a capacity group.
• To add an LPAR under the capacity group, do not change the associated or auto-populated CPC ID of the

LPAR.
• You cannot add a DCI Group under a capacity group if it directly includes an LPAR.

1. Specify AC to add a capacity group in the Policy panel.
Policy Add CG Entry panel opens.

|———————————————————————————————————— DCI ————————————————————————————————————|
| ZDCIP455                     Policy Add CG Entry                            |
| Command ===> ____________________________________________________________   |
|  —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— |
|  *CG* ID CG01                                                               |
|   CPC ID AA02                                                               |
|                                                                             |
| Profile BALANCED                                                            |
|                                                                             |
| Min. MSU 50                                                                 |
| Max. MSU 100                                                                |
|                                                                             |
| AUTOMIN% ___  (Blank/0-100)                                                 |
| AUTOMAX% ___  (Blank/0-100)                                                 |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
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|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————|

2. Specify the following fields on the Policy Add CG Entry panel:
CG ID

Specifies the capacity group ID.
A capacity group name should be unique within a CPC. The same CG names are allowed within a CMP definition
when they are assigned to different CPCs.

CPC ID
Specifies the CPC ID to where the capacity group belongs.

3. Specify ? (question mark) in the PROFILE field to view the available profiles for the capacity group.
The Profile List panel opens.

|—————————————————————————— DCI —————————————————————————|
| ZDCIP043            Profile List       Row 1 to 3 of 3 |
| Command ===> _______________________________________   |
| S - select                                             |
|  ———————————————————————————————————————————————————   |
| S    Profile  Description                              |
| __   UNMANAGD CG not managed                           |
| __   CGFAV    CG favored enforcement                   |
| __   BALANCED balanced adjustment                      |
| ******************* Bottom of data ******************* |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|————————————————————————————————————————————————————————|

4. Select one of the following profiles.
UNMANAGD

Specifies that the capacity group is not managed by DCI. However, the unmanaged capacity group MSU usage is
part of the capacity calculation where it is located (Central Processor Complex, Capacity Group (sub-group)).
Include in the DCI MSU Calculation

If you have more than one capacity group defined in a Central Processor Complex (CPC) or in a Country
Multiplex (CMP) environment, you might want to include the R4HA of a capacity group into the DCI MSU
calculation. The capacity group MSU limit is a guaranteed limit for the unmanaged capacity group. If the
MSU utilization of the capacity group is low, the resources can be distributed to other DCI Groups and
LPARs. DCI calculates the MSU share to other DCI groups and LPARs every 5 minutes and makes new
decisions.
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Extract MSU Usage Reports
Use the UNMANAGD profile if you do not want to manage a capacity group and the LPARs but want to
collect the MSU data and view the data in the DCI web UI.

WARNING
We strongly recommend that you do not use the unmanaged profile for emergency policies. LPARs with
an unmanaged profile mean that DCI cannot change or remove Defined Capacity limits on those LPARs
in times of stress.

DCI groups offer you the same safe behavior as a Capacity Group. In addition, DCI adds the advantage that the
production LPARs do not lose their performance through entitlement capping. We recommend that you resolve
capacity groups gradually and dedicate DCI to manage to the maximum especially if you are using the CMP
pricing model. DCI can manage the entire complex much more efficiently without capacity groups.

CGFAV
Allocates maximum MSUs to the production LPARs in the group as per the active policy definitions to prevent less
capping. The LPARs which are not identified as production LPARs get the minimum defined capacity as specified
in the active policy.

• Use the CGFAV profile for the capacity group to reduce the entitlement capping situations in favor of LPARs
with the profiles HIGH and HIGH_ONL.

• When the MSU consumption of a capacity group reaches the defined MIN MSU value, the LOW and MED
profile LPARs are set to their MIN MSU value to avoid any additional increase of the overall R4HA.

• The LPARs with the HIGH and HIGH_ONL profiles are set to their MAX MSU value. The main purpose is to
ensure that the business-critical LPARs execute their workload without initial capping (entitlement capping).

BALANCED
DCI quickly adjusts the defined capacity among LPARs in the group to ensure that the business-critical and time-
critical workloads receive adequate capacity. The Balanced profile increases the throughput of production LPARs
while the donor partitions have to wait. DCI allows the donor LPARs to consume more MSUs during off-peak
periods.

• In the BALANCED capacity group profile DCI uses the MIN MSU value as the first threshold to start managing
the workload for LPARs and their settings in the DCI policy. DCI uses the business-critical, time-critical, and
not time-critical definitions to recalculate the soft capping values for each LPAR. DCI is allowed to increase
defined capacities up to the group MAX MSU.

• Soft capping (defined capacity) values are set according to the BC, TC, or NTC definitions. This requires that
WLM definitions are up to date and the WLM goals are tracked frequently in order to avoid low importance
levels being dispatched in favor of high importance levels.

• The capacity group with the BALANCED profile is always allowed to reach the defined MAX MSU of the group
and depending on the values, it will reach the MAX MSU sooner or later. For example, if a capacity group has
peaks up to 500 MSU and you provide your Balanced profile with a MAX MSU of 470 MSU, DCI allows the
LPARs to go up to 470 MSU in the combined usage. The R4HA may exceed the 470 MSU but the sum of the
C4HA values of each LPAR remains at that MAX MSU.

WARNING
Ensure that the sum of the MIN MSU value of all LPARs does not exceed the MIN MSU value of the
capacity group. Additionally, the sum of all LPAR MIN MSU values has an impact on the goal that you
want to achieve.

Best Practices for Capacity Group Profiles
DCI offers you a similar safe behavior as a Capacity Group. In addition, DCI adds the advantage that the production
LPARs do not lose their performance through entitlement capping. We recommend you to resolve capacity groups
gradually and dedicate DCI to manage to the maximum especially if you are using the CMP pricing model. DCI can
manage the entire complex much more efficiently without capacity groups.

5. Specify the MSU that should be available at a minimum for the capacity group with the policy in the Min MSU field.
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The MIN MSU value defines the minimum expected MSU requirement for the group. The objective is to work
effectively using the specified business-critical (BC) and time-critical (TC) workloads without any noticeable restrictions
and delays. If the MIN MSU value is not sufficient to ensure the processing of business-critical and time-critical
workloads without delays, DCI is allowed to increase the value to the predefined MAX MSU.

6. Specify the maximum MSU that is allowed to be assigned to the capacity group with the policy in the Max MSU
field. This value remains the upper limit.
The MAX MSU value defines the highest limit that is allowed even if the R4HA of BC workload exceeds the maximum
limit. DCI does not adjust the capacity to a higher value than the MAX MSU value. The MAX MSU is the defined cost
limit for this policy element.

7. Specify the minimum MSU percentage to adjust automatically the defined MIN MSU value to the already achieved
cost-effective R4HA MSU peak value (C4HA).

AUTOMIN%
AUTOMIN=nn 

nn
Specifies the percentage by which the C4HA will be reduced (buffer).

Enter the minimum MSU percentage in order to automatically adjust the defined MIN MSU value to the already
achieved cost-effective R4HA MSU PEAK value (C4HA). We recommend that you define the ranges between a
minimum of one percent to a maximum of five percent.

AUTOMAX%
AUTOMAX=nn

nn
Specifies the percentage by which the C4HA will be reduced (buffer).

Leave the AUTOMAX field to omit the functionality. Otherwise, enter the maximum MSU percentage value so the
AUTOMAX function ensures that the C4HA is not exceeded during the validity period of a policy. That does not
generate a new or higher payable R4HA MSU peak.

WARNING
The AUTOMAX function is based on the previously achieved C4HA value, and DCI ensures that
this value is not exceeded. The MAX MSU value defines the upper limit, even if the R4HA of a pure
business-critical workload exceeds this limit, DCI may not set a higher value than the MAX MSU setting.
The MAX MSU is the defined cost limit for this policy element.

8. Click F3 to save changes.
A capacity group is added to the policy.

Add a Group
Add a logical DCI group of production systems, development systems, and products, or arrange groups into sub-groups.

The option group lets you create a custom and logical group of LPARs which may reside on the same CPC or different
CPCs. With the Group option you can add a logical group of systems, such as production systems, development
systems, and products, for example, DB2, IMS, and so on. The group option also lets you add sub-groups in the main
group.

WARNING
Consider the following rules to add a DCI Group in the policy:

• You can add a DCI Group to the policy under a country multiplex, central processor complex, capacity group
and also as a sub-group under DCI Group.

• Do not add a DCI group in a country multiplex, central processor complex, or a capacity group if the specified
entities directly include an LPAR.

1. Specify AG to add a group definition to the policy.
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Policy Add GRP Entry panel opens.

                     Policy Add GRP Entry          
|-------------------------- DCI -------------------------|
|                     Profile List       Row 1 to 3 of 3 |
| Command ===> _______________________________________   |
| S - Select                                             |
|  ---------------------------------------------------   |
| -    Profile  Description                              |
| __   BALANCED balanced adjustment                      |
| __   GRPFAV   GRP favored Enforcement                  |
| __   MAX_SAVE GRP Max. Savings                         |
| ******************* Bottom of data ******************* |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
----------------------------------------------------------

2. Specify the following fields in the Policy Add CG Entry panel:
GRP ID

Specifies the group ID.
A Group name (GRP) or ID must be unique within a policy.

Profile
Enter the name of a predefined profile for the group.

3. Select one of the profiles that you want to add to the group:
BALANCED

DCI adjusts the defined capacity quickly to ensure that the business-critical and time-critical workloads get
sufficient capacity in the Balanced profile DCI group. The Balanced profile increases the throughput of production
LPARs while the donor partitions have to wait for capacity to process the workload. DCI allows the donor LPARs
to consume more MSUs during the off-peak periods.

• In the Balanced DCI group, DCI uses the defined MIN MSU value as the first threshold to start managing
the workload for LPARs and their settings in the DCI policy. DCI uses the business-critical, time-critical, and
not time-critical definitions to recalculate the soft capping values for each LPAR. DCI allows to increase the
defined capacities up to the defined group MAX MSU as per the policy.

• Soft capping (defined capacity) values are set according to the BC, TC, or NTC definitions. Ensure that the
WLM definitions are up to date and the WLM goals are tracked frequently to avoid low importance level
workloads being processed in favor of high importance levels.

• DCI group with the Balanced profile is allowed to reach the defined MAX MSU of the group and depending
on the defined values. For example, if the DCI group reached the peaks up to 500 MSU and you provide your
Balanced profile a MAX MSU of 470 MSU, DCI allows the LPARs to go up to 470 MSU in the combined usage.
The R4HA may exceed the 470 MSU but the sum of the C4HA values of each LPAR will be at that MAX MSU.
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NOTE

• We recommend that you initially define the profile for all groups as Balanced. The Balanced profile
secures the capacity allocation for groups-based workload prioritization. This guarantees the
maximum results initially.

• Ensure that the sum of the MIN MSU value of all LPARs does not exceed the MIN MSU value of the
DCI group. Also, the sum of all LPAR MIN MSU values has an impact on the goal that you want to
achieve.

GRPFAV
DCI allocates maximum MSUs for the production and HIGH_ONL LPARs. DCI adjusts the defined capacity
quickly to ensure that the business-critical and time-critical workloads get sufficient capacity for the production and
high online LPARs. The LPARs that are not identified as production LPARs receive the minimum defined MSUs
as specified in the active policy. During the peak periods, the low-priority LPARs that are MEDIUM, LOW, DEV,
and TEST donate capacity to the production LPARs so that the business-critical and time-critical workloads are
not impacted and slowed down.

• Use the GRPFAV profile for the DCI Group to reduce the capping situations in favor of LPARs with the profiles
HIGH and HIGH_ONL.

• When the MSU consumption of a group reaches the defined MIN MSU value, the LOW and MED profile
LPARs are set to their MIN MSU value to avoid any additional increase of the overall R4HA.

• The LPARs with the HIGH and HIGH_ONL profiles are set to their MAX MSU value. The main purpose is to
ensure that the business-critical LPARs execute their workload without initial capping.

MAX_SAVE
Use the MAX_SAVE profile to leverage the white space available on donor LPARs during the off-peak periods.
White space is a vacant space that is available between the current actual MSU usage (ACTMSU) and the rolling
4-hour average (R4HA). White space occurs when the current MSU utilization of the LPAR is below R4HA while
the demand is declining and R4HA is either increasing, decreasing, or stagnating, but remains above the actual
usage. With the MAX_SAVE profile DCI directs all available resources onto one or more high-priority LPARs in the
group and reacts swiftly to cap donor LPARs to maintain the minimum necessary consumption to provide service
to the priority LPAR or LPARs.
When the current MSU utilization of the DCI Group with MAX_SAVE profile reaches the Group MIN MSU value,
DCI examines the donor LPARs in the group for whitespace to calculate the new settings. DCI calculates a new
defined capacity including a buffer value, set above the current usage for the donor LPARs to exploit the available
white space. DCI verifies whether the new calculated defined capacity value exceeds the R4HA or not. If the
defined capacity exceeds the R4HA value, DCI does not take further actions.
The MAX_SAVE profile for the DCI group allows a defined capacity to be set below the defined MIN MSU value
for donor LPARs that are assigned with the LOW, TEST, and MED profiles when the white space is available.
DCI can calculate a new defined capacity that is below the MIN MSU if the gap between actual MSU utilization
including the buffer is still below or equal to the defined MIN MSU value. This ensures that the lowest possible
value is reported by the SCRT while ensuring that workload is not capped or capped at a very low level.
DCI also examines the LPARs with the HIGH profile for white-space availability. However DCI is not allowed to set
a defined capacity below the MIN MSU value for any HIGH profile LPAR.
Group MIN/MAX value impact in the Off-Peak Periods
Until the current MSU usage of the group reaches the defined MIN MSU value, the individual LPARs in that group
can oscillate between their respective MIN and MAX MSU values. It means in effect that LPARs that have been
used as a donator during a peak situation are rewarded with a higher MSU allowance during off-peak times.
Capping of an LPAR starts when the R4HA exceeds the defined LPARs MAX MSU value.
Group MIN Determination
The MIN MSU value of a DCI group is calculated using all MLC relevant consumption records of all LPARs that
are defined in the DCI group. MLC relevant is either the currently defined capacity figure or the current R4HA –
depending on which one of these two figures has the lower value. This is equal to the sub-capacity reporting tools
calculation that is Chargeable 4 Hour Average (C4HA).
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The DCI agents deliver consumption records every 5 minutes. Their defined capacity or R4HA (Note, only the
lower values are being used) is accumulated. If the result of the newly calculated MIN value for a logical DCI
group has reached the MIN value, which is defined in the policy, DCI starts to manage the DCI group. DCI now
resumes to check eligible LOW, MED, or TEST profile LPARs for white space and recalculates and sets the
defined capacity values for each LPAR.

WARNING
Ensure that the sum of LPAR Min values must be more than 95% of the Max_Save Group Min value to
prevent a bouncing behavior when capping is initiated. To calculate the minimum possible Group MIN
value take the sum of LPAR min values, divide by 0.95 and round down to the integer.

When the actual C4HA usage reaches the defined group of the MIN value, DCI starts setting the lowest possible
MSU value for LPARs in the following sequence:

1. LOW Profile LPAR
a. Whitespace on LOW profile LPARs (possibly under MIN)
b. Non-Time Critical Workload on LOW profile LPARs
c. Business-critical and time-critical workload on LOW profile LPARs

2. MED Profile LPARs
a. Whitespace on MED profile LPARS (possibly below MIN
b. Non-Time critical workload on MED profile LPARS
c. Business-critical and time-critical workload on MED profile LPARs

3. HIGH Profile LPARs
a. Whitespace on HIGH profile LPARs
b. Non-Time critical workload on HIGH profile LPARs

4. Non-Time critical workload on HIGH_ONL profile LPAR
5. STATMSU

The LPAR with the STATMSU profile in the MAX_SAVE is maintained at the defined MSU level as per the
policy. Ensure that the defined MIN MSU and MAX MSU are same. Once the policy is activated, DCI sets the
defined capacity accordingly and does not manage the LPAR. However, we recommend that you add LPARs
to the DCI group that are provided with a static defined capacity. This allows DCI to consider the current MSU
consumption into account and calculate the overall R4HA for the DCI group.

Summary

• Below the MAXSAVE group minimum, LPARs are managed individually.
• Above the MAXSAVE group minimum, DCI takes advantage of white space.
• White space is applicable to Low, Medium, and High profile LPARs.
• Business critical and time critical workloads in Low and Medium profile LPARs are eligible for capping.
• At the MAXSAVE group maximum, DCI will begin capping of time-critical and business-critical workloads for

High and High_OnLine LPARs.

Example:
Menu              Policies      Alerts      Emails          Logs

                                     Policy                     Row 1 to 7 of 7

 Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________

 ID MAXS_SAMPLE                       Desc. ________________________________

 Start Date: 20/01/22  Time: 05:01     End Date: 51/12/31  Time: 23:59

 Time of Day Limit: _____  To _____    /  Mo  /  We  /  Fr  /  Su

 Policy Selection Priority: 3  (1-5)   /  Tu  /  Th  /  Sa  /  NB

 Policy Extension  ________________________________  (? for List)

  

 AM-add CMP  AP-add CPC  AC-add CG  AG-add Grp  AS-add Sys  E-edit  D-delete
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 MU-move up  MD-move down

  _____________________________________________________________________________

                                                   MSU  MSU          Impo.

 S  ID                     Type         Profile       Min  Max AMN AMX 0123456

 __ ADCD                   CPC          ________

 __ ADCD/ADCDGRP       .GRP         MAX_SAVE    280  320

 __ ADCD/ADCDYSP3      ..SYS        HIGH_ONL    245  280         BBBBBTN

 __ ADCD/ADCDYSD3      ..SYS        HIGH         38   45         BBBBTNN

 __ ADCD/ADCDYSG3      ..SYS        MEDIUM       70   75         BBBBTNN

 __ ADCD/ADCDYSW3      ..SYS        LOW          10   40         BBBTNNN

 __ ADCD/ADCDYST3      ..SYS        STATMSU       5    5         BBBBBBT

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

In the preceding example, the DCI group is assigned with the MAX_Save profile. The DCI Group MIN MSU value
is 280 and MAX MSU value is 320. According to the MIN MSU value 280, DCI decreases the defined capacity
values of the LPARs in the group to their MIN values.
When the C4HA of the group reaches the MIN MSU value of 280, DCI starts to reduce the defined capacity for
LPARs with the LOW profile. If this action is not adequate to maintain the C4HA at 280 MSU value, DCI considers
the MEDIUM profile LPARs by reducing their defined capacity until the MIN MSU value reaches the defined group
MIN_MSU value. Next, the HIGH profile LPARs are reduced gradually until the MIN MSU value reaches the
defined value. The LPARs with HIGH_ONL profiles are the last in the sequence to reduce the capacity allocation.
The Group MAX_SAVE profile works with the following additional algorithm:
DCI starts with the LOW profile LPARs to optimize the current utilization of the group. The partition ADCD/
ADCDYST3 in the example is defined with a MIN MSU value of 10. DCI verifies the current R4HA of the LPAR.
LOW Profile LPARs

• If the R4HA is above the specified MIN MSU value, DCI sets a defined capacity as necessary to keep
the MIN MSU value of the group to be at 280 MSU until the MIN MSU value reaches to 10 MSUs.

• If the Group MIN MSU is already reached, DCI verifies the current MSU usage on that system. If the
current utilization is below the defined MIN MSU value, the MAX_SAVE profile allows DCI to set a
defined capacity below the MIN MSU with the addition of a buffer between the actual workload MSU
and the defined MIN MSU.

• If the current MSU utilization of the LPAR is equal to or higher than the defined MIN MSU value, the
defined capacity will not be set below the LPARs MIN.

MED Profile LPARs
If the LOW profile LPARs reached their donation potential but the R4HA of the DCI group is still 280 or
more, DCI considers MED profile LPARs to reduce the defined capacity with the same method as it did for
the LOW profile LPARs. DCI uses the whitespace if it is available on the MED profile LPARs.

High and HIGH_ONL LPARs
DCI allows LPARs with HIGH_ONL profiles to increase their R4HA up to the specified MAX MSU value.
When the current MSU utilization reaches the set MAX MSU value, DCI does not increase the defined
capacity but applies soft capping.

4. Specify the MSU range for the DCI group.
Min. MSU

Enter the minimum MSU value that should be available for a DCI group with this policy during the off-peak and
peak intervals. The defined Min MSU value remains the lower limit of the group. The assigned Min.MSU value is
the first threshold for the group. DCI attempts to remain at the defined Min.MSU value.

• Sum of the MIN MSU value of all LPARs in the group must not exceed the specified MAX of the group.
• The MIN value of an individual LPAR should not be above the group MIN MSU value.
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Max. MSU
Enter the maximum MSU that is allowed to be assigned to the group with the policy. The defined MAX MSU value
remains the upper limit during the peak intervals.

• The entered Max.MSU value of the group should not be above the CPC maximum MSUs.
• The entered MAX MSU value of an individual LPAR in the group should not be above the MAX value of the

group.

AUTOMIN%
Enter the minimum MSU percentage to adjust automatically the defined MIN MSU value to the already achieved
cost-effective R4HA MSU PEAK value (C4HA).
AUTOMIN=nn

nn
Specifies the percentage by which the C4HA will be reduced (buffer).

The MIN MSU value defines the minimum expected MSU requirement for the group. The objective is to work
effectively to process the specified Business-Critical (BC) and Time-Critical (TC) workloads without any noticeable
restrictions and delays. If the MIN MSU value is not sufficient to ensure the process of the BC and TC workloads
without delays, DCI allows to increase the value to the predefined MAX MSU.

AUTOMAX%
AUTOMAX=nn

nn
Specifies the percentage by which the C4HA will be reduced (buffer).

Leave the field blank to omit the functionality. Otherwise, enter the maximum MSU value to enable the AUTOMAX
function that ensures that the C4HA is not exceeded during the validity period of a policy and does not generate
a new or higher payable R4HA MSU peak.

WARNING
The AUTOMAX function is based on the previously achieved C4HA value, and it ensures that the
achieved C4HA value is not exceeded. The MAX MSU value defines the upper limit of the DCI setting,
and even if the R4HA of a pure business-critical workload exceeds this limit, DCI may not set a higher
value than the MAX MSU setting. The MAX MSU is the defined cost limit for this policy element.

The group is added to a policy.

Add an LPAR
Add an LPAR to a DCI policy.

Add an LPAR to a policy for the defined capacity calculations and resource allocations as per the active policy. DCI
monitors each LPAR to monitor the workload and importance levels of workloads that are processed by an LPAR. DCI
calculates the defined capacity for an LPAR based on the policy definitions such as assigned LPAR profile, minimum
and maximum MSU value limits, and the designated workload importance levels. The LPAR that is allocated with the
business-critical workload, time-critical workload, and high important profile receives more resources compared to the
LPARs that are allocated with the non-time critical workload and less important profile. This ensures that the critical
workload is processed without any noticeable delays and capacity is available to the right LPAR at the right time.

Consider the following rules to add an LPAR to the policy:

• You can add an LPAR directly to a country multiplex (CMP), central processor complex (CPC), capacity group (CG),
and DCI Group.

NOTE
DCI does not allow to add an LPAR directly under a CMP, CPC, capacity group, or DCI Group, if any of these
elements already consists of sub-groups. You must assign the LPAR to a sub-group before you add it to a
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policy. For example, if a CMP includes a capacity group, DCI does not allow you to add an LPAR directly
under CMP. You are required to add the LPAR in a capacity group to add in the CMP.

• Add an LPAR to the policy with the SYS ID, LPAR ID, and the auto-populated CPC ID. The combination of CPC ID and
LPAR ID must be unique to a policy.

NOTE
Ensure that you do not change the associated CPC ID for LPARs.

• If the agent on an LPAR on the LPAR fails to send the data in the preceding 5-minute interval, DCI considers that the
LPAR is inactive. DCI stops sending defined capacity change requests to the inactive LPAR. Modify the active policy
to remove the inactive LPAR and manage only the active LPARs.Modify the active policy to remove the inactive LPAR
and manage only the active LPARs.

• We recommend that you consider the MSU consumption of Geographically Dispersed Parallel Sysplex (GDPS)
LPARs in your data center when you create a policy. Usually, GDPS LPARs use a low number of MSU but can affect
peak consumption values by potentially 4 or 5 MSUs per GDPS LPAR. Consider one of the following three options to
account for GDPS LPAR in policies:

Install agents and include the LPARs in policies.
For maximum control, install agents and include the LPARs in policies. We recommend that you define GDPS
LPARs with the Unmanaged LPAR profile. In this configuration, DCI includes the GDPS LPAR consumption in
MSU management considerations and reporting.

Include an MSU margin for GDPS LPARs in DCI policy targets
For less configuration effort but to ensure that the SCRT value does not exceed your limit, deduct the maximum
consumption of GDSP LPARs from the Max values that you set in the DCI policy. Note that DCI cannot take any
action to manage this consumption nor can it include the MSU consumption in reports.

Take no action for GDPS LPARs
For minimum configuration effort, if the maximum possible MSU consumption of GDPS LPARs is within your
acceptable variation for the billing period, you do not need to take further action. Note that DCI cannot take any
action to manage this consumption nor can it include the consumption in reports.

Use the following procedure to add an LPAR to a policy:

1. Specify AS to add an LPAR to the policy.
Policy Add System Entry panel opens.

|———————————————————————————————————— DCI ————————————————————————————————————|
| ZDCIP456                   Policy Add System Entry                          |
| Command ===> ______________________________________________________________ |
|  —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— |
| *SYS* ID CEC1  (SMF ID)                                                     |
|  LPAR ID LPARA2__                                                           |
|   CPC ID CPC1                                                               |
|                                                                             |
|  Profile ________                                                           |
|                                                                             |
|  MWP MSU 0     (Mobile Workload MSU)                                        |
|                                                                             |
| Min. MSU 20                                                                 |
| Max. MSU 95                                                                 |
|                                                                             |
|       BC 3  (Business Critical)                                             |
|       TC 4  (Time Critical)                                                 |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
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|                                                                             |
|—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————|

SYS ID
Specifies the system ID or SMF ID of the LPAR.

LPAR ID
Specifies the name or ID of the LPAR.
The system ID and LPAR ID must be unique within a CPC definition. Within a CMP definition, the combination of
CPC-SYS and the CPC-LPAR must also be unique. The same SYS or LPAR names are allowed within a CMP
definition when they are assigned to different CPCs.

CPC ID
Specifies the CPC ID where the LPAR is located.

Profile
Specifies the profile that is defined for an LPAR based on the workload type to be processed. The defined
capacity value of the LPAR for the current interval varies based on the assigned profile settings and workload
criticality.

• The PROD and High_ONL are the highest priority LPAR profiles. DCI ensures that the LPARs with the PROD
and High_ONL LPARs get the maximum MSU allocation to protect the business-critical and time-critical
workload. If the allocated capacity is not sufficient to process the business-critical workloads, the LPARs are
provided additional capacity from the donor LPARs to avoid any SLA breaches and slowdowns.

• The Low, DEV, MEDIUM, and TEST LPARs are the donor LPARs. During the peak period, the donor LPARs
provide resources to the high profile LPARs to manage the peak situations and avoid any SLA breaches for
the business-critical and time-critical workloads

TIP

To open a list of all the predefined profiles for LPARs, specify ? (question mark) in the command line.
Specify S to select the profile for the LPAR.

|—————————————————————————— DCI —————————————————————————|
| ZDCIP043            Profile List     Row 1 to 12 of 12 |
| Command ===> _______________________________________   |
| S - select                                             |
|  ———————————————————————————————————————————————————   |
| S    Profile  Description                              |
| __   HIGH_ONL online high workload                     |
| __   HIGH     mixed high workload                      |
| __   MEDIUM   mixed workload                           |
| __   LOW      enforces minmsu for peaks                |
| __   PROD     online high workload                     |
| __   DEV      mixed balanced capping                   |
| __   TEST     enforces minmsu for peaks                |
| __   UNMANAGD system/group not managed                 |
| __   STATMSU  def. constant value guaranteed           |
| __   FAVORED  compatibility alias for HIGH_ONL         |
| __   REGULAR  compatibility alias for MEDIUM           |
| __   DEFERRED compatibility alias for LOW              |
| ******************* Bottom of data ******************* |
|                                                        |
|                                                        |
|————————————————————————————————————————————————————————|
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PROD (alias High_ONL)
DCI tries to keep the PROD system (LPAR or LPARs)) or high_onl system from soft capping as long
as possible in the assigned group. The production systems are the last LPARs in which the workload
is delayed. A pre-defined alias for PROD is HIGH_ONL LPAR is treated as FAVORED for resource
allocation and workload protection.

DEV (alias MEDIUM)
DCI adjusts the defined capacity value quickly. DCI ensures that the Business-Critical and Time-Critical
workloads are provided enough capacity to the dev or medium profile LPARs unless the PROD LPARs
are not affected. A predefined alias for DEV is MEDIUM that is treated as REGULAR.

TEST (LOW)
DCI immediately follows the current MSU usage, resulting in short-term adjustments of the defined
capacity. If the PROD profile needs more capacity and exceeds the MIN Value of the CPC/CG/GROUP,
the Not Time-Critical (NTC) workload of the TEST LPARs will be moved back. If PROD has demand for
capacity the TEST LPARs defined capacity is set to MIN.
A predefined alias for TEST is LOW, which is treated as DEFERRED.

UNMANAGD
Specifies the system or capacity group that is not managed by DCI. This is one of the non-donor LPAR.
If a profile is unmanaged, the system MSU consumption is not managed by DCI  The MSU usage
of the unmanaged profile LPAR is a part of the MSU capacity calculation of the group in which the
system resides (CEC, CG, DCI group, and sub-group in the DCI group). We strongly recommend
that you do not use the unmanaged profile for emergency policies. Emergency policy removes all the
MSU limits for LPARs except the unmanaged profile LPARs. DCI does not change the defined MSU
values dynamically for the unmanaged profiles for the emergency policies.

STATMSU
Use this profile to the LPAR that requires a guaranteed static defined capacity.
The STATMSU profile can be used for LPARs inside or outside the capacity groups. The capacity is
shared within the parent element to which the LPAR is assigned that might be CMP, CPC, capacity group,
or DCI group based on the MIN and MAX values that are assigned to the STATMSU LPAR. When you
create a STATMSU profile for an LPAR ensure that you specify the same MIN and MAX MSU values. If
the actual MSU consumption of the STATMSU LPAR is less than the defined MIN and MAX MSU values,
the STATMSU LPAR provides the capacity to other LPARs in the capacity group. When the workload
on the STATMSU profile LPAR reaches the defined MAX MSU values, the capacity group limit does not
change. The resource in the group where the STATMSU LPARs reside is made available based on the
type of workload criticality. DCI verifies that a Def Cap limit is set on the STATMSU defined LPAR during
each iteration. DCI overwrites the defined Capacity limit on the LPAR if the limit is incorrect or missing.

HIGH_ONL (alias=PROD)
The system is online and has a high workload.
This profile is an alias for the predefined PROD profile. DCI tries to keep the specified LPAR from Soft
Capping to the maximum situation. This LPAR is considered the last one to move the workload.

HIGH
The system is mixed and has a high workload.
The HIGH profile is a grade between HIGH_ONL and MEDIUM. DCI handles an LPAR with a HIGH profile
by distributing the MSU better than other LPARs having less prioritized profiles, but not as high as a
PROD/HIGH_ONL system.
With a HIGH profile, DCI tries to keep that particular LPAR or LPARs from Soft Capping as long as
possible, and starts to push back a workload if PROD (HIGH_ONL) LPARs are affected.

MEDIUM (alias=DEV)
The system is a mixed workload. DCI adjusts the defined capacity value quickly. DCI ensures that BC and
TC workload has enough capacity as long as no PROD/HIGH_ONL LPARs are affected.
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LOW (alias=TEST)
DCI enforces a minimum MSU (minmsu) for peak times.

FAVORED
Compatibility alias for HIGH_ONL.

REGULAR
Compatibility alias for MEDIUM.

DEFERRED
Compatibility alias for LOW.

MWP MSU
Specifies the estimated mobile workload MSU usage of the entity.

Min. MSU
Specifies the minimum MSU value that is assigned to the entity.
The entered Min MSU value should be the minimum guaranteed capacity for the LPAR with the policy during the
off-peak periods. The defined Min. MSU value remains the lower limit of the LPAR.

IMPORTANT

• The defined Min.MSU value of an individual LPAR should not be above the group MIN MSU Value.
• The Sum of the MIN MSU value of all LPARs in the group should not exceed the specified MAX of

the group.

Max. MSU
Specifies the maximum MSU value that is assigned to the entity.
The defined MAX MSU value remains the upper limit during the peak intervals.

IMPORTANT

• The defined maximum MSU value of an individual LPAR should not be above the group maximum
MSU Value.

• We recommend you to view the system report in the web UI, to view the MSUs being protected by
the LPAR for different types of workload. If more MSUs are allocated for the WLM low importance
workloads that are importance level 5 or importance level 6 (based on your business case),
reconsider modifying the settings for the criticality of the workloads.

Business-Critical (BC)
Specifies that the type of workload that cannot be capped and slowed down by DCI. Using different profiles
and criticality levels, DCI reallocates MSUs to process the business-critical workload without delays. Provided
there is enough total workload capacity available, DCI ensures that the MSU level is high enough to avoid
business-critical workloads being slowed down. When the Business-Critical workload is running, DCI dynamically
reallocates MSUs from the less critical LPAR.

Time-Critical (TC)
Time-critical workloads may be capped for short time periods. DCI attempts to provide enough capacity to deal
with all requests within this level. If there are sudden high peaks in this level, short delays may occur between two
capacity balancing decisions from DCI.

2. Click PF3 to exit from the panel and save changes.
The LPAR is added to a policy.

Reassign Entities
Use the Policy Editor to move the existing policy definitions to a different entity.

DCI Policy editor allows you to move the z/OS entities with the predefined policy definitions based on the type of the
entities. Use the commands Move Up (MU) and Move Down (MD) to reassign the entities.
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Consider the following rules when you reassign the entities:

Country Multiplex (CMP)
A CMP entity can be associated to another CMP. When you move a CMP, all other associated entities move to
another CMP.

Central Processor Complex (CPC)
A CPC entity can be associated with a CMP or CPC. When you move a CPC to another CMP or CPC, all other
associated move with the CPC to another CPC or CMP.

Capacity Group (CG)
Associate a capacity group to another capacity group or DCI logical group with a CMP or CPC. You cannot
associate a CMP or CPC to a capacity group.

DCI Group (GRP)
Associate a GROUP entity a capacity group and a DCI group entity with the country multiplex and central
processor complex. You cannot associate a CMP or CPC to a DCI logical group.

System or LPAR (SYS)
Associate a system entity to CMP, CPC, CG, or DCI logical group. You cannot associate CMP, CPC, CG, or DCI
logical group to an LPAR.

Save the changes after you reassign the entities.

Validate MSU Definitions for Entities
Use the Check Consistency option to validate the maximum and minimum MSU values that are assigned to mainframe
entities as per DCI policies.

Use the option Check Consistency to validate the MSU values assigned to the systems according to the policy
definitions. When you verify the policy, DCI shows if the assigned MSU values for LPARs are valid or not. If the defined
MSU values for LPAR are not valid, edit the policy based on the consistency check error message. Else, assign the
QUEUE mode to the policy.

1. On the menu, select Policies.
The Policies panel opens with a list of policies and related information.

ZDCIP050                           Policies                    Row 1 to 9 of 9

Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

E  - edit  A - add  D - delete  C - copy                                      

CK - check consistency IS - info summary  ID - info detail                    

 Q - queue  T - test  P - stop  R - reset  AC - activate                                

 ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

S  ID                               Description                      Mode     

__ *CMP*                            all time                         ACTIVE   

__ CMP                              all time                         QUEUED   

__ CMP_BT                           business_time                    STOPPED  

__ CMP_NBT                          Batch_time                       STOPPED  

__ CMP_WE                           weekend                          STOPPED  

__ EMERGENCY                        manual activation                STOPPED  

__ MSC1                             ________________________________ STOPPED  

__ PROD                             ________________________________ STOPPED  

__ PRODALL                          ________________________________ STOPPED  

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

2. Specify CK to a created policy ID.
Consistency Check for Policy panel opens with the status of the policy.
View the issues that are related to the policy. Edit the policy that is based on the policy failure message.
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In the following example, the defined minimum (AA31 is 150 and AB32 is 300) and maximum (AA31 is 350 and AB32
is 500) values for LPARS exceed the defined minimum (50) and maximum (80) MSU values for Group ID.
AM-add CMP  AP-add CPC  AC-add CG  AG-add Grp  AS-add Sys  E-edit  D-delete  

MU-move up  MD-move down                                                     

ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

                                              MSU   MSU       Impo.      

S ID                Type        Profile    Min   MaxAMNAMX    0123456      

__3C78              CPC         ________                              

__3C78/GRCA         .GRP        ________    50    80                  

__3C78/AA31         ..SYS       LOW        150   300          BBBBBBT     

__3C78/AB32         ..SYS       HIGH       350   500          BBBBBBT     

__4847              CPC         ________                              

__4847/CA11         .SYS        ________   150   300          BBBBBBT     

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

When you perform the consistency check, DCI shows the MSU values inconsistencies.
Example:
 File Edit Edit_Settings Menu Utilities Compilers Test Help           

sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

VIEW      SYS19051.T045023.RA000.ABCDE03.R0412941        Columns0000100072

Command ===>                                                Scroll ===>CSR 

*********************************** Top of Data ******************************

000001Concistency Checks for policy CA_POLICY Written at: 20 Feb 2019 04:50:24

000002*CONFLICT* IN CPC  3C78  FOR ENTITY TYPE GRP WITH ID 3C78/GRCA ON LEVEL 

000003           MAX(MSU) VALUE OF <80> IS LESS THAN THE SUM <500> OF ALL MIN(

000004           VALUES ON LEVEL 2 BELOW.                                     

000005*WARNING*  IN CPC  3C78 FOR ENTITY TYPE GRP WITH ID 3C78/GRCA ON PARENT 

000006            THE MAX(MSU) VALUE <80> IS LESS THAN THE THE MAX(MSU) VALUE 

000007           ON THE ACTUAL LEVEL        2.                                

000008*WARNING*  IN CPC  3C78 FOR ENTITY TYPE GRP WITH ID 3C78/GRCA ON PARENT 

000009            THE MIN(MSU) VALUE <50> IS LESS THAN THE THE SUM OF MIN(MSU)

000010            <500> ON THE ACTUAL  LEVEL 2. THIS COULD CAUSE CONFLICTS ON 

000011           LEVELS ABOVE.                                                

********************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

3. Edit a policy to redefine the MSU values for entities. For more information, see Edit a Policy.

If the consistency check is successful, assign TEST mode to test the policy. The policy is available to assign the QUEUE
mode to activate the policy.

Queue a Policy Activation
DCI lets you queue policies to automatically activate at the specified time frames. The policy activation is based on date,
time, and priority. The Time Settings option includes Policy Selection Priority that provides a transparent method
to define policies that overrule the current active policy. DCI switches between policies based on the time and priority
settings that are in the QUEUE mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the ISPF interface. For more information, see Start ISPF Interface.
2. Select Policies.
3. Specify 1, to view the existing policies.
4. Specify E to edit a policy.

  Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                         

——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
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ZDCIP353                            Policy                     Row 1 to 6 of 6

Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

 ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

ID BUSINESS_TIME                 Desc. ________________________________   

                                        Weekdays                              Start Date: YY/MM/DD 

 Time: HH:MMEnd Date: YY/MM/DD  Time: HH:MM

Time of Day Limit: hh:mm  To hh:mm    /  Mo  /  We  /  Fr  /  SuPolicy Selection Priority:3  (1-5)   /  Tu

  /  Th  /  Sa  /  NB                                  

AM-add CMP  AP-add CPC  AC-add CG  AG-add Grp  AS-add Sys  E-edit  D-delete   

MU-move up  MD-move down                                                      

 ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

                                    MSU             MSU    MSU          Impo. 

S  ID                 Type          MWP Profile     Min    Max AMN AMX 0123456

__ DDF4               CPC               ________                              

__ DDF4/CPFZ10        .CG               CGFAV        66     75                

__ DDF4/CPFB          ..SYS           0 HIGH_ONL      0      0         BBBBBBT

__ DDF4/CPFD          ..SYS           0 MEDIUM       25     60         BBBBTNN

__ DDF4/CPFT          ..SYS           0 LOW           3     10         BBBTNNN

__ DDF4/CPFS          ..SYS           0 LOW           3     20         BBBTNNN

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

5. Edit the following options to edit the policy activation time that is based on priority:
Start Date / Time – End Date / Time

Starts and ends the policy activation for a specified period that is based on the defined date and time. This option
lets you activate the required policy during the specified period.

NOTE
DCI activates the scheduled policy based on the last five-minutes interval data and new policy settings.
For example, if you specify the time between 17.00.00 to 17.04.00 hours, DCI considers the new policy
settings and last five-minutes interval data. Based on the analysis, DCI activates the policy at 17.05.00
hours.

(Optional) Time of Day Limit
Limits the policy activation for the specified day and time.
Time of Day Limit option lets you activate the policy for the specific time. For example, this option lets you
activate the policy during morning business hours from 9.00 to 11.00 and keep the policy inactive during the rest
of the day.

Weekday In/Excludes
Limits the policy activation on the defined weekdays.
Use the option Include, to include the days for policy activation. Use the option Exclude, to exclude the days
for policy activation. For example, include activation of a policy from Monday to Friday and exclude the policy on
weekend that is Saturday and Sunday.
To include the day to a policy, add forward slash (/). To exclude the day in a week, omit or remove the
forward slash (/).

Policy Selection Priority
Provides the option to overrule the activation of a policy with overlapping validity periods.
The option "Policy Selection Priority" lets you define a base policy with low priority that covers every day round
the clock and define high priority for a policy during the selected time. When a base policy and a high-priority
policy overlap at the same time, DCI activates a high priority policy. DCI lets you assign the values from 1 through
5 for the policy selection priority, where 1 is the highest priority and 5 is the lowest priority.
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WARNING

Ensure that the policy is in the QUEUED mode to activate based on the defined time settings and
priority settings.

6. Click F3 to save changes.
7. Specify Q to the policy to set the policy in the QUEUED mode.

The policy is scheduled. DCI activates and switches to the new policy based on the last five-minute interval analysis
and new policy settings.

Manually Activate a Policy
Activate a DCI policy manually to circumvent unexpected situations.

DCI allows you to manually activate your desired policy during unexpected situations. Use the option AC to activate
and run the policy for the specified duration and overrule the other scheduled policies. DCI starts managing the MSU
consumption immediately without waiting for a 5-minute interval.

1. Click Policies in the ISPF interface.
2. Specify 1 to open the Policy panel.
3. Specify the line command AC to the policies that you want to activate immediately.

The Activate Policy Panel opens.
  Menu   Policy   Alert   Mail-  Log

 |------------------------------- DCI ------------------------------|

 |                         Activate Policy                          |

 |  -------------------------------------------------------------   |

 | Policy ID          A                                             |

 | Duration (HH:MM)   _____                                         |

 |                                                                  |

 |                                                                  |

 |  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F7=Up        F8=Down     |

 |  F9=Swap     F12=Cancel                                          |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4. Specify the duration in the Duration (HH:MM) field that you want the policy to be active.
5. Click F3 to save the changes and activate the policy.

The controller applies the changes without waiting for a 5-minutes interval cycle.

Overwrite a Policy
Use the policy overwrite option in DCI to temporarily change the MSU value for an LPAR against the active policy
definitions.

DCI lets you temporarily overwrite an MSU value for a system that is attached in the active policy. During the defined
time period, the new values overwrite the original values as defined in the active policy for the specified time. After the
specified time is over, the MSU value for the system resets to the original values as defined in the active policies. Usually,
when you create a policy, the controller sends the changes to LPAR in the next 5-minutes interval. But if there is any
unexpected immediate requirement of capacity for an LPAR to process the business-critical workload, you can use the
option O - Policy Overwrite. When you overwrite a policy, the changes to the system are applied immediately without
waiting for the usual 5-minutes interval.

1. On the Status panel, select the system that you want to overwrite the MSU definitions.
The status panel shows the MSU definitions of each system as per the current active policy.

2. Specify O to overwrite the MSU values for the selected system in the active policy.
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NOTE

The Policy Overwrite option is only available for the capacity group, DCI logical group, and LPARs.

Menu Policies Alerts Emails Logs                                        

_____________________________________________________________________________

ZDCIP010                          Status                 Row 1 to 12 of 16

Command ===>_________________________________________________________________

 

S - Detail View  O - Policy Overwrite        Data Refreshed:19/04/25 04:55:05

______________________________________________________________________________

Active Policy ID:WEEKLY                          Mode:SIMULATION          

Extension ID: . :________________________________Mode:_______________________

 

S   IDs                 Type  R4HA    DC  INT R4HMx SCMx   Min   Max  

__ 3C78                 CPC   422    0  505   409    409     -     - 

__ .CASUM               GRP   422    0  505   409    409   200   500 

__ ..CA31/CA31/3C78     SYS   259    0  337   317    317    50   100 

__ ..CA32/CA32/3C78     SYS   163    0  168   164    164   150   400 

__ CEC1                 CPC   270  249  109   322    288     -     - 

__ .CGR1/CEC1           CG    270  249  109   322    288   135   370 

__ ..SYS8/C1S4/CEC1     SYS    34   40    4    55     55    20    50 

__ ..SYS6/C1S3/CEC1     SYS   168   74   71   207    175   100   200 

__ ..SYS4/C1S2/CEC1     SYS    20   20    7    22     20    10    60 

__ ..SYS2/C1S1/CEC1     SYS    48   95   27    47     47    25    60 

__ CEC2                 CPC   293  249   64   332    304     -     - 

__ .CGR2/CEC2           CG    293  249   64   332    304   170   310 

You see the original MSU definitions for the system per the active policy and edit the MSU Values for a specific
duration.
|———————————————————————————— DCI ————————————————————————————|

| ZDCIP016 Policy Overwrite                                   |

| Command ===> ____________________________________________   |

| ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————    |

| Entity Type: GRP                                            |

| Entity ID: ALLLPARS                                         |

|                                                             |

| Enter a MIN and/or a MAX MSU value to set an overwrite:     |

|                                                             |

| Assigned MIN MSUs: ____ Assigned MAX MSUs: ____             |

|                                                             |

| (Remaining) duration of overwrite                           |

| (HH:MM): _____                                              |

|                                                             |

| Note: enter a duration of 00:00 to end an active overwrite  |

|                                                             |

| Entered at: 17/10/04 08:51:11 by User: DE25DM4              |

|—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————|

3. Specify the following changes and a time limit for the MSU overwrite definitions for the selected system.
Assigned MIN MSUs

Specifies the new minimum MSU value for the selected system.
Assigned MAX MSUs

Specifies the new maximum MSU value for the selected system.
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(Remaining) duration of overwrite (HH:MM)
Specifies the duration of time the overwrite MSU definitions are active against the currently active policy
definitions for the selected systems.
Specify the time in the HH:MM format keep the overwrite definitions for the system active.
During the defined time, the new values overwrite the original values. After the specified time is over, DCI resets
the values to the original values.

TIP
To end the active overwrite, specify 00:00 in the field (Remaining) duration of overwrite (HH:MM).

4. Press PF3 to save the overwrite.
The minimum and maximum MSU definitions for the selected system are overwritten against the current active policy. 

Verify that the policy overwrites details in the Controller log:

DCI1131I:  OVERWRITE REQUEST FROM USER AAAA03 FOR:     

DCI1131I:  CPC=3C78 TYP=CG ID=CGTEST                   

DCI1131I:  MIN MSU: 15 MAX MSU: 30 UNTIL 26/04/18 10:15

To view the policy overwrite details in the web component, open the status panel, under Details section, you can see the
details about policy validity, expiry, and can overwrite. For more information, see Monitor the Status of Systems.

Test a Policy
DCI lets you run a policy in the test mode before you change into active mode to assess the potential dynamic capping
changes.

DCI Test option lets you run a policy in the test mode. DCI runs an active policy and a test policy concurrently. DCI
manages the MSU consumption that is based on the active policy and provides reports for systems that are based on
a test policy in the web UI. The web UI shows the potential changes that the test policy would make on rolling 4-hour
average values if the test policy was active. Use the Test Report  as a reference to modify and finalize before you activate
a policy. 

1. Start the DCI ISPF interface. For more information, see Start ISPF Interface.
2. Click Policies and specify 1 to open the list of policies.

ZDCIP050                         Policies                  Row 1 to 4 of 4
Command ===>_________________________________________________________________
 
E  - edit  A - add  D - delete  C - copy                                    
CK - check consistency IS - info summary  ID - info detail                  
 Q - queue  T - test  P - stop  R - reset  AC - activate                     

S ID                              P Description                     Mode   
__*CA_POLICY*                     3 Policy for all day              ACTIVE
__******                          3 Policy TEST POLICY              ACTTEST
__CA_POLICY                       3 Policy for all day              QUEUED
__CA_TEST_POLICY                  3 Test-Policy for all day         TEST

3. Specify the line command T next to the policy that you want to test.

NOTE

DCI lets you assign a Test mode to multiple policies. DCI switches between the test policies that are based
on time settings, policy priority, and the test policy that DCI finds first. The web UI shows the reports that are
based on the active test policy for the selected interval.

4. Press F3 to confirm that you want to test the policy.
The policy mode changes to Test.

5. Open the controller messages to view the test policy.
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DCITLOG protocol is available in the controller log that shows the messages that are related to test policies.
6. Open the DCI web UI.

DCI web UI Policy view shows the existing list of test policies.

WARNING

Ensure that the value for REPORTS option is ON in the Option Table panel. For more information, see
Define Primary Settings.

7. Click Policy to open the Policy view.
You can view the policies that are in the ACTIVE TEST and QUEUED TEST status. Click ACTIVE TEST and
QUEUED TEST status to view more details for each system that is attached to the policy

8. Open the Test Report  view to analyze the rolling 4-hour average values of the systems that are resulted based on
the active test policy definitions. View and analyze the rolling 4-hour average results the policy would impact if it was
active on one of the selected following systems:
– LPAR
– Capacity Group
– Central Electronic Complex (CPC)
– Country Multiplex

After you analyze the report in the web UI, if the test policy results are positive, change the policy mode from TEST to
QUEUE. Otherwise, edit and test the policy.

CSV Reports

To generate reports for a test policy without web UI, see Generate CSV Reports for Test Policies.

Define Policy Extension
Use the Policy Extension option to define an initial weight for LPARs in the CPC to influence the active policy decisions.

The Policy Extensions option lets you define the initial weight for LPARs in the CPC to influence the active policy
decisions. The option Extension is more effective when the CPC gets busy, for example, when the LPARs are over 80
percent busy. Based on the extensions that are assigned to an LPAR, DCI dynamically balances these weights to meet
the goals of the workload in the LPARs. 

Add a Policy Extension

Use the option Extension to add a weight for an LPAR in the CPC. With the policy extension option, you give each LPAR
an initial weight from 1 through 999. After you create an extension, the LPAR extension can be used with multiple policies.

1. Open the DCI ISPF interface. For more information, see Start ISPF Interface.
2. Double-click Policies.
3. Specify 2 to open the option List Extensions.

The Extensions panel opens.
4. Specify the line command A to add an extension.
5. Specify the Extension ID and press Enter.

NOTE

The maximum length of Extension ID is 32 characters.

The Extension Definition panel opens.
6. Specify the description.
7. Specify the line command A to add an LPAR and assign CPU weight.

The Extension Add Weight Entry panel opens.
8. Specify the values for the following fields:
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LPAR ID
Specifies the LPAR ID for which you want to assign CPU weight.

CPC ID
Specifies the CPC ID where the LPAR resides.

Weight
Specifies the weight for an LPAR in numbers that is from 1 through 999.

9. Press PF3 to save the changes.
The weight is assigned to the LPAR.

NOTE

Repeat the steps from step 7 through step 9 to add multiple LPAR IDs, CPC IDs, and weight. Use the line
command E to edit the weight of an LPAR. Use the line command D to remove the weight for an LPAR.

10. Specify the line command Q to assign a QUEUE mode to the extension.
The extension is activated with the policy.

Assign an Extension to a Policy

DCI lets you assign a policy extension when you create a policy and assign time settings. For more information, see
Create a Policy. You can also assign a policy extension to an existing policy.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the DCI ISPF interface. For more information, see Start ISPF Interface.
2. Click Policies.
3. Specify 1 to select List Policies and press Enter.

The Policies panel opens with the list of existing policies.
4. Specify the line command E next to the policy that you want to assign a policy extension.
5. In the Policy Extension field, specify the question mark (?), and press Enter.

The Extension List panel opens.
6. Select an extension with the line command S.
7. Press PF3 to save the selection.

The selected extension is added to the Policy Extension field.
The policy extension activates with the policy.

Manage Policy Extensions

DCI lets you edit, copy, delete, and change the status of the extension that is assigned to an LPAR.

1. Open the DCI ISPF interface.
2. Select POLICIES in the Actions menu.
3. Specify 2 to select List Extensions.

Use the following line commands to manage the extensions:
E

Edits the existing extension.
D

Deletes an extension.

WARNING
If an extension is attached to a policy which is in the ACTIVE or QUEUED mode, change the policy to
STOPPED mode before you delete the extension.
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C
Creates a copy of an extension that you can use for other LPARs in the CPC.

Q
Assigns the QUEUED mode to the policy extension.

WARNING

Ensure that you assign the Queued mode to the policy extension. The policy extension activates when
DCI activates the policy.

S
Stops the selected policy extension. If you do not want to attach weight for the LPAR use the option S to stop the
extension.

4. Press PF3 to save the changes.
The policy extension is modified based on the command that you used.

View Policy Extensions in the Web UI

If the extension is active in the current active policy, you can view the policy extension details in the web UI. This
information helps you to recognize whether the capping decisions are based on the initial CPU weight or MSU definitions
in the policy. The explicit information helps you easily modify the policy definitions or policy extensions efficiently.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Status view in the web UI.
2. Select SHOW to view the following details about the policy extensions that are attached to the system:

– Extension Name
– Description
– Message
– Parameter

NOTE

The SHOW option is available only if the extension is assigned to the system.
3. Open the Policy window.
4. Select SHOW in the Extension column to view details about the extension that is attached to the policy.

– Extension
– Rule_SETWEIGHT

5. Select OK to close the popup.
Based on the policy information available in the web UI, add, edit, or delete the extension to meet your requirements.

Manage a Policy
Managing DCI policies includes editing, manual activation, cloning, viewing, and deleting a policy.

After you create a policy, DCI lets you manage a policy with the options that are available in the ISPF interface Policies.

The actions that you can perform to manage a policy are described below.

Edit a Policy

DCI lets you edit a policy when you want to change the time settings, MSU definitions for the system, profile for the
system, add a new system to the policy or remove an existing system to the policy.

1. Start the ISPF interface. For more information, see Start ISPF Interface.
2. Click Policies in the ISPF interface.
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3. Specify 1 to view the existing list of policies.
The Policies panel opens with a list of policies and the related information.

4. Specify the line command E to the policy that you want to edit.
5. Edit the time settings and policy selection priority for a policy if necessary.
6. Specify the line command e to edit the policy definitions of the system.

Policy Add System Entry panel opens.
7. Edit the required following profile and MSU definitions to the system:

– Profile
– Minimum MSU
– Maximum MSU
– Business-Critical Workload
– Time-Critical Workload

8. Click PF3 to save the changes.
The changes are applied to the selected policy.

9. Specify Q to set the policy in the QUEUED mode.
DCI applies the changes in the 5-minute interval.

Manually Activate a Policy

Use the option AC to activate the changes to the policy immediately. DCI starts managing the MSU consumption
immediately without waiting for the 5-minute interval.

1. Click  Policies in the ISPF interface.
2. Specify 1 to view the existing list of policies and add a new policy.

The Policies panel opens with a list of policies and the related information.
3. Specify the line command AC to the policy that you want to activate for a certain period.

The Activate Policy Panel opens.

  Menu   Policy   Alert   Mail-  Log

 |------------------------------- DCI ------------------------------|

 |                         Activate Policy                          |

 |  -------------------------------------------------------------   |

 | Policy ID          A                                             |

 | Duration (HH:MM)   _____                                         |

 |                                                                  |

 |                                                                  |

 |  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F7=Up        F8=Down     |

 |  F9=Swap     F12=Cancel                                          |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4. Specify the duration in the Duration (HH:MM) field that you want the policy to be active.
Press F3 to save the changes and activate the policy.
The Controller applies the changes without waiting for a 5-minutes intervals cycle.

Clone a Policy

Use the option clone C to use the existing policy definitions to create a new policy.

1. Click Policies in the ISPF interface.
2. Specify 1 to view the existing list of policies and add a new policy.

The Policies panel opens with a list of policies and the related policy definition information.
3. Specify the line command C to the policy that you want the defined options as a template to your new policy.
4. Specify a new ID to the new cloned policy.
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5. Click PF3 to save the changes.
The copy of the existing policy is added with a new name.

View Information about the Policy

DCI Policies panel provides information about the policy.

1. Click Policies in the ISPF interface.
2. Specify 1 to view the existing list of policies and add a new policy.

The Policies panel opens with a list of policies and the related information.
3. Specify policy ID to view the details about the policy time settings and the systems that are attached to the policy.

   File  Edit  Edit_Settings  Menu  Utilities  Compilers  Test  Help

 sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

 VIEW       SYS19042.T091605.RA000.ABCDDM8.R0101731         Columns 00001 00072

 ****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

 ==MSG> -CAUTION- Data contains invalid (non-display) characters. Use command

 ==MSG>           ===> FIND P'.' to position cursor to these

 000001 Details of all Policies written at: 11 Feb 2019 09:16:05

 000002 Policy ID: ABC_BT                 Description: business_time

 000003 Modified by: ABCDEF              at: 18/07/24 04:08:29   Current User:

 000004 Policy Start: 17/09/06 08:00:00   Policy End: 51/12/31 18:59:00

 000005 Weekdays: MO TU WE TH FR             Mode: STOPPED

 000006

 000007                              MSU             MSU    MSU  AMN AMX   Imp.

 000008 ID                Type           Profile     Min    Max  Pct Pct 0123456

 000009 CMP1              CMP

 000010 CMP1/ALLLPARS/.   .GRP                       260    400

 000011 CMP1/L2P1/C200    ..SYS          HIGH        100    200          BBBBBBT

 000012 CMP1/L2P2/C200    ..SYS          MEDIUM       20     50          BBBBBBT

 000013 CMP1/L2P4/C200    ..SYS          LOW          10     15          BBBTNNN

 000014 CMP1/L2P5/C200    ..SYS          LOW           5     15          BBBTNNN

 000015 CMP1/L1P1/C100    ..SYS          LOW           5     15          BBBTNNN

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Expand    F5=Rfind     F6=Rchange

  F7=Up        F8=Down      F9=Swap     F10=Left     F11=Right    F12=Cancel

4. Specify IS to view the summary of the existing policies and their status.

    Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs

 ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

                             Policy Info Summary              Row 1 to 15 of 88

  ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

 ID                 Description                  Start    End      Mode

 CMP_BT             business_time                17/09/06 51/12/31 STOPPED

 CMP_NBT            Batch_time                   17/09/06 51/12/31 STOPPED

 EMERGENCY          manual activation            17/09/06 51/12/31 STOPPED

 ABCD_ALL_TIME      abcd sample                  17/11/06 51/12/31 STOPPED

 CMP_ALL_TIME       cmp sample                   17/10/31 51/12/31 STOPPED

 ABCD               ____________________________ 17/11/21 51/12/31 STOPPED

 XYZZ1              ____________________________ 17/11/22 51/12/31 STOPPED

 POLICY_NBT         nonbusiness time workdays    17/12/12 51/12/31 STOPPED

 POLICY_WEEKEND     weekend policy               17/12/12 51/12/31 STOPPED

 POLICY_BT          business time workdays       17/12/12 51/12/31 STOPPED
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 POLICY_RESET       Reset to previous settings   17/12/12 51/12/31 STOPPED

 BASE_POLICY        Monday to Saturday Policy    17/11/06 51/12/31 STOPPED

 NIGHTTIME          off peaktime                 17/11/06 51/12/31 STOPPED

 WEEKEND            Weekend                      17/11/06 51/12/31 STOPPED

 ABCD_TEMPORARY     abcd sample                  18/04/25 18/04/25 STOPPED

 Command ===> _______________________________________________________________

  F1=Help      F2=Split     F3=Exit      F6=Refresh   F7=Up        F8=Down

  F9=Swap     F12=Cancel

Delete a Policy

DCI lets you delete the policy if it is not required anymore.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Policies in the ISPF interface.
2. Specify 1 to view the existing list of policies and add a new policy.

The Policies panel opens with a list of policies and the related information.
3. Specify the line command S to stop the policy.

NOTE
Ensure that you stop the policy before you delete a policy.

4. Specify the line command D to delete a policy.
The policy is removed from the policies list.

Export Policies
Use the sample JCL #EXPORTP to export DCI policies to other environments.

DCI lets you export policies and policy extensions. Generally, the policies and policy extensions are created with DCI ISPF
interface. The policies and extensions are saved in the XML format in the Policy.xml file that is stored in the USS directory.
DCI lets you export to different DCI environments with export JCL.

Customize the job #EXPORTP that is in the CFHRSAMP library to export the existing policies and policy extensions.

1. Add a JOB statement.
2. Specify the path of the policy.xml file that is located in the USS directory.

The policy.xml file includes the policy definitions and policy extensions.
3. Specify the target data set name to save the exported policy.xml file.
4. Submit the JCL.

The policy.xml is exported to the specified target directory.

Policy Concepts
This article details the list of terms used and descriptions that are used for the DCI policy definitions.

DCI lets you define MSU values and specific profiles for each LPAR and group of LPARs on your mainframe system.
These definitions are called DCI policies. DCI calculates the optimal settings for the entities in the policies based on the
specific LPAR definitions. This section provides the list of terms that are related to the DCI policy concept.

AUTOMIN/AUTOMAX for GRP and CG Elements

DCI lets you determine the 4 Hour Rolling Average (R4HA) with the improved cost-effective (C4HA) feature. This feature
provides two new methods to define profiles using the AUTOMIN and AUTOMAX parameters. For more information about
using the AUTOMIN and AUTOMAX parameters for a policy, see Create a Policy.
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Overview

For each policy element such as LPAR, capacity group, and group definitions, assign the MIN and MAX MSU values to
define the range of DCI action. The minimum capacity for LPAR or group of LPARs or Sub Groups or Capacity elements is
defined through the MIN MSU value. Starting from the defined minimum, DCI only adds additional capacity if the element
requires more capacity to execute the Business or time-critical workloads. The objective is to work effectively to ensure
that every LPAR has sufficient capacity to execute business-critical (BC) and time-critical (TC) workloads without any
restrictions and delays. DCI also ensures that no extra costs are generated by running the workload that is not time-critical
(NTC) during the peak times. If the MIN MSU value that is defined for an LPAR is not sufficient to ensure the processing
of BC and TC workloads without delays, DCI increases the DefCap value in small steps, up to the defined MSU maximum
value (MAX MSU). The MAX MSU value defines the upper limit of the MSU capacity setting. This value should not be
exceeded, even when the Business Critical workloads suffer. Therefore, during a billing period, it may become necessary
to raise the MIN MSU value for an LPAR or group of LPARs. This new value is the basis for the MLC calculation of IBM,
so there is really no need to stay below that new value. This raises two issues:

• How to ensure that the system usage during off-peak times uses the maximum capacity available; when the maximum
limit is already reached during the billing period?

• How to ensure that the off-peak workloads (For example, night time batch or weekend workloads) do not generate new
highs?

With the new White space capping, DCI introduces a unique way to reduce the R4HA to a lower billable MSU cost, which
is the most “Cost-effective R4HA” (C4HA). DCI includes internally managed C4HA that enables customers to see the
actual usage that they are charged for according to the SCRT without taking MWP or other discounts taking into account.
DCI can internally determine the most cost-effective usage with the AUTOMIN and AUTOMAX parameters.

AUTOMIN

AUTOMIN allows customers to increase the MIN MSU when a higher usage is more cost-effective, where AUTOMIN
is a user-defined percentage by which the C4HA is reduced.  If the highest R4HA peak exceeds the defined MIN MSU
for the profile element, then sticking to the lower defined value for a Defined Capacity (the MIM MSU) is no longer cost-
effective. Because the new peak is reached, the invoice will be higher. With the AUTOMIN parameter, DCI takes this fact
into account and increases the defined MIN MSU value to the already achieved cost-effective R4HA MSU PEAK value
(“C4HA”).

AUTOMAX

AUTOMAX allows DCI to dynamically decrease MAX MSU when a lower usage is more cost-effective, where AUTOMAX
is a user-defined percentage by which the C4HA is reduced.  Using the AUTOMAX parameter, DCI ensures that the
C4HA already reached is not exceeded during the validity period of a DCI policy that has AUTOMAX specified. No higher
payable R4HA MSU peak is generated as long as the policy is active, even if that means Business or Time Critical
workloads are being pushed back. This is done by matching AUTOMAX to the maximum MSU value that was reached
within the billing period (the C4HA) and using that value as a new maximum; hence, decreasing the MAX MSU to a more
cost-effective usage.

It is possible to use AUTOMIN and AUTOMAX within one policy, which would be the ultimate flexible setting.

WARNING
Whenever the new high usage value C4HA is caused by an exception (for example, a looping program running
as business or time critical), this C4HA value represents the new basis for the calculation of the AUTOMIN and
AUTOMAX values. The result would be that the – unintended – highest value could be reached multiple times:
excluding the 'unpredictable' times from the SCRT would not work in those months.
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Example for AUTOMIN/AUTOMAX Values

MIN MSU MAX MSU C4HA value AUTOMIN AUTOMAX
Defined
AUTOMIN in
%

AUTOMIN
value

Value taken Defined
AUTOMAX
in %

AUTOMAX
value

Value Taken

500 650 500 2% 490 500 1% 495 500
500 650 500 5% 475 500 4% 480 500
500 650 500 10% 450 500 7% 465 500
500 650 550 2% 539 539 1% 545 545
500 650 550 5% 523 523 4% 528 528
500 650 550 10% 495 500 7% 512 512
500 650 600 2% 588 588 1% 594 594
500 650 600 5% 570 570 4% 576 576
500 650 600 10% 540 540 7% 558 558
500 650 650 2% 637 637 1% 644 644
500 650 650 5% 618 618 4% 624 624
500 650 650 10% 585 585 7% 605 605

SCRT Reporting

DCI’s internally managed C4HA enables customers to immediately view the actual usage that they are charged according
to the SCRT without taking MWP or other discounts into account. Following are the important values for the SCRT:

• R4HA
• Capped value.

The SCRT always takes the lowest of the two values.

• If the R4HA value is less than the capped value, the C4HA reflects the R4HA. For example, System SYSA has at
12:00 AM an R4HA MSU of 55, and for that hour a DC limit of 60 was set, then the R4HA for SYSA is 55, and the
C4HA is 55.

• If the R4HA value is higher than the capped value, the C4HA reflects the capped value. For example, System SYSA
has at 12:00 AM an R4HA MSU of 55, and for that hour a DC limit of 49 is set, then the R4HA for SYSA is 55, and the
C4HA is the more cost-effective usage of 49.

Emergency Policy

Create a policy to encounter a situation when you prefer no restrictions on the workload management at the cost of
MLC. Keep the emergency policy with the status STOPPED as a backup. Manually activate the emergency policy when
required.

WARNING
The emergency policy is activated at the cost of your MLC.

Manage Controller and Agents With Commands
Use the CONTROLR command to manage the DCI controller and agents.

DCI lets you manage the controller and agents with the CONTROLR command. Use the command to perform the
following functions:
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• Start and stop the agents
• Start and stop the controller
• Activate, deactivate, and define the primary settings to generate CSV reports
• Change the operation mode that is from the simulation mode to the active mode

Manage Agents

The agent collects the workload summary of an LPAR and sends the summary to Controller through TCP/IP. The agent
repeats this activity every 5 minutes. Therefore, ensure that the agent is installed on all LPARs that you want to monitor
in your data center. Start the agent immediately after the IPL to gather as much data as possible and stop the agent
immediately after you shut down the LPAR.

NOTE

• If the TCP/IP connection to the controller is not available, the agent continues gathering and storing the
collected data in the local storage. When the connection is available, the data transmission to the Controller
resumes.

• If the agent on an LPAR fails to send the data in the preceding 5-minute interval, DCI considers that the
LPAR is inactive. DCI stops sending defined capacity change requests to the inactive LPAR.

Use the STOP and START command to restart the agent. The agent and the controller re-synchronize at the next 5-
minute interval. If the time between stop and start is less than 5 minutes, you do not lose any data.

WARNING
The agent collects the data that is crucial, especially during the peak time situations. Ensure that the agent runs
in the SYSSTC class to gather the usage information of an LPAR. If you run the agent in a lower class, you
might lose the data or result in inconsistent data.

Following are the console start and stop commands of agent:

Start
/S AGENT

Stop
/F AGENT,STOP

In the start and stop commands, "agent" specifies the name of the agent started task.
Verify the Read Access of Agent to HMC

Use the HMCTEST command to verify if the agent has minimum read access right to the HMC.
/F AGENT,HMCTEST

Review the agent log file for the following messages:
DCI2022I: HMC CONFIGURATION TEST STARTED

DCI2022I: <HMCTEST Result message> DCI2022I: HMC CONFIGURATION TEST ENDED

If the agent successfully accesses the HMC, DCI shows the following message:
DCI2022I: HMC ID=cpcid CPC=netid.nau

Manage Controller

The controller receives the configuration information, balancing policies, and policy overwrites through ISPF and the LPAR
information from the agents through TCP/IP. Use the following commands to start, stop, and pause the controller:

Start
/S CONTROLR

Stop
/F CONTROLR,STOP
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Pause
/P CONTROLR

CSV Reports

The controller controls the CSV Report Feature. The following commands let you modify the CSV reporting feature. Use
the following command format:

/f CONTROLR,REPORTS,action

Deactivate Reports
When you deactivate DCI reporting, reporting is deactivated until you activate the reporting or until the controller
is restarted. After you restart the controller, DCI handles the reporting that is based on the REPORTS parameter.
See Enable CSV Reports  to turn on or off using the ISPF client. Use the following command to deactivate
temporarily DCI CSV reporting:
/f CONTROLR,REPORTS,OFF

Activate Reports
Once the Reports option is activated, the option remains active until you disable it or until the controller restarts.
After you restart the controller, the reporting is handled based on the REPORTS parameter options. See Enable
CSV Reports  to turn reports on or off using the ISPF client.
Use the following command to temporarily activate the DCI CSV reporting option:
/f CONTROLR,REPORTS,ON

Rebuild Reports
You can rebuild CSV reports for the current accounting period, which might be required if there are timeline gaps
in the reporting. Use the following command to trigger a rebuild of DCI reports for the current accounting period:
/f CONTROLR,REPORTS,RESET

Change the CSV Reset Frequency
/f CONTROLR,OPTION,CSV_RESET,reset-mode

• reset-mode: DAY | OFF | MON | TUE | WED | THU | FRI | SAT | SUN
DAY

Reset daily after midnight.
OFF

Disables the option CSV Reset.
MON

Resets on every Monday.
TUE

Resets on every Tuesday.
WED

Resets on every Wednesday.
THU

Resets on every Thursday.
FRI

Resets on every Friday.
SAT

Resets on every Saturday.
SUN

Resets on every Sunday.
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Change the Operation Mode
/f CONTROLR,OPTION,MODE,operation-mode

• operation-mode: ACTIVE | SIMULATION
ACTIVE

Indicates that DCI in the ACTIVE mode. If DCI is in the active mode, dynamic capping is enabled.
SIMULATION

Indicates that DCI in the SIMULATION mode. If DCI is in the simulation mode, DCI does not perform the dynamic
capping. In the simulation mode, DCI collects the data as per the policy definitions but does not change capping.
You can use this data as a reference to modify the policy and change DCI mode to active.

To change the settings in the ISPF interface, see Change DCI Mode.

Change the WTO Route Code
/f CONTROLR,OPTION,WTORC,route-code

route-code
Specifies the valid WTO route code (numeric).

Use the Option command following format to modify the controller options:

• KEY
• MODE
• WTORC
• CSV_RESET

/f CONTROLR,OPTION,option-id,option-value

Manage Policy Actions with CONTROLR Commands
Use the optional MVS CONTROLR commands that provide additional policy management options along with the DCI
ISPF interface.

In addition to the ISPF interface, DCI optionally lets you manage active policy actions with CONTROLR commands. Use
the following CONTROLR command format to manage your policies:

/f CONTROLR,POLICY,command-id[,command-parameter]

Based on the command-id, you require a command parameter.

The policy actions that you can perform with the CONTROLR command are shown below.

Queue a Policy

Use Q in the following syntax to queue a policy:

/f CONTROLR,POLICY,Q,policy-id

policy-id
Specifies the policy name. The maximum length is 32 characters.

Refresh a Policy

Use R in the following command syntax to reset a policy:

/f CONTROLR,POLICY,R
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NOTE
You do not require any additional parameter for the Reset command.

Stop a Policy

Use P in the following command format to stop a policy:

/f CONTROLR,POLICY,P,policy-id

policy-id
Specifies the name of the policy. The maximum length of a policy id is 32 characters.

Activate a Policy for a Defined Duration

Use the AC command to manually activate a policy against the scheduled policy.

/f CONTROLR,POLICY,AC,policy-id,duration

policy-id
Specifies the name of the policy. The maximum length of a policy id is 32 characters.

duration
Specifies the duration that you want to keep the policy in active mode. Enter the value in minutes that is in the
range from 1 to 6000.

Overwrite MSU Value for an Entity

Use the command "O" to overwrite an MSU value for the selected entity against the current active policy definitions. The
overwritten value for an entity is valid only for the specified time. After the specified time expires, DCI considers the pre-
defined active policy MSU values of the entity for capacity adjustments.

/f CONTROLR,POLICY,O, cpc-id,type,id,msumin,msumax,duration

cpc-id
Four-character long cpc-id. Valid characters for the cpc-id are A-F, 0-9.

• If the target id is either type = SYS or type = CG, the cpc-id must be the corresponding cpc-id of the SYS or
CG element. The cpc-id must be four characters long. The valid characters include A-F, 0-9.

• If the target id is type = GRP:
– In a CPC policy, the cpc-id is the id of the CPC element that GRP is a subnode of.
– In a CMP policy, the cpc-id is your CMP name that GRP is a subnode of.

type
Specifies the type of the target id. Valid types are GRP (DCI Group), CG (capacity group), or SYS (LPAR).

id
Specifies the ID of the target system.

msumin
specifies the numeric value in the range from 0 to 99999, or no value if you do not want to change the minimum
MSU for the element.

msumax
Specifies the numeric value in the range from 0 to 99999, or no value if you do not want to change the maximum
MSU for the element.

duration
specifies the duration of time in minutes that is from 1 to 6000, or 0 to stop an active override.
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Display Policy Overview

Use "L" in the following format to list the predefined content of a policy with the defined duration:

/f CONTROLR,POLICY,L[,policy-id]

policy-id
(Optional) Specifies the name of the policy. The maximum length of policy id is 32 characters. If you omit the
policy name or if the policy name does not exist, DCI does not display the overview of all defined policies.

 View Entity Policy Details in ISPF
View the currently active policy details and policy definitions in the DCI ISPF interface.

Use the Status panel in the DCI ISPF interface to view the currently active policy details. The Status panel also shows
the policy definition details for the selected entity and the status of the entity during the last interval.

1. Start DCI ISPF interface.
2. Specify the line command S to select the entity and view the policy definitions for the selected entity.

The Policy Detail View panel opens.

|—————————————————————————————————— DCI ——————————————————————————————————|

| ZDCIP012                  Policy Detail View                            |

| Command ===> ________________________________________________________   |

|                                                                         |

|                                                            More:     +  |

| Policy Information                                                      |

|                                                                         |

| Status Detail : ALLLPARS           Type: GRP                            |

| Policy ID     : CMP                                                     |

| Policy Descr  : all time                                                |

|                                                                         |

| Refresh Time  : 17/10/04 08:15:05                                       |

| Modified at   : 17/09/06 11:35:33  by  : DE25DM4                        |

| Activated at  : 17/10/02 02:20:05  by  : *AUTO*                         |

|                                                                         |

| Valid from    : 17/09/06 00:00:00 to   : 51/12/31 00:00:00              |

| Start         : 00:00:00          End  : 23:58:59                       |

| Days of week  : SU MO TU WE TH FR SA  NBD                               |

|                                                                         |

|—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————|

Policy ID
Specifies the policy ID of the currently active policy that is attached to the selected entity.

Policy Descr
Specifies the policy description of the current active policy.

Extension ID
Specifies the policy extension which is the initial CPU weight that is defined for the selected entity. The policy
extension is an optional option for the entity.

Extension Desc
Specifies policy extension description.

Refresh Time
Specifies the policy and MSU data refresh time for the selected entity.
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Modified at
Specifies the policy modifications time and User ID who modified the policy.

Activated at
Specifies the time when the policy modifications are activated and if the modifications are per policy schedule or
manual overwrite.

Valid from: to:
Shows the time and date when the policy modifications are valid. If the policy modifications are manual, the
changes are active as per the valid from and to values. After the valid from and to time that is the manual
overwrite time is over, the MSU definitions for the entity are activated as per the current active policy.

Start: End:
Specifies the Stat and End time day when the current policy is active.

Days of week
Specifies the days of the week when the active policy is activated as per the policy schedule definitions.

3. Click PF8 to view MSU definition values and as per the currently active policy and MSU consumption of the selected
entity in the last 5-minutes interval.

|—————————————————————————————————— DCI ——————————————————————————————————|

| ZDCIP012                  Policy Detail View                            |

| Command ===> ________________________________________________________   |

|                                                                         |

|                                                            More:   - +  |

| Min MSU       :    350                                                  |

| Max MSU       :    400                                                  |

| MWP MSU       :      0                                                  |

| CBP MSU       :      0                                                  |

| AUTOMIN%      :                                                         |

| AUTOMAX%      :                                                         |

|                                                                         |

|                                                                         |

| High Water Marks                                                        |

|                                                                         |

| SCMx       MSU:    473 00/01/01 00:00:00                                |

| R4HMx      MSU:    579 17/10/03 20:00:00                                |

| Usage      MSU:    571 17/10/04 06:15:00                                |

|                                                                         |

Min MSU
Specifies the minimum MSU defined for the system.

Max MSU
Specifies the maximum MSU defined for the system.

MWP MSU
Species the Mobile Workload Pricing MSU values assigned to the system.

CBP MSU
Specifies the container MSU values assigned to the system.

AUTOMIN%
Specifies the auto minimum percentage values assigned to the system during the high workload.
AUTOMIN allows to dynamically increase the MIN MSU when a higher usage is more cost-effective. If the MIN
MSU value that was defined for an LPAR is not sufficient to process BC and TC workloads without delays, DCI
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increases the DefCap value gradually, up to the defined MSU maximum value (MAX MSU). The MAX MSU value
defines the upper limit.

AUTOMAX%
Specifies the auto maximum MSU percentage values assigned to the system during low workload.
AUTOMAX allows to dynamically decrease the MAX MSU when a lower usage is more cost-effective. With the
AUTOMAX function, DCI ensures that the C4HA already reached is not exceeded during the validity period of a
DCI policy that has AUTOMAX specified. No higher payable R4HA MSU peak is generated if the policy is active,
even when the Business or Time Critical workloads are being pushed back. This is done by matching AUTOMAX
to the maximum MSU value that was reached within the billing period (the C4HA) and using that value as a new
maximum.

High Water Marks
Shows the highest MSU usage, R4HA and, Max Rolling 4-Hour SCRT attained with the date and time details.

4. Click PF8 to view MSU definition values as per the currently active policy and MSU consumption of the selected entity
in the last 5-minutes interval.

    —————————————————————————————————— DCI ——————————————————————————————————

   |                           Policy Detail View                            |

   |                                                                         |

   |                                                            More:   -    |

   |                                                                         |

   | SCMx       M-U:    262 20/01/02 00:00:00                                |

   | R4HMx      M-U:    331 20/01/15 11:00:00                                |

   | U-age      M-U:    641 20/01/09 10:00:00                                |

   |                                                                         |

   | Interval Information                                                    |

   |                                                                         |

   | R4HA       M-U:    301                                                  |

   | U-ag|      M-U:    202                                                  |

   |                                                                         |

   | DefCap     M-U:    278 Percentage of time capped (%): 20.0              |

   | BC/TC/NTC  M-U:    184     15      3                                    |

   |                                                                         |

   | Imp.-Level    :    0      1      2      3      4      5    DI-CR        |

   | ----------------------------------------------------------------------  |

   | MSU Shares- (%):  15.96   3.64   8.40   0.00   6.07  60.90   4.90       |

   | Command ===> ________________________________________________________   |

   |  F1=Help     F2=Split    F3=Exit     F7=Up       F8=Down     F9=Swap    |

   | F12=Cancel                                                              |

   ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

R4HA MSU
Specifies the Maximum 4-Hour Rolling Average MSU value.

Usage MSU
Specifies the actual MSU usage.

DefCap MSU
Specifies the system DefCap values based on the active policy.

Percentage of Time Capped (%)
Specifies the percentage of time that the entity CPC/CG/GRP/SYS was capped during the 5-minute interval.

BC/TC/NTC MSU
Specifies the allocated MSU capacity for the following workload types:
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• BC (Business Critical) workload
• TC (Time Critical) workload
• NTC (Not Time Critical) workload

MSU Shares (%)
Specifies the percentage of the total workload that is allocated to each WLM class, from class="0" (System share)
to class="6" (Discretionary).

For MWP (Mobile Workload Pricing)
Specifies the percentage of mobile workload that is allocated to each WLM class, from class='0" (System share)
to class='6" (Discretionary).

The Policy window in the DCI web UI shows the list of policies and the policy definition details for each entity. For more
information about view policies in web UI, see View Policies.

Verify the Activity Log
View the DCI Activity Log that stores the information about important actions on the active policy.

The Activity Log logs the important DCI actions that are based on the active policy. DCI saves the logged information for
one month, from the second day of the month until the first day of the following month.

To view the logs, log in to DCI ISPF interface. Select LOGS on the Action menu. DCI opens the Activity Overview
window to display the available log files that are sorted in descending order. The log files for the current accounting period
appear first. Each existing log file displays and represents the logs of the corresponding accounting period as shown in
the following illustration:

  Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                         

——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

ZDCIP250                      Activity Overview                Row 1 to 4 of 4

Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

 

S  - Select                                                                   

 ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

S    From        To                                                            

__   2017/10/02  2017/11/01                                                   

__   2017/09/02  2017/10/01                                                   

__   2017/08/02  2017/09/01                                                    

__   2017/06/02  2017/07/01                                                   

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Specify S open the activity of a specific accounting period. The activity messages display the data in descending order.

Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                        

——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

ZDCIP251                          Activities       Row 2,388 to 2,399 of 2,399

Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

 

S  - select                                                                   

 ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

S Date       Time       Action                                                  

_ 2017/09/11  10:11:41  options changed (ZITBM)                                 

_ 2017/09/11  10:10:05  DC SET for CEC1 LPAR LP1A: * --> 200                    

_ 2017/09/11  10:10:05  Policy DEMO_CPC_POLICY changed (*AUTO*)                 

_ 2017/09/11  10:10:05  DC SET for CEC1 LPAR LP1D: * --> 100                    

_ 2017/09/11  10:10:05  DC SET for CEC1 LPAR LP1C: * --> 100                    
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_ 2017/09/11  10:10:05  DC SET for CEC1 CG CGGRP01: * --> 400                   

_ 2017/09/11  10:10:05  DC SET for CEC1 LPAR LP1B: * --> 200                    

_ 2017/09/11  10:09:06  started                                                  

_ 2017/09/11  10:09:06  runs in simulation mode                                 

_ 2017/09/11  10:09:06  system definitions changed (*AUTO*)                     

_ 2017/09/11  10:09:06  options changed (*AUTO*)                                 

Each activity shows its date and time with a description of the activity. To display details about a specific activity, select it
with the line command S.

|———————————————————————————————————— DCI ————————————————————————————————————|

| ZDCIP252                     Activity Details                               |

|                                                                             |

|  ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————   |

| Date               2017/09/11                                               |

| Time               10:10:05                                                 |

| Action             POLCHG                                                   |

| User               *AUTO*                                                   |

| XML Name           DEMO_CPC_POLICY                                          |

| XML Change Date    2017/06/22                                               |

| XML Change Time    10:00:38                                                 |

| XML Changed by     ZITBM                                                    |

| CPC                ________                                                 |

| Type               ________                                                 |

| ID                 ________                                                 |

| MSU     (OW: MIN)  *                                                        |

| MSU OLD (OW: MAX)  *                                                        |

| End Date           __________                                               |

| End Time           ________                                                 |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————|

For activity that resulted in an XML change executed by DCI, use the line command S to display to view who saved the
changed XML.

S  - select                                                                   

 ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

S Date        Time      Action                                                  

_ 2017/09/11  10:11:41  options changed (ZITBM)                                 

_ 2017/09/11  10:10:05  DC SET for CEC1 LPAR LP1A: * --> 200                    

x 2017/09/11  10:10:05  Policy DEMO_CPC_POLICY changed (*AUTO*)                 

_ 2017/09/11  10:10:05  DC SET for CEC1 LPAR LP1D: * --> 100                    

_ 2017/09/11  10:10:05  DC SET for CEC1 LPAR LP1C: * --> 100                    

_ 2017/09/11  10:10:05  DC SET for CEC1 CG CGGRP01: * --> 400                   

_ 2017/09/11  10:10:05  DC SET for CEC1 LPAR LP1B: * --> 200                    

_ 2017/09/11  10:09:06  started                                                 

_ 2017/09/11  10:09:06  runs in simulation mode                                 

_ 2017/09/11  10:09:06  system definitions changed (*AUTO*)                     

_ 2017/09/11  10:09:06  options changed (*AUTO*)                                 

ISREDDE2   SYS16124.T144107.RA000.DCIRV.R0105247           Columns 00001 00072

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE
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 ****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

 ==MSG> -Warning- The UNDO command is not available until you change           

 ==MSG>           your edit profile using the command RECOVERY ON.             

 000001 <POLICY>                                                               

 000002     <POLICY_ID>ZIT_POLICY</POLICY_ID>                                   

 000003     <LAST_MOD_USER>ZITBM</LAST_MOD_USER>                               

 000004     <LAST_MOD_TIME>541168069</LAST_MOD_TIME>                           

 000005     <CPC>                                                               

 000006         <ID>CEC1</ID>                                                  

 000007         <SYSID></SYSID>                                                

 000008         <CG>                                                           

 000009             <ID>CGGRP01</ID>                                           

 000010             <SYSID></SYSID>                                            

 000011             <AUTOMIN>1500</AUTOMIN>                                    

 000012             <AUTOMAX>1000</AUTOMAX>                                    

 000013             <CMPID></CMPID>                                            

 000014             <CPCID>CEC1</CPCID>                                        

 000015             <MINMSU>400</MINMSU>                                       

 000016             <MAXMSU>600</MAXMSU>                                        

Activity Log Descriptions

The following options describe the type of activity that is recorded in the DCI Activity log:

Started
The controller is started. DCI logs the actions that are based on the selected mode, either SIMULATION or
ACTIVE.

Stopped
The controller is stopped, and logging is stopped.

License has expired
DCI licensing key is expired. Actions logging is stopped until a valid license key is updated.

License key changed (User Id)
A new license key was entered by the specified User ID.

Runs in active mode
DCI is running in the active mode. DefCap changes are based on the DCI decisions and transmitted to the HMC.

Runs in simulation mode
DCI is running in the simulation mode. Decisions about the changes are recorded in the Controller log.

Options changed (User Id)
A DCI option is changed by a user who is identified by the User ID.

System definitions changed (User Id)
A DCI system definition is changed by a user who is identified by the User ID.

Policy Policy-Name activated (User ID)
The specified policy name is activated by a user who is identified by the User ID.

Policy Policy-Name deleted (User Id)
The specified policy is deleted by a user who is identified by the User ID.

Policy Policy-Name queued (User Id)
The specified policy was queued by a user who is identified by the User Id. The policy immediately allows DCI
Controller to select.
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Policy Policy-Name stopped (User Id)
The specified policy is stopped. If there is another queue, the policy is not allowed to be used for the next 5-
minute interval and is considered again in the selection.

Policy refresh requested (User Id)
The User ID requires a refresh.

Policy Policy-Name changed (User ID)
The User ID changes the policy.

OW: DC nn for cpc-id resource-type resource-name until hh:mm (UserID)
An overwrite is done by User ID. The DefCap value for the resource that is specified by resource-type resource-
name on the CPC is set on nn MSU until the time specified by hh:mm.

OW for resource-type resource-name expired (User ID)
The temporary overwrite by a user is expired for an entity <resource-type> <resource-name>. The defined MSU
values valid as per the active policy definitions.

OW for resource-type resource-name deleted (User ID)
The temporary overwrite is deleted by a user for the entity <resource-type> <resource-name>. The defined MSU
values valid as per the active policy definitions.

DC SET for cpc-id resource-type resource-name: msu-old--> msu-new
A decision is made by DCI: The DefCap values for the entity <resource-type> <resource-name> on a CPC(cpc-id)
is replaced with an old MSU value with the new MSU value.

DC INCREASE forcpc-id resource-type resource-name: msu-old --> msu-new
A decision is made by DCI: The DefCap values for resource-type resource-name on CPC(cpc-id) increases from
the old MSU value with the new MSU value.

DC CHANGE forcpc-id resource-type resource-name: msu-old --> msu-new
A decision is made by DCI: The DefCap value for resource-type resource-name on CPC(cpc-id) reduces from the
old MSU value with the new MSU value.

DC CHANGE for cpc-id resource-type resource-name: msu-alt --> msu-neu
A decision is made by DCI: The DefCap value for resource-type resource-name on CPC(cpc-id) is changed from
the old MSU value with the new MSU value.

Changed DC nn for cpc-id resource-type resource-name found (Old DC: msu-old)
The old MSU value for the resource on CPC ID(cpc-id) is set to a new MSU value from outside of DCI.

Set DC nn for cpc-id resource-type resource-name sent to AGNT cpc-id/lpar-id
A request to set DefCap values for the CPC resource are sent to an agent on cpc-id/lpar-id.

DC nn for cpc-id resource-type resource-name completed
The request to change the DefCap values to nn MSU for the resource on a CPC(cpc-id) is processed.

DC nn for cpc-id resource-type resource-name skipped
The request to change the DefCap values to nn MSU for the entity on CPC ID is skipped, that is not processed.

Customize Web UI Reports
Define labels and colors for your mainframe systems that help you easily recognize the system in the DCI web UI reports.

DCI optionally lets you assign a label and a color to your systems and the values that are available in the web UI
reports. This option lets you create customized and consistent DCI web UI reports. Use the consistent labels and colors
for the z/OS systems and values to enable the readers to understand the web UI reports that are based on the identifiers
that are commonly recognized in your mainframe environment. For example, if you refer to a particular CPC by location in
the New York data center, you can label that CPC as "New York" with the custom color "yellow".
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NOTE
If the custom labels and custom color are not defined for systems and values, DCI the default IDs and colors.
The custom label option is available for all the types of systems that you can see in the web UI reports. The
custom color option is available only for systems (LPAR), capacity groups, DCI groups, and all the fields that you
see in the web UI reports.

1. Start the DCI ISPF interface. For more information, see Start ISPF Interface.
2. Double-click Menu.
3. Specify 4 to open the Custom Label Definitions panel.

The Custom Label Definitions panel opens.
                            Custom Label Definitions            Row 1 to 4 of 4 

 Command ===> _________________________________________________________________ 

 E - edit  A - add  D - delete                                                  

  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────  

 S    ID                   Type     Maps to              Color 

 __   CEC1                 CPC      CPC-one              ______________________

 __   CAPPING              FIELD    CAPPING              #F1F1F1

 __   CG_R4HA              FIELD    CG_R4HA              Yellow

 __   CGLIMIT              FIELD    CGLIMIT              RGBA(255,255,255,0.33)

 __   CEC1.LPAR1.SYS1      SYS      SYS1-on-lpar-one     ______________________

 __   CEC1.LPAR1.SYS2      SYS      SYS2-on-lpar-one     ______________________

 __   CEC1.LPAR1.SYS3      SYS      SYS3-on-lpar-one     ______________________

 __   CEC1.LPAR1.SYS4      SYS      SYS4-on-lpar-one     ______________________ 

4. Specify A to assign custom labels and colors for systems and values.
The Label Definition panel opens.
                         

 ┌──────────────────────────── DCI ────────────────────────────┐

 │                      Label Definition                       │

 │  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────   │

 │ Type     SYS                   (? for List)                 │

 │ ID       CEC1.LPAR1.SYS1       (? for List when Type=Field) │

 │ Label    SYS1-on-lpar-one                                   │

 │ Color    #FF0000                                            │

 │                                                             │

 │                                                             │

 │                                                             │

 │                                                             │

 │                                                             │

 │                                                             │

 │                                                             │

 │                                                             │

 └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘ 

 

5. Provide the values in the following fields:
Type

Specifies the type of the mainframe system.
Specify ? to view the list of available types of mainframe systems. Select one of the following systems.
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• SYS (LPAR)
• SYSPLEX
• Central Processor Complex (CPC)
• Country multiplex (CMP)
• Capacity Group definition
• Custom reporting group (C_GRP)
• Field

Defines the values in the web UI reports.
Specifies the values that you can view in the web UI report such as R4HA, C4HA, and so on.

ID
Specifies the original ID of the system.
Use the following syntax to add an ID to the system that enables definite identification of the system:

• System or LPAR: CPCID.LPARID.SYSID
• Sysplex: PLEXID
• Central Processor Complex: CPCID
• Capacity Group: CPCID.CGID
• Group Identifier: GRPID
• Custom Reporting Group: C_GRPID
• Field:

If you specify Field in the Type field specify ? to view and select the available fields in the web UI reports.

Label
Lets you add a custom label for all the types of mainframe systems and the fields that help you easily recognize
the system in the web UI reports.

Color
Lets you assign custom colors for systems, capacity groups, and DCI group and fields that are displayed in the
web UI reports. You assign the color for systems and fields in the following formats:
RGB Colors

rr specifies red, gg specifies green, and bb specifies blue with hexadecimal values from 00 and ff which
are equal to 0 and 255.
Examples:
#0000ff

Shows blue color because red and green color values are 00.
rgb (0,0,0)

Shows black color
rgb (255,255,255)

Shows white color
RGBA Colors

RGBA color is an extension of RGB colors with additional parameter A (Alpha) that enables transparency.
You can use the values between 0.0 which is transparent and 1.0 which is opaque.

Color Names
You can also specify the color for systems and labels with color names.

DCI supports 140 HTML colors that are supported by all browsers. To view the list of 140 HTML-supported colors,
see https://htmlcolorcodes.com/color-names.
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WARNING
DCI does not validate the entered colors. If the entered colors are not supported per HTML 140
standard color names, DCI displays black color.

6. Press PF3 to save changes and exit.
The label and color are assigned to the mainframe system and values in the web UI reports.

NOTE

• The labels and custom colors for systems and labels are associated with the mapper.xml in the XML
directory in the configuration (XML) folder.

• If you assign multiple labels to the same system ID, DCI associates the last entry of the label to the system in
the mapper.xml.

• When you install the new version, DCI recreates the mapper.xml file with the default system IDs and colors
without custom labels and colors.

• Copy the customized mapper.xml to the new configuration folder to retain the custom colors and labels. 
• The web UI shows default IDs and colors instead of custom labels and colors in the following scenarios:

– mapper.xml file does not exist in the XML director
– mapper.xml is corrupted

DCI lets you manage a custom label and color for mainframe systems and values. Use the line command E to edit the
label and color and the line command D to delete the label and color in the Custom Label Definitions panel.

The system IDs are replaced with the new custom IDs in the ISPF interface. The custom color is assigned to systems and
values. In the web UI, view the custom label and color for systems and values in the Status, Report, Test Report, and
Map views. For more information, see Reporting with Web User Interface .

Define Custom Reporting Groups
Create a DCI custom group of LPARs to view the MSU consumption trends across the sysplexes.

DCI Custom Reporting Group option allows you to create a group of LPARs across CPCs that you can use for reporting
purposes. The LPARs that you add to the custom group can be from any part of the 'Pricing-plex' (the logical entity for
which IBM generates an aggregated MLC invoice) and do not need to have any logical connection to each other. The web
UI shows the MSU consumption and rolling 4-hour average trends for LPARs that belong to the custom reporting group for
the selected interval.

WARNING

The custom reporting groups definition for LPARs is associated with the custom-groups.xml file. Ensure that the
custom-groups.xml file is in the USS XML directory.

1. Open DCI ISPF interface. For more information, see Start ISPF Interface.
2. Double-click Menu.
3. Specify 5 to select the option Reporting Group Definitions.

The Custom Reporting Group panel opens.
4. Specify the line command A to add a new Custom Reporting Group.
5. Specify the name of the custom Reporting Group in the Name field. The value limit for Name field is 12 characters.
6. Specify the description for the new custom group that you added to the Description field.
7. Press PF3 to save changes.
8. Specify A to add an LPAR to the group.
9. Provide the values for the following fields:
CPC

Specifies the CPC ID where the LPAR that you want to add to the custom reporting group is located.
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ID
Specifies the system ID of the LPAR.

Description
Specifies the description of the LPAR.

(Optional) Threshold Warn
Specify an MSU value that you want to set as a warning threshold for the custom reporting group.
Use this option to monitor the MSU consumption of the group of products or LPARs against the recommended
MSU consumption values.

(Optional) Threshold Max
Specify an MSU value that you want to set as the threshold maximum for the custom reporting group.

10. Press PF3 to save the changes.
Repeat step 9 to add multiple LPARs to the group. The custom reporting group of LPARs is added. 

11. Open the DCI web UI.
12. Click Report to view the DCI reports.
13. From the REPORT drop-down, select one of the following reports:
Custom group MSU

Shows the MSU usage report for individual LPARs that are added to the custom group at regular intervals.
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Custom group R4HA
Shows the rolling 4-hour average report for individual LPARs that are added to the custom group at regular
intervals. This report helps you easily identify the system that contributes highest in the rolling 4-hour average
peak situations.

Custom Group Usage Report
Provides the WML usage report for a selected custom reporting group. This report helps you identify the allocation
of MSUs among different importance levels to identify if the time-critical workload is capped.
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You can configure the Map view in the web UI based on the custom groups to identify the custom groups and the LPARs
assigned to each custom group. Click the custom group or LPAR to navigate to the corresponding report. For more
information, see Map View.

Define Alerts
Define email notifications and alerts that you want to receive when the MSU (million service units) consumption threshold
is reached on a system.

DCI lets you define email notifications or email alerts that you want to receive when the MSU consumption threshold is
reached on a system that is managed by an active policy. You can set alerts that are based on the group capacity limit or
MSU limit of the system.

IMPORTANT
You receive configured alert notifications while DCI is in either Active or Simulation mode. Alerts do not apply
to policies that are in the Test status.

This article guides you through the following functions that you can perform with DCI alerts.
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View the List of Alerts

Use the Alert panel in the ISPF interface to view the existing alerts.

1. Start the ISPF interface. For more information, see Start ISPF Interface.
2. Select Alerts.
3. Specify 1 to view the list of defined alerts.

Menu Policies Alerts Emails 

——————————————— |————————————| ———

ZDCIP010        | 1. List    | 

Command ===> __ |————————————| ___

The Alerts panel displays the list of defined alerts with details. The alert details include alert ID, alert Type, CPC
ID with the LPAR or the group is assigned and the system type that is group or LPAR. 
|—————————————————————————————— DCI ——————————————————————————————|

| ZDCIP062                    Alerts              Row 1 to 1 of 1 |

| Command ===> ________________________________________________   |

|                                                                 |

| E - edit  A - add  D - delete                                   |

|  ————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————   |

| S    Alert ID                         Type     CPC  GRP/SYS     |

| __   CAP1ALRT                         CAPLIMIT C100 SYS1        |

| __   SY21ALRT                         MSULIMIT C200 SYS2        |

| *********************** Bottom of data ************************ |

|                                                                 |

|                                                                 |

|                                                                 |

|                                                                 |

|                                                                 |

|                                                                 |

|                                                                 |

|—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————|

Add an Alert

Use the option Alert to add a new email notification alert. You receive an email notification that is based on the alert
definitions for an LPAR or a group.

1. In the Alerts panel, specify the line command A.
Alert Types panel opens.
|—————————————————————————— DCI —————————————————————————|

| ZDCIP063             Alert Types       Row 1 to 2 of 2 |

| Command ===> _______________________________________   |

|                                                        |

|  ———————————————————————————————————————————————————   |

|                                                        |

| S - Select Alert Type                                  |

|  ———————————————————————————————————————————————————   |

| S     Type       Description                           |

| __    CAPLIMIT   Capping alert                         |

| __    MSULIMIT   MSU Threshold                         |

| ******************* Bottom of data ******************* |

|————————————————————————————————————————————————————————|

2. Specify S to select one of the following alerts:
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CAP LIMIT
Monitors and sends an alert when the MSU consumption of a group reaches the defined threshold limit is reached
as in the alert.

MSU LIMIT
Monitors and sends an alert when the LPAR current MSU reaches the defined MSU threshold as in the alert.
The following illustration displays the alert that is based on a CAPLIMIT type.
|——————————————————————— DCI ———————————————————————|

| ZDCIP064        Alert Definition                  |

| Command ===> __________________________________   |

|                                                   |

|  ——————————————————————————————————————————————   |

| ID           ________________________________     |

| Type         CAPLIMIT                             |

| Policy       ________________________________     |

| EMail-ID     ________________________________     |

| CPCID        ____                                 |

| GRP/SYS      ________                             |

| % Limit      ___                                  |

| MSU Limit    ____                                 |

|———————————————————————————————————————————————————|

3. Specify the following required fields to define the alert controls:
ID

Specifies the alert ID or alert name
Type

Specifies the alert type that is CAPLIMIT or MSULIMIT
Policy

Indicates the policy name with which you want to assign the new alert

TIP
Enter "?" to view the list of available policies.

Email-ID
Specifies the email ID of the alert notifications receiver.
Enter "?" to know view the available email IDs.

CPCID
Specifies the CPC ID in which the LPAR resides based on the active policy definitions.

GRP/SYS
Specifies the group ID or LPAR ID that you want to monitor and receive an email notification.

%Limit
Specifies the threshold MSU percentage limit to receive an email notification.

MSU Limit
Specifies the MSU Limit for an LPAR or group to receive an email notification.

4. Exit from the panel to save the changes.
The new Alert ID is added to the existing list of alerts.

Edit an Alert

Specify E to open the Alert Definition panel to edit the alert controls, the policy that is applicable to alert, alert method,
IDs, and limits.
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|——————————————————————— DCI ———————————————————————|

| ZDCIP065        Alert Definition                  |

| Command ===> __________________________________   |

|                                                   |

|  ——————————————————————————————————————————————   |

| ID           SY21ALRT                             |

| Type         MSULIMIT                             |

| Policy       ?                                    |

| EMail-ID     MSC                                  |

| CPCID        C200                                 |

| GRP/SYS      SY21                                 |

| % Limit      95                                   |

| MSU Limit    200                                  |

|———————————————————————————————————————————————————|

Specify the following options to edit an alert:

ID
Specifies the alert ID.

Type
Specifies the alert type (CAPLIMIT or MSULIMIT).

Policy
Indicates which policy the alert is linked to.

Email-ID
Specifies the email ID of the alert notifications receiver.

CPCID
Specifies CPC ID in which the Group or LPAR is assigned as per the policy definitions.

GRP/SYS
Specifies Group ID or LPAR ID that you want to monitor and receive alerts.

%Limit
Specifies the percentage limit to receive an alert.

MSU Limit
Specifies the MSU limit of a group or LPAR to receive an alert.
For example, If the PRODLOW policy is ACTIVE. The workload on the system AFFX /TEST reaches 72 MSUs
(that is 60% of 121 MSU), you receive an alert notification.
| ID           MSUL                                 |

| Type         MSULIMIT                             |

| Policy       PRODLOW                              |

| EMail-ID     EMAIL1                               |

| CPCID        AFFX                                 |

| GRP/SYS      TEST                                 |

| % Limit      60                                   |

| MSU Limit    121                                  |

Email Actions for Alerts

When DCI monitors that cause an alert, DCI sends an email that is based on the definitions.

Select the List option to open a panel to view the email definitions.

   Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                        

 ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
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 ZDCIP060                         EMail Table                   Row 1 to 2 of 2

 Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

 

 E - edit  A - add  D - delete  T - send mail (Test)                           

  ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 S    ID                               Description                             

 __   D001                             SY1C Warning

 __   HOTLINE                          Contact Information

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Use the following line commands to work with email commands:

E
Lets you edit the email notifications.

A
Lets you add a new email notification for an alert.

D
Lets you delete an email notification.

T
Lets you test the email notification.

   Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                        

 ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

 ZDCIP060                         EMail Table                   Row 1 to 2 of 2

 Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

 

 E - edit  A - add  D - delete  T - send mail (Test)                           

  ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 S    ID                               Description                             

 __   D001                             SY1C Warning

__   HOTLINE                          Contact Information

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Edit an Email Notification

The Email Definition panel lets you edit the email notification. Use command E to display this panel.

  Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                        

——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

ZDCIP061                       EMail Definition                               

Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

 

 ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

ID       EMAIL1__________________________                                     

Desc:    Email to John___________________________                             

 

RECPT:   ________________________________________                             

         ________________________________________                              

         ________________________________________                             

Subject  Check capping values_________________________________________         

 

Warning: Capping values may be too low._______________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

This edit panel shows all the available information and lets you edit to add the appropriate values.

ID
Specifies the email ID.

Desc
Specifies the description of the email.

RECPT
Specifies the Email address of the recipient for an email alert.

Subject
Specifies the subject of the email.

Add an Email Action

To add and test an email, use the command A for add, which presents the Email Definition panel.

Menu  Policies  Alerts  Emails  Logs                                        

——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

ZDCIP061                       EMail Definition                               

Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

 

 ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

ID       ________________________________                                     

Desc:    ________________________________________                             

 

RECPT:   ________________________________________                             

         ________________________________________                             

         ________________________________________                             

Subject  ____________________________________________________________         

 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

This panel allows you to create an email alert. Specify the following fields to create an email alert:

ID
Specifies the ID that is used as a reference in an alert definition.

Desc
Specifies the email description.

RECPT
Specifies the email address of the alert notification receiver.

Subject
Specifies the subject of the email. Enter the free form email text after the subject.

Use the following commands to edit the email notification entries:
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D
Deletes the entry.

T
Tests email. Enter T to send a test email.

Manage Capacity during System Outage
To manage system outages, keep the emergency policy or high availability controller prepared for a guaranteed and
continuous service from DCI.

In the event of a serious system outage affecting mission-critical workload, managing capacity for cost reasons ceases to
be a consideration. The only important consideration is that the system including all of its partitions can function without
capping limitations in order to restore the system. If DCI is still available, activate the Emergency Policy through ISPF
or with a modify command. If DCI is a victim of the outage and a restart or failover controller instance are not possible,
manually review capacity capping settings at the HMC and increase or remove any limits that might interfere with the
restoration of normal service. Restart the controller when the root issue is rectified.

Emergency Policy

We strongly recommend that you prepare an emergency policy and ensure that the appropriate operators understand its
purpose and know how to initiate the policy and under which circumstances. The emergency policy intended to overwrite
the current scheduled DCI policy to "release the defined capacity limits". Manually activate the emergency policy when it is
required for a restricted period of time.

DCI Controller Failure

DCI sets capping values through interaction with the HMC. If the controller is unable to access the resources it requires
DCI fails and stops capacity management. The HMC continues to honor those set limits until instructed to do otherwise. If
DCI is unavailable, the changes must be submitted manually through the HMC interface. We recommend that you prepare
a controller failover contingency. For more information, see Plan for Controller High Availability. For contingency planning,
also consider the situation where DCI controller is unable to function, including automated restart or failover, due to the
same root cause that is causing the system-wide outage.

In contingency planning, we recommend that you include early in the process an item to verify if the DCI controller is
active. If so, activate the Emergency policy. If not available take immediate steps to remove unwanted capping limits
manually. And, finally to restart DCI controller once the system outage issue is resolved.

View General Information
The Info panel in the ISPF interface displays the general information about DCI.

Use the Info panel in the ISPF interface to view general information such as the version of the DCI product and the server
details that you are using.

Open the Info panel to view the general information:

1. Start the DCI ISPF interface.
2. Click Menu, specify 7 to open the Info panel.

The Info panel opens:

┌─────────────────────────────── DCI ──────────────────────────────┐

│ ZDCIP00F                                                         │

│                                                                  │

│  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────   │

│                                                                  │
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│  Dynamic Capacity Intelligence for zSystems                      │

│                                                                  │

│  Version: 2.0.01                                                 │

│                                                                  │

│  Copyright (C) 2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved.               │

│                                                                  │

│  ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────   │

│                                                                  │

│  Server: ::FFFF:10.175.84.36 Port 25800 AF_INET6                 │

│                                                                  │

│                                                                  │

│                                                                  │

│                                                                  │

│                                                                  │

│                                                                  │

└──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Use the panel to view the following information:
Version Number

Displays the current version of the DCI product that you are using. Before you upgrade DCI, verify the version
number on the Info panel to apply PTFs and maintenance.

Server
Displays the connection details of the ISPF interface to the DCI controller through TCP/IP including the server IP
address and port number. The details might vary depending on whether you use IPv4 or IPv6.

3. Exit from the screen after you view the version number and server details.

Guided Customer Support
Collect the MSU DB and applied program temporary fixes (PTFs) data and share with Broadcom representative.

DCI Guided Customer Support option helps you collect data from MSU DB and also the data about applied program
temporary fixes (PTFs). Broadcom Support analyzes this data to identify and resolve the issue. The guided customer
support feature streamlines the data collection process by eliminating the extra time and communication between the
system programmer and Broadcom Customer Support.

Use the Guided Customer Support ISPF utility to create a support library, extract the data from an MSU database, pack
the results, and transfer the data to Customer Support.

1. Customize the DCIISPFG member that is located in the CFHRSAMP library.
2. Specify the line command 0 to edit the option DCI Guided Customer Support Setting.

This option lets you allocate a support library to collect data from the MSU DB and the applied DCI PTFs.
3. Provide the values for the following fields.
Support Library Name

Specifies the data set name that stores the information that you want to share with DCI support.
JOB statement

Specifies the job statement details.
Parameters in Cylinders

Specifies the size of the data set to collect the MSU DB data.
4. Press Enter to submit a JCL to create a support library.
5. Specify the option 1 List Applied DCI Fixes and press Enter to retrieve the list of PTFs that are applied to DCI.
6. Provide the values for the following SMP/E options:
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– Target Zone
– SMP/E-CSI name
– Execution mode

7. Press Enter to submit a JCL to retrieve the list of applied fixes into a support library.
8. Specify the option 2  Extract MSU DB and press Enter to extract the data from the DCI MSU DB.
9. Provide the values for the following fields:

– MSU database Name
– Extract Date

• From Date
• To Date

10. Press Enter to create and submit the JCL to extract the data.
DCI data is extracted to the support library.

11. Select the option 99, Pack Results.
This option lets you create a file that you can send it to Broadcom Customer Support.

12. Specify the line command 99 to open the option Pack File Name and press Enter.
Your DCI data is saved in the support library file that is created in the XMIT format.

13. Send the data to Broadcom Customer Support.

TIP

• You can either send data from mainframe to customer support or download the XMITTED file with the
options binary and record length 80 to the system and FTP to Broadcom Customer Support.

• To use the Guided Customer Support feature, DCI does not require to be active.

Broadcom Customer Support uses this data for further analysis and resolves the issue.

Generate CSV Reports
Export the DCI data from the MSU database into CSV files for further analysis.

DCI saves the data on the MSU database every 5 minutes. To analyze and show the data in the web UI, DCI summarizes
the MSU data every 5 minutes. For hourly reporting, the supported interval frequencies are 5 minutes, 15 minutes, and
60 minutes. The CSV report retrieves the data for a defined period from the VSAM database. DCI generates data for the
supported evaluation intervals and transfers the data to report data sets in the CSV format.

1. Customize the CSVBATCH member to that is located in the CFHRSAMP library.
2. Add a JOB statement.
3. Specify the USS directory where you want to store the CSV files.
4. Specify one of the following options to update CSV files in the USS path:
Reset

Extends the existing files with the new data. If the file does not exist, creates a file.
Update

Replaces the content of existing files with the new data. If the file does not exist, creates a file.
5. Specify one of the following intervals to update the data in CSV files:
5

Updates or replaces the data every 5 minutes in the CSV file.
15

Updates or replaces the data every 15 minutes in the CSV file.
60

Updates or replaces the data every one hour in the CSV file.
6. (Optional) Specify the character format for CSV file.
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The default character format for CSV File output EBCDIC. To define a different format, define the matching
CCSID with a parameter.

7. Specify one of the following values to generate CSV reports for a month:
0

Generates CSV reports for the current month.
-1

Generates CSV reports for the previous month.
MM/YY

Generates the CSV report for the specified month. For example, 01/19.
8. (Optional) Use the following options to specify the specific date and time to retrieve the CSV reports:

– DATEFROM
– TIMEFROM
– DATETO
– TIMETO

9. Execute the JCL.
The CSV reports are created based on the JCL definitions.

Web UI Reports

DCI CSV reporting supports the following browsers:

• Firefox
• Chrome
• OPERA
• (Recommended) Internet Explorer 11

Enter the IP address or the DNS-Name of your HTTP Server in your browser.

Example:

http://123.123.1.12/dci151demo/views/report/ 

dns-name/dci151demo/views/report/

The following sample shows the sample of CPC MSU Consumption Overview report in the web UI:
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Generate CSV Reports for Test Policies
You can create a test MSU database in DCI and generate CSV reports that are based on your test policies.

DCI optionally lets you generate CSV reports that are based on your test policies. During the installation, DCI creates a
separate test MSU database for test policies. The test policy results are stored in the test policy test-msudb. 

1. Customize the DCIJTSTC member that is located in the CFHRSAMP library.
2. Add a JOB statement.
3. Specify the USS directory to store the CSV files for test policies.
4. Specify one of the following options to update the CSV files in the USS path:
Reset

Extends the existing files with new data. If the file does not exist, the file is created.
Update

Replaces the content of existing files with the new data. If the file does not exist, the file is created.
5. Specify one of the following intervals to update the data in CSV files:
5

Updates or replaces the data every 5-minutes in CSV file.
15

Updates or replaces the data every 15-minutes in CSV file.
60

Updates or replaces the data every 15-minutes in CSV file.
6. (Optional) Specify the character format for CSV file.

The default character format for CSV File output EBCDIC. To define a different format, define the matching
CCSID with parameter.

7. Specify one of the following values to generate CSV reports for a month:
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0
Generates the CSV reports for the current month.

-1
Generates the CSV reports for the previous month.

MM/YY
Generates the CSV report for the specified month. For example, 01/19.

8. (Optional) Use the following options to specify the specific date and time to retrieve the CSV reports:
– DATEFROM
– TIMEFROM
– DATETO
– TIMETO

9. Execute the JCL.
The CSV reports are created based on the JCL settings.

View Reports in the web UI

DCI CSV reporting supports the following browsers:

• Firefox
• Chrome
• OPERA
• (Recommended) Internet Explorer 11

Enter the IP address or the DNS-Name of your HTTP Server in your Browser.

Example:

http://123.123.1.12/dci151demo/views/report/

dns-name/dci151demo/views/report/

Budget View
DCI Budget View helps you monitor actual MSU consumption, peak load times and compare the values with the budgeted
values as defined in your contract.

The DCI Budget View functionality enables you to monitor and plan MSU consumption and peak times of your mainframe
workload based on your contractual details. DCI records actual consumption in real time and provides continuously
updated Budget versus Actuals (BVA) MSUs. Actual MSUs consumption is aggregated hourly, providing a measurement
system that reflects IBM billing for system utilization which helps you monitor, track, and predict associated MSU costs
across the enterprise.

Budget View enables you to identify trends in BVA early in the budget cycle and helps you confidently make adjustments
to consumption behavior. Based on your knowledge of the ongoing MSU consumption, you can tune and rationalize
workload to reduce consumption, or open up the platform to additional workloads. DCI retains historical budget data from
the previous years, which you can use as a reference for planning future budgets. Actual values are derived from DCI
data to facilitate the real-time update. The actual values may vary from IBM SCRT values due to the rounding functions
used in the SCRT. In Budget View, DCI values can be augmented with SCRT values for past months so that displayed
values correspond exactly with what is reported to IBM.

DCI Budget View enables you to budget your MSU consumption based on the following IBM contract types:

Tailored Fit Pricing
(TFP) contracts

TFP customers can create and track DCI budgets based on the monthly accumulation of hourly MSU
usage. DCI lets you break down your contracts into monthly allocations across the 12-month reconciliation
periods of the contract.
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The DCI Budget View feature allows you to fully operate with your TFP contractual details, including the
purchased yearly MSUs, currently consumed MSUs, and the rollover of unused MSUs to the next 12-month
period.

Monthly License
Charge (MLC), also
called Sub-Capacity
Pricing (SCP) model

Customers using SCP plans can manage DCI budgets that track and monitor software licensing costs
based on the highest (peak) hourly MSU value of the Capping 4-Hour Average (C4HA) that is recorded
within a billing month.

Under a sub-capacity pricing metric, software charges for certain products are based on the utilization
capacity of the LPAR or LPARs where the products run. The total C4HA amount is accumulated across the
systems by the highest hourly C4HA in the month.

DCI Budget View provides real-time visualization of budgeted MSU consumption against the actual consumption.

Access the DCI Budget View functionality through the following DCI interfaces:

Configure budgets in
the DCI ISPF interface

Define contractual details and the budget period that you want to monitor depending on the pricing model
that you use:

• FTP budget
• SCP budget

For more information, see Configure Budget View.

Monitor the Budget
View in the DCI web UI

For more information, see Budget View Report.

Configure Budget View
Configure Budget View in DCI to monitor your system MSU consumption and peak times within a contracted period.

DCI Budget View enables you to monitor your budgeted MSU consumption and Capping 4-Hour Average (C4HA) peak
consumption instances based on your IBM Tailored Fit Pricing (TFP) contract or Sub-Capacity Pricing (SCP) and your
actual consumption. The configuration for budget monitoring includes the definition of a budget period, the MSU or C4HA
amount that you allocate for the period, and the system LPARs where you want to monitor the workload.

To successfully configure Budget View, you must complete the following tasks:

1. Define a budget period
You define specific details depending on the pricing model that you use:

TFP budget
Define your MSU consumption details for a specific budget period.

SCP budget
Define the amount of C4HA instances (monthly peak consumption occasions) for a specific budget period.

2. Define systems for budget view

Define a TFP Budget Period

Create a budget period to monitor your MSU consumption and compare it against your contracted values.

1. In the main DCI ISPF menu, select Option 6 - Budget View Definitions.
The Budget Views panel opens:

                                  Budget Views                Row 1 to 4 of 4
Command ==>

   AT - add TFP,  AS - add SCP,  E - edit,  D - delete,  C-copy

 S    Start  End    Type Description
 __   202206 202305 TFP  22JUN-23MAY (2022)
 __   202106 202205 TFP  17JUN-22MAY (2021)
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 __   202006 202105 SCP  17JUN-22MAY (2020)
 __   201906 202005 SCP  17JUN-22MAY (2019)
 ******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

The following line commands are available on the Budget View panel:
AT - add TFP Create a new TFP budget period.
AS - add SCP Create a new SCP budget period.

E - Edit Edit the details of an existing budget period.
D - Delete Delete an existing budget period.
C - Copy Create a new budget period using the details of an existing period.

2. Issue the AT line command to create a new TFP budget period.
A window with the TFP budget start date definition opens:

                                  Budget Views                 Row 1 to 4 of 4
  ┌─────────────────────────── DCI ───────────────────────────┐
  │                   Create a new Budget                     │
  │                                                           │
  │ Budget Type  . . : TFP                                    │
  │ Budget Start . . . ______  (format: YYYYMM)               │
S │                                                           │
A │                                                           │
_ │                                                           │
_ │                                                           │
_ │                                                           │
* │                                                           │****************
  │                                                           │
  └───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

3. Type the start date for the budget period in format YYYYMM, for example, 202301, then press Enter.
The Billing Year Budget panel for TFP budget opens:

                              Billing Year Budget 
 Command ===>
                  
 Bugdte Type  . . : TFP
 Budget Start . . : 202301
 Budget End . . . . 202312  (format: YYYYMM)

 Description  . . . ________________________________

 MSU(s)   Baseline   +Rollover       -Budgeted   =Balance
         0           0               0           0

          Allocated   Scrt-Rpt        Allocated   Scrt-Rpt
     Jan 0           0           Jul 0           0
     Feb 0           0           Aug 0           0
     Mar 0           0           Sep 0           0
     Apr 0           0           Oct 0           0
     May 0           0           Nov 0           0
     Jun 0           0           Dec 0           0

DCI automatically calculates the budget end date to form a 12-month period from the start date. You can edit the
budget end date manually and decrease the period length, however, DCI does not allow you to enter an end date that
forms a longer period than 12 months. We recommend that you use the 12-month period for better budget monitoring.

4. Define the TFP budget details:
Description Provide a description for the TFP budget period. The description is used for your reference on the list of

all budgets on the Budget View panel.
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NOTE
DCI automatically identifies the months within the defined budget period. For example, if
the period starts with February 2023 and ends in January 2024, DCI attributes the values
entered in the month January to be for January 2024.

MSU(s) Baseline Specify the number of contracted MSUs for the period.
Rollover Specify the number of MSUs that you have carried over from the previous

contracted period.
Allocated Specify the number of Budgeted MSUs that you predict to be consumed in each

month.
Scrt-Rpt (Optional) The Scrt-Rpt field allows you to manually override DCI historical MSU

consumption with values that are provided by other sources such as IBM SCRT
report. For example, you might use it in cases where DCI is missing historical
consumption values for all the systems that need monitoring.

If an Scrt-Rpt value is provided, it takes precedence over the actual MSU
consumption value that is recorded in the DCI database for that month.

NOTE
DCI automatically identifies the months within the defined budget period. For example, if
the period starts with February 2023 and ends in January 2024, DCI attributes the values
entered in the month January to be for January 2024.

After you have provided the values, press Enter.
DCI automatically calculates the values for the Budgeted and Balance MSUs:

Budgeted Represents the sum of all MSUs defined for each month.
Balance Represents the resulting value of MSUs that you expect to have at the end of the budget period.

DCI calculates the MSU balance values as follows:

Baseline value + Rollover value - Budgeted value

5. Press PF3 to save the budget period.
The request confirmation window opens:

                               Billing Year Budget
   ┌─────────────────────────── DCI ───────────────────────────┐ 
 B │                                                           │
 B │                                                           │
 B │ Request  . : SAVE                                         │
   │                                                           │
 D │ Budget . . : 202301                                       │
   │                                                           │
 M │                                                           │
   │ Press F3 to confirm the request                           │
   │ Press F12 to cancel/discard the request                   │
   │                                                           │
   └───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
     Mar 0           0           Sep 0           0
     Apr 0           0           Oct 0           0
     May 0           0           Nov 0           0
     Jun 0           0           Dec 0           0

Press PF3 to confirm the save request.

The TFP budget period displays in the list on the Budget Views panel. You have created a TFP budget period for
monitoring.

Press PF3 to return to the DCI main menu.
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Define an SCP Budget Period

Create a budget period to monitor and detect the peak consumption instances (C4HA) and compare them against your
contracted values.

1. In the main DCI ISPF menu, select Option 6 - Budget View Definitions.
The Budget Views panel opens:

                                  Budget Views                Row 1 to 4 of 4
Command ==>

   AT - add TFP,  AS - add SCP,  E - edit,  D - delete,  C-copy

 S    Start  End    Type Description
 __   202206 202305 TFP  22JUN-23MAY (2022)
 __   202106 202205 TFP  17JUN-22MAY (2021)
 __   202006 202105 SCP  17JUN-22MAY (2020)
 __   201906 202005 SCP  17JUN-22MAY (2019)
 ******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

2. Issue the AS line command to create a new SCP budget period.
A window with the SCP budget start date definition opens:

                                  Budget Views                 Row 1 to 4 of 4
  ┌─────────────────────────── DCI ───────────────────────────┐
  │                   Create a new Budget                     │
  │                                                           │
  │ Budget Type  . . : SCP                                    │
  │ Budget Start . . . ______  (format: YYYYMM)               │
S │                                                           │
A │                                                           │
_ │                                                           │
_ │                                                           │
_ │                                                           │
* │                                                           │****************
  │                                                           │
  └───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

3. Type the start date for the SCP budget period in format YYYYMM, for example, 202401, then press Enter.
The Billing Year Budget panel for SCP bugdet opens:

                              Billing Year Budget
 Command ===>

 Bugdte Type  . . : SCP
 Budget Start . . : 202401
 Budget End . . . . 202412  (format: YYYYMM)

 Description  . . . ________________________________ 

 Budgeted C4HA Values
 
          Allocated   Scrt-Rpt        Allocated   Scrt-Rpt
     Jan 0           0           Jul 0           0
     Feb 0           0           Aug 0           0
     Mar 0           0           Sep 0           0
     Apr 0           0           Oct 0           0
     May 0           0           Nov 0           0
     Jun 0           0           Dec 0           0

4. Define the budget details.
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Allocated Specify the number of monthly budgeted C4HA instances that you predict to happen in each month
during the billing year.

Scrt-Rpt (Optional) Provide the sub-capacity reported C4HA for missing months.

If you specify the Scrt-Rpt values for specific months, the report does not consider the actual values
of detected C4HA instances.

After you have provided the values, press Enter.
5. Press PF3 to save the budget period.

The request confirmation window opens:

                               Billing Year Budget
   ┌─────────────────────────── DCI ───────────────────────────┐
 B │                                                           │
 B │                                                           │
 B │ Request  . : SAVE                                         │
   │                                                           │
 D │ Budget . . : 202301                                       │
   │                                                           │
 M │                                                           │
   │ Press F3 to confirm the request                           │
   │ Press F12 to cancel/discard the request                   │
   │                                                           │
   └───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
     Mar 0           0           Sep 0           0
     Apr 0           0           Oct 0           0
     May 0           0           Nov 0           0
     Jun 0           0           Dec 0           0

Press PF3 to confirm the save request.

The SCP budget period displays in the list on the Budget Views panel. You have created an SCP budget period for
monitoring.

Press PF3 to return to the DCI main menu.

Define Systems for Budget View

Specify the LPARs that must participate in the budget monitoring:

1. In the main DCI ISPF menu, select Option 3 - System Definition Table.
The list of all existing DCI system definitions opens:

                           System Definition Table           Row 1 to 13 of 13
E - edit  A - add  D - delete
 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
S CPC  SYS  LPAR     HMC CG  DED BVW PROFILE  DESCRIPTION
_ ABC1 DEV1 DEV1L1   NO  NO  NO  NO  ________ Development system
_ ABC2 DEV2 DEV2L2   NO  NO  NO  NO  ________ Development system 2
_ ABC3 PRD4 PRD4L3   NO  NO  NO  YES ________ BudgetView 1
_ ABC3 PRD2 PRD2L3   NO  NO  NO  YES ________ BudgetView 2
_ ABC3 WRK1 WRK1P3   NO  NO  NO  YES ________ BudgetView 3
_ ABC4 TST1 TST1L4   NO  NO  NO  YES ________ BudgetView 4
_ ABC4 DEV3 DEV3L3   NO  NO  NO  YES ________ BudgetView 5
_ ABC4 PRD1 PRD1L4   NO  NO  NO  NO  ________ BudgetView 6
_ ABC4 PRD3 PRD3L4   NO  NO  NO  YES ________ BudgetView 7
_ ABC4 PRD4 PRD4L4   NO  NO  NO  YES ________ BudgetView 8
_ ABC4 PRD5 PRD5L4   NO  NO  NO  YES ________ BudgetView 9
_ ABC4 TST1 TST2L4   NO  NO  NO  YES ________ BudgetView 10
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_ ABC4 WRK2 WRK2L4   NO  NO  NO  YES ________ BudgetView 11
******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

2. Add or select an LPAR that you want to include in the budget view monitoring and issue the E line command.
The System Definition details window opens:

                           System Definition Table           Row 1 to 13 of 13
E ┌──────────────────────────── DCI ────────────────────────────┐ 
  │                     System Definition                       │ ─────────── 
S │  ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────   │
_ │ CPC          ABC4                                           │
_ │ SYS          PRD1                                           │
_ │ LPAR         PRD1L4                                         │
_ │ HMC          NO   Yes/No                                    │
_ │ CG Chg.      NO   Yes/No                                    │
_ │ Dedicated    NO   Yes/No                                    │
_ │ Budget View  NO   Yes/No                                    │
E │ Profile      ________                                       │
_ │ Desc.        BudgetView 6                                   │
_ │                                                             │
_ │                                                             │
_ │                                                             │
_ │ Command ===> ____________________________________________   │
* └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘ *************

3. Specify the value for the Budget View parameter:
YES Include the LPAR in the WebUI Budget View report.
NO Exclude the LPAR from the WebUI Budget View report.

4. Press PF3 to apply the changes.
The value for the Budget View parameter is displayed in the BVW column on the System Definition Table panel.
With the Budget View parameter set to YES, the LPAR is included in the DCI budget monitoring.

View the budget monitoring results on the WebUI Budget View report. For more information, see Budget View Report.

Use Case Videos
This section lists the use case videos for DCI.

DCI offers the following use case videos to complement the documentation and demonstrate how to implement and use
product features.

DCI - Architecture Overview
The DCI Architecture Overview video helps you understand
DCI components, basic architecture and communication among
different components, DCI interfaces, and DCI standard setup
recommendations.
Run time: 7 min. 12 sec.
DCI - Download PAX File from Broadcom Support
This video demonstrates how to download the PAX file from
Broadcom Support and FTP the pax file in the binary mode to your
mainframe USS file system.
Run time: 2 min. 07 sec.
DCI - Create a Product Directory
This video demonstrates how to create a product directory and
extract the contents of  pax file.
Run time: 2 min. 46 sec.
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DCI - Prepare the SMPE Environment for a Pax Installation
This video demonstrates how to customize the members in the
installation library to prepare data sets, initialize the zones, and
create the DDDEFs for your product.
Run time: 3 min. 17 sec.
DCI - Run SMP/E Installation Jobs to Complete the Base
Installation
Submit the jobs in the SMP/E installation library to receive, apply,
and accept SMP/E base functions. This video demonstrates how
to complete the base installation of DCI by executing the sample
SMP/E jobs.
Run time: 3 min. 06 sec.
DCI - Integrate with MOI
MOI lets you collect, view, and analyze data from DCI. Doing
so gives capacity planners or performance analysts and the
mainframe management team a historical view of system activity
and performance. Based on this historical data, MOI uses
machine learning to predict the future performance, which can
help you avoid potential performance issues. For more information
about how to integrate DCI with MOI, see Integrate with MOI.
Run time: 2 min. 03 sec.
DCI - Create a Policy
DCI uses policies to manage the MSU capping values of an
LPAR. The policy option lets you define MSU definitions for LPARs
across country multiplex, sysplex, CEC, capacity group, and group
definitions. Based on the MSU definition for LPARS, capacity
group, and CEC,  ensures that the maximum and minimum MSUs
are available to complete the time-critical and business-critical
workload to meet the SLAs.
Run time: 3 min. 56 sec.
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Reporting
View and analyze near real-time and historical MSU consumption reports for systems in the DCI web UI.

DCI web UI provides near real-time and historical MSU consumption reports in the graphical format. Use the web UI to
monitor the status of systems and analyze the historical MSU consumption of systems. These reports help you identify
the MSU consumption peak periods and systems that are driving high R4HA during the billing period. The web UI reports
help you fine-tune your policies to avoid any R4HA peaks. The web UI helps you view, analyze, sort, filter, zoom, export
the data of your data center that is collected by DCI.

The web UI provides an intuitive and interactive user experience with improved options and decreased maintenance
requirements.

Web UI Benefits

DCI offers the following benefits with the reporting options:

• A centralized point from which you can monitor your data center.
• Provides the nearly real-time data of your data center that is based on the active policy. The graphical format of data

helps you efficiently use, analyze, and act quickly to resolve the issues. 
• View the status of every system in your mainframe environment in a single window. Also lets you view the status of a

system in detail with a single click.
• View the list of policies that are defined in the policy for each system in your mainframe environment.
• Offers more than 35 out of the box reports provide information both in real time and for the selected period that lets you

understand the MSU consumption historical trend analysis.
• Customize the view by grouping LPARs that helps you to understand the relations of LPARs and identify the location of

LPAR quickly.

Web UI Functionalities

The web UI offers the following reporting functionalities:

Monitor status of systems
The Status view of web UI shows the systems status during the last interval. The Status view illustrates the
MSU consumption by LPARs, capacity groups, DCI logical groups, central processor complexes, sysplexes, and
country multiplexes. The Status view helps you identify which LPARs and workloads are at risk. Click the entity
box to identify the workload type that is affected during the last interval that is based on the workload manager
classification.

View and analyze MSU consumption reports of systems
DCI web UI provides more than 35 easy-to-use historical MSU consumption reports for systems in the table
and graphical formats. You can view the reports for all types of systems such as LPARs, capacity groups, DCI
logical groups, and CPCs. The report view helps you identify the system and the workload importance level that
drove high R4HA level during the billing period. With the reports, you can analyze the workload during the current
and previous months, identify trends and determine the MSU usage growth potential. Filter the data to view and
analyze the reports, trends, and patterns in reports for the systems. Perform the route cause analysis based on
the reports to avoid future occurrences of peak situations. The report view provides the following kinds of reports
for the selected systems:
Overview

Shows the overall MSU usage of the systems during the selected period of time.
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Summary
Helps to view and analyze the systems MSU usage data based that is based on the IBM Sub-Capacity
Reporting metrics such as defined capacity, R4HA, and system capping severities. This data helps you
reallocate the workload among LPARs in the groups to you avoid the peaks in a single LPAR.

WLM
Helps you view the MSU usage that is based on the workload management importance levels and DCI
defined criticality of the workloads for the selected systems. The WLM report helps you easily identify if
more MSUs are consumed by the Importance Level 5 and discretionary workload that can be delayed in
the peak hours and can fine-tune policies based on these reports.

Simulation
Shows the value that DCI would ascribe if DCI were running in the active mode for each 5-minute period.
For each subsequent iteration, DCI gathers the actual system status and limits the MSU usage based
on the simulated results. The simulation report shows that the impact that DCI would have made on the
C4HA values if the product was active.

View reports for policies in the QUEDED mode
DCI supports the scheduled policies automated activation based on the policy time settings and status. The
Policies view shows the list of policies that are in the active and QUEUED mode. Click the policy ID to view the
details about the selected policy.

View reports for policies in the TEST mode
Lets you view the list of policies and details of policies that are in the TEST mode.

Identify systems location
The Map view in the web UI shows the status of LPARs in your preferred customized view as against static
STATUS view. The MAP view lets you group LPARs based on the location which enables efficient and quick
analysis.

Monitor your budget
The Budget view in the DCI web UI displays a visualization of the budgeted and actual MSU consumption data
for all LPARs that you included in the budget monitoring. The Budget view enables you to track your current MSU
consumption within the contract and assess the predicted state of your budget at the end of the contracted period.

Monitor the Status of Systems
Use the status view to monitor the status of the systems in your mainframe environment.

DCI web UI Status view provides current status of all the entities. DCI updates the status of entities every 5 minutes. To
view the status each system in detail, click the system entity box. The details of the selected entity are displayed on the
right side of the window.

The Status view in the Web UI appears as shown below.
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Policy Details

The Policy Details section provides the information on the active policy that is managing the systems in the data center
that are shown in the Status window.

Policy
Specifies the name of the active policy that is currently managing the listed system in the Status view.

Mode
Specifies if DCI is in the simulation mode or active mode. If DCI is in the simulation mode, DCI monitors the
MSU usage of the systems, collects the MSU usage data, and provides reports. Use the data that are collected in
the simulation mode to create a policy or fine-tune your existing policy.

Status
Specifies that the policy is in the Active mode.
In Active Mode, DCI manages the capacity or MSU usage of the defined systems in the policy to ensure that MSU
usage.

Extensions
Specifies if the CPU weight is added to the system based on the attached policy extension to the active policy.

Policy Manually Activated by
Specifies the User ID who activated the policy manually for the specified period in the last interval.

Date of Validity
Specifies the date when the active policy is created

Date of Expiration
Specifies the date when the active policy expires
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Status of the Systems

In the system view, each box provides the status of the systems in your mainframe environment.  The screen varies
depending on the setup that you define within DCI. The color scheme reflects the current workload situation of the
system. Following are the legends and colors that are used to represent the status of the system.

Gray
Indicates that the system does not have capping.

Green
Indicates that the system has capping, but only affects the Not Time Critical (NTC) workload.

Yellow
Indicates that the system has capping and might soon affect the Time Critical (TC) workload and already affected
NTC WL.

Red
Indicates that the system has capping and affected both the Time Critical and the Business Critical (TC / BC)
workload. However, because of definitions, DCI is not bound to handle this issue when the MSU usage value
reaches the defined maximum capacity.

Entity or System Details During the Last Interval

This section provides data about the following data for the selected entity during the last interval:

R4HA (Rolling 4 Hour Average)
Shows the R4HA of the selected system in the last interval.

Mobile workload (MWP)
Shows the MSUs protected by the system from the mobile workload.

Container workload (CBP)
Shows the MSUs protected by the system from the container. This value is available only if the system includes a
container.

Business Critical MSU Usage
Shows the MSU consumption from the system to process the Business-Critical workload.

Time Critical MSU Usage
Shows the MSU consumption from the system to process the Time-Critical workload.

Non Time Critical MSU usage
Shows the MSU consumption from the system to process the Not-Time-Critical workload.

CG Entitlement
Specifies the MSU values assigned to the system in the capacity group.

Capped
Specifies the capped MSU value that is assigned to the system in the capacity group.

Capped (%)
Specifies the percentage of capacity that is used by the system against the assigned value.

Workload Bar Chart

The workload Bar Chart shows the percentage of MSUs that was allocated among the different importance levels of
workload during the last interval.
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High watermark (MSU)

This section shows details about maximum R4HA and C4HA (Cost-effective 4-Hour Average) values reached during the
last interval.

RH4A
Shows that the highest Rolling 4-Hour Average reached in the current billing period.

C4HA
Shows that the highest Cost 4-Hour Average reached in the current billing period.

NOTE
The high watermark for the C4HA value is based on the 60 minutes calculated value in order to be
closest to the value that is reported in the IBM Sub-Capacity Reporting Tool (SCRT). For reporting and
policy limits, allow for a variation of up to 0.5% from values reported in the SCRT.

Details

The Details section provides information about the current active policy that is attached the selected entity:

Defined Minimum MSU
Specifies the defined minimum MSU value that can be protected by the selected system that is based on the
active policy definitions.

Defined Maximum MSU
Specifies the defined maximum MSU values that can be protected by the selected system

Date of Validity
Specifies the date when the active policy is created.

Date of Expiration
Specifies the expiry date of the active policy

User
Specifies the User ID, who manually overwrote the active policy

View Policies
Use the DCI web UI Policy view, to see the list of policies and the information about active and queued policies.

The Policy view provides a list and information about policies that are in the active and queued modes. The Policy view
provides information about the status, priority, time settings, and policy modification details of the policies. Click the policy
ID from the list to view the systems MSU definitions that are attached to the policy.

WARNING

The HTML reporting requires an IBM HTTPS server. To use an alternate HTTP Server, contact your system
administrator.

Click Policy to view the list of policies that are in the ACTIVE, QUEUED, ACTIVE TEST, and QUEUED TEST modes.
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Click the Policy ID in the view the defined MSU values of the system that is attached to a specific policy.

The Policy view table provides the following details of the policy:

Policy ID
Specifies the ID o the selected policy.

Description
Specifies the brief description of the policy that you specified in the ISPF interface.

Status
Specifies the status of the policy that is either ACTIVE or QUEUED.
DCI switches between the active and queued policies that are based on the time settings, priority, and a policy
which DCI finds first while switching between policies.

Extensions
Shows if any policy extension that is attached to the policy. Click Show to view more details about the extension.

CPC IDs
Specifies the central processor complex (CPC) IDs that are added in the policy.

Selection Priority
Specifies the policy selection priority of the policy.
The option "Policy Selection Priority" lets you define a base policy with low priority that covers every day round
the clock, and define high priority for a policy during the selected time. When a base policy and a high-priority
policy overlap at the define time, DCI activates a high-priority policy.

Start date and time
Specifies the start date and time of the policy.

End date and time
Specifies the start date and time of the policy.

Time of day limit from
Specifies the time of the day when the policy time limit starts.

Time of day limit to
Specifies the time of the day when the policy time limit ends.

Day of the Week Validity
Specifies the days in a week when the policy is active.

Refresh Time
Specifies the data refreshed time regarding 5-minutes intervals.

Active Since
Specifies the date and time from the policy is active.
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Activated by
Specifies the User ID who activated the policy. Where Auto means, DCI activated a policy that is based on the
time and priority settings.

Last Modified By
Specifies the User ID who last modified the policy.

General Information

The General Information section provides the following defined values that are assigned to the system regarding the
policy in the ISPF interface:

Type
Specifies type of the system, which is CPC, CEC, CG, GC, or LPAR.

ID
Specifies the system name.

Label
Specifies the custom label that is assigned to the system ID for easy recognition.

System ID
Specifies the system ID.

Profile
Specifies the profile that is assigned to the system according to the active policy.

MWP MSU
Specifies the total MSU usage of the system from the mobile workload during the last interval.

Defined Min MSU
Specifies the minimum MSU that must be available for a system as per the active policy.

Define Max MSU
Specifies the MSU value that is allowed to be used by the system with this policy. The defined MAX MSU value
remains as the upper limit.

Automic (%)
Specifies the minimum MSU percentage to adjust the defined MIN MSU value to the already achieved cost-
effective R4HA MSU PEAK value (C4HA).

Automax (%)
Specifies the MSU value that you entered in the policy definitions to ensure that the C4HA value is not exceeded
during the validity period of a policy.

NOTE

The automax value is calculated based on the previously achieved C4HA values.DCI ensures that the
C4HA value does not exceed then the automax value in the current billing period.

BC
Specifies the importance level (0 through 6) of workloads as a business-critical workload protected by the system.

TC
Specifies the importance level (0 through 6) of workloads as a Time-Critical workload protected by the system.

NTC
Specifies the different importance level (0 through 6) workloads as a Not Time-Critical workload that is protected
by the system.
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High Watermarks

The column "High Watermarks" provides details about the highest MSU usage which occurred during the billing period:

Usage
Specifies the highest usage of the system in the number of MSUs.

Occurred at
Specifies the date and time when the highest MSU usage encountered by the system.

TIP

Click "+"  in the "Interval Information" section to view data about the percent of workload per WLM class that is
protected and the workflow value per WLM class (including System Class "IMP0") usage.

Interval Details

The Interval Details section shows the following MSU usage information during the last 5-minute interval:

R4HA
Specifies the R4HA value of the system.

Capped Usage
Specifies the maximum MSU usage of a system.

Occurred at
Specifies the maximum MSU usage occurred time.

BC, TC, and NTC
Specifies the MSUs used by the system to protect the business-critical workload, time-critical workload, and non-
time critical workload.

IMP0 (%) through IMP6 (%)
Specifies the percentage of MSU usage by a system to protect the different importance levels of workloads.

WFL0 (%) through WFL6 (%)
Specifies the percentage of MSU usage by the system to protect the different workload classes.

Filter Data and View Reports
View MSU consumption reports for LPARs, capacity groups, DCI logical groups and central processor complexes in the
DCI web UI.

DCI presents the MSU consumption interval reports in a graphical format that helps you understand the changes in the
system MSU consumption trends and patterns. DCI enables you to view the reports in the table, graph, and chart format.
DCI includes 36 out-of-the-box reports.

If you require more reports, send a customer enhancement request to your local distributor.

This article provides information about the tasks that you can perform in the Report view.

Filter Data

To filter data and view report in the web UI, select the options that are available in the Report view toolbar. The reports
are available in the table, stack area graphs, and chart formats. Click the corresponding icons to change the view of the
reports based on your preferences.

1. Click Report in the web UI to open the Report View.
2. From the REPORT drop-down menu, select the report.

By default, the report opens in graphical format. The reports are grouped into the following categories:
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– Overview
– Summary
– WLM
– Simulation

3. From the DATE drop-down list, select the date for which date you want to view the report.
4. From the TIMEFILTER drop-down list, select one of the following time options for the selected date:
00:00-24:00

Provides the report for the entire day.
08:00-18.00

Shows the report for the day time that is business hours.
18.00-08.00

Shows the report for the night time that is non-business hours.
5. Select the system for which you want to view the report.

NOTE

The CPC, CG, and SYSTEM drop-down menus let you select the specific system in your mainframe
environment.

6. Select one of the following time intervals to retrieve the report:
5m

Provides the report for the selected 5-minute interval.
The report is available for every 5 minutes for the selected date and the selected system.

15m
Provides the report for the selected 15-minute interval.
The 15-minute interval data is the aggregate for the 5-minute interval data. The 15-minute data includes three 5-
minutes interval data. The report retrieves MSU data for every 15 minutes for the selected date and time.

1h
Provides the selected report for every one hour.
The one-hour data is the aggregate of 5-minutes interval data. The one-hour data includes the twelve 5-minute
interval data. The report retrieves data for every one hour for the selected date and time.
The C4HA value depends on the R4HA and defined capacity limit values in the given period. DCI managed
C4HA enables you to immediately view the actual MSU usage that you are charged for as per SCRT without
considering the MWP or other discounts. The SCRT value depends on the R4HA and capped values. The SCRT
value considers the lowest value between the R4HA and the defined capacity limit.

• If the R4HA value is lower than the defined capacity value, the C4HA value reflects the R4HA value. For
example, at 12.00 AM if the SYSA R4HA value is 55 and the defined capacity limit is 60, the C4HA value for
the system reflects as 55.

• If the R4HA value is higher than the defined capacity value, C4HA value reflects the defined capacity value.
For example, if at 12.00 AM the SYSA R4HA value is 55 and the defined capacity limit is 49, the C4HA value
for the system reflects as 49.

As the C4HA value is an aggregation of R4HA and defined capacity limit for the given period, the 15-minute and
60-minute interval values may show different C4HA values. For reporting and policy limits, allow for a variation of
up to 0.5% from values reported in the SCRT.

TIP

Use the Crosshair to zoom in the Report graphical format to view the data for a definite time. Press
ESC to zoom out from the report. The number of CSV files that are generated for a billing period
depends on the intervals that you select for the report.
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7. Specify the value in Report Content Filter field to view the selected data. For example, if you want to see the report
for R4HA for the selected system and period, specify R4HA in the Report Content Filter field. Web UI shows the line
for R4HA and hides other values.

TIP

Use the option Report Content Filter to view the report for a single value in the chart or table. To filter the
multiple values in the report, select and clear the legends that are available in the graphical format.

8. Click Change view to table to change from graphical format to table format.
The data that are available in the table view is based on the filtered values in the graphical format.

9. Click Change view to stack area to view the report in the graphical format.
10. Click CHAR KEYS to view the list of keyboard shortcuts that are available in the Report view.
11. Click SAVE CHART to save the report in the picture format.

TIP

Ensure that you have turned on the cookies in your browser to save the chart in the picture format.
12. Click CHAR OPTIONS drop-down list to select the following options that you want to view and use in the Report view:
Tooltip

Provides information about the date, time, MSU values in numbers and percentage for every data points in the
graphical format.

NOTE
Ensure that the option tooltip is selected under CHART OPTIONS to view the details for every selected
data point in the report.

Set marker
Lets you view the MSU markers small or large.

Crosshair
Lets you zoom in, zoom out, and focus on the certain data point in the graphical format of Report.

TIP

Drag the crosshair in the report to zoom in to the specific section of the report. Press Esc to leave zoom.
Click Chart Keys, view and use the list of available shortcut keys to browse the web UI reports.

Fixed Y-axis
Keeps the Y-axis MSU scale the same. To view the complete report, select the option Fixed Y-axis.

13. Click CSV to export the data into CSV format.
Use the data for the analysis.

NOTE
When you select the report and metrics on the toolbar, click Apply to view the report based on your selection.

The reports in the web UI are classified into the following sections:

• Overview
• Summary Reports
• WLM Reports
• zIIP Workload Reports
• Simulation Reports

View Overview Report

The Overview section provides the report for the following selected systems that is based on the filters that you selected
in the toolbar:
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System
Shows the report for a selected system in your mainframe environment that is located in the specific CPC and
CG.

CG
Shows the report for the selected capacity group that resides in the particular CPC.

CPC
Shows the report for the selected Central Processor Complex. Provides the report for C4HA, R4HA, capped %
used by the CPC and the discretionary workload that is processed by CPC.

CMP
Shows the report for the selected country multiplex pricing. The report shows the C4HA, capped % MSU usage,
R4HA, MSU, and discretionary workload protected by CMP in the selected timeframe.

The overview report shows the data for the following values:

• Group Capacity Limit
• CG R4HA
• Capped %
• CG Entitlement
• Defined Capacity (if defined)
• Absolute Capping Values
• R4HA
• C4HA
• MSU usage
• MSU Values for Importance Level 5 workload
• MSU values for Discretionary Workload

The following example displays the system overview report:
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Summary Reports

The summary reports provide a quick view of the MSU consumption of individual LPARs in the selected sysplex, CM,
CPC, and capacity group. This data information lets you reallocate the workload among the LPARs which helps you avoid
the peaks in a single LPAR. DCI includes the following summary reports:

CG defcap
Shows the report about the defined capacity of LPARs that are associated with the selected capacity group.

CPC defcap
Shows the summary of MSU consumption of systems that are associated with the selected CPC.

CMP defcap
Shows the summary of MSU consumption of systems that are associated with the selected CMP.

Sysplex R4HA
Shows the R4HA values of systems that are associated with the selected sysplex.

Sysplex MSU
Shows MSU consumption of LPARS that are associated with the selected sysplex. The purpose of this report is to
identify which SYS (LPAR) has contributed how much MSU to the peak R4HA usage.

CG Weight
Shows report about the CPU weight that is shared by LPARs that are in the selected capacity group.

CG R4HA
Shows the R4HA report for individual LPARs that are associated with the selected capacity group.

CG MSU
Provides the MSU usage report for LPARs that are associated with the selected capacity group.

CPC Weight
Provides the CPU weight that is shared by LPARs that are associated with the selected CPC.

CPC CG R4HA
Shows the R4HA report of capacity groups that are associated with the selected CPC.

CPC CG MSU
Shows the MSU consumption of capacity groups that are associated with the selected CPC against the capped
percentage.

CPC R4HA
Shows the R4HA report of individual LPARs that are associated with the selected capacity group.

CPC MSU
Shows the MSU usage report of LPARs that are associated with the selected CPC.

CMP CG R4HA
Provides the R4HA report of capacity groups that are associated with the selected country multiplex.

CPC CG MSU
Provides report about MSU consumption of capacity groups that are associated with the selected CPC against the
capped percentage.

CMP R4HA
Provides the R4HA report for individual LPARs that are associated with the selected country multiplex.

SYSPLEX Usage
The WLM sysplex Usage report illustrates the summary of MSUs on all LPAPs that are running in the selected
sysplex. This report helps you analyze the container MSU consumption in the selected production sysplex against
the development sysplex. This analysis helps you to shift the container from the development to the production
environment without the extra cost and efficiently distribute the workload among different importance levels.
 For example, with container MSU workload report in the development environment, you can estimate the MSU
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requirement in the production environment in the future. This report also helps you to predict the importance level
5 workload that would remain in the production environment once the corresponding workload disappears from
the development environment.

CMP MSU
Provides the MSU usage report of LPARs that reside in the selected CMP.

System Capping State Report
The system capping state report shows the workload category that is affected during the selected interval or
billing period. The black line on the graph shows the categories of workload that are affected during the last five-
minute interval or during the pricing period. The system capping severity report helps you perform the pattern and
trend analysis for the repetitive occurrences of similar situations. Based on the pattern and trend analysis you can
adjust the MSU allocation to remediate to the situation in advance.
Category 1: System capped. (NTC) WL affected

Specifies that a system is capped and only affected the Not-Time Critical workload.
Category 2: System capped. (TC), NTC WL affected

Specifies that a system is capped, and affected only the Not-Time-Critical workload and also might affect
the Time-Critical workload.

Category 3: System capped. (BC), TC, NTC WL affected
Specifies that the Time-Critical and the Not-Time-Critical workloads are affected and might have also
affected the Business-Critical workload.

In the following example, the black line passes through the category 1, that means NTC workload was affected in
the last interval.

CPC Capping Severity by Category
The CPC Capping Severity by Category report shows the time and date when a category of workload was
affected on all the systems in the CPC. The CPC Capping State Counter report is only valid for 5-minute intervals.
In each row, the report shows the capping category from 0 through 6 where 0 means no active data available
during the 5-minute interval.
0

Indicates that no active data is available for an LAPR in the CPC
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1
Indicates that the system is not capped.

2
Indicates that the system is capped and affected the Not-Time-Critical workload.

3
Indicates that the system is capped, the Business-Critical workload might be affected, and the Time-
Critical workload has already been affected.

4
Indicates that the system is capped, and affected both the Time-Critical and Not-Time-Critical protected
workloads.

5
Indicates that the current MSU consumption of the capacity group is near the limit and might surpass
soon.

6
Indicates that the capacity group is capped.

WLM Reports

The report shows MSU share of a selected system based on the WLM classes that is an MSU share that is consumed
by each importance level in the selected importance interval. The WLM report helps you easily identify if more MSUs are
consumed by the Importance Level 5 and discretionary workload that can be delayed in peak hours.

• System Usage
• CPC Usage
• Sysplex Usage
• CPC
• CMP

Following is an example for the WLM Report of a system:
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TIP
Use the tooltip in the WLM reports to view the percentage MSU share of resources consumed by each
importance level of workloads at the selected interval.

The following section of reports shows the MSU consumption of a selected system that is based on the workload
criticality.

• System BC-TC-NTC
• CG BC-TC-NTC
• CPC BC-TC-NTC
• CMP BC-TC-NTC

Following is the example for the selected system:
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When you click one day, that day is shown including the day before and the day after. The buttons at the bottom right:
Click left to go back one day, click right to go forward one day, click the icon in the middle to go back to the original chart.
When you click the day again, DCI shows the data for one day.

zIIP Workload Reports

DCI zIIP reports provide data about zIIP eligible workloads processed by a system or CPC during the selected month
or MLC period.  zIIP dedicated processors can help to improve compute capacity and lower MLC costs. Eligible work
dispatched onto a zIIP processor workload does not contribute to the rolling four-hour MSU average and therefore does
not influence MLC software usage costs. However, when zIIP utilization is high, WLM may dispatch eligible work onto
general-purpose processors, which would influence monthly usage costs.

DCI you identify the systems that process the zIIP workloads during the monthly pricing peak period and plan for the
resource reallocation among systems.  DCI provides the following zIIP usage reports in the web UI:

System Overview
Provides a report for the zIIP eligible workload that is processed by the system or LPAR during the selected
month.

CPC Overview
Provides a report for the zIIP eligible workload that is processed by the CPC during the monthly pricing peak
period.

CPC LPAR Summary
Provides a summary report of zIIP eligible workloads processed by LPARs of a CPC during the selected month.

Simulation Reports

DCI lets you specify the operation mode in the Active mode and Simulation mode. In Active mode, the system dynamically
enables capping. In Simulation mode, the dynamic capping is disabled. The simulation reports show the value that DCI
would ascribe if DCI was running in active mode for each 5-minute period. For each subsequent iteration, DCI gathers the
actual system status and recalculates the simulated results that are based on the actual data. The simulation report shows
that the impact DCI would have made on the C4HA values if the product was active.
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TIP

The simulation report helps you make a decision to change DCI from the simulation mode to active mode.

Use the following simulation charts to assess the impact that DCI would have made on your system if it was in the active
mode:

Simulation System
Displays the simulation chart for the selected system or LPAR. The is reports lets you compare the C4HA values
in the simulation mode against the C4HA Values in the active mode. This report also shows the values for R4HA,
and MSU in active mode if DCI was in active mode.

Simulation CG
Displays the simulation chart for the selected capacity group. This report helps you compare the C4HA values
in the simulation and active mode. This report also displays the R4HA and MSU values for the selected capacity
group if the product was in active mode.

Simulation CPC
Displays the simulation report for the selected central processor complex. The simulation CPC report helps you
compare the values for CFHA simulation mode against the active mode. This report also displays values for
R4HA, and MSU values.

Simulation CMP
The DCI Simulation CMP report provides the report for country multiplex pricing with C4HA values both in the
active and simulation mode that helps you for easy comparison and quick analysis. The Simulation CMP reports
also show the values for R4HA and MSUs in active mode.

View Test Policy Reports

Click Test Reports to view the report for policies that are in the test mode for different types of selected systems. The
Test Reports help you understand the possible impact that test policy would have made on rolling 4-hour average value
for the specified interval on the system if it was active.
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Map View
The DCI web UI Map view shows the location of LPARs and capacity groups and the relationships between the LPARs
and capacity groups.

The Map view in the DCI web UI enables you to group LPARs and capacity groups in your mainframe environment
that is based on your preferences. The Map view helps you easily identify the location of LPARs and capacity groups,
understand how the LPARs and capacity groups are related to each other, and allows you to analyze the status of LPARs
and capacity groups more efficiently.

Navigate to Map View

To open the Map view, start the DCI web UI. Click Map to open the Map view.

Figure 7: Map View

Create a Custom Map view

The Map option enables you to group the LPARs and capacity groups that are based on different attributes. The attributes
in the Map view include sysplex, CMP, CPC, group capacity, group definition, and capping severity.

1. In the DCI web UI, click Map.
The Map view opens.

2. In the Select by: drop-down menu, select one of the following systems that you want to monitor:
– System
– CG or capacity group

3. In the X-axis and Y-axis drop-down menu, select one of the following systems:
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– CG
– CPC
– CMP
– GRP
– Sysplex
– Capping Severity

WARNING

Ensure that you select different systems from the Select by, x-axis, and y-axis drop-down list.

For example, if you want to view the status of LPARs and identify the location of LPARs that reside in the
various sysplexes and group definitions, select System in the Select by: drop-down list. Select sysplex in the X-axis.
Select GRP in the Y-axis. You can view the status of LPARs and LPARs that are grouped according to sysplex and
group definition.

NOTE

You can only view the list of LPARs and capacity groups that correspond to parameters that you specified in
the X-axis and Y-axis.

4. Select SAVE AS DEFAULT to save the custom view.
5. Select SHOW LEGEND to view the status description of LPARs.
6. Select Save to save the custom view.

The new custom view overwrites the existing view.

Open a Report from the Map View

The MAP view lets you easily navigate to the Report view to see the detailed reports of the system. From the Map
view, you can navigate to report for the systems that you select in the Select by, X-axis and Y-axis options. Select the
mainframe system on the MAP view, the report for the selected system opens.

If the selected mainframe system is not existing, the web UI opens the report for the main group that you selected in the
X-axis or Y-axis.

Budget View Report
The DCI Budget View report provides a graphical representation of the budgeted and actual MSU consumption and C4HA
peaks within a specific budget period.

The Budget View report in the DCI web UI displays a visual representation of the budgeted and actual MSU consumption
data and C4HA instances for all systems that you included in the budget monitoring. The report displays the yearly
consumption statistics based on the budget periods that you configure for the budget view. The DCI web UI displays
specific data for TFP and SCL budget types. For more information, see Budget View.

To view a report for a specific range of time, select a budget period from the Select Billing Year list box. You define the
budget periods during the budget view configuration. For more information, see Configure Budget View.

TFP Budget Report

For the selected budget period that you defined as TFP budget, the DCI report displays the values that are relevant for
MSU consumption.
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Baseline MSUs The value represents the number of MSUs as defined in your TFP contract for the selected period.
Prior Year Rollover The value represents the number of MSUs that were carried over from the previous contract period.

Actual MSUs The value represents the real total MSU consumption that DCI collects within the budget period across
all LPARs that are included in the budget monitoring. The table row Actual displays the total value (in
brackets) and the MSU consumption values in each month.

NOTE
The Actuals values that DCI collects might slightly differ from the SCRT reports because of the
difference in the data gathering and processing methods. You can also provide the SCRT values
in the budget period settings in the DCI Budget View ISPF interface to display the SCRT values
as the Actuals.

Remaining Budget The value represents the number of currently available MSUs.
MSU Balance The value represents the estimated number of MSUs that will remain by the end of the budget period. The

MSU Balance value is based on the current actual consumption of prior months and budgeted consumption
of upcoming months.

• A negative value indicates that you might overspend the budget by the end of the period.
• A positive value indicates that you might underspend the budget by the end of the period.

The MSU balance information allows you time to react and make adjustments or corrections to control MSU
consumption in advance of the end of the budget period.

Budgeted (total/
by month)

The value represents the number of MSUs that you allocated for the period in the DCI Budget View ISPF
interface.

Actual/Budget%
(average/by month)

The value represents the ratio of actual to budgeted MSUs.

• Values above 100% indicate that your actual consumption exceeds your initially budgeted MSUs (an
overspend).

• Values below 100% indicate that actual consumption was below your budgeted MSUs (an underspend).

The chart elements represent the following values:

Baseline+Rollover line The line represents the total number of MSUs that are available for the budget period.
Blue bar The bar represents the actual MSU consumption for the specific month.
Grey bar The bar represents the budgeted MSU consumption for the specific month.
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Budgeted Sum line The line represents the running total for budgeted MSU consumption in the period.
Actual Sum line The line represents the running total for actual MSU consumption in the period.

Projected Sum line The line represents the running total for projected MSU consumption in the period. The value is computed
using the actual MSU consumption of prior months and the budgeted MSU consumption of upcoming
months.

SCP Budget Report

When you select a budget period that you defined as SCP budget, the DCI report displays the C4HA-relevant values:

High Water Mark (C4HA) The value represents the date and time where the highest monthly consumption peak happened.

• A blank cell indicates that the amount of C4HA instances did not exceed the budgeted value in the
month.

• SCRT indicates that the value for the month has been overridden by the Scrt-Rpt value that you
defined in the DCI Budget View ISPF interface.

Actual (total/by month) The value represents the real total C4HA amount that DCI detected within the budget period across
all LPARs that are included in the budget monitoring. The table row Actual displays the total value (in
brackets) and the C4HA amount values in each month.

Budgeted (total/
by month)

The value represents the number of C4HA instances that you allocated for the period in the DCI Budget
View ISPF interface. The table row Budgeted displays the total value (in brackets) and the budgeted C4HA
amount reached in each month.

Actual/Budget%
(average/by month)

The value represents the ratio of actual to budgeted C4HA instances. Values above 100% indicate that
your actual consumption exceeds your initially budgeted C4HAs (an overspend).

The chart elements represent the following values:

Blue bar The bar represents the actual C4HA instances detected in the specific month.
Grey bar The bar represents the budgeted C4HA instances for the specific month.

Budgeted Sum line The line represents the running total for budgeted C4HA instances in the period.
Actual Sum line The line represents the running total for actual C4HA instances detected in the period.

Projected Sum line The line represents the running total for projected C4HA instances in the period. The value is computed
using the actual C4HA instances of prior months and the budgeted C4HA instances of upcoming months.
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Troubleshooting with web UI
Provides troubleshooting scenarios that you can follow to avoid or resolve DCI web UI issues.

This section of the document provides the troubleshooting scenarios so you can avoid the web UI issues or resolve them.

Data in the web UI is Missing

Ensure that the XML file names that are in the XML sub-directory are correct or you do not edit the file name when you
install and configure DCI web UI.

Incomplete Reports in the web UI

Even though the web UI is set up correctly, some reports might appear incomplete and might not show all values. The
reason might be CSV data on USS is corrupted or missing. Recreate the CSV data from the existing DCI MSU-DB file for
each month using the JCL sample that is located in the CSVBATCH member of CFHRSAMP library.

1. Customize the member CSVBATCH in the CFHRSAMP library.
2. Edit the values for 5, 15, and 60-minutes interval variables based on the descriptions provided in JCL.
3. On each step, define the parameters.

We recommend that you use the following parameter:
ACTION=RESET

MONTH= MM/YYYY  /* Type in here the month you want to generate */

4. Use the RESET parameter to generate CSV reports. The RESET parameter deletes the existing CSV reports for the
current month and builds a complete new report.

WARNING

Before you run the job, log in to DCI ISPF interface. On the menu, specify 1 to select Options. Edit the
option Reports to set OFF.

After the CSVBATCH job successfully completes, the Reports option value changes to ON.

Unable to Open Web UI

Ensure that you use Internet Explorer 11 or higher for better compatibility with web UI.
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Messages
Provides a comprehensive list of DCI messages, reasons, and user actions.

This section provides a comprehensive list of messages of DCI. The messages section includes the following categories:

• Controller Messages
• Agent Messages
• ISPF Interface Messages
• Policy Extension Messages
• Integration with Mainframe Operational Intelligence Messages

TIP
Search for the full message code, including the letter that specifies the message type.

Controller Messages
The controller collects and stores the LPAR MSU usage data from agents through the TCP/IP connection. The controller
uses this data to make decisions, issue alerts, and send messages. One controller is required for multiple CPCs.
Controller holds the information that is related to DCI. This section of the document includes the controller messages.

1000I
DYNAMIC CAPACITY INTELLIGENCE FOR ZSYSTEMS

2.0.01

COPYRIGHT (C) 2022 BROADCOM. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Action:

None. Information message.

1001I
COMMAND INTERFACE ESTABLISHED

Reason:

DCI confirms the successful establishment of the command interface.

Action:

None.

1002I
STOP COMMAND RECEIVED

Reason:

Controller received the stop command to stop DCI.

Action:

None.
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1003E
Load Library is not APF-AUTHORIZED

Reason:

DCI load library must be APF authorized. DCI Controller started task initiated an automatic shutdown because of the
missing APF authorization of the load library.

Action:

Assign the APF Authority to DCI load library and restart the controller STC.

1004I
STOP COMMAND FORCED BY DCI 

Reason: 

The controller has initiated an automatic shutdown because of the detected reoccurring problems.

Action: 

See the controller log for more information (that is message 1005E). If you cannot solve the problem, contact Broadcom
Support.

1005E
MAX RESTARTS OF taskname TASK REACHED

Reason:

Detected a problem with the DCI subtask name and initiated automatic restart for the subtask. After reaching the
maximum number of automatic restarts, the controller initiates a complete shutdown (see message 1004I).

Task Name overview:

RULE
Decision and Calculation Subtask

IP
TCP/IP Communication Subtask

DB
MSU DB Access Subtask

REPORT
CSV Report Subtask

Action:

See the controller log for more information. If you cannot resolve the problem, contact Broadcom Support.

1006W
SERVICE-CLASS IS NOT SYSSTC ! 

Reason: 

The DCI Controller STC is not running in the recommended Service Class STC. A lack of service (that is, delayed DCI
decisions or actions) should be expected.
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Action: 

We strongly recommend that you run the DCI Controller STC under Service Class SYSSTC.

1008I
DCI CONTROLLER SET TO NON-SWAPPABLE

Reason:

The controller started task is marked as non-swappable address space.

Action:

None.

1009W
DCI CONTROLLER IS ALREADY STARTED!

Reason:

The controller STC is started although the controller STC is active. The start of the duplicate DCI controller STC is denied.

Action:

None.

1010E
UNKNOWN COMMAND 

Reason: 

Modify Command is unknown or invalid.

Action: 

Information message. 

1011E
Modify Command Too Long 

Reason: 

The modify request for controller is too long to be a valid DCI Controller modify request.

Action: 

Correct your modify request statement and retry.

1015E
ERROR READING PARM STRING 

Reason: 

The header line of a message 1236I information block shows the defined policies with basic information (For more
information see 1236I).

Action: 
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Resolve the error in the assigned parameter and restart the controller.

1020I
SERVER ADDRESS: aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd 

Reason: 

When the Controller binds to the stack, the controller writes the detected IP values (server address, server name, server
port, and server stack) to the console.

Action: 

None.

1020I1
SERVER PORT: port-number 

Reason: 

When the controller binds to the stack, the controller writes the detected IP values (server address, server name, server
port, and server stack) to the console.

Action: 

None.

1020I2
SERVER STACK: IP-Stack name 

Reason: 

When the controller binds to the stack, the controller writes the detected IP values (server address, servername, server
port, and server stack) to the console.

Action: 

Information message.

1030I0
HMC CHANGE REQUEST TIMEOUT 

Reason: 

The agent is not responding to the controller.

Action: 

Verify the system definitions or problems with the interface to the HMC.

1030I
HMC REQUEST TO CPC=<cpcID> <target element type=LPAR | CG>  <Element ID:LPAR-Name | CG Name>
<Resource type:DCL|CGL|WGT|ABS > <Processor type=CP (Central Processor) | IP (zIIP)> <value> <Request
Status: SCHEDULED | COMPLETED | SKIPPED>

Reason:
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This message shows the information for HMC request set by the agent to the HMC.

Where

• cpcID
Specifies the CPC ID with which an LPAR or a capacity is group is associated according to active policy definitions.

• Target Element Type: LPAR | CG
Specifies the type of the element that is LPAR or capacity group for which the HMC requests are activated.

• Element ID: LPAR-Name | CG Name
Specifies the element ID that is LPAR ID or capacity group ID for which the HMC requests are activated.

• Resource Type: DCL | CGL | WGT | ABS
Specifies the request type which includes the following types:
– Defined capacity limit (DCL)
– Group capacity limit (CGL) 
– Processor weight (WGT)
– Absolute capping value (ABS)

• Processor Type: CP | IP
Specifies the processor type to which the value is changed:
– Central Processor
– zIIP Processor

Action:

None.

1030I1
HMC CHANGE: CPC=cpcID LPARID=lparID DEFCAP=nnn  

Reason: 

Change request is scheduled for lparID on cpcID with the defined capacity MSU limit.

Action: 

None.

1030I2
HMC CHANGE: CPC=cpcID CG=capacity group CG-LIMIT=nnn

Reason:

Change request is scheduled for a capacity group MSU limit in the the specified CPC ID.

Action:

None.

1030I3
HMC CHANGE: CPC=cpcID LPARID=lparID DEFCAP=nnn COMPLETED 

Reason: 

Successfully completed the change for an LPAR on the specified cpcID. 

Action: 
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None.

1031I
HMC CHANGE REQUEST TIMEOUT

Reason:

An HMC change request was not processed in time by HMC. The request is queued again.

Action:

None.

1030I4
HMC CHANGE: CPC=cpcID CG=capacity group CG-LIMIT=nnn COMPLETED

Reason:

Successfully completed the MSU changes to the z/OS system.

Action:

None.

1070I
Systems Definition changed by user <user ID>

Reason:

The System Definition Table settings is modified by user. 

Action:

None.  

 

1071I
SYSTEM DEFINITION TABLE CONTENT CPC=cpc-id SYS=system-id LPAR=lpar-id  HMC=[YES/NO] CG=[YES/NO]
DED=[YES/NO] PROFILE= name DESCRIPTION=description

Reason:

Shows the current System Definition Table settings for an LPAR.

Action:

None. 

1072I
Change Requests to HMC

Reason:

Provides an overview of HMC change requests to an agent. 

Action:
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None.  

1073W
HMC CONTROL GAP IN DCI SYSTEM TABLE SETTINGS DETECTED!

Reason:

DCI cannot trigger HMC change requests to all LPARs that are defined in the currently active policy based on the system
definitions table.

Action:

Verify the system definitions table to ensure that the LPAR can be managed by HMC through the BCPii-enabled agent for
the defined capacity changes.

1074W
HMC CHANGE REQUESTS FOR CPC cpc-id LPAR lpar-id WILL NOT BE PROCESSED

Reason:

As per System Definition Table settings, the LPAR cannot be triggered for the defined capacity changes.

Action:

Verify the System Definitions Table to ensure that the LPAR can be managed by Hardware Management Console(HMC)
through the BCPii enabled agent for the defined capacity changes.

1075I
ALL AGENTS SET UP TO HANDLE ONLY DEDICATED HMC CHANGE REQUESTS

Reason:

According to settings in the Systems Definition Table, the LPARs are defined as dedicated. The dedicated agents
transmit HMC requests only for the corresponding LPAR or for the capacity group where it is located. 

Action:

None. 

1076I
AGENTS FOR DEDICATED AND GLOBAL HMC CHANGE REQUESTS ARE DEFINED

Reason: 

Provides information that agents are defined to handle global HMC requests, and also the agents which only handle
dedicated requests.  

Action:

None.  

1077W
IDENTIFIED GCL CONTROL GAP IN DCI SYSTEM TABLE SETTINGS!

Reason: 
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Indicates that DCI cannot trigger HMC change requests for all CGs due to policy definitions and SYSTEMS definitions
Definition conflicts. 

Action:

Verify the HMC, CG, and Dedicated values in the System Definition Table settings. Ensure that minimum one LPAR or
agent from the capacity group is defined as Dedicated in the System Definition Table. Ensure that the value for CG is
specified as Yes if you want the capacity group limit to be changed per policy definitions. 

1078W
NO AGENT FOR GCL CHANGES OF CG cg-name DEFINED. GCL CHANGE REQUESTS FOR CG cg-name WILL
NOT BE PROCESSED.

Reason:  

 As per Systems Definition Table settings the HMC requests for capacity group limit changes cannot be triggered for
the capacity group.  No dedicated agent is defined for the capacity group. 

Action: 

Verify the System Definition Table settings. Ensure that the value for CG is Yes and minimum BCPii enabled agent is
located in the capacity group.  

 

1084I
NEXT HMC CHANGE for LPARID in the CPCID DEFCAP value is SKIPPED 

Reason: 

A pending LPAR defined capacity change request for a CG or LPAR is skipped because the DCI operational mode is
changed from ACTIVE to SIMULATION.

Action:

None.

1100I
NEW SYSTEM cpcID lparID sysID FOUND AND ADDED TO A POLICY

Reason:

The controller detected a new system and starts storing the MSU usage information.

Action:

None.

1101I
CG capacity group HAS BEEN CHANGED; AUTOMATIC CAPPING CALCULATION ON CPC cpcID STOPPED

Reason:

The controller detected a new system for an existing capacity group definition. Automation stopped until the corrections
are made to the capacity group through the ISPF interface.

Action:
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Correct the capacity group definitions and the settings. Reset the policy.

1102I
POLICY SELECTION DISABLED

Reason:

License is expired.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

1103I
AUTOMATIC POLICY SWITCH SCHEDULED

Reason:

The controller detected a policy that matches the current conditions and activated the policy.

Action:

None.

1104E
MANUAL SWITCH TO policyID FAILED

Reason:

The manual activation of the policy is failed.

Action:

None.

1105I
MANUAL POLICY SWITCH TO policyID COMPLETED 

Reason: 

The manual activation of the policy is successful.

Action: 

None. 

1106E
POLICY SWITCH TO policyID FAILED 

Reason: 

The automatic switch to policyID failed.

Action: 

None. 
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1107I
POLICY SWITCH TO policyID COMPLETED 

Reason: 

The automatic switch to a policy policyID was successful.

Action: 

None.

1108E
LICENCE KEY INVALID OR EXPIRED

Reason:

License key is invalid or expired.

Action:

Verify the license key and contact Broadcom Support.

1109I
POLICY REFRESH SCHEDULED BY USER userID 

Reason: 

A policy refresh was issued from the ISPF Interface.

Action: 

None.

1110I
MANUAL POLICY SWITCH TO policyID FOR n MINUTES SCHEDULED BY USER userID. 

Reason: 

Manually activated the policy for a specific duration.

Action: 

None. 

1111I
GLOBAL MESSAGE ID TO SHOW ACTUAL DEFINITION OF AN ACTIVATED POLICY

Reason:

Shows the active policy definitions.

Action:

None.
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1111I0
POLICY policy_id SETTINGS AT TIME OF ACTIVATION 

Reason: 

Shows the policy ID settings at the time of the activation. 

Action: 

None.

1111I1
DEFINITIONS FOR type type-id: 

Reason: 

The following information is valid for the policy type defined with name type-id:

type
Specifies the type of the system, that is CMP or CPC

type-id
Specifies the ID of the CMP or CPC, as entered for the policy

Action: 

None.

1111I2
type=type-id CEC=cec-id GG=capacity-group MIN=minmsu MAX=maxmsu PROF=profile-name 

Reason: 

Lists the detailed information for a Capacity Group definition, where the variables represent each of the following:

type
Specifies the type, country multiplex (CMP) or central electronic complex (CEC).

type-id
Specifies the CMP or CPC type name, as entered for the policy where the capacity group resides.

cec-id
Specifies CEC name for which the Capacity Group is defined.

capacity-group
Specifies the name of the capacity group.

minmsu
Specifies the defined minimum MSU value for the capacity group.

maxmsu
Specifies the defined maximum MSU value for the capacity group.

profile_name
Specifies the selected profile of the capacity group.

Action: 

None.
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1111I3
type=type-id CEC=cec-id LPAR=lpar-id SYS=sys-id MIN=minmsu MAX=maxmsu BC=4 TC=5 MWP=mwpmsu
PROF=profile-name 

Reason: 

Lists the detailed information for a system or LPAR. 

type
Specifies the type of the system, that is LPAR.

type-id
Specifies the system ID of an LPAR

cec-id
Specifies the CEC ID where the LPAR exists.

capacity-group
Specifies the capacity group name where the LPAR exists.

minmsu
Specifies the defined minimum MSU value of the LPAR.

maxmsu
Specifies the defined maximum of the LPAR.

mwpmsu
Specifies the total MSU values used by the system to process the mobile workload.

profile_name
Specifies the selected profile name of the LPAR.

 Action: 

None. Information only.

1113I
QUEUE REQUEST SCHEDULED FOR POLICY policyID BY USER userID 

Reason: 

A queue request for the policy <policy-id> is scheduled.The policy is in the QUEUE mode.

Action: 

None. 

1114I
STOP SCHEDULED FOR POLICY policyID BY USER userID 

Reason:

The policy schedules is changed to STOP.

Action:

None. 
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1115I
GRP|CG id: C4HA= <ccc> MSU - CALCULATED AUTOMIN= <nnn> MSU 

Reason: 

The AUTOMIN values is defined to the capacity group based on the C4HA MSU. 

Action: 

None. 

1115I0
AUTOMIN FOR GRP|CG id ADJUSTED FROM <nnn> TO< nnn> MSU BY DEFINED POLICY MIN|MAX MSU 

Reason: 

The AUTOMIN MSU value for the capacity group is adjusted according to AUTOMIN and AUTOMAX percentage values
based on the policy definitions.

Action: 

None.

1116I0
AUTOMAX FOR GRP|CG id ADJUSTED FROM nnn TO nnn MSU BY DEFINED POLICY MIN|MAX MSU 

Reason: 

The calculated AUTOMAX MSU value was below the defined MIN MSU or above the defined MAX MSU

Action: 

None.

1116I
GRP|CG id: C4HA=ccc MSU - CALCULATED AUTOMAX=nnn MSU 

Reason: 

AUTOMAX function is used for GRP|CG id. Based on the C4HA MSU values, the AUTOMAX MSU value is set to a new
MSU value.

Action: 

None.

1120I
ALERT alertid RAISED 

Reason: 

An Alert is raised due to matching conditions as in the alert definitions.

Action: 

None. 
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1121E
ALERT alertid EMAIL NOT SENT rc

Reason:

Failed to send the alert email to the recipient.

Action:

Verify and enter the correct email ID in the Alert Definitions panel.

1122E
ALERT alertid: NO STATUS INFORMATION FOUND

Reason:

One of the entered values in alert ID could not be found.

Action:

Verify the entries in alertid for the corresponding Email ID, CPC ID, or GRP/SYS.

1130I
OVERWRITE FOR CPC=cpc IDTYP= type ID=id HAS BEEN DELETED 

Reason: 

The setting of MSU is 0 in the ISPF interface. 

Action: 

None.

1131I
OVERWRITE REQUEST FROM USER userid FOR:  TYP=GRP ID=groupname | CPC=cpc-id TYP=CG|SYS
ID=name   MIN MSU: mn MAX MSU: mx UNTIL dd/mm/yy hh:mm

Reason:

Shows the overwrite request that is triggered by user <userid> for a GRP element <groupname> or CG or SYS element
name of CPC <cpc-id>.

Following are the overwrite details:

• <mn> is the set minimum msu value or * if not used
•  <mx> is the set maximum msu value or * if not used. 
• UNTIL <dd/mm/yy hh:mm> shows the end date and time of overwrite.

Action:

None. 

1132I
OVERWRITE FOR CPC=cpcid TYP=type ID=id HAS EXPIRED 

Reason: 
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The manual overwrite is expired due to the time settings at activation.

Action: 

None.

1160I
BUSINESS CALENDER: NO BUSINESS DAY TODAY 

Reason: 

DCI has recognized a non-business Day

Action: 

Assign non-business day for the identified calendar day.

1170I
XML RESET TO DEFAULT VALUES 

Reason: 

XML not found or corrupted, and a reset to default values.

Action: 

None.

1180I
CAPPING LIMIT FOR CPC= [CPCID]  CG= [CGID] SET TO nnn MSU

Reason:

The capacity limit for a CG capacity group is set to a new MSU values as per policy definitions.

Action:

None.

1180I0
CAPPING LIMIT FOR CPC=cpcID CG=capacity group INCREASED|DECREASED FROM mmm MSU TO nnn MSU 

Reason: 

The capacity limit is increased or decreased for a capacity group according to the policy definitions.

Action: 

None.

1181I
SIMULATION MODE IS ENABLED

Reason:

Simulation mode has been selected in the installation parameters. All dynamic capping actions will be simulated and can
be found in the Log
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Action:

Disable Simulation mode to get automated dynamic capping activated.

1181I0
SIMULATION MODE DISABLED, DYNAMIC CAPPING IS ENABLED

Reason:

Simulation mode is disabled in the installation parameters.

Action:

None

1182E
NO AGENTS WITH BCPII=Y CONFIGURED, DYNAMIC CAPPING DISABLED 

Reason: 

Dynamic capping is disabled. The agent with BCPII is unavailable or not defined.

Action: 

Configure agent with BCPII=Y. For more information, see Installation Guide for the BCPII Interface Configurations.

1183E
ALL AGENTS WITH BCPII=Y ARE UNAVAILABLE OR TIMED OUT

Reason: 

Dynamic capping is disabled. There is no agent with BCPII=Yes available

Action: 

Correct the error on the communication level between the agent and the HMC.

1190I
IP REQUEST FROM UNKNOWN REQUESTER IGNORED 

Reason: 

An IP data package sent from a non-DCI-port to the DCI reserved IP port is ignored.

Action: 

None. 

1200I
DCI REPORT TASK STARTED 

Reason: 

DCI report task has been started and is ready for work

Action: 

None. 
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1201E
DCI CSV report mode not defined

Reason:

The configuration parameter for the CSV report mode (on/off) is missing in the dci config xml.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

1202E
DCI config directory not defined

Reason:

The DCI USS main directory does not contain the required sub directory that is /config.

Action:

Check if DCI installation steps which create all required USS directories are updated successfully. Contact Broadcom
Support for more help.

1203E
No DCI USS main path defined

Reason:

The DCI USS main directory does not exist.

Action:

Check if the DCI installation procedure that creates all required USS directories are completed successfully. Contact DCI
for more help.

1204E
Path dci-main-directory/csv does not exist. check if zfs is mounted 

Reason: 

The DCI USS main directory does not contain the required subdirectory /csv.

Action: 

Verify if the DCI installation steps that create all required USS directories are completed successfully. Contact
the DCI support for more help.

1205E
No write permission to dci-main-directory/csv 

Reason: 

No permission to the dci-main-directory/csv

Action: 

Grant write/update permission for path dci-main-directory/csv to the DCI Controller STC.
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1211I
DCI CSV REPORTING FEATURE ENABLED

Reason:

DCI CSV reporting feature has been activated.

Action:

None. Information message only.

1212I
DCI CSV REPORTING FEATURE DISABLED

Reason:

DCI CSV reporting feature has been deactivated.

Action:

None. Information message only.

1213E
REPORT UPDATE FOR interval-length MINUTE INTERVAL HAS FAILED

Reason:

Current MSU usage data for the reported interval (5, 15 or 60 minute) was not added to the CSV report files.

Action:

Contact DCI support.

1214I
RESET OF interval-length MINUTE INTERVAL REPORTS STARTED 

Reason: 

A reset of DCI reports has been triggered per modify request. Reset of reports with report interval length (5, 15 or 60
minutes) was started.

Action: 

None. 

1215I
RESET OF interval-length MINUTE INTERVAL REPORTS ENDED 

Reason: 

Reset of reports with report interval length interval-length (5, 15 or 60 minutes) has ended

Action: 

None. 
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1221E
Unknown Policy action request ignored: modify-request 

Reason: 

An unknown policy action request, received through a DCI Controller STC modify command, was not processed.

Action: 

Correct your modify request statement and retry.

1222E
Policy action request with missing Policy-ID ignored: modify-request

Reason:

A policy action request, which was received through a DCI Controller STC modify command, was not processed because
no Policy-ID (Policy Name) was specified.
modify-request shows the requested policy action request

Action:

Correct your modify request statement and retry.

1223E
Policy action request with unknown Policy-ID ignored: modify-request

Reason:

A policy action request, received through a DCI Controller STC modify command, was not processed because the defined
Policy-ID (Policy Name) does not exist.

Action:

Modify-request statement shows the required policy action request. Correct your modify request statement and retry.

1224E
Policy action request with missing Duration ignored: modify-request

Reason:

A policy activate request, received through a DCI Controller STC modify command, was not processed because a
duration time (in minutes) was not defined.
modify-request shows the requested policy action request

Action:

Correct your modify request statement and retry.

1225E
Policy action request with invalid Duration ignored: modify-request

Reason:
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A policy activate request, received through a DCI Controller STC modify command, was not processed because the
specified duration time was invalid (not numeric or out of range). The duration time must be a numeric value between 1
and 6000 (minutes).
modify-request shows the requested policy action

Action:

Correct your modify request statement and retry.

1226E
Policy overwrite request with invalid type ignored: modify-request

Reason:

A policy activate request, received through a DCI Controller STC modify command, was not processed because the
specified type was invalid. Valid types are CPC, CG, LPAR.
modify-request shows the requested policy action

Action:

Correct your modify request statement and retry.

1227E
Policy action request with missing MSU value ignored: modify-request 

Reason: 

A policy activate request, received through a DCI Controller STC modify command, was not processed because the
required MSU value was not specified.

Action: 

Modify-request shows the requested policy action.

1228E
Policy action request with invalid MSU value ignored: modify-request 

Reason: 

A policy activate request, received through a DCI Controller STC modify command, was not processed because the
specified MSU was invalid (not numeric or out of range). The MSU value must be a numeric value between 1 and 99999. 

Action: 

Correct your modify request statement and retry. Modify request shows the requested policy action.

1229E
Policy action request with invalid CPC-ID ignored: modify-request 

Reason: 

A policy activate request, received through a DCI Controller STC modify command, was not processed because the
specified CPC ID was invalid. The CPC ID must be 4 characters , and only the following characters are allowed: A-F, 0-9.
Modify-request shows the requested policy action

Action: 
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Correct your modify request statement and retry.

1230E
Policy action request with missing ID ignored: modify-request 

Reason: 

A policy activate request, received thru a DCI Controller STC modify command, was not processed because a required
system or group ID was not specified.
modify-request shows the requested policy action

Action: 

Correct your modify request statement and retry.

1231E
Policy action request with invalid ID ignored: modify-request

Reason:

A policy action request, received through a DCI Controller STC modify command, was not processed because the
specified system or group ID was invalid. The system/group ID must fit the zOS name conventions.
modify-request shows the requested policy action

Action:

Correct the invalid system/group ID and retry

1232W
NO ACTIVE POLICY FOUND. DCI IS CURRENTLY RUNNING WITHOUT POLICY!

Reason:

The DCI Controller has not found a queued policy for the current date/time range. No further capacity adjustments are
done until a fitting queued policy is found, all capacity limits will stay on the current levels.

Action:

Check your policy definitions for gaps in date and time ranges. Make sure that policies you want to use have all state
QUEUED.

1233E
POLICY ACTIVATE: DURATION OUT OF RANGE, ONLY 1 - 1439 MINUTES ALLOWED

Reason:

A policy activate request was received through a DCI Controller STC MODIFY command; however, it was not processed
because the specified duration time was not in the allowed range of 1 to 1439 minutes.

Action:

Correct the duration time used in the MODIFY activate command and set a duration of minimum 1 minute up to a
maximum of 1439 minutes.
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1234E
POLICY policyID IS INCOMPLETE AND CAN NOT BE QUEUED/ACTIVATED

Reason:

A queue or activate attempt for policyID was triggered although the policy does not have sufficient content to work with.

Action:

Complete the definition of the policy.

1235I
DELETE REQUEST FOR POLICY policyID BY USER userID

Reason: 

Policy policyID was deleted by user userID.

Action: 

None. 

1236I
DCI Policy Overview:

Reason:

The header line of a message 1236I Information block shows all defined policies with basic information (described in the
following 1236I message overview).

Action:

None. Information only.

1236I0
Policy-Name: policy-name

Reason:

Name of the policy.

Action:

None. Information only.

1236I1
Mode: mode

Reason:

Shows the current policy mode. The mode is either QUEUED or STOPPED.

Action:

None.
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1236I2
Description: policy-description

Reason:

Policy-description is the user-defined description of the listed policy. This information is optional, so if the policy was
created without a description text, then policy-description is empty.

Action:

None. Information only.

1236I3
DATE-From date-from DATE-TO date-to

Reason:

Shows the predefined date range of the policy. The from date and to date are date in the format dd/mm/yy format.

Action:

None. Informational message.

1236I4
TOD-From time-from TOD-TO time-to

Reason: 

Shows the predefined (Time Of Day) time range of the policy. Specify Time-from and Time-to in the format hh:mm format.

Action: 

None.

1236I5
WEEKDAYS: weekday_overview

Reason: 

Shows the predefined weekdays of the policy. weekday_overview is the list of the selected weekdays:

MO
Monday

TU
Tuesday

WE
Wednesday

TH
Thursday

FR
Friday

SA
Saturday
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SU
Sunday

NBD
Non-Business-Day

Action: 

None.

1237
No policy overwrites found 

Reason: 

No overwrites are available for the current active policy.

Action: 

None. 

1237I
Active policy overwrites:

Reason:

This is the header line of an information block for the message 1237I, which shows the active overwrites for the current
active policy.

Action:

None.

1237I1
MIN MSU: mn|* MAX MSU: mx|* UNTIL dd/mm/yy hh:mm 

Reason: 

Overwrite details: mn is the set minimum msu value or * if not used. mx is the set maximum msu value or * if not used,
UNTIL dd/mm/yy hh:mm shows the end date and time of overwrite.

Action: 

None.

12370I
Typ=GRP ID=grp-name

Reason:

Shows the overwrite details for a GRP element <grp-name>.

Action:

None.
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1237I0
CPC=cpc-id Typ=CG|SYS ID=name 

Reason: 

DCI shows the overwrite details for CG or SYS element under the specified CPC <cpc-id>. 

Action: 

None.

1237I2
REQUESTED BY USER uid AT dd/mm/yy hh:mm:ss 

Reason: 

Overwrite details: uid is the user who requested the overwrite, AT dd/mm/yy hh:mm:ss shows the date and time the
overwrite was entered.

Action: 

None.

1240I
Option change request received: request 

Reason: 

A modify request to change an option was entered by the operator. Request shows the entered modify request.

Action: 

None.

1241I
Modify request for option <optionID> is not supported

Reason:

The entered modify request for an option <optionID>  is not supported. Request is ignored.

Action:

See the User Guide for the option IDs that are supported by the modify option functionality.

1242I
Option optionID changed from a previous_value to a new_value 

Reason: 

Option Modify Request completed. The option <optionID> was changed from previous_value to new_value.

Action: 

None.
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1243E
Modify request failed: value option_value for option optionID invalid 

Reason: 

The used option value <option_value> is not a valid value for the option <optionID>.

Action: 

Use a valid option value in the Option to modify the request.

1247I
Modify request for unknown option <optionID> ignored 

Reason: 

The entered modify request for an option <optionID> does not exist. Request is ignored.

Action: 

See the User Guide for supported option names.

1248I
Modify request for option optionID ignored, no value defined. 

Reason: 

A modify change request for option <optionID> was entered without a new option value. Request is ignored.

Action: 

Define a new option value in the modify change request.

1249E
Change of option optionID to value option_value has failed.

Reason:

An error occurred during the option update process. Option optionID was not updated with the new value option_value.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

1322E
CONTROLLR V1.5.01 IP TASK INITIALIZATION FAILED

Reason:

The initialization of the TCP/IP services in the controller TCP/IP subtask has failed. A retry operation is scheduled. If all
the retries fail, the Controller stops automatically.

Action:

Verify the TCP/IP initialization stop error return codes in the controller STC log for more information. Ensure that TCP/IP is
started and available for the controller.
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1350I
POLICY AND CAPACITY CHECK CYCLE STARTED

Reason:

DCI Controller has started check and control activities for the current interval.

Action:

None.

1351I
POLICY AND CAPACITY CHECK CYCLE COMPLETED. [NO CAPACITY ADJUSTMENTS REQUIRED.]

Reason:

If there is no need to change the capacity limit, the message displays after completing the capacity check control cycle,
with more information.

Action:

None.

DCI1353E
ERROR [nnn] GETTING USS DISK INFO

Reason:

An Error occurred while calling the UNIX function to retrieve the data about the used and free USS disk space.

• A return value in the range 0-255 is the exit status of the command.
• A negative return value indicates a failure that is usually a signal number. -256 is a general error code and a message

is issued to the error stream that describes the error.
• A number less than -1000 indicates a stop code

Action:

The solution for this error depends on the error code. Use the REXX function bpxwunix() to view the return codes and
values. For more information about BPXWUNIX return codes and the values, refer to the IBM documentation.

DCI1355W
USS DISK SPACE: WARNING LEVEL REACHED, 80% USED

Reason:

The usage of DCI USS space is reached the default warning level.

Action:

Allocate more space in the USS to maintain the DCI data.

Controller Start and Stop Messages
DCI includes the following controller sub-tasks:
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• Controller main task
• Controller rule task
• Controller report task
• Contoller IP task
• Controller DB task

This section of messages includes the status messages of the controller sub-tasks.

1300I
CONTROLR  MAIN TASK STARTUP IN PROGRESS 

Reason:  

Start of Main-Task in process

Action:  

None.

1301I
CONTROLR MAIN TASK STARTUP COMPLETED 

Reason: 

Main-Task ready for work.

Action: 

None. Information message.

 

1308I
CONTROLR MAIN TASK SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS 

Reason: 

Stop of Main-Task is in process.

Action: 

None. Informational message. 

  

1309I
CONTROLR MAIN TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETED 

Reason: 

Main-Task is stopped.

Action: 

None. Informational message. 
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1310I
CONTROLLER  RULE TASK STARTUP IN PROGRESS 

Reason: 

Start of Rule-Task is in progress.

Action: 

None. Informational message. 

  

1311I
CONTROLR RULE TASK STARTUP COMPLETED

Reason:

Rule-Task is ready for work.

Action:

None. Informational message.

1318I
CONTROLR RULE TASK SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS 

Reason: 

Stop of Rule-Task is in process

Action: 

None. Informational message. 

  

1319I
CONTROLR RULE TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETED 

Reason: 

Rule-Task is stopped

Action: 

None. Informational message. 

1320I
CONTROLR IP TASK STARTUP IN PROGRESS 

Reason: 

Start of IP-Task is in process.

Action: 

None. Informational message. 
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1321I
CONTROLR IP TASK STARTUP COMPLETED 

Reason: 

IP-Task is ready for work. 

Action: 

None. Informational message. 

1328I
CONTROLR IP TASK SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS

Reason:

Stop of IP-Task is in process.

Action:

None. Informational message.

1329I
CONTROLR IP TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETED  

Reason: 

DCI confirms the command interface establishment. 

Action: 

None. Informational message. 

  

1330I
CONTROLR DB TASK STARTUP IN PROGRESS

Reason:

Start of DB-Task is in process.

Action:

None. Informational message.

1331I
CONTROLR DB TASK STARTUP COMPLETED

Reason:

DB-Task is ready for work.

Action:
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None.

1338I
CONTROLR DB TASK SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS 

Reason: 

Stop the DB-Task is in process.

Action: 

None. Information message. 

  

1339I
CONTROLR DB TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETED 

Reason: 

DB-Task is stopped.

Action: 

None. Informational message. 

1340I
CONTROLR REPORT TASK STARTUP IN PROGRESS 

Reason: 

Start of Report-Task is in progress.

Action: 

None. Informational message. 

  

1341I
CONTROLR REPORT TASK SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS 

Reason: 

Controller Report-Task is ready for work.

Action: 

None. Informational message. 

  

1349I
CONTROLR REPORT TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETED 

Reason: 
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Report-Task is stopped.

Action: 

None. Informational message. 

DCI1323W
The controller has lost the connectivity with the TCP/IP stack and cannot communicate with agents

Reason:

The TCP/IP started task is not active.

Action:

Verify the status of the TCP/IP started task. The TCP/IP may not be active or might have encountered with other errors.

DCI1324I
Restarted the controller TCP/IP Task

Reason:

The controller connectivity re-establishment with the TCP/IP stack is in progress.

ACtion:

None.

DCI1325I
Controller Re-established Connectivity with the TCP/IP Task

Reason

Controller re-established connectivity with the TCP/IP task successfully.

Action:

None.

DCI1326E
Connection to the TCP/IP Task is Successful

Reason:

The controller IP subtask was restarted. The controller was unable to re-establish the connectivity to the TCP/IP stack.
The restart allows the controller to connect with the TCP/IP stack and continue the processing normally.

Action:

None.

Agent Messages
DCI agent runs every 5 minutes on every LPAR to collect the MSU usage data. The agents send the MSU usage data to
controller through TCP/IP. The agent applies the capacity limits to the LPAR that is determined by controller.

This section of the document provides the list of messages that are related to configuration of agents.
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0999E
ERROR HWICONN

Reason:

The message is issued by BCPii.

Action:

See the BCPii section of the IBM guide “z/OS MVS Programming Callable Services for High-Level Languages” depending
on the HWM message.

2000I
DYNAMIC CAPACITY INTELLIGENCE FOR ZSYSTEMS

2.0.01

COPYRIGHT (C) 2022 BROADCOM. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Action:

None.

2001I
COMMAND INTERFACE ESTABLISHED 

Reason: 

Confirms the establishment of command interface.

Action: 

None.

  

2002I
STOP COMMAND RECEIVED 

Reason: 

Agent received a STOP command.

Actions: 

None.

  

2003E
UNKNOWN COMMAND 

Reason: 

Modify Command is unknown or invalid.

Action: 
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Verify the command input.

  

2004I
STOP COMMAND FORCED BY DCI

Reason:

The agent initiated an automatic shutdown because of detected reoccurring problems.

Action:

For more information, see the agent log (that is message 2005E). If you cannot resolve the problem contact Broadcom
Support.

2005E
MAX RESTARTS OF taskname TASK REACHED

Reason:

A problem with the DCI subtask name was detected, an automatic restart for this subtask was initiated. After the agent
reached the maximum number of automatic restarts, the agent initiated a complete shutdown (see message 1004I).

Task name overview:

LPI
- Data Collector Subtask

IP
- TCP/IP Communication Subtask

HMC
- HMC Communication Subtask

Action:

For more information, see the agent log.  If you cannot resolve the problem, contact Broadcom Support

2006E
APF IS NOT AUTHORIZED!

Reason:

The Load Library must be APF authorized. The agent STC initiated an automatic shutdown because of APF authority is
missing.

Action:

Assign APF authority to the load library and restart the agent STC.

2007W
SERVICE-CLASS IS NOT SYSSTC ! 

Reason: 

The agent STC is not running in the recommended Service Class STC. A lack of service (that is delayed data update)
should be considered. 
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Action: 

We recommend that you run the Agent STC under the Service Class SYSSTC.

2008I
AGENT SET TO NON-SWAPPABLE

Reason:

The agent STC is marked as non-swappable address space.

Action:

None.

2009W
AGENT IS ALREADY STARTED!

Reason:

The agent STC started although the agent STC was already active on the LPAR. DCI denied duplicate agent STC on this
LPAR. Only one agent on each LPAR can be active.

Action:

None.

2010E
TCPIP CONNECT ERROR

Reason:

The IP Connection to the CONTROLR is not available.

Action:

Verify the TCP/IP connection and settings.

2011E
TCP/IP TIMEOUT DETECTED

Reason:

The IP Connection to the CONTROLR is lost. The CONTROLR continues with data collection and synchronizes when the
connection is re-established.

Action:

Verify the TCP/IP connection.

2012W
TCP/IP INIT FAILED, RETRY IN 10 SEC

Reason:

A TCP/IP INIT attempt failed, an INIT retry will be done after 10 seconds.
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Action:

None. An INIT retry is initiated automatically.

2013E
 No TCPIP Connection to CONTROLR 

 Reason: 

The agent (re)establishes the TCP/IP connection to the CONTROLR regularly after the agent STC starts or recovers after
a loss of the connection. Data cannot be transferred from the agent to the CONTROLR while TCP/IP is unavailable. The
connection (re)establishes when TCP/IP is available.

 Action: 

Verify the TCP/IP of the agent started task.

2014I
TCP/IP Connection to CONTROLR (re)established 

Reason: 

The agent re-establishes TCP/IP connection to the controller regularly after the agent started task starts or recovers after
a connection loss.

Action: 

None.

  

2015E
DCI AGENT SUPPORTED ONLY RUNNING UNDER Z/OS IN LPAR MODE, EXITING.

Reason:

The DCI Agent can only be run in LPAR mode. If the Agent is started on z/OS running as a VM guest it will produce an
error message and terminate.

Action:

Start the DCI Agent on z/OS running as an LPAR.

2020I
HMC BCPII SERVICE STARTED

Reason:

The agent established the service to the HMC through the BCPII interface.

Action:

None.

2021I
HMC BCPII SERVICE STOPPED
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Reason:

The agent ended the connection to the HMC.

Action:

None.

2022I
HMC CONFIGURATION REFRESHED

Reason:

The agent received a request to refresh the service with the HMC.

Action:

None.

2023E
ERROR READING PARM STRING

Reason:

The PARM card in the agent started task procedure contains an invalid definition.

Action:

Correct the PARM in the agent STC procedure.

2023I
HMC REQUEST TO CPC=<cpcID> <target element type=LPAR | CG>  <Element ID:LPAR-Name | CG Name>
<Resource type:DCL|CGL|WGT|ABS > <Processor type=CP (Central Processor) | IP (zIIP)> <value>  set

Reason:

This message shows the information for HMC request set by the agent.

Where

• cpcID
Specifies the CPC ID with which an LPAR or a capacity is group is associated according to active policy definitions.

• Target Element Type: LPAR | CG
Specifies the type of the element that is LPAR or capacity group for which the HMC requests are activated.

• Element ID: LPAR-Name | CG Name
Specifies the element ID that is LPAR ID or capacity group ID for which the HMC requests are activated.

• Resource Type: DCL | CGL | WGT | ABS
Specifies the request type which includes the following types:
– Defined capacity limit (DCL)
– Group capacity limit (CGL) 
– Processor weight (WGT)
– Absolute capping value (ABS)

• Processor Type: CP | IP
Specifies the processor type to which the value is changed:
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– Central Processor
– zIIP Processo

Action:

None.

2024I
ERROR READING PARM STRING

Reason:

The agent received a request to change the Capacity Group Limit MSU value to  nnnn  on LPAR <lparid>  on CG
<cgname>  .

Action:

None.

2025E
HMC SECURITY CHECK FAILED

Reason:

The agent has no permission to schedule changes for the environment to the HMC.

Action:

Refer to the installation instructions and apply the required security definitions for agent to allow dynamic changes.

2026I
HMC Set a New Value <nnnn> to <LPARID> on <CPICID>

Reason:

The agent received  a request to change the initial weight to <nnnn> to the LPAR <lparid> on the CPC <cpcid>. 

Action: 

None. 

2030I
HMC CONFIGURATION TEST STARTED

Reason:

Start of HMC access test (initiated by agent HMCTEST command).

Action:

None.

2031I
HMC ID=sys-id CPC=cpc-id
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Reason:

HMC access test: HMC can be accessed through system <sys-id > on CPC <cpc-id>.

Action:

None.

 

2032I
DEFINED CPC WITH HMC ACCESS NOT FOUND

Reason:

No CPC or System combination with HMC access was found during the HMC test.

Action:

None.

2033I
HMC CONFIGURATION TEST ENDED 

Reason: 

HMC access test is ended.

Action: 

None. Informational message. 

2034I
HMC CONNECTION IS ALREADY ACTIVE

Reason:

The HMCTEST command is issued against the agent that established HMC connection.

Action:

None. Informational message. 

DCI9980E
CPC IN HMC CONFIG NOT FOUND

Reason:

A central processor complex is defined in DCI but not in the Hardware Management Console (HMC) configuration.

Action:

Add the CPC ID in the HMC configuration.

Before you change the system configurations to add a new LPAR, capacity group, group, or CPC, stop the controller. After
you complete the system configuration changes, review and edit the existing policies and policy extensions according to
the new system configuration settings. Restart the controller and all agents.
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DCI2100I
INIT: RETRIEVE CPC INFORMATION

INIT: RETRIEVE CPC INFORMATION

Reason:

DCI The INIT process is started to retrieve the basic Central Processor Complex (CPC) data. The CPC data includes CPC
names and CPC IDs.

Action

None.

DCI2101I
CPC NAME: Retrieved <cpc-name>

Reason:

DCI shows a successfully retrieved CPC name.

Action:

None.

DCI2102I
CONNECTION TO CPC <cpc-name> FAILED

Reason:

Failed to connect to CPC  <cpc-name>, <cpc-name> is not available for DCI agent.

Action:

Refer to HWICONN error message in the DCI agent log. Verify the security definition. For more information, see Security
Setup for DCI Agents.

DCI2103I
CPC <cpc-name>  <SERIAL#>  NOT RECEIVED

Reason:

DCI failed to retrieve the CPU-ID for CPC and cpc-name.

Action:

Verify the security definition. For more information, see Security Setup for DCI Agents.

DCI2104I
CPC cpc-name SERIAL#: cpc-id

Reason:

DCI agent successfully retrieved the CPC-ID of a CPC.

Action:

None.
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DCI2197W
DCI agent did not retrieve CPC information

Reason:

The request to retrieve CPC names is unsuccessful.

Action:

Verify the security definition. For more information see, Security Setup for DCI Agents.

DCI2198W
DCI agent request for CPC information failed

Reason:

The request failed to retrieve the CPC names.

Action:

Refer to the HWILIST error message in the DCI Agent Log for more information. Verify the security definition. For more
information, see Security Setup for DCI Agents.

DCI2199W
DCI agent is not set up to handle the HMC requests

Reason:

The agent on an LPAR cannot handle the Hardware Management Console requests because of incorrect security
configurations.

Action:

Verify the security definitions for the LPAR. For more information, see Security Settings for DCI Agents.

Agent Start and Stop Messages
agents include the following sub-tasks:

• Main Task
• LPI Task
• IP Task
• HMC Task

This section of the document provides the messages that are related to status of agent sub-tasks.

2300I
AGENT MAIN TASK STARTUP IN PROGRESS

Reason:

Start of MAIN-Task is in process.

Action:

None.
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2301I
AGENT MAIN TASK STARTUP COMPLETED

Reason:

LPI-Main is ready for work.

Action:

None.

2308I
AGENT MAIN TASK SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS

Reason:

Stop of Main-Task is in process.

Action:

None.

2309I
AGENT MAIN TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETED

Reason:

MAIN-Task is stopped.

Action:

None.

2310I
AGENT LPI TASK STARTUP IN PROGRESS

Reason:

Start of LPI-Task is in process.

Action:

None.

2311I
AGENT LPI TASK STARTUP COMPLETED

Reason:

LPI-Task is ready for work.

Action:

None.
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2318I
AGENT LPI TASK SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS

Reason:

Stop of LPI-Task is in process.

Action:

None.

2319I
AGENT LPI TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETED 

Reason: 

LPI-Task is stopped.

Action: 

None.

2320I
AGENT LPI TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETED 

Reason:

Start of IP-Task is in process.

Action:

None.

2321I
AGENT IP TASK STARTUP COMPLETED 

Reason: 

IP-Task ready is for work.

Action: 

None.

2328I
AGENT IP TASK SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS

Reason:

Stop of IP-Task is in process.

Action:

None.
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2329I
AGENT IP TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETED 

Reason: 

IP-Task is stopped.

Action: 

None.

  

2330I
AGENT HMC TASK STARTUP IN PROGRESS 

Reason: 

Start of HMC-Task is in process,

Action: 

None.

  

2331I
AGENT HMC TASK STARTUP COMPLETED  

Reason: 

HMC-Task is ready for work.

Action: 

None.

2338I
AGENT HMC TASK SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS

Reason:

Stop of HMC-Task is in process.

Action:

None.

2339I
DCIAGNT HMC TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETED  

Reason: 

HMC-Task is stopped.

Action: 

None.
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Policy Extension Messages
The Policy Extensions option lets you define the initial weight for LPARs in the CPC to influence the active policy
decisions. The option Extension is more effective when the CPC gets busy, for example, when the LPARs are over 90
percent busy. Based on the extensions that are assigned to an LPAR, DCI dynamically balances these weights to meet
the goals of the workload in the LPARs.

This section of the document provides the messages that you encounter when you add and modify the policy extensions
on each LPAR based on the policy.

1401E
More extensions are assigned to the policy (policy-name) than the limit. Extension processing is skipped.

Reason: 

The number of extensions that you can assign to a policy <policy name> is limited. If the limit exceeds, no extension of the
policy is executed.

Action:

Assign only the allowed number of extensions to a policy.

1402I
Extension <  extension-name> is not found. Extension processing is skipped.

Reason:

The assigned extension <extension-name> is not found.

Action:

Add the existing extension to the policy.

 

1403I
Extension extension-name is not QUEUED. Extension processing is skipped.

Reason:

The assigned extension <extension-name> does not have the QUEUED mode.

Action:

Ensure that the extension is eligible for QUEUED to assign.

1404E
Extension <extension-name> definition is incomplete. Extension processing is skipped.

Reason:

The assigned extension <extension-name> is incomplete.

Action:

Complete the extension definition. 
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1405E
Extension <extension-name> does not have defined actions . Extension processing is skipped.

Reason:

The assigned extension <extension name> does not have defined actions.

Action:

Define actions to the extension. 

1406I
Extension <extension-name> execution is in progress.

Reason: 

The execution of the assigned extension <extension name> is in progress.

Action:

None.

 

1407I
Extension <extension-name> parameter <parm> is not supported. Parameter is ignored.

Reason:

The extension <extension name> has an assigned parameter <parm> that DCI does not support. Therefore the parameter
is ignored.

Action:

None.

1410I
Received a set weight request <weight action value> for CPC <cpc-id> and LPAR l<par-id>

Reason:

Received a request to change the weight <weight> of an LPAR <lpar-id> on CPC <cpc-id>.

Action 

None.

 

1411E
Received a set weight request <weight action value> for CPC <cpc-id> and LPAR <lpar-id>.

Reason: 

A request to change the weight of the LPAR lpar-id on the CPC cpc-id was skipped because of errors.

Action: 
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See the message 1412E for the error details.

 

1412E
Current weight for a new weight calculation is not available

Reason:

A request to change the weight of a LPAR by the defined factor was skipped because the current weight value could not
be retrieved.

Action:

None.

1413E
Weight value (value) would exceed allowed maximum <max-limit>.

Reason:

A request to increase the weight of a defined factor is skipped because the current weight plus the defined factor
exceeded the maximum LPAR weight maximum limit <max-limit>.

Action:

None.

1414E
Weight value <value> is less than the allowed minimum (min-limit).               

Reason:

A request to decrease the weight of an LPAR by the defined factor is skipped because the current weight minus the
defined factor is less than the minimum LPAR weight limit <min-limit>.

Action:

None.

1415I
Set weight to value request for a CPC <cpc-id> LPAR <lpar-id> is triggered.

Reason:

The request to change the weight of LPAR <lpar-id> on CPC <cpc-id> to value is triggered for execution.

Action:

None.

DCIIM092
Only Extensions attached to a 'STOPPED' policy can be deleted

Reason:
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You tried to to delete an extension that is attached to a Policy with the status 'ACTIVE' or 'QUEUED'.

Action:

If the policy is in the ACTIVE mode or QUEUED mode, change the policy to STOPPED mode. Remove the extension that
is attached to the policy and then delete the policy.

MOI Integration Messages
1481W
Connection to MOI Opened with RC(rtc) and RSN(rsnc)

Reason:

DCI established connection to MOI with warnings. DCI starts sending data to MOI.

Action:

For more information about return code (retc) and reason code (rsnc) warning reason and required actions, see Data
Mover documentation.

1482I
Established Connection to MOI

Reason:

DCI established the connection to MOI successfully. DCI starts sending data to MOI.

Action:

None.

1489I
Connection to MOI Closed

Reason:

The connection to MOI is terminated. DCI stops sending the data to MOI.

Action:

None.

1490E
Connection to MOI Failed with RC(retc) and RSN(rsnc)

Reason:

Connection to MOI failed with RC retc and RSN rsnc. DCI does not send data to MOI. 

Action: 

For more information about return code (retc) and reason code (rsnc) warning reason and actions, see Data Mover
documentation. 
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1491
Sending Data to MOI Ended with RC(retc) and RSN (rsnc)

Reason:

MOI has encountered warnings during the data transfer from DCI to MOI.

Action:

For more information about return code (retc) and reason code (rsnc) warning reason and required actions, see Data
Mover documentation. 

1492E
Sending Data to MOI Failed with RC(retc) and RSN(rsnc)

Reason

The data transfer from DCI to MOI failed.

Action:

For more information about return code (retc) and reason code (rsnc) warning reason and required actions, see Data
Mover documentation. 

ISPF Interface Messages
This section of the document provides a list of messages that are related to the following options in the DCI ISPF
interface:

• DCI Primary settings
• Configure BCPii enabled agents
• Policy actions
• Alert definitions

DCIIM002
Unknown Command

Reason

You used the wrong line command.

Action

Verify and use the line commands that are listed in the ISPF panel.

DCIIM003
DCI license has expired.

Reason:

License to DCI is expired.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support to renew the license.
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DCIIM004
Options transferred &ZMSG

Reason:

Action:

DCIIM005
End Date Prior to Start Date 

Reason: 

You entered start date first.

Action: 

Ensure that you specify the end date first before the start date.

DCIIM006
Start Date Needs a Valid Date Value 

Reason: 

You entered the wrong date format.

Action: 

Ensure that you enter the date in the YY/MM/DD format. For example, 19/02/28.

DCIIM008
Connection to the Controller Task with IP-address &ZIPADDR is Failed 

DCIIM009
License will Expire in <nn> days

Reason:

The license for DCI expires soon.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support to renew the license.

DCIIM010
Not Authorized for the Selected Option 

Reason: 

You are not authorized to use the selected option.

Action: 

Ensure that DCI is in the active mode. In the ISPF panel, select Menu and specify 1 to open the Options panel. In
the MODE field, verify if the entered value is ACTIVE. Ensure that the license to use DCI is not expired. 
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DCIIM011
Hit PF3 to Save Changes, or PF12 to Discard Changes 

Reason: 

You made changes and want to exit from the panel.

Action: 

Press PF3 to save the changes. Press PF12 to discard the changes.

DCIIM012
Invalid Email Address

Reason:

The email address that you entered contains invalid characters.

Action:

Enter the valid characters in the mail address. A valid email address allows uppercase and lowercase alphabets, a
through z, digits 0 through 9, and the special character @ (at)-sign'. 

DCIIM013
Invalid ID 

Reason: 

The ID that you entered includes the invalid characters.

Action: 

Ensure that the ID starts with an alphabet.

DCIIM014
Successfully sent mail. 

Reason: 

The message is sent to the recipient successfully.

Action:  

None.

DCIIM015
Send Mail Error. 

Reason: 

Could not send the mail successfully.

Action: 

Verify and enter the correct recipient email address with valid characters.
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DCIIM016
Connection to the Controller Failed

Reason:

Could not connect to the Controller.

Action:

Verify that if the controller is started, network connections, and the TCP/IP connection to the LPAR where the controller is
configured.

DCIIM017
NBD Entries are Empty.  Add a New NBD Entry.

Reason:

You have not entered any days in the non-business day alendar.

Action:

Add the company-specific holidays or other days that are closed for business and you expect low workload. For more
information, see Define Non-Business Day Calendar.

DCIIM018
Refreshed at:&DPODATR

Reason:

The policy is refreshed at the specified hours.

Action:

None. Information message.

DCIIM019
Duplicate Email ID

Reason:

You entered the same email ID.

Action:

Enter a different email ID.

DCIIM021
EMail ID is missing 

Reason: 

The email address is missing in the Email-ID field in the Alert Definition panel.  

Action:  

Enter the email address to receive the alert from DCI when the MSU defined conditions for alert are met.  
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DCIIM022
Description is Missing.

Reason:

Description for the Email alert is missing. 

Action:

Enter the description for the email alert that you receive when the MSU alert conditions are met. 

DCIIM023
RECPT is Missing 

Reason: 

Alert receiver email address is missing. 

Action: 

Enter minimum one email receive address in the RECPT field in the EMAIL Definition panel when you define an alert. For
more information, see Define Alerts.

DCIIM024
Subject is Missing 

Reason: 

Subject is missing in the alert email.

Action: 

When you add an email to send the alert, enter a subject in the Subject field in the Email Definition panel. For more
information see Define Alerts.

DCIIM025
 Body text is missing. 

Reason 

The body text is missing for the alert email. 

Action: 

Enter the text that describes the actions that you are required to perform to resolve an issue that is raised by an alert
through the Email Definition panel. For more information, see Define Alerts.

DCIIM026
Alert ID is Missing 

Reason: 

Alert ID is missing in the ID field in the Email Definition panel. 

Action:  

Enter the alert ID that is used as a reference in an alert definition in the ID field.
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DCIIM027
CPC ID is missing 

Reason 

The ID in the CP CID field is missing in the Alert Definition panel. 

Action: 

Enter the ID of the monitored CPC in the CPCID filed in the Alert Definition panel. For more information, see Define Alerts.

DCIIM028
% Limit is Missing

Reason:

The filed % Limit in the Alert Definition panel is empty.

Action:

Enter the MSU usage limit in percentage for a CPC to receive an alert in the % Limit field in the Alert Definition table.

DCIIM029
MSU Limit is Missing 

Reason: 

The MSU Limit in the Alert Definition panel is empty.

Action: 

Enter the MSU limit in numbers to receive an email alert from DCI in the field MSU Limit in the Alert Definition panel. For
more information, see Define Alerts.

DCIIM050
Policy ID <nn> is Deleted 

Reason: 

You deleted the policy with the specific ID.

Action: 

None.

DCIIM051
Policies are Reset.

Reason:

You edited the policy to assign new MSU values for LPAR and changes are applied to the policy.

Action:

None.
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DCIIM052
Policy is Stopped. 

Reason: 

You stopped the policy to edit or delete. DCI does not activate the policy that is based on the time settings and priority
until to change the mode from STOPPED to QUEUED. 

Action: 

None.

DCIIM053
Policy is Queued.

Reason:

You changed the policy mode to QUEUE. DCI activates the policy that is in the QUEUE mode based on time settings and
priority.

Action:

None.

DCIIM054
Policy is manually activated. 

Reason: 

You activated the policy manually with the option AC in the Policy Definition panel to override the current active policy for
a specific temporary period.

Action: 

None.

DCIIM055
Target Policy ID is Empty.

Reason:

The policy is empty.

Action:

Ensure that you defined time settings and assigned LPARs to the policy.

DCIIM056
New Policy ID Already Exists

Reason:

The policy id that you entered already exists.

Action:

Enter a unique and different ID for the policy.
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DCIIM057
Policy Activation is Cancelled.

Reason:

You canceled the manual policy activation.

Action:

None. Information message.

DCIIM058
Invalid Character in the Policy ID

Reason:

You have entered invalid characters in the policy ID.

Action:

Enter only the valid characters in the Policy ID field. In the policy ID, you can add only alphabets A to Z and digits from 0
to 9.

DCIIM059
Only Policies with the Status ''STOPPED'' can be deleted.

Reason: 

You tried to delete the policy which is in the QUEUED mode.

Action: 

Before you delete the policy, change the policy mode from QUEUED to STOPPED.

DCIIM061
You are going to edit/change a policy which is currently used or eligible to be used according to the defined policy
selection criteria.

Reason:

You try to edit the policy which is in the ACTIVE mode and QUEUED mode.

Action:

We recommend you to create a copy of the policy with the line command C and edit the policy.

DCIIM062
Overwrite is only allowed for types CG, GRP and SYS

Reason:

You tried to overwrite the policy for CPC and CMP. You are allowed to overwrite a policy only for a Capacity Group, DCI
Group and LPAR.

Action:

None. Information message.
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DCIIM063
The selected Entry does not have an associated XML file 

Reason: 

The entry that you selected does not have an associated XML file in the USS directory. 

Action: 

Ensure that you have an associated file in the USS directory.  

DCIIM064
Policy <policy_name> queued for test 

Reason: 

Changed the policy mode to QUEUE. 

Action: 

None. 

DCIIM111
Remaining duration of policy overwrite exhausted, set to 00:00

Reason:

The policy overwrite time is completed.

Action:

None.

DCIIM120
Could not Read CNTL-xml from Controller 

Reason: 

The CNTL.xml is corrupted in the xml sub-directory. DCI recreates the xml file with the default values. 

Action: 

None. Information message.

DCIIM112
Policy Overwrite is Transferred to the Controller 

Reason: 

You edited the MSU values for the system that is included in the active policy.

Action: 

None. Information message.
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DCIM000A
Policy ID is too Short. 

Reason: 

You have entered the policy ID which is lesser than minimum required length. 

Action: 

Ensure that you have entered the policy ID that include minimum one character.

DCIM000B
Policy ID is too Long. 

Reason: 

You entered the policy ID which is more than maximum limit that is 32 characters.

Action: 

Ensure that the policy ID does not exceed the limit of 32 characters. 

DCIM000C
First Character is not A-Z. 

Reason 

You entered digits or special character as first character in the policy ID.

Action 

Ensure that the first character in the policy ID is alphabet from A-Z.

DCIM000D
Invalid Value in the Policy ID 

Reason: 

You have entered invalid value in the policy ID.

Action: 

The policy ID can include alphabets from A-Z, digits 0-9, and _ (underscore). 

DCIM000E
Email Notification Receiver is Missing 

Reason: 

Email address incomplete. Receive email address is missing. 

Action:  

Enter the receiver email address.  
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DCIM000F
Domain is missing 

Reason:  

Email address is incomplete. Domain is not specified.

Action: 

Specify the domain.

DCIM000G
Receiver email address is invalid 

Reason: 

Receiver email address includes invalid characters.

Action:  

Enter the correct email address.

DCIM000I
Invalid Domain in the email address 

Reason: 

Email domain includes the invalid characters.

Action: 

Add only valid characters in the domain.

DCIM000J
Character not allowed in description 

Reason: 

The description includes the invalid character.

Action: 

Ensure that the description does not include any special characters.

DCIM000K
Not Numeric 

Reason : 

The value that you entered is not numeric.

Action: 

The value must be numeric.
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DCIM000L
Value is out of range 

Reason: 

The field length is out of range. 

Action: 

Ensure that the values that you entered is between 1 through 64 characters.

DCIM000M
Term is longer than one character

Reason:

Term is too long.

Action:

Term should include only one character.

DCIM000N
Invalid value 

Reason: 

The filed includes the invalid value.

Action: 

Ensure that the field includes only the characters from alphabets uppercase A -Z and numbers 1-9.

  

DCIM000O
Term is too long 

Reason: 

The term that you entered exceeds the maximum limit of eight characters.  

Action: 

Ensure that term is within 8 characters length.

DCIM000P
Invalid value 

Reason: 

The value that you entered includes the invalid value.

Action: 

Ensure that you enter only the allowed values, that is, uppercase alphabets - A-Z, lowercase characters - a-z, and digits
from 1 through 9.
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DCIM000Q
Invalid value in the Mode field 

Reason: 

You entered an invalid value in the Mode field. 

Action: 

Ensure that you enter only the following values in the Mode field:

A
Specifies that  DCI is in the Active mode.

S
Specifies that DCI is in the Simulation mode.

If DCI in the active mode, DCI monitors the systems in your mainframe environment, and DCI manages the MSU
consumption based on the active policy. If DCI is in the simulation mode, DCI only monitors, collects, and provides reports
on MSU consumption of systems. Use the simulation reports that are available in the web UI to create or modify a policy. 

DCIM000R
Invalid value

Reason:

You entered invalid values in the Reports field in the Option Table panel.

Action:

Ensure that you enter only one of the following values in the Reports field:

ON
Generates CSV report to show reports in the web UI.

OFF
Does not generate CSV report.

In the CSV_RESET field, If you enable real-time reporting, every day after midnight DCI builds the CSV reports for the
current accounting period to clear the possible gaps in the intervals. With the CSV_RESET parameter, deactivate the
rebuild or select the rebuild once a week on a specific day. The option OFF deactivates the rebuilds. DCI appends the
data in the UPDATE mode to the CSV files. When the CSV reporting is deactivated, the MSU data might not be captured
in the web UI.

DCIM000T
Invalid values

Reason: 

You entered invalid values in the CSV_FORMAT field in the Option Table panel.

Action: 

Ensure that you enter only ASCII or EBCDIC for CSV data file. 

DCIM000U
Invalid Value 
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Reason: 

You entered an invalid value in the DAY filed. 

Action: 

The default value is DAY. The DAY option rebuilds the CSV reports daily after midnight based on the data that is available
in the MSU database. The values MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, SUN rebuilds CSV once a week on this weekday for
the selected day after midnight.  

DCIM000V
CPC ID is invalid 

Reason: 

The CPC ID that you entered is invalid in the CPC Entry panel. 

Action: 

Ensure that you enter a unique 4 characters CPC ID. The maximum limit of the CPC ID is 4 characters.

DCIM000W
Invalid Value 

Reason: 

The value that you entered includes the invalid characters.

Action: 

The allowed characters in the field are uppercase alphabets A-Z and numbers 0-9. 

DCIM000X
Invalid Value 

Reason: 

You entered an invalid value in the field.

Action: 

Ensure that you enter either YES or NO. 

DCIM000Y
Invalid Length 

Reason: 

The characters length that you entered exceeds the limit or below the required limit. 

Action: 

Verify the length of the entered value in the field. 
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DCIM000Z
Invalid Value 

Reason: 

You entered an invalid value in the field.

Action: 

Ensure that the first character is alphabet. 

DCIM001B
Invalid Date  

Reason: 

The date format that you entered is invalid. 

Action: 

Ensure that you enter the date in the YY/MM/DD format. 

DCIM001C
Invalid Date 

Reason:

The date format that you entered is invalid. 

Action:

Enter the date in the YY/MM/DD format. For example, 19/04/08. 

DCIM001D
Invalid Date  

Reason: 

The date format that you entered is invalid. 

Action: 

Enter the date in the YY/MM/DD format. For example, 19/11/11.

DCIM001E
Invalid Date  

Reason: 

The month format that you entered is invalid. 

Action: 

Enter the month in the MM format in digits. 
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DCIM001F
Invalid Day Value 

Reason: 

The day format that you entered is invalid. 

Action: 

Enter / (forward slash) to include days to the policy. Remove / (forward slash) to exclude days from the policy. 

DCIM001G
Invalid Time Format 

Reason: 

The time format that you entered is invalid. 

Action: 

Ensure that you enter the date in the HH/MM format. For example, 16:00. The values for time must be in the number
format. 

DCIM001H
Invalid Time Format 

Reason: 

The hour and minute separator is invalid.

Action: 

Use : (colon) as a separator between hour and minute. For example, 08:15.

DCIM001I
Invalid Time 

Reason: 

You entered invalid value 00.00 in the End Time field for a policy.

Action: 

Specify 23:59 or 00.01 in the End Time field for a policy during the day. 00:00 values are not allowed in the End Time
field.

DCIM001J
Invalid Time 

Reason: 

You entered invalid time value for hour. 

Action:  

Ensure that you enter the hour is 23 or less than 24. After 23:59, use the time value 00.01. 
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DCIM001K
Invalid Time 

Reason: 

The minutes that you entered is more than 59. 

Action: 

The allowed limit for minutes is 59. Ensure that the entered value does not exceed 59.

DCIM001M
Invalid Time 

Reason: 

You entered an invalid time separator. 

Action: 

Ensure that you use : (colon) as a time separator. 

DCIM001N
Invalid Time 

Reason: 

You entered more than 23:59 for hour in the Time field.

Action: 

Ensure that you enter the value for time below 23:59. 

DCIM001P
Invalid Time 

Reason: 

You entered seconds above 59. 

Action: 

Ensure that you enter below 59 seconds.

DCIM001R
Invalid Sign 

Reason: 

You entered an invalid character.

Action: 

The allowed values in this field are numbers 0-9 or blank space. Enter only digits with a blank space. 
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DCIM001S
Values are Out of Range 

Reason: 

The values are exceed the set range.

Action: 

Ensure that the values are within the range.

DCI1170I
OPTIONS.XML RESET TO DEFAULT VALUES 

Reason: 

The Option.xml file in the XML sub-directory that is located in the USS directory is corrupted or incomplete. A copy of
the Options.xml is available in the USS /xml sub-directory. DCI now try to retrieve the Options.xml from the xml sub-
directory. DCI retrieves the Options.xml configuration file at the startup of the Controller with the default values.

Action: 

None. DCI retrieves the Options.xml configuration file at the startup of the DCI controller with the default values.

DCIM011
Invalid Date 

Reason: 

You entered an invalid date format in the From and To fields. 

Action: 

Enter the dates in the valid format. That is YY/MM/DD format. 

DCIM012
Packing successful.

Reason:

Data set is  packed succesfully in XMIT file format to share with the Broadcom customer support.

Action:

None.

DCIM013
Packing is unsuccessful. 

Reason: 

Data set ds-name was not packed successfully. 

Action: 

Ensure that you have packed the data in the XMIT file with the option 99. 
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DCIM014
Invalid Interval 

Reason: 

The start date is higher than the end date.

Action: 

Ensure that the start date is earlier or lower than the end date.

DCIM015
Initial set up of Support Library is required

Reason:

Support library does not exist.

Action:

Ensure that you set up the support library to retrieve the DCI data.

DCIM016
Not allowed

Reason: 

The support library name and the output file name conflicts. 

Action: 

Ensure that the support library name and the output file name are different.

DCIM017
Single quotes required.  

Reason: 

The output file name is not with the single quote.

Action: 

Ensure that the output file name is enclosed with the single quotes. 

DCIM018
Support library is empty. Packing not possible.

Reason:

The support library that you created to extract the DCI data is empty.

Action:

Ensure that you extracted to the data to the appropriate support library that you want to pack and share with Broadcom
Support.
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DCIIM123
Could not Read MAPPER-xml (MapperFields.xml) from the DCI controller

Reason:

The MapperFields.xml is corrupted or missing in the config sub-directory.

Action:

Use the job $22XMLS in the CFHRSAMP library to reinstall the MapperFields.xml file.

DCIIM124
Could not read the HTML Colors-xml from the controller

Reason

The HTMLColors.xml is corrupted or missing in the config sub-directory.

Action:

Reinstall the HTMLColors.xml using the job $22XMLS from the SAMPJ library.

DCIIM125
The color name is not a supported HTML color name

Reason:

The color name that you entered is not on the list of  supported HTML colors.

Action:

Enter the color name that is only supported by HTML. Ignore the message, if your browser supports the color name that
you entered.
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references, and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

NOTE
Some of the following websites require you to log in using your Broadcom Support or Broadcom Mainframe
Communities user name and password.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Broadcom Mainframe Education
• Broadcom Mainframe Education YouTube Channel
• Learning@Broadcom: Accessing the Learning Management System

Product Support

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• Product Information
• Broadcom Support for DCI
• Mainframe Product Portfolio

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about product support and maintenance:

• DCI Maintenance Solutions List (login required)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• DCI Release and Support Lifecycle Dates (login required)
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• DCI Community
• Customer Validation Community platform
• Mainframe Product Communities on the Broadcom Community website

Social Media

Use the following social media resources to connect with the Broadcom Mainframe Software Division global community:
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https://www.youtube.com/user/Educate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tszo7u-NeAo
https://www.broadcom.com/products/mainframe/operational-analytics/dci
https://support.broadcom.com/group/ecx/productdetails?productName=Dynamic%20Capacity%20Intelligence
https://www.broadcom.com/products/mainframe/product-portfolio
https://support.broadcom.com/group/ecx/productdownloads?subfamily=DYNAMIC+CAPACITY+INTELLIGENCE&tab=Solutions
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0/getting-started/ca-recommended-service-for-z-os.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0/getting-started/z-osmf-requirements/migrate-smp-e-environments-into-z-osmf.html
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/zosmf_migration
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOP6jsD8tkA&list=PLynEdQRJawmw9AV-wq79gR9i_mNX8qSaP&index=1
https://support.broadcom.com/group/ecx/productdetails?productName=Dynamic%20Capacity%20Intelligence
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0.html
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=7dbc1133-d85e-4200-9c48-6f68830cc923
https://validate.broadcom.com/welcome/default.html
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home
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• Broadcom Mainframe Software on Twitter
• Broadcom Mainframe Software on Linkedin
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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